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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the development of a dispatch/pricing model to examine the effect of 

maintaining voltage stability margins on spot prices, and also presents models for voltage stability 

constrained reactive power planning. We develop an AC OPF primal problem incorporating both 

multiple generator contingency constraints and multiple voltage stability margin contingency 

constraints. Active and reactive power trade off functions for the generators and the opportunity cost of 

foregoing active power generation to provide increased reactive power are considered. The objective is 

to minimise costs while maintaining the capability to deal with pre-defined contingency events. The 

dual of the primal problem is analysed to determine generation, reserve and demand price equations, 

which are examined to establish the effects on ~ctive and reactive power spot prices of generator 

contingency constraints and voltage stability margin contingency constraints. We also develop a 

voltage stability constrained and contingency constrained reactive power planning model. This uses a 

non-linear mixed integer programming algorithm to efficiently formulate and solve the V AR planning 

problem. Next, a statistical approximation procedure simplifying the voltage stability constrained 

planning model is presented. An equation of the locus of the PoCs is developed using statistical 

regression methods and used to simplify the full MINLP model. Finally, a preventive/corrective control 

model is developed to guard against voltage instability while taking into account the load-shed 

dynamics. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

An electricity supply system comprises three sub-systems, namely: generation of bulk power, 

transmission of power through a high voltage network, and finally distribution of power to 

end use customers via a low voltage network. Historically, these services have been provided 

in most countries at a national/regional level by regulated vertically integrated utilities. The 

nineties marked an important departure from this trend as the electricity industry started 

to see deregulation to foster competition in a number of countries. The major restructuring 

efforts were geared towards removing the vertically integrated structure to create three distinct 

service organisation structures, and most countries deregulated the generation sector in the 

initial phase. Wholesale electricity markets were set up in which generating companies were to 

compete with each other to supply electricity competitively through both efficient management 

. of their resources, and developing new resources optimally in the long run. First generation 

electricity markets came into being in the early nineties in the United Kingdom, Chile and 

Scandinavian. These were followed by more advanced second generation markets in the mid/late 

nineties in New Zealand, Australia, parts of Canada, the USA, and Europe, and now in Asia. 

One of the cornerstones of modern day wholesale electricity markets is the advanced dynamic 

pricing of electricity. Unlike other commodity markets, an electricity market is characterised 

by the key role physical drivers play in determining electricity prices. An accurate reflection 

of these drivers is important because prices that embody them provide the correct signal to 

both producers and consumers for the system to be operated efficiently in the short run and 

to induce the correct supply and demand side investment in the long run. There are three 

major physical attributes of electricity that drive much of the past and ongoing developments 

in electricity pricing: 

1. Electricity demand and supply profile changes in real time and these may mean prices 

can vary significantly within a day, across different day types and seasons, and over 

the years; 

2. Transmission losses and constraints may have major implication for the cost of sup-

1 



2 Chapter 1. Introduction 

plying the end user customers in different locations, and also optimal expansion of 

the transmission system in the long run; and 

3. Security of supply and quality of service are intricately linked to the physics of elec

tricity generation and transmission. Generators and transmission system operators 

need to deal with a task that is much more complex than simply dealing with pro

duction and transportation of "Mega Watts (MW)". They must also ensure ability 

of the system to cope with outage of one or more supply sources or lines and ac

ceptable supply voltage, for instance. These services are often generically termed as 

"ancillary services". Apart from meeting MW demands, the efficient provision and 

pricing of these ancillary services are important issues in a market. 

This thesis addresses the optimal pricing of, and longer term planning for, 

reactive power in an electricity market to maintain system voltage stability. 

We will provide a more technical description of both reactive power and voltage stability 

in the following chapter. Nevertheless, it would suffice to say at this point that reactive power 

is a key ancillary service that is intimately linked to maintaining acceptable voltage level - an 

important measure of quality of supply. Production and transmission of reactive power is linked 

closely with that of real power (MW). Reactive power supply may come from generators but also 

from other sources such as capacitor banks and other devices, with investment decisions on the 

latter often being in the purview of a transmission system operator. Depending upon the source, 

provision of reactive power can be "slow" or Hfast". Reactive power can serve two purposes: 

Maintaining voltages in an acceptable band under normal operation, and arresting the collapse 

of voltage under extreme system conditions. Voltage stability is one of the key security criteria 

that a power system has to observe in real time and to ensure the generation/load growth of the 

system is matched with adequate investment to secure longer term supply of reactive power. 

Voltage instability is characterised by rapid deterioration of voltage profile in a local area 

that may eventually lead to load being shed. It is initially a local phenomenon, but can subse

quently affect large areas, potentially leading to collapse of the entire system. Voltage stability 

issues have gained more attention in relatively recent years as power systems have grown more 

complex. Transmission that were originally designed to serve local areas have become 

more and more interconnected, leading to power transfer over very long distances. Transmis

sion lines have been subjected to unprecedented stress as demand has grown, without adequate 

transmission expansion in some cases and demand-supply patterns have also changed over the 

years. Introduction of electricity markets has contributed to the problem, as a number of elec

tricity markets have struggled to keep up with promoting adequate transmission investment, 

and the Iocational supply economics have often dramatically changed with the introduction of 

competition. 

As we have indicated in the foregoing discussion, spot pricing of reactive power has already 
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received consider.able attention in the academic literature starting with the works of Hogan 

[49], [52], Baughman and Siddiqi [7], among others. The economic theory is based on the same 

premise as that of real power spot pricing due to Schweppe et al [13] and [94], but reactive power 

pricing not only requires consideration of demand and supply of reactive power and the impact 

it has on load voltages, but also the interaction of this with the active power supply and demand 

in an integrated AC network. This has led, in the first instance, to analysis of reactive power 

spot prices as the marginal cost of meeting an extra unit of reactive power in terms of marginal 

real power loss and any opportunity cost of foregone economic real power generation around 

an optimal power flow (OPF) model. Hogan et al [49], and [50] provided a rigorous analysis 

of the resultant (real and) reactive power spot prices using duality theory. Hogan's analysis 

has demonstrated that reactive power demand under stressed conditions can have a significant 

impact on real power dispatch, and hence a binding voltage constraint in extreme cases may 

imply very significant prices for reactive power. Later analysis went further, assuming offers for 

reactive power, Read and Ring, 1995, [81]. However, the analyses reported in the literature so 

far have not considered the contribution of reactive power towards preserving voltage stability. 

The latter role of reactive power in the form of a dynamic reserve is a critical one that is one 

of the focus areas in the present research. 

Ignoring market power, the short term spot pricing of reactive power generation and reac

tive power reserve would ensure efficient dispatch of existing resources. We will later consider 

whether this also sends right signals for investment. But reactive power planning by a trans

mission system operator is still likely to be critical because reactive power constraints can 

usually be eliminated by adequate installation of static capacitor banks and fast acting static 

VAR compensators (SVC). Such investment may prove to be economic, relative to generation 

based alternatives, particularly because reactive power requirements tel!d to be quite localised. 

Reactive power spot prices can be extremely volatile as the spot pricing literature has long 

recognised, but a judicious investment plan can eliminate excessive volatility that stems from a 

chronic shortage of reactive power in a local area. However, .spot pricing methodology ignores 

market power issues. 

There is also a rich literature on optimal investment in reactive power equipment. A number 

of engineering studies have dealt with planning optimal location, level and type of capacitors 

and other devices. Studies have also been routinely performed by system planners in regulated 

utilities and by the system operators in electricity markets1 . All these studies may be broadly 

categorised into three classes: 

1. Static optimisation studies can ensure optimal selection of reactive power resources, but 

have no consideration of the dynamic reactive power and voltage stability constraints 

[106]; and 

1 Miller [66] provides an excellent overview of the planning procedures followed by utilities. 
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2. Dynamic simulation studies can accurately represent the dynamics of load, generation 

control equipment and reactive power supply equipment such as SVC, to simulate contin

gency conditions and determine the adequacy of reactive power supply to withstand such 

contingencies. However, these models do not have any capability to optimise the selection 

of control equipment in a multi-year planning context; while 

3. Obadina and Berg [72] have laid the foundation for a reactive power planning optimisation 

model that captured the voltage stability margin explicitly as a constraint. However, the 

optimisation was based on a simple heuristic and did not adequately consider contingency 

constraints. 

Voltage stability constrained reactive power planning has made very limited progress, and 

dynamic models and other engineering analyses continue to dominate the current industry 

practice. There has also been very limited effort towards combining the merits of the static 

and dynamic approaches e.g., Moors and Van Cutsem [69]. Finally, no established criterion 

or processes, exist currently to address the issue of allocating fixed costs of reactive power 

equipment incurred by the system operator to the market participants. Each of these areas 

present a formidable challenge for a system planner to develop a comprehensive methodology 

and implementation schemes. 

1.1 The Aim of The Research 

This thesis focuses on two aspects of reactive power, namely: 

1. Short term pricing: We have extended the existing theory of spot pricing of reaL and reac

tive power and real power reserve to incorporate multiple voltage stability constraints. We 

have presented a theoretical model of optimal dispatch and pricing in an electricity mar

ket and implemented the model for the New Zealand North Island (NZNI) system. The 

model dispatches real and reactive power to meet demand in real-time as well as reactive 

(and real) power reserve to meet multiple contingencies that may otherwise jeopardise 

voltage stability (and system frequency). We have also presented a theoretical analysis of 

the pricing using duality theory, extending the analyses in Hogan et al [53] to 

incorporate voltage stability constraints. Although power spot pricing has been 

discussed in the literature for over a decade now, the ,-,."",..,,,,,,1- research addresses a new role 

of reactive power to preserve voltage stability, and we have demonstrated that dynamic 

reactive power reserve can indeed assume an important role under stressed conditions, 

and merits an adequate compensation mechanism potentially based on the spot market 

for reactive power. The key research issues that are addressed include: 

i. Representation of voltage stability constraint in a dispatch model; 
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ii. Extension of the stability constrained dispatch model and duality analyses to 

include multiple contingency constraints, and; 

iii. Understanding the implication of voltage stability on real and reactive power 

reserve prices, and on prices for generation and demand. 

2. Longer term optimal planning and investment: We have extended the optimisation frame

work originally developed by Obadina and Berg [72J to include contingency constraints. 

We have formulated the problem as a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) 

problem and used an Outer Approximation (OA) algorithm to solve the problem. We have 

further discussed a number of important planning and computational issues, namely: 

i. The planning optimization model in [72] is extended to incorporate contingencies 

and load growth constraints within the model; 

11. How the reactive power planning optimisation model compares with other engi

neering approaches and also how the advantages of these alternative approaches 

can be combined; 

iii. How the MINLP problem can be simplified to reduce the problem size using a 

statistical approximation approach; and 

IV. How load shed dynamics can be approximated in the optimisation model. 

1.2 Organisation of Thesis 

Chapter 2 introduces the technical concepts and terminologies that have been used in the 

remaining chapters. We describe the voltage collapse phenomena including some real life events 

in power systems around the world. Having discussed the necessary technical concepts, the 

specific research ideas are presented in this chapter . 

.In Chapter 3, a literature survey on reactive power spot pricing and reserve markets is 

presented. The existing spot pricing models of active and reactive power are discussed. We have 

also touched upon the literature on co-optimisation of real power reserve for frequency control 

and contingency purposes. This chapter lays the foundation for the subsequent discussion and 

analysis of short term reactive power spot pricing. 

Chapter 4 deals with a security margin constrained real power dispatch and pricing model. 

We intend to operate the system maintaining a pre-defined margin from the current operating 

point and explore the effects on the spot prices of such margins. Active power reserve is 

required to maintain the margin. Active power reserve is also required to cover the generator 

risk contingencies. The characteristics of different reserves are discussed, followed by reserve 

and generator risk modelling. We develop a model for a system that is supplying multiple loads 

with multiple generators in a multi-bus network using the DC-OPF (Optimal Power Flow) 

method. The model is driven by both multiple security margin constraints and generator risk 
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contingency constraints. The dual of the primal problem is then established in order to examine 

the different price components contributed by various binding constraints. The prices are then 

interpreted. The payment made to the generators, and payments to be made by the loads 

are examined using different examples. The effect of line flow limits on the prices is examined 

using a zonal network with multiple security margin contingency constraints. These analyses 

highlight the features of the dispatch which drive the prices. We concluded this chapter by 

discussing the shortcoming of different formulations used by the system operators and their 

solutions. 

In chapter 5, an AC OPF primal problem incorporating both multiple generator contingency 

constraints and multiple voltage stability margin contingency constraints is developed. Active 

and reactive power trade off functions for the generators, and the opportunity cost of foregoing 

active power generation to provide increased reactive power, are discussed. This model would be 

consistent with the premise that there is a spot market for reactive power generation and reactive 

power reserve similar to the active power market. The generation, reserve and demand price 

equations are then established to analyse the effects on active and reactive power spot prices 

of generator contingency constraints, and voltage stability margin contingency constraints. 

A voltage stability constrained primal model in functional form, and its dual, is presented 

in Appendix C. Pricing relationships and detailed descriptions of different prices are presented 

there. First, a 3-bus network is used to examine the different components of the prices. Next, 

a case study using multiple voltage stability margin contingency constraints and generator 

contingency constraints is considered with a 10 bus network having 3-zones. In this case, each 

voltage stability margin contingency has different margins at different buses. The analysis is 

conducted with and without transmission constraints, and with different price scenarios for 

reactive power generation and reserve. Finally, experiments are conducted on the New Zealand 

power system to examine the impacts of the voltage stability constraint on real and reactive 

power prices. Thus chapter 5 (with Appendix C) concludes the discussion onshort term dispatch 

and pricing issues. 

Chapter 6 presents a literature survey on reactive power planning and discusses the existing 

practices followed by the industry. 

Chapter 7 deals with the voltage stability constrained reactive power planning problem. A 

reactive power planning optimization model is developed that optimises investment decisions 

taking into account voltage stability margins, contingencies, load growth and other generator 

and network constraints including reactive capability constraints. The model is contingency 

constrained Le., given a set of contingencies, it performs a contingency ranking, decides the 

optimal amount of reactive power support and optimal locations against the worst contingency 

and simultaneously ensures that no other contingency constraint is violated. This MINLP 

problem is solved using an Outer Approximation (OA) procedure. We discuss a cooperative 

game theoretic criterion to allocate the VAR support costs among the loads. Finally, we compare 
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and contrast this planning methodology with existing techniques, and propose means to combine 

their strengths for large scale systems. 

Chapter 8 discusses the development of a statistical approximation procedure simplifying 

the voltage stability constrained planning optimisation model presented in chapter 7. One 

major source of complexity of the voltage stability constrained model is the requirement of 

having two sets of variables and constraints, corresponding to the "normal operation state" 

and "Stability Margin Contingency state (SMC State)". The SMC state is the same as the 

PaC (point of voltage collapse) state when the stability margin constraint is binding. The 

variables and constraints, corresponding to the PoC state can be eliminated if the locus of the 

PoCs for different VAR support configurations can be statistically estimated. In this chapter 

an equation of the locus of the PoCs is developed using statistical regression methods, and is 

used in the model, replacing the variables and constraints corresponding to the PoC state. This 

approximation exploits the fact that the MINLP model utilises only the PoC information of the 

nose curve. This is a substantial simplification of the MINLP model in terms of computational 

performance. 

Chapter 9 presents a preventive/corrective control model to guard against voltage instability 

taking into account the load-shed dynamics. An OPF based model is proposed which decides 

the optimal location, level, timing, and extent of load shedding to maintain a specified voltage 

stability margin. The statistical approximation procedure discussed in Chapter 8 is exploited 

to model the distance from the point of collapse for both preventive and corrective modes. The 

preventive model takes into account multiple contingencies. The aim is to determine optimal 

controls that satisfy all the constraints simultaneously. The corrective model is based on linear 

programming for fast calculation of controls in real-time for a given contingency. 

Finally, chapter 10 presents conclusions summarising the major outcomes of the work re

ported in this thesis. 

Appendix A describes mathematical description of static voltage collapse, and generalises 

voltage stability criteria for multi-bus power systems. It also discusses angular and voltage 

stability with an example, and methods available for finding the point of voltage collapse. 

Appendix B discusses a general formulation of a primal problem and its dual. Formation of 

dual objective function, dual constraints, complementary slackness condition and interpretation 

of multipliers are explained in this Appendix. 

Appendix C discusses the voltage stability constrained dispatch and pricing primal problem 

in functional form following Read and Ring [81 J and Hogan et al [53]. A Wolfe's dual problem 

[114] is formed and different pricing relationships are established in this Appendix. 

Appendix D describes the network, and network data used in chapters 5, 7, 8 and 9. 

Appendix E discusses the Shapley value criterion used to allocate the VAR support cost 

among the market players with an example. 

Appendix F describes the shortcoming of local reserve provision with examples. 
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1.3 Terms and Notations Used 

The theory of reactive power pricing and reactive power planning covers a number of inter

disciplinary areas. The areas include power system engineering, mathematical programming 

and economics, and researchers from each area have contributed independently in this area. As 

a result, there exist a number of terms and notations for the same variable. We have made an 

attempt to satisfy all these fields. The terms and notational conventions used in each chapter 

are clearly defined and explained there. 



Chapter 2 

Voltage Stability and Research 

Problems 

This chapter defines the technical concepts and norms necessary for understanding the voltage 

instability (collapse) problem and discusses a number of related issues. Generation and ab

sorption of active and reactive power by different power system elements are discussed. The 

lack of supply of reactive power in a system heavily contributes to the voltage collapse process. 

The relationship between reactive power and voltage stability is explained. A number of major 

incidents of voltage collapse have occurred in different countries in the past. The contributing 

factors, reasons and impacts are presented in this chapter. The meaning of voltage collapse 

is described in simple terms and the voltage stability margin is defined. Contingencies, which 

are very often the cause of voltage instability, are also discussed in this chapter. The research 

issues for reactive power planning and reactive power pricing are identified. The mathematical 

description of static voltage collapse, generalisation of voltage stability criteria for multi-bus 

power systems, an example of angular and voltage stability, and methods available for finding 

the point of collapse are presented in Appendix A. 

2.1 Active and Reactive Power 

In an electric power system, the loads at the customer ends consume both active and reactive 

power from the grid. The active power. is converted into useful work such as heat, light, 

mechanical work or other forms of energy, whereas the reactive power can not be converted 

into useful forms of energy, although its existence is an inherent requirement of the load. The 

reactive load requirement depends on the size and also the nature of the load (load power 

factor). Usually it varies between 0-50% of active power load. Apart from load requirements, 

reactive power is essentially required for the control and operation of the power system. The 

load power factor is defined as the fraction of the total power that can be converted into a 

useful form of energy. But it is difficult to assess the reactive power requirement for control 

9 
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and operation of the power system due to the following reasons: 

Ell The transmission lines themselves either generate, or absorb, reactive power depending 

upon the level of real power transfer. The loading in the transmission line at which the 

line neither absorbs nor delivers reactive power from/to the power system is called the 

surge impedance loading (SIL). Reactive power is absorbed by the line, or delivered to the 

system when the level of transfer in it is higher/lower than the surge impedance loading. 

Ell Synchronous machines can be operated either in reactive power absorption mode or in 

reactive power production mode, limited by their reactive power capability. These are 

dynamic sources of reactive power. Dynamic sources are those which respond instanta

neously to a contingency i.e., they start delivering/absorbing reactive power to/from the 

system as soon as the contingency occurs. $' .. 

Ell Reactive power is absorbed by transformers and shunt and series reactors, and produced 

by shunt and series capacitors. 

Ell Synchronous condensers and Static VAR Compensators (SVCs) are capable of both pro

ducing and absorbing reactive power. These sources can deliver reactive power almost 

immediately after the occurrence of a contingency, and are classified as dynamic sources. 

Note that a SVC is made up of only "static" parts but can respond almost instantaneously 

like other dynamic sources. 

Ell Reactive power can be produced, absorbed and controlled by different recently developed 

Flexible AC Transmission (FACT) devices. 

In a typical power system during peak load conditions, the loss of reactive power is almost 

8-10 times greater than for the active power counterpart because inductive reactances of high 

voltage transmission lines are almost 8-10 times greater than resistances. 

Also, for transferring large blocks of active power across transmission systems, sufficient 

reactive power (support) is required to maintain proper transmission voltages, and to maintain 

voltage stability during both normal and contingency conditions. Thus, it can be seen that the 

requirement for reactive power in a power system varies widely depending upon a number of 

factors such as: 

Ell Load power factor, 

Ell Configuration of transmission systems, 

Ell The level of real power transfer, and 

Ell The leveL of security sought. 
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During normal conditions and periods of gradual load increase, the network reactive losses 

and reactive loads can mostly be compensated using discretely controllable reactive power 

generation (e.g., shunt capacitors) or absorption (e.g., shunt reactors). But, if a contingency 

occurs, any additional reactive power needed (due to increase in reactive power loss) must be 

provided by fast acting reactive power sources namely, generators, synchronous condensers, 

static VAR compensators and other FACT devices [39]. 

All the factors described above make the management of reactive power supply a complex 

undertaking. Reactive power management in a broad sense encompasses making decisions on 

installing reactive power sources (where, how much, and when), and dispatch/pricing of reactive 

power in real time. 

2.2 Reactive Power and Voltage Stability 

Lack of adequate reactive power resources in a power system is a major contributing factor 

to the process of voltage collapse. As loads in a power system increase, voltages across the 

network tend to decrease and reactive power losses increase as a result of high current [25]; The 

reactive loss is proportional to square of the current. This increased reactive power demand 

would be supplied by voltage regulating devices such as generators, static VAR compensators, 

or capacitors, if possible. However, due to physical limitations, such devices can not supply 

unlimited amounts of reactive power. Often, sustained load growth will result in some source 

of reactive power, or perhaps a number of such sources, reaching their physical limits. Once 

a reactive power source has reached its maximum limit, it can no longer regulate voltage. 

Therefore, sustained load growth results in an accelerated voltage decay, and hence an even 

greater reactive power requirement. This may force other voltage regulating devices to their 

limits, with a subsequent further acceleration in the rate of decline of voltages. This leads 

to loss of voltage in a significant part of the system and is described as the voltage collapse 

phenomenon. The Institution of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, USA, (IEEE) [36J defines 

voltage collapse and voltage instability as: 

"Voltage collapse is the process by which voltage instability leads to loss of voltage in 

a significant part of the system. A system enters a state of voltage instability when a 

disturbance, increase in load, or system change causes voltage to drop quickly or drift 

downward, and operators and automatic system control fail to halt the decay. The voltage 

decay may take just a few seconds but can also be prolonged of the order of 10-20 minutes. 

If the decay continues unabated, steady state angular instability or voltage collapse will 

occur. " 
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2.3 Voltage Collapse Experiences 

There are number of occasions when voltage collapse has occurred around the world. Many 

such incidents are not reported at all. Some of the incidents available in literature are shown 

in Table 2.1 [101]. 

Date Location Time Load shed 
13 April 1986 Winnipeg, Canada. Nelson River HYDC link 1 sec UV load shed. 
30 Nov, 1986 SE Brazil, Paraguay. Itaipu HVDC link 2 sec more than 1200 MW 
17 May, 1985 South Florida, USA 4 sec 4292 MW 
22 Aug,1987 Western Tennessee, USA 10 sec 1265 MW 
27 Dec, 1983 Sweden 55 sec 11400 MW 
2 Sept, 1982 Florida, USA 1-3 min 2000 MW 
26 Nov, 1982 Florida, USA 1-3 min 2000 MW 
28 Dec, 1982 Florida, USA 1-3 min 2000 MW 
30 Dec,1982 Florida, USA 1-3 min 2000 MW 
22 Sept, 1977 Jacksonville, Florida few min Load shed 
4 Aug,1982 Belgium 4.5 min Total collapse 
12 Jan, 1987 Western France 6-7 min 2400 MW 
9 Dec, 1965 Brittany, France longer term Not known 
10 Nov, 1976 Brittany, France longer term Not known 
23 July, 1987 Tokyo, Japan 20 min 8168 MW. 
19 Dec, 1978 France 26 min 29 GW & 100 GWh 
22 Aug, 1970 Japan 30 min Not known 

Table 2.1: Voltage collapse incidents 

Some of the above incidents are described briefly [101]. 

Nelson River, HVDC Link, Canada. 13 April, 1986: Partial voltage collapse occurred 

during energisation of a converter transformer. A second voltage collapse followed. Tie line 

tripping, shutdown of three of four HVDC poles, and under frequency load shedding resulted. 

SE Brazil, Itaipu HVDC link. Nov 30, 1986: After several AC system outages, the 

Sao Roque (Itaipu HVDC link) AC voltage dropped to 0.85 pu for. several seconds. Repetitive 

communication failures occurred, and DC power control increased DC current resulting in 

increased converter reactive consumption. A complete DC system shutdown and AC system 

breakup resulted. Over 1200 MW of load was shed. This and other disturbances led to a 

number of DC control changes. 

South Florida, May17, 1985: A bush fire caused three lightly loaded 500 kV lines to trip, 

resulting in voltage collapse and blackout within a few seconds. Low voltage prevented under 

frequency relays from operating. Transient stability simulation indicated the system should 

have recovered and load modelling deficiencies (including modelling of power plant auxiliaries) 

are suspected. Load loss was 4292 MW. 

Western Tennessee, August 22, 1987: A 78-cycle, phase-to-phase arcing 115 kV bus 

fault in Memphis, Tennessee resulted in 161 kV and 500 kV system voltage between 75% and 
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82% of normal for approximately 10 seconds following fault clearing. Motor load reactive 

requirements prolonged the voltage depression. Zone 3 relays operated and cascading resulted. 

Load loss was 1265 MW. 

Sweden, December 27, 1983: A disconnect or failure and fault at a substation west of 

Stockholm resulted in loss of the substation and two 400 k V lines. Approximately 8 seconds 

latter, a 220 kV line tripped on overload. On-load tap changer actions caused lower transmission 

voltages and higher currents on remaining north to south lines. Approximately 50 seconds after 

the fault, another 400 kV line tripped. Cascading and islanding of southern Sweden followed. 

Frequency and voltage collapsed and under frequency load shedding did not save the system. 

Nuclear units in the islanded system tripped by over current or under impedance protection 

resulting in a blackout. Load loss was about 11400 MW. 

Florida, 1982: All four incidents were similar and were initiated by loss of a large generator 

unit in central or southern Florida. Because of the increased imports, voltages deteriorated 

and separations occurred after one to three minutes. The islandings were followed by under 

frequency load shedding of about 2000 MW. These disturbances led to implementation of shunt 

reactor and shunt capacitor bank switching by voltage relays at several 230 k V substations. 

France December 19, 1978: France was importing power from other countries. Load 

rise between 0700 and 0800 hours was 4600 MW compared to 3000 MW the previous days. 

Voltage deteriorated after 0800 hours and between 0805 and 0810 some ERV JRV tap changers 

were blocked. Low voltages reduced some thermal production. At 0820,voltages on the eastern 

400 kV system ranged from 342 kV to 374 kV. Cascading began at 0826 hour after an overload 

relay tripped a major 400 kV line (system operator had an alarm that the line would trip with 

20 minutes time delay). During restoration another collapse occurred. System restoration was 

completed by 1230 hour. Load interrupted was 29 GW and 100 GWh. The cost of the outage 

was estimated at US$200-300 million. 

Contributing factors 

From the above incidents, the following can be identified as the contributing factors for 

voltage collapse. 

Ell Stressed power system due to excessive load and jor line outage; i.e., high active and 

reactive power loading in the system; 

• Inadequate reactive power resources; 

• Load characteristics at low voltages not properly modelled; 

11/ Tap changer response to demand side voltage to prop loads up as voltage falls; and 

• Unexpected relay operation at decreased voltage. 

Probable causes 

The voltage instability may occur at any bus for any or all of the following: 
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Figure 2-1: Two Bus System 

ell Sudden increase in load at one or more buses; 

III Loss of a line importing power to a region; 

@II Outage of some reactive source at a load bus or in a region; and 

III Outage of a generation unit that is connected at a load bus or embedded in a region. 

2.4 Voltage Collapse in a Static Framework 

This section develops the background for understanding the static voltage collapse problem 

[25], [48]. The objective is to establish the concepts of P - V and Q - V curves ("nose curves"), 

voltage sensitivity to reactive power, multiple voltage solutions at different load levels, the 

"point of collapse (PoC)" and the conditions which occur at the voltage collapse point in a 

simple 2-bus loss-less power system. These conditions are generalised for a multi bus system in 

Appendix A. Consider a 2-bus, loss-less system as shown in Figure 2-1 with constant load (Pd, 

Qd) and fixed sending end voltage E. The characteristic of constant MVA load is such that the 

power consumed by the load does not change with the change in voltage. The two buses are 

connected by a single line having a reactance of X pu. The assumption of fixed sending end 

voltage amounts to limit-less reactive power supply from the generator to keep the generator 

terminal voltage fixed at E at different load conditions. The P-V diagram in Figure 2-2 shows 

the load end voltage, V as the load Pd is varied. 

The Pd - V curve shown in Figure 2-2 illustrates the following ideas: 

As the load is increased, the voltage at the load end at first decreases gradually but there 

is a load level beyond which the system does not work. The load flow solution does not exist 

beyond this load level (Pd,max)' This corresponds to the nose point in the fi'gure and is called 

the Point of Collapse ( PoC), or critical point, or point of instability. The number of solutions 

varies as Pd is increased. It can be seen from the figure that in the vicinity of the PoC there 
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Figure 2-2: P-V diagram showing PoC and stability margin 

are two solutions when load is less than that at the POCi only one solution at the PoC, and no 

solution beyond the PoCo 8imiiar results can be obtained for Qd, and a Qd - V curve can be 

plotted. 

The sensitivities of voltage to load on the upper and lower branch of the nose curve are 

explored. On the upper part of the nose curve, an increase in Pd at VH will cause a decrease in 

voltage and a decrease in Pd will cause an increase in voltage. This is an expected behaviour in 

normal power system operation, and is usually termed a stable solution, upper branch solution, 

high voltage solution, or stable equilibrium point (8EP). The sensitivity on the lower branch of 

the curve is opposite to that at VH. This is called an unstable solution, lower branch solution, 

low voltage solution, or unstable equilibrium point (UEP). 

The sensitivity of voltage to load at the PoC is infinity and this is the condition of voltage 

collapse for this simple 2-bus system. 

2.5 Voltage Stability Margin 

The power system is operated at an operating point lying on the upper branch of the nose curve 

(8EP) maintaining a certain level of security. The security measure is defined in many ways but 

they all have the same intention to avoid voltage collapse. The voltage stability margin (8M), 

following Obadina and Berg(1989) [72], is defined as a distance, in terms ofload MVA, from the 

point of collapse (PoC) to the current operating point as shown in Figure 2-2 . Therefore 8M 

is a measure of security of the current operating point against certain unplanned contingencies. 

Note that the margin is shown as an absolute measure in the above figure. The 8M at bus i 

can be expressed as a proportion of contingency demand as: 
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Where, 
Sdi,c MVA demand at bus i during contingency condition, c 

Sdi MVA demand at bus i during normal conditions. 
Aggregated SM can be expressed as: 

where, 

I: Sdi,c = Sum of MVA load over buses i during contingency condition, c 
i 
I: Sdi = Sum of MVA load over buses i during normal conditions. 

i 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The load MVA, Sdi is a complex quantity, and can be split into active (Pdi) and reactive 

loads (Qdi) as shown in (2.3). 

(2.3) 

where j' is a complex number operator = yCI. 

For a specified stability margin of k, the stability margin constraint is stated as (2.4). 

SM2k (2.4) 

where k is usually specified in terms of percentage of nodal, regional or system load. If Sdi,c 

represents the PoC, the effect is to operate the system away from the PoC by a margin given 

by the SM constraint. That means when the SM constraint is binding, it defines the Poc. Thus 

the stability margin can equally be defined in terms of a MWor MVA margin to be maintained 

above the current operating point. This margin is interchangeably referred to as load margin, 

stability margin or security margin in this thesis. The stability margin is further discussed in 

Chapters 4, 5 and 7. 

2.6 Contingencies 

A power system can not be operated on the assumption that every network element or critical 

generator is 100% reliable, and that the full capacity of each element can be used. There is 

always some chance that network elements and generators will fail suddenly. The so called N-1 

contingency criterion means that all N-network elements except one are available. Reliability 

is assumed to have two components - security and adequacy [70]. The "security" refers to the 

ability of the electricity system to withstand sudden disturbances and "adequacy" is the ability 

of the electricity system to supply the aggregate electrical energy requirements of customers at 
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all times, taking into account scheduled and reasonably expected unscheduled outage of system 

elements. 

To maintain system reliability under uncertainty, studies are performed to aid in operating 

and planning decisions. The current practice uses deterministic methods with significant safety 

margins to cover all possible unknown uncertainties. This means that power engineers propose a 

strong system and then operate it with large security margins for most of the time [70]. A power 

system can be constrained to operate in a secure manner. The dispatch can be performed so 

that the system continues to operate reliably if one of the critical elements fails. The computer 

programs which determine control adjustments to the base case operation to prevent violations 

in the post-contingency conditions are called "Security Constrained Optimal Power Flows, 

(SCOPF)" [118]. The SCOPFs minimise the cost of meeting loads while respecting the limits 

on network components. 

2.6.1 Deterministic Security Assessment (DSA) 

The security assessment involves a large number of computer simulations defined by selecting 

a set of network configurations, a list of outage events, and a performance evaluation criterion. 

In DSA, the decision is based on the requirement that each outage event in a specified list 

of contingencies results in system performance that satisfies the performance criteria. The 

approach depends on the application of two criteria during study development [70]. 

iii Credibility: The network configuration, outage event, and operating conditions should be 

reasonably likely to occur; and 

iii Severity: The outage event, network configuration and operating condition on which the 

decision is based should result in the most severe system performance; i,e., there should 

be no other credible combination of outage event, network configuration, and operating 

condition which results in more severe system performance. 

The deterministic approach consists of 6 steps: 

1. Select the time period (year, season) and loading condition (peak,partial peak and light 

load, etc); 

2. Select the network configuration and generation schedule; 

3. Select the contingency set. Usually all N-l and a few credible N-2 contingencies are 

considered; 

4. Refine the operating conditions in terms of dispatch and voltage profile depending on 

conditions that reflect the balance between credibility and severity with respect to the 

selected events; 
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5. Perform a simulation of the events, and identify any that violate the performance evalu

ation criteria; and 

6. Identify solutions for any event resulting in violation of the performance criteria. 

The deterministic approach has served the industry well [70]; it has provided high reliability 

levels without requiring excessive study effort. Yet there has been a real and tangible price to 

pay for using this approach; solutions tend to be overly conservative due to the emphasis on 

the most severe credible event. Consequently, existing facilities are not fully utilised from an 

operating point of view, and the system becomes overbuilt from a planning perspective. On 

the other hand, deterministic assessments: 

Ell Do not recognise the unequal probabilities of events that lead to potential operating 

security limit violations; 

III Do not consider the relative severity of such violations; and 

Ell Do not account for non-limiting events, or for variation due to weather, length of line etc. 

2.6.2 Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) 

In PRA, the risk refers to a measure of the system's exposure to failure. _ The PRA index 

captures the factors that determine security level: likelihood and severity of events [63]. The 

index combines a probabilistic measure of the likelihood of undesirable events with a measure of 

the consequences of the events (impact) into a single risk index. It is defined as the summation 

of the product of two quantities (probability and impact), summed over all simulated situations. 

For example, a voltage index can be defined as the summation of the product of the probability 

and the deviation of voltage below a certain level, summed over all outage situations, and 

summed over all buses with violations. Similar indices can be defined for thermal overload, 

voltage stability, and dynamic stability [111], [112], [3]. 

2.6.3 Contingencies Modelled 

We have used an essentially deterministic approach both in reactive power planning and in 

reactive power pricing. 

Pricing Model 

Two basic kinds of contingency are considered. One is stability margin contingencies and the 

other is generator risk contingencies. 

As discussed earlier, it is intended to maintain a stability margin from the point of collapse so 

that the system can survive should such a PoC loading pattern occur due to some contingency. 

The system is assumed to have the reactive sources in place and the margin is maintained by 
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dispatching active and reactive power reserves from the operating generators. Different kinds 

of stability margin contingency constraints are used in the model. In a single contingency, 

load margins of different magnitudes are assumed at different buses. A multiple contingency 

case is defined as a combination of a number of such single contingencies. The pricing model 

is contingency constrained, meaning that all the stability margin contingency constraints are 

required to be satisfied simultaneously. This means that the system will remain stable if any 

one of the given contingencies occurs. The active and reactive power prices are evaluated using 

such margins, as is the price for the security margin. 

In a network, a number of larger units are designated as "risk generators". The model 

dynamically determines the maximum risk involved, and ensures that the cleared active power 

reserves are enough to cover any of these generator risks at optimal cost. 

Planning Model 

Two basic kinds of contingency are also considered for the planning model. These are N-1 

circuit outage contingencies and stability margin contingencies. 

The system is planned in such a way that it should be ableto sustain the worst N-1 circuit 

outage contingency and still maintain a given stability margin. Thus the reactive power planning 

model is constrained by a stability margin as well as by multiple N-l circuit contingencies. 

The rationale behind considering such contingencies is that the reactive power requirement 

is planned at least for N-1 contingencies. It also ensures that the operating point can be kept 

from going beyond the specified limits during any of these outages because the system was 

planned to meet the contingency constrained criteria. Moreover, to cover certain unplanned 

events, a stability margin is maintained. 

2.7 Identification of Research Problems 

Having discussed the necessary technical concepts, this section further expands on the specific 

research ideas presented in this thesis. Reactive power spot pricing and reactive power planning 

problems incorporating a stability margin are addressed in this research. These are briefly 

described below. The contributions of this work to the existing literature are also discussed. 

2.7.1 Voltage Stability Constrained Reactive Power Pricing Problem 

The real and reactive power spot prices reflect the marginal cost of providing an additional 

unit of power, taking into account all generation and transmission related operating costs as 

discussed by Hogan [49], [50], Baughman and Siddiqi [7], and Read and Ring [81]. These works 

provide a mathematical analysis to decompose the real and reactive power spot prices into 

various components according to the contributing factors. For example, 
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Figure 2-3: Description of stability margin for pricing problem 

Optimal nodal spot price = Marginal fuel cost + Loss premium + Transmission 

constraint premium 

Here the marginal fuel cost, or system lambda, is the fuel cost of the marginal generating 

unit, i.e., the generating unit which will supply the next unit of power. The loss premium 

recovers the cost of the marginal losses in sending power from the marginal generating unit to 

a particular node. This value is basically the marginal transmission losses incurred to supply 

power to that node multiplied by the power price. Finally, the transmission constraint premium 

impacts on the price of power at each node when these constraints are binding. 

While this analysis provides very good insight into explaining the behaviour of prices in an 

AC network, it does not explicitly take into account certain AC phenomena, such as voltage 

stability etc. There is a recent paper by Rosehart et al [91] that examines the implication of a 

voltage' stability constraint on the dispatch and overall system costs. But the authors did not 

analyse the effect of the constraint on the active and reactive power spot prices. 

The effect of the voltage stability constraint on real and reactive power spot prices is ex

plored in this research. The main idea is illustrated in a simplified form with the help of P-V 

diagrams. We assume two operating conditions, one is the normal condition and the other is the 

contingency condition. The load at the stability margin contingency condition/state (SMC) is 

assumed to include an additional requirements due to the stability margin requirement. When 

the SM constraint is binding, the load at the SMC state defines the PoCo 

Let us consider that the system is operating at point Nl on the PV curve 1 under normal 

conditions, as shown in Figure 2-3. For some contingency (for example, outage of some reactive 

source), it is assumed that the operating point corresponds to point N2 on curve 2 for the 

contingency condition. It is intended to maintain a given SM (say, 20%) from the operating 
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point during the contingency condition, i.e., on the curve 2 with the help of dispatched reserves. 

The margin C2-N2 is shown to be less than 20% in the diagram. Therefore sufficient active 

and dynamic reactive power reserves are required to be held by the generators and dispatched 

so that the 8M of at least 20% can be maintained. The P -V curve is expanded by means 

of additional active and reactive power reserves until the SM reaches 20% as shown in curve 

3. Notice that the load during the normal condition is known, and the load under the 8M 

contingency condition (SMC state) is also known because it is a function of load during the 

normal condition and a stability margin (SM). These are referred to as Pdi and Pdi,c' When the 

8M constraint is binding, the margin from point C3 to N3 (new PoC on curve 3) and that from 

the point N3 to C3 is equivalent. If there is already sufficient reserve for some other reasons 

such as, for covering a generator risk contingency, then it may happen that the SM constraint 

is already satisfied and the constraint becomes redundant. The margin can be maintained on 

an area basis or a nodal basis. 

summary, the goal here is to est.ablish a dispatch under normal conditions, and reserve 

capacity, so that the solution remains feasible under contingency conditions. Thus, while the 

PaC during the normal condition may be shifted with reserve dispatch, this is incidental. The 

key thing is that the contingency nose curves for all nodes are shifted so that the PoC for 

each node and contingency lies at the nodal load or to the right of the nodal load under that 

contingency. 

Two pricing models have been developed in chapters 4 and 5, one uses a DC approximation 

method and the other uses a full AC model. In the DC approximation method, the security 

margin is maintained by increasing active power reserve only, since there are no reactive power 

or voltage constraints in this model. In the full AC model, however, the stability margin is 

maintained by increasing both active and reactive power reserves so that the SM criterion is 

just met. 

The dispatch for an electricity market is posed as finding the least cost set of generation 

(MW, MVAr) and reserve (MW, MVAr) offers in order to meet the demand under normal 

conditions as well as the stability margin. The SM constrained dispatch OPF problem, therefore, 

amounts to solving a non-linear cost minimisation problem subject to multiple sets of power 

flow constraints corresponding to the normal conditions (Le., loading at the normal condition) 

and various contingency conditions (SMC). We develop different stability margin constrained 

dispatch and pricing models. These models are developed in stages. First, we consider a 

linear model where multiple generators are supplying multiple load buses in a network. In this 

case, from generator contingencies, multiple security margin contingencies are considered. 

The model is thus driven by both generator contingencies and security margin contingency 

Duality theory is employed to decompose the prices obtained to analyse the effects 

of these constraints on the nodal prices. Network congestion is also addressed in this model. 

The of line flow limits on the prices is examined for this contingency constrained model. 
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Next, we develop a voltage stability constrained primal model in functional form and establish 

its dual in order to analyse the different components of prices. This is shown in Appendix C. 

Finally, we develop an AC primal problem in nodal form driven by both multiple generator 

contingency constraints and multiple voltage stability margin contingency constraints. The 

generation, reserve and demand price equations are then established to analyse the effects of 

generator contingency constraints and voltage stability margin contingency constraints on the 

active and reactive power spot prices. 

Contributions of the Present Work to the Existing Pricing Literature 

There has traditionally been a strong focus on the "primal" aspects in any engineering analysis of 

power system. While such analysis has been very rigorous so far as reaCtive power planning and 

investigating/ensuring voltage stability are concerned, it is not particularly useful in devising 

appropriate means to recover the costs involved in providing this service. On the contrary, 

economists and management scientists have done a commendable job in analysing the "dual" 

or pricing aspects, but have tended to shy away from some of the technical issues including 

that of voltage stability. The present work in general is an attempt to fill in this gap by 

bringing the "dual" analysis to the voltage stability problem. Voltage stability constraints are 

recognised to be a critical concern in day-to-day operation, limiting economic power transfers 

in a number of systems, including the electricity markets in New Zealand and Australia. It 

is, therefore, expected that such theoretical analysis will be of good value in developing better 

understanding of the (short run) pricing impacts of voltage stability. Such analysis will find 

practical implementation to replace ad-hoc pricing mechanisms such as power factor penalty 

schemes being followed world-wide. 

The present research employs the concept of SM constraint which is equivalent to the PoC 

constraint when the SM constraint is binding. The advantage of the SM constraint is that it 

allows a direct representation of the MW and MVAr generation/dispatch, and reserve require

ments and the linkage between them. This fits well with the current electricity market structure 

in various pool based integrated generation-reserve markets including New Zealand, Australia, 

Singapore, and Ontario. Apart from the advantage of a direct correspondence with the exist

ing generation-reserve market for MW, it also allows us to derive the associated dual/pricing 

relationships for MW and MVAr reserve, which is one of the key objectives of the present re

search. Our purpose is to demonstrate that the existing market model and energy/reserve offer 

mechanism can be extended to handle voltage stability constraints, to examine how the nodal 

spot prices for energy and reserve are affected by such constraints, and to explore whether such 

effects can be significant for a realistic system. 

2.7.2 Voltage Stability Constrained Reactive Power Planning Problem 

The objective of VAR planning is basically: 
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Figure 2-4: Description of stability margin for planning problem 
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Ell To maintain predefined voltages and voltage stability across the network under normal 

and contingent conditions; and 

• To keep the operating point far enough away, in terms of MVAr or MVA, from the point 

of voltage collapse so that some outages/events beyond the planning criteria do not push 

the operating point into instability. 

Because outages of circuits are always considered while planning for reactive power, we will 

consider N-l circuit outage contingencies in addition to the stability margin constraints that 

we consider in the pricing chapters. The stability margin contingency constraints (8M) are 

denoted by subscript 'd as used in the pricing chapters. The circuit outage contingencies are 

represented by a superscript 'L'. The base case with no outage is included in this set. For 

every line contingency L, there is a stability margin constraint c. These are shown in Figure 

2-4. The contingency L basically describes the "normal state" and the contingency c describes 

the "8MC state" which is the same as the "PoC" or "collapse" state when the 8M constraint 

is binding. As mentioned earlier, the load at the SMC state (Pdi,c) includes an additional load 

due to the SM. 

Let us consider a system with all circuits connected operating at point Nl under normal 

conditions. We consider only a single N-l contingency for illustration purpose. For some 

contingency the operating point is assumed to follow the N-l contingency curve at N2. We 

wish to ensure that the current available resources (MW and MVAr reserves and reactive 

sources) are able to maintain the given 8M of 20% during an N-l contingency, i.e., on curve 

2. If the margin C2-N2 is greater than 20%, then the constraint defining the stability margin 

is redundant. If the system can not maintain the given margin i.e., margin C2-N2 is less than 
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20%, then the planning algorithm decides the best locations for reactive compensation, and the 

optimal amount of support required, so that the stability margin constraint is just met as shown 

by the margin C3-N3. The model developed in Chapter 7 simultaneously the impact 

of reactive compensation in the base case and makes sure that all constraints are satisfied 

the revised base case with compensation added. The P-V curve corresponding to the revised 

base case is not shown in the diagram. The model presented in Chapter 7 deals with multiple 

N-l, "L" contingencies and a single SM contingency. 

A number of studies have now established that the optimisation approach provides an 

accurate, computationally efficient, and direct means to obtain the voltage stability margin. 

Nevertheless, the optimisation approach has been restricted to the calculation of PoC alone and 

not integrated into the VAR planning process as such. The planning problem of integrating 

the voltage stability constraint into the analysis has been addressed by Obadina and Berg [72]. 

The limitation of their approach is, however, the lack of any rigorous theory to substantiate 

that the model will be able to detect the optimal solution, Of even ensure locating a feasible 

solution. The approach also does not ensure selecting the optimal plan to cover any of the given 

contingencies. The marginal values of the constraints in a mathematical programming model 

provide a rich source of information to the planner which has not been addressed. 

It is these shortcomings of the model in [72] that motivated the present research. In this 

research the optimal VAR planning model is extended by including the circuit 0utage contin

gencies and the voltage stability margin constraints within the model. A recently developed 

solver based on an outer approximation (OA) procedure to solve MINLP problems (DICOPT) 

is used for solving the VAR planning problem. 

A major source of complexity of the voltage stability constrained model is the requirement of 

having two sets of variables and constraints corresponding to the "L-condition (normal operation 

state)" and "c-condition (SMC state or PoC state, if binding}". The power fiow constraints 

corresponding to the PoC are needed essentially to calculate the reactive support requirements 

corresponding to the PoC endogenously, Le., within the model. The variables and constraints 

for the PoC state could be eliminated if the locus of the expanded PoC for different VAR support 

configurations could be statistically estimated. We demonstrate how this approximation can be 

performed using statistical methods. This is a substantial simplification of the MINLP model, 

and the improvement of computational performance is significant. 

One of the major limitations of the static optimization approach is that it deals with the 

"final" steady-state equilibrium condition and cannot deal with the "timing" of the controls. 

A preventive/corrective control model is developed to guard against voltage instability taking 

into account the load shed-time characteristic. An OPF based model is proposed which decides 

the optimal location, level of shedding, timing, and number of loads to be shed to maintain a 

specified voltage stability margin. 
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Contribution of the Present Work to the Existing Literature 

First, H·P" ... TlT. research improves upon [72] by exploiting recent developments in non-linear 

programming algorithm to efficiently formulate and solve the VAR planning mixed .uvV",'J'-

problem. Second, there has been very limited effort in simplifying the optimisation model 

using statistical approximation. A statistical approximation procedure simplifying the voltage 

stability constrained planning model is developed. An equation of the locus of the poes is 

developed using statistical regression methods and used to simplify the full MINLP model 

presented in chapter 7. Finally, a preventive/corrective control model to guard against voltage 

instability taking into account the load-shed dynamics is developed. An OPF based model is 

proposed which decides the optimal location, level, timing, and number of load shedding to 

maintain a specified voltage stability margin. 

A cooperative game theoretic criterion (Shapley value) to allocate the VAR support costs 

among the loads is also discussed. 
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Survey of Electricity 

eserve 

Electricity spot pricing is a means by which electricity can be priced so as to reflect the true 

incremental costs of producing and supplying it to a particular location at a particular instant 

of time. This form of pricing is highly responsive to changing market conditions, with prices 

rising as demand increases and falling as it declines, and so is an ideal means for creating 

rational incentives for participants in a market. First generation electricity markets came into 

being in Chile (1978), the U.K (1990), Argentina (1992), Norway (1992), and Colombia (1993). 

were followed by more advanced second generation markets in the mid/late nineties in 

New Zealand, Australia, parts of Canada, the USA, Europe, and now in Asia. The spot price 

of active power (energy) is determined in these markets at a certain interval of time. In some 

markets, the energy and active power reserves are co-optimised and the spot prices of these 

products are determined. But, spot pricing for reactive power is still not used by the electricity 

markets. Reactive power pricing is a topic which is complex, hotly debated, and perhaps 

incompletely understood as the literature stands today. The importance of reactive power in 

a stressed transmission system can not be ignored. Stressed conditions are becoming common 

in many systems worldwide as a more commercial approach is adopted to power generation 

and transmission planning. Proper understanding of reactive power pricing is critical to the 

success of developing an appropriate analytic framework, and its implementation for real-life 

power 

In order to meet pre-defined reliability and security criteria, it is necessary to carry extra 

capacity for operating reserve. It is also necessary to ensure that some generating 

capacity a regulation range so that generation can be changed quickly, up and down, to 

correct frequency deviation due to gradual change in load. This is regulating reserve. We will 

use both active and reactive power reserves to maintain a stability margin later in this thesis. 

we discuss in this chapter spot pricing for active and reactive power generations as 

well as active and reactive power reserves. 

27 
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For New Zealand, rather than an explicit regulatory requirement that all, or specific, plant 

provide reserve, a fully integrated market-based approach was proposed by Drayton [33] and 

Read, Drayton and Ring [83] and implemented for reserve provision and management in 1996. 

Similar approaches have recently been adopted in Singapore and Australia with the both re

porting a very large reduction in cost. 

First, we briefly discuss spot pricing for electricity markets [22]. Next, we review the existing 

literature with a view to understanding the various determinants of reactive power (MVAr) 

prices for an electrical power system. Finally, we briefly describe the methods used by different 

markets to manage and price active and reactive power reserves. 

3.1 Spot Pricing of Electricity 

Ever since the theory of spot price of electricity was proposed in the early eighties by Carama

nis, Bohn and Schweppe [13], it has been an intensive research area in electric power system 

engineering and economics with the industry trend of deregulation allover the globe. The 

philosophy of spot pricing of electricity, as stated by one of its proponents, Fred Schweppe of 

MIT, stemmed from the need for "changing the way the society views electricity" by providing 

adequate signals about the true burden on the utility system of supplying electrical energy. 

The spot price of electricity is characterised by time and node differentiated prices across the 

electrical network. Such prices reflect the marginal cost of generation, and the effect of system 

losses and physical constraints such as generation/transmission capacity constraints, etc. The 

ever growing volume of literature on electricity pricing has focussed on many practical aspects 

of the power system e.g., system security, load frequency control, reactive power, and voltage 

constraints, etc. 

The use of spot pricing to reflect the marginal cost of generation, transmission capaCity and 

system security constraints for real power is widely accepted today. Many of the implementation 

issues pertaining to an electricity market are discussed in Schweppe et al [94]. Tabors et 

al in [99], summarises the early experience of the electric power utilities with various time

differentiated rates. These rates were designed in an effort to provide approximate signals to 

customers about the high cost of generation during peak hours, and often collectively referred to 

as "innovative pricing schemes" in the eighties. However, the main thrust to adopt spot prices 

in a systematic way came through the trend of deregulation, resulting in open transmission 

access in many countries in the late eighties and nineties. Well-established electricity markets 

operate today in a number of countries based on such spot pricing mechanisms. Transmission 

and generation have been separated and nodal/zonal spot prices are being used in real-time 

transactions. 
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3.2 An Overview of Reactive Power Pricing Literature 

3.2.1 Conventional Power Factor Penalty Method 

The traditional mechanism for managing reactive power is to penalise the customers who do not 

maintain a minimum power factor. Berg et al [10], discusses the inefficiency of the traditional 

power factor penalty approach to "charging" for reactive power consumption. The power factor 

penalty scheme does not provide any incentive to the consumers to improve their power factor 

beyond the minimum threshold level. Moreover, it does not send appropriate spatial and 

temporal pricing signals to the customers to adjust their demand, or for optimal investment 

in the network. Berg et al [10], therefore, argues for an improved pricing scheme that reflects 

the underlying technological constraints and the marginal cost of providing electricity to the 

end-use customers. 

3.2.2 Reactive Power Spot Pricing 

Hogan [49], [50], [51], [52] extended the spot price theory of the MIT school to an AC power 

system and affirms the basic idea of charging reactive power spot prices derived from an OPF 

model. He particularly emphasises the fact that reactive power consumption is critical for high

voltage lines that tend to be voltage limited. This phenomenon, he argues, is a particular form 

of congestion and reactive power spot prices are a good way of charging customers contributing 

towards it. 

Hogan identifies essentially the two reactive power price components. 

1. The cost of adjusting real/reactive power production to accommodate 1 MVAr increment 

of consumption at the load end; 

2. The cost of placing stress on system constraints including voltage limits, or the congestion 

charge as Hogan [50], [52] puts it. 

The first component is quite low (typically less than 1 % of the marginal real power generation 

cost). The second component is either zero in the absence of any binding'reactive power related 

constraint (in a "well-designed" system that is equipped with appropriate reactive compensation 

devices at desired locations), or very high (in an ill-designed system) if one or more constraint(s) 

become binding. This component is primarily responsible for the extremely volatile behavior 

of reactive power spot prices. 

Baughman and Siddiqi [7] employed an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) model to derive the real 

and reactive power prices. Their work, motivated by Berg et al [10] provides a compensation 

scheme for MVAr, that can effectively create a parallel market for MVAr similar to the MW 

market. MVAr may be priced and traded among utilities, large industrial customers, indepen

dent power producers, etc in such a market. More specifically, they obtain the reactive power 
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price as a~~i' where, Qdi represents the reactive power demand at node i. The Lagrangian L 

includes the following terms: 

III Real power generation cost function; 

III Real and reactive power flow equations; 

III Min and Max real power generation limits; 

It Min and Max reactive power generation limits; 

III Min and Max voltage limits; and 

III Transmission capacity limit. 

The price, 8~~i' thus represents the cost of adjusting real power dispatch to accommodate 

the production of additional reactive power to meet an additional unit of reactive power de

mand at node i including premiums for stress placed on various physical constraints in the 

system. This definition of the reactive spot price was a natural extension of the real power spot 

price theory proposed by Schweppe et al [94] for a power system (DC approximation model). 

Reactive spot prices are based on the same premise of charging for all binding system operat

ing constraints that are modelled in a standard OPF, although reactive power production is 

implicitly assumed to have no cost. Baughman and Siddiqi [7] show that this pricing approach 

captures the spatial and chronological variation of the reactive power prices across the (elec

trical) nodes, and across different loading conditions over the day. They also argue that this 

pricing scheme is a remedy to the inefficient power factor penalty scheme - an improvement 

that was envisaged by Berg et al [10]. Reactive power spot prices capture the actual operating 

condition of the system and provide appropriate signals to all consumers in the presence of 

binding system constraints, particularly voltage limits. 

Read and Ring in their "Dispatch Based Pricing" [8:1.] went a step further and evaluated 

the reactive power and voltage prices at the PQ and PV buses, on the assumption that reactive 

power was not necessarily provided for free at source, but could be offered into the market in 

a manner analogous to active power. 

3.2.3 Impact of System Constraints on Real and Reactive Power Prices 

Although the early studies used an OPF to enumerate the reactive power spot prices, no 

systematic study reports are available on (a) how reactive power prices react under various 

system constraints including contingency constraints, and (b) how the real power price behaves 

when reactive power constraints are incorporated. Mitsche [65] reports results from a case 

study conducted on a hypothetical 20-bus test system. The production-grade PTI-OPF was 

employed which models tap-changing transformers, phase-shifters, reactive capability curves, 

and interface constraints. It still does not model certain other characteristics such as: 
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1\11 discrete nature of controls e.g., taps; 

1\11 Stability constraintsi 

• Contingency constraints; and 

• Inter-temporal constraints like ramp-rate, start-up/shut-down time, minimum up/down 

time constraints. 

Mitsche confirmed the results of other authors. He showed that marginal prices for real 

power are closely linked to marginal prices for reactive power 1 thus highlighting the importance 

of reactive power spot prices. He also noted that reactive power spot prices are trivial if the 

generation units have not reached their respective reactive power generation limits, but are 

extremely volatile for changing load levels and generation patterns. Even 80, his test results 

showed that reactive power prices remained small compared to the system average marginal 

price. 

Muchayi et al [68] provided a summary of formulations that include reactive power pricing. 

The focus of the study was on drawing attention to the importance of reactive power spot prices 

in wheeling transactions. The authors emphasised that the wheeling rate of reactive power is 

not a negligible factor, even though the marginal cost of reactive power may be much smaller 

than the marginal cost of real power. Like Hogan [53], and Baugham. and Siddiqi [7J, they noted 

that DC OPF models fail to capture some of the pricing effects attributable to reactive power. 

Baughman et al [8] formulated a comprehensive OPF spot pricing model and their study 

affirmed the need for reactive power pricing. In their formulation the price of reactive power 

at a node is equal to the marginal cost of any adjustment to real power production required 

by an increment of reactive power load at that node. This is in the absence of binding power 

system constraints. Therefore, they concluded that the optimal prices in a wholesale electricity 

market should value both real and reactive power. 

Dandachi et al [30] studied the feasibility of using a security constrained OPF (SCOPF) for 

the National Grid Company (NGC) to price for reactive power. The main conclusion derived 

from their results is that reactive power prices are very sensitive to binding constraints. This 

is particularly true of contingency constraints, as these require dispatches that are conservative 

and not necessarily economic. Reactive power prices were also found to vary widely across the 

power system. 

Kahn and Baldick [56] criticise the work of Hogan [52] based on. a different ground viz.) the 

sub-optimality of reactive power dispatch in the cases he studied. They argue that the reactive 

power prices derived by Hogan may be artificially high due to the "wrong" system dispatch 

conditions. The remedy, obviously., lies in correcting the dispatch to arrive at the optimal 

dispatch. In effect, Hogan's estimate of cost of reactive power constraints of 70%-300% of real 

power costs seems to be rather high ("one to two orders of magnitude too high" as they put it) 

according to Kahn and Baldick [56]. 
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The experiments by Ward [113] demonstrate the volatility of MVAr prices when non-zero 

reactive power costs are introduced, and more importantly, how the real power prices are affected 

especially in the presence of binding constraints that strongly relate the active and reactive 

power dispatches. He performed a number of experiments on several IEEE test systems using 

a full AC non-linear OPF developed at the Cornell University and the "Dispatch based pricing 

model" of Read and Ring. His findings support many of those reported by Mitsche [65] and the 

earlier findings by Read and Ring [81]. Ward reached the same conclusions that reactive power 

marginal prices will be high at the nodes in the vicinity of binding reactive power generation 

constraint when there is a shortage of reactive power. 

3.3 Limitations of Reactive Power Spot Pricing Approaches 

It should be noted that the OPF based reactive power spot pricing literature that we discussed 

in previous sections does not encompass market power and voltage stability issues. These are, 

in theory, limitations of the reactive power spot pricing mechanism. We will address each of 

these issues in detail next. 

In practice, large generators may have significant market power to influence prices. For 

example, a large low cost generator could operate at below its full capacity, forcing a' more 

expensive generator that would otherwise not be operated to cover the difference. The market 

price must rise to cover the marginal cost of the expensive generator. The extra revenue 

produced by the higher price being applied to the "gaming" generator's output may offset the 

revenue lost in restricting its capacity, giving a second order incentive. The work of Scott and 

Read [96J suggests that a near perfect competitive market result can be achieved if nearly all 

load is covered by long term contracts, and there are backup "call options" between generators. 

The potential for transmission networks to become congested creates uncertainty in the short 

run market and also greatly increases the market power of generators by effectively segmenting 

the national market, Read and Sell [84] and Hogan [50] proposed capacity right mechanisms 

to overcome these problems. These rights are financial contracts based on differences in nodal 

spot prices. 

Similarly, generators can "game", for instance, by withholding reactive power generation in 

a voltage constrained part of the network. The monitoring and prevention of market power is 

considered to be very important by those who design, operate or regulate electricity markets. 

This "market power" issue has received much attention in the discussion on electricity (MW) 

markets in the recent years. Although these issues, and measures to deal with them, are well 

known in various other commodity markets, electricity generation and transmission across a 

network poses certain complexities. Theoretical measures' to deal with market power, mathe

matical model development to analyse such measures, and related debates on their effectiveness 

are of recent origin even for established (real power) electricity markets. Capacity rights in the 
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form of financial contracts based on the difference between nodal spot prices have perhaps been 

the most prevalent theory to deal with localised market power as can be seen in Read and Sell 

[84] and Hogan [49], [50]. Such rights effectively provide access to transmission capacity and 

hedge against the possibility of gaming by other network users. 

These network issues are expected to be far more critical for reactive power because reactive 

power losses are much higher compared to MW loss, and consequently reactive power is a rather 

localised phenomenon. Because reactive power does not travel well, the reactive power market 

will, in general, be more prone to segmentation, thus allowing a few critical generators to 

enhance their market power. The volatility of the MVAr prices, and also the strong active

reactive price coupling under stressed conditions e.g., [65] perhaps indicate the potentially 

higher impact of gaming in the MVAr market, and also its possible consequential effects in the 

MW market. Successful development of the MVAr market must, therefore, address this issue 

of market power. 

For this reason, Read, Rosevear and Watson [92] argued that short term MVAr spot pricing 

as a mechanism to reduce MW losses may not be worth the cost and effort involved. On 

the other hand, they aptly identified the significant gaming issues and the need to develop 

mechanisms to counter such effects. The Qoptimum _ i mechanism that they proposed [92] 

relates closely to the capacity right idea. Qoptimum _i was defined as the MVAr injection 

at node i that minimises the active power losses in the network, while all other nodes in the 

network maintain their status quo. These values may be calculated and announced at a regular 

interval (e.g., daily, or half-hourly). The users would be required to' pay penalties for any 

deviation from the optimal level of reactive power injection, with such penalties being derived 

from the ex post nodal price for reactive power. The primary motivation behind the Qoptimum 

scheme was to send appropriate long term signals to the consumers of MVAr, rather than to 

generators, since the latter have much better control to adjust their MVAr production. Such 

signals are expected to induce optimal investment in the network, ensuring a "well designed" 

system. The Qoptimum _i scheme would require the market operator to have the right to 

dictate the MVAr injection pattern. Besides the initial proposal, there has not been much work 

towards developing the theoretical foundation of the proposed scheme, and/or experiments to 

demonstrate its ability to motivate optimal behaviour to curb market power. 

Hao and Papalexopulos [54] argued that, in the nodal pricing models of Hogan, and .1Ja.u~lCJ,

man and Siddiqi, the production costs include only the variable costs of generators that are 

mostly fuel related. Such models produce reactive power prices, from their experience, which 

are typically less than 1% of the active power in a well designed system. They also observed that 

"enormous" volatility the locational price for reactive power constitutes the main problem of 

applying nodal pricing methods to reactive power. They opined that the capital cost incurred 

as part of the reactive power service (reactive power capacity) should be used in the reactive 

power pricing calculation. 
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Chattopadhyay et al [23] proposed a reactive power planning scheme and evaluated the 

reactive power prices as an integral part of planning. This, in a way, avoids the problem of 

extremely volatile spot prices for an ill-designed system without adequate MVAr compensation. 

In other words, this approach argues that if the ill conditions of the system are removed by 

planning ahead through appropriate sizing and placement of capacitors in the network, the 

volatile component of the reactive power price may be reduced considerably or, even elimi

nated altogether. A more practical consideration is to recover the fixed costs of reactive power 

equipment rather than just the additional real power generation cost caused by MVAr demand. 

3.4 Voltage Stability Issues 

Another issue which has immense relevance to reactive power management in real life, but has 

not been dealt with in the reactive power pricing literature until very recently, is the role of 

reactive power in maintaining voltage stability in a power system. Xu et al [115] proposes the 

concept of "equivalent reactive compensation (ERC)" which involves evaluating the effective 

amount of dynamic MVAr that a generator carries. Such a measure may be appropriate, es

pecially under stressed conditions. However, their analysis does not address the critical issues 

as to how the ERC should be used in a market regime, and how it should be priced. Rosehart 

et al [90], [91]' on the other hand, have extended the conventional AC-OPF model to incorpo

rate voltage stability constraints. They experimented with this model to investigate the cost 

implications of a pre-specified voltage security level, but did not address the effect of such a 

constraint on the active and reactive power spot prices. Their major observation is a sharp 

trade-off between the two conflicting objectives of minimising system cost and maximising volt

age security. While they conclude that this observation should lead to a "pricing" scheme to 

charge for maintaining voltage security, they have not attempted to develop such a scheme. 

Thus, the recent works by Xu et al [115] and Rosehart et al [90], [91], raise some highly 

relevant issues pertaining to evaluation and costing of reactive power reserve. Nevertheless, a 

comprehensive treatment to integrate voltage stability aspects in MVAr spot pricing has not 

been discussed in the literature. 

3.5 Markets for Reserves 

3.5.1 New Zealand Reserve Market 

Two kinds of instantaneous reserves - 6 second and 60 second reserves [83], [119] are traded 

along with energy in the New Zealand energy market. The requirement of reserve is determined 

using the following criteria. 

«I In each of the two main islands there must be adequate reserve to stop the frequency 

falling below 48 Hz, and to restore the frequency to near normal levels (50 ± 0.75 Hz) 
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within 60 seconds; and 

" The reserve requirement is defined to be the greater of a fixed minimum level, the largest 

level of output from the generating units, or the net loss of transfer imposed by the failure 

of one of the poles of the inter-island HVDC link. 

Energy and reserve are co-optimised every 5 minutes. The market simultaneously determines 

a price for energy and a price for each category of reserve (6 second and 60 second) with final 

price being determined ex-post, in a half hourly basis. The energy price reflects the marginal 

cost of supplying an increase in demand, and equals the cost of generating more energy, while 

respecting the reserve requirements. Each reserve price reflects the marginal cost of reserve, and 

equals the cost of providing one more unit of reserve while satisfying the demand. Other reserves 

such as frequency regulating reserve and voltage regulating reserves are procured/contracted 

through tendering processes. 

3.5.2 Australian Reserve Market 

There are eight spot markets for Frequency Control Ancillary Service (FCAS) products in the 

Australian Market (NEMMCO) [120J. These are: 

III Fast raise/lower services for controlling frequency to lie within the containment band; 

III Slow raise/IQwer services for controlling frequency to lie within the stabilisation band; 

" Delayed raise/lower services for controlling frequency to recover, e.g., normal system 

frequency; and 

" Regulating raise/lower services for maintaining frequency within the frequency operating 

standards during typical load and generation variation within every 5 minute dispatch 

interval. 

The requirement for contingency services is a function of the largest generation output or 

load blocks in each region as well as combined system demand. The requirement of FCAS 

is generally distributed globally i.e., NEMMCO's Dispatch Engine (NEMDE) will source the 

requirement for a service from all interconnected regions in a co-optimised manner, taking 

into account the feasibility of post-contingency power flow in the interconnectors. Under some 

circumstances, the requirement may have to be met from within the region due to interconnect or 

limitations. 

The reserve traders must bid in terms of bid parameters according to the service offer model 

( reserve characteristic of units). This is very similar to the reserve model used in New Zealand. 

The NEMDE co-optimises energy and each FCAS service separately as discrete products. 

The delayed raise and lower requirements dispatched by NEMDE takes into account the amount 
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of dispatched regulating raise and lower reserves respectively. A commOn clearing price is 

produced for each region for each FCAS product. The prices between the regions do not" 

normally vary unless the interconnector flow constraints are binding. 

3.5.3 Singapore Reserve Market 

There are three classes of operating reserves (30 second, 10 minute, 30 minute) and regulating 

reserve that are traded along with energy in the energy market [121]. The traders offer for 

energy as well as reserves and regulation reserves. In each reserve offer they include a reserve 

proportionality factor which represents the ratio of the maximum quantity of reserve that 

can be provided and the minimum level of energy output at which the maximum quantity of 

reserve can be provided. This factor is also used in the New Zealand market. Each energy offer 

contains an energy ramp-up and energy ramp-down rate for each dispatch period (MW /minute). 

The energy and all classes of reserves are co-optimised. The price for energy at each node is 

calculated and the price for each class of reserve is also calculated. The reserve prices remain 

the same irrespective of node location in normal conditions, with nO transmission line constraint 

binding. 

The system reserve requirements are determined by the largest contingency, defined as the 

loss of the largest Primary contingency unit (PCU) with the consequent loss of Secondary 

Contingency Units (SCUs), so the total reserve requirement is the size of the largest PCU plus 

the sizes of all SCUs. SCUs mean the generators that are automatically disconnected from the 

transmission system if the frequency of the system falls due to failure of the largest unit (PCU). 

3.5.4 USA Reserve Markets 

In the USA, the ancillary services products are classified as [122]: 

" Regulation: The generators should be on line and participate in the automatic generation 

control (AGC). These generators respond quickly (Le., they have a high ramp rate in 

MW /minute) to control-center requests for increase or decrease of generation. 

" Spinning reserve: The generators should be on line and synchronised to the grid. These 

generators can increase output immediately in response to a major outage and can reach 

full capacity within 10 or 15 minutes 

l1li Supplemental reserve: This is the same as spinning reserve, but need not respond imme

diately, therefore, the unit can be off line but capable of reaching full capacity within 10 

or 15 minutes. 

!III Replacement reserve: This is the same as the supplemental reserve, but with a 30 or 

60-minute required response time. 
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There exist considerable differences among the ISO markets in North America with respect 

to real-power ancillary services. For example, regulation is a 5-minute service in PJM and New 

York, a 10-minute service in Alberta, a 10 to 60-minute service in New England, a 10 to 30 

minute service in California, and a 15-minute service in ERCOT. In practice, the time period 

for regulation is equal to the frequency with which the system operator performs an economic 

dispatch (5 minutes in PJM, New York, and New England; 10 minutes in California; 15 minutes 

in ERCOT; and variable in Alberta). 

The markets for regulation are fully integrated with those for energy and congestion man

agement in P.1M and New York, partially integrated in New England, and entirely separate in 

California, ERCOT, and Alberta. The market clearing prices for regulation include calcula

tions of unit-specific opportunity costs for the three north eastern ISOs, but are independent 

of opportunity costs in the three other systems. 

Prices for four real-power ancillary services (AS) were compared for four I80s by Hirst [122]. 

These are New England, California, New York and PJM. The ancillary services were regulation 

(up and down in California), spinning reserve, supplemental reserve, and replacement reserve 

(60 minutes in California and 30 minutes in New York and New England). PJM data covered 

only regulation, because operating-reserve prices continued to be administratively determined 

in PJM. The duration considered was July 1999 - June 2000 for California and New England; 

December 1999-June 2000 for New York; only June 2000 for PJM. 

These four markets were different in structure, design, maturity, and resource mix as men

tioned earlier. In addition, each ISO reported hourly prices and quantities in different formats. 

As a consequence, it was difficult to compare prices across these markets. Also, the market 

rules (in particular, bid and price caps) changed over time, affecting the prices and costs of 

energy and ancillary services. 

Hirst [122] found that the average prices for the four real-power ancillary services are all 

below the average prices for energy in each of the four I80s. He also found that regulation 

is more expensive than spinning reserve, which is more expensive than supplemental reserve, 

which (except for California) is more expensive than replacement reserve. The prices of ancillary 

services in New England are, except for 30-minute reserve, lower than in the other regions. 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), USA, in their 8tandard Market De-

sign (SMD), also endorsed co-optimisation of energy and r"'~":'r'r"'''' 

simultaneously. 

including regulating reserve, 

Table 3.1 summarises the characteristics of the reserve markets in eight jurisdictions. This 

table is an extended and updated version of'Thrner [102]. markets included in our survey 

are the markets in Australia, New Zealand, 8ingapore, North America, and Canada. Of the 

eight markets surveyed, all have a bid-based operating reserve market except California. In 

California, the reserves are procured by auction. Markets for regulation, spin, non-spin, and 

replacement reserves are cleared sequentially in that order. 
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Market Bidding Scheduling and Dispatch Reserve Requirement 

New Zealand Offered daily, Energy Co-optimise energy and Reserve > f (largest 
Start and 2 types of reserves with trade-off generation in 
1-0ct-96 reserves, updated function, Produces each island, hvdc). 

until 2 hours before optimal dispatch- energy 
real time, Regulation and reserve, Calculates 
reserve is not bid nodal price for each node, 
as yet. Calculates prices for each 

kind of reserves. 
Australia Offered daily, 8 FCAS Same as NZ market. Reserve > f (largest 
Start reserves including generation in each 
13-Dec-98 regulating reserves, region, flow in 

updated until 2 hours interconnectors. 
before real time. 

Singapore Offered daily, 3 classes of Same as NZ market. Reserve > f (Primary 
Start: 1-Apr-01 reserves and regulating contingency unit plus 
New Market reserve, updated until Secondary contingency 
1O-0ct-02 2 hours before real time. units). 
ISO Day ahead Market, Simultaneous Reserve > 100% 
New England Centralised unit commitm- optimisation of * first contingency 
Start:1-May-99 ent, Bid daily for various energy, regulations +50% * second 
SMD1 classes of regulation and reserve. contingency. 
2003 and reserves, hourly. 
ISO Energy and Reserve Auction and Sequential Reserve > x% of 
California markets are optimisation of various total demand. 
Start: 1-Apr-98 separate. classes of reserves and 

regulation. 
ISO, PJM Day ahead market, Simultaneous optimisation Reserve > f (largest 
Start:l-Jan-98 Centralised unit commitm- of energy, regulations generation unit 
SMD1 ent, Bid daily for various and reserve. capacity and other 
2002 classes of regulation system conditions ). 

and reserves, hourly. 
ISO Day ahead market, Simultaneous optimisation Reserve> 100% 
New York Centralised unit commitm- of energy, regulations * first contingency 
Start ent, Bid daily for various and reserve. +50% * second 
18-Nov-99 classes of regulation contingency. 

and reserves, hourly. 
Ontario Canada Bid daily for various Simultaneous optimisation Reserve > 100%* first 
Start classes of regulation of energy, regulations contingency +50% 
1-May-02 and reserves. and reserve. * 2nd contingency. 

Table 3.1: Characteristics of different reserve markets 
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Many of the deregulated markets have not yet established a mechanism for financial compen

sation for reactive power ancillary services, e.g., the Nordic countries, New Zealand, Singapore. 

In New Zealand and in Singapore reactive power ancillary services are procured through the 

tendering nfC)Cel3eS and annual bilateral contracts for reactive capacity. On the other hand, 

some markets do have some scheme for payments for utilisation of such services. For example, 

National Grid Company (NGC) in UK invites tenders as independent system operator (ISO) 

for reactive support services. The generator's bid is composed of capacity component (price 

per MVAr and quantity on offer) and a utilisation component (MVAr-hr price curve). The 

successful bidders enter into annual bilateral contracts with NGC and are paid for both the 

capacity and utilisation components [11], [124]. 

The New York ISO (NYISO) is responsible for procuring reactive power support service 

and the service is provided at the embedded cost-based prices [125]. Generating resources are 

directed to maintain voltage within pre-defined voltage limits either by generating or absorbing 

reactive power. The NYISO, provides compensation to generators in case of a loss of revenue due 

to an increased reactive power generation request. If the ISO dispatches or directs a generator 

to reduce its real power output the generator receives a Lost Opportunity Cost (LOC) for the 

amount of revenue it loses from the lost energy generation. 

NEMMCO, in Australia, recognises reactive power as an ancillary service and provides 

financial compensation to generators and synchronous compensators [126]. All reactive support 

providers are eligible for the availability payment component for their preparedness to provide 

the services when called for. Synchronous compensators also receive an enabling payment 

component, and this is paid when their services are activated by the ISO for use. On the other 

hand a generator receives compensation payment component based on the opportunity cost, and 

paid when it has been constrained from operating according to its preferred market decisions. 

For example, if a generator has to provide reactive power where it has to reduce its real power 

generation in order to operate within the unit's field and armature winding heating limits, the 

generator will be· compensated for its lost real power generation. This payment component is 

similar to the LOC payment made by ISO, NY. 

developments in deregulated electricity markets so far indicate the trend toward 

treating reactive power as an ancillary service and creating financial compensation schemes 

for reactive power providers. The drawback of this type of procurement is that it does not 

recognise the Ioeational aspects of reactive power. We, however, propose a reactive power 

market similar to the existing real power market. The reactive power market needs to recognise 

the locational aspects also. The market mechanism will reflect these aspects well. 
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3.7 Summary 

The pricing of reactive power is an issue which originated from its real power counterpart. 

Because of the fundamental differences between real and reactive power, the theory of reactive 

power spot pricing has found less acceptability and created more confusion. We observe that 

two critical characteristics of the reactive power spot price are that: 

(a) It could be trivial in a well-designed system in the absence of too many binding 

constraints, and 

(b) It could be very significant in an ill-designed system, either due to sub-optimal 

dispatch, or due to a lack of reactive power supporting equipment. 

We also looked at the available literature which goes beyond the "standard academic OPF" 

approach, and considers other types of constraints such as spinning reserve, reactive power 

capability curve, MVAr reserve, and contingency c~nstraints. These constraints have a general 

impact of making the reactive spot price significant, and more volatile. Unfortunately, the 

reactive power pricing literature so far has not looked in a systematic way at the impact of 

various system constraints. One important element missing is the voltage stability margin 

constraint. The effect of such constraints on spot prices is not known. 

We examined how the operating and regulating reserves are managed in different electricity 

markets. It is seen that modern markets include reserves as an integral part of the electricity 

market. The FERC in their Standard Market Design (SMD) in the USA also endorsed co

optimisation of energy and reserves including regulating reserve simultaneously. We have also 

seen how reactive reserve is procured by different system operators. It is seen that some system 

operators provide "lost opportunity cost" and "enablement payments" to the reactive reserve 

suppliers in addition to the cost of reactive reserve. 

We propose to develop an AC OPF model by introducing multiple voltage stability margin 

constraints to examine their effects on the real and reactive power spot prices. Both active 

and reactive power reserves will be required to maintain a voltage stability margin. However, 

first, we consider only active power reserve to maintain multiple security margins using a linear 

model and examine its effects on spot prices in chapter 4. 



Chapter 4 

Security Margin Constrained 

Dispatch and Pricing Model 

4.1 Introduction 

Interruption of power supply and deterioration of quality of supply in terms of change in fre

quency and voltage occurs due to occasional failure of generating units and transmission system 

elements. The system frequency also drifts continuously around the nominal frequency (50 Hz) 

even at steady state, due to normal fluctuation of consumer demand and generation output. 

In order to counteract frequency decay due to contingencies, and gradual frequency variation 

due to load fluctuation, different kinds of reserves are required. Reserves are also required to 

maintain a security margin or load margin. These are operating reserves and regulation re

serves. The operating reserves are used mainly to cover a loss of generation contingency and to 

maintain security or load margins. The regulating reserves are used primarily to regulate the 

system frequency, typically through an Automatic Generation Control (AGe) scheme. 

At present, in the New Zealand market, generators which cause under frequency events 

are penalised but there is no such penalty if a load fluctuates causing a change in frequency 

requiring a reserve response to cover it. The effect of such load variation can be modelled 

by maintaining a load margin from the current operating point using reserve. The effect of 

maintaining such reserves can be captured in terms of spot pricing. 

In this chapter we discuss different reserves and their related modelling issues. We then 

develop a security margin constrained dispatch and pricing model using DC approximation 

method. The security margin is maintained by increasing active power reserve only, since 

there are no reactive power or voltage constraints in this model. We consider a case where 

multiple generators are supplying multiple load buses in a network. The model is driven by 

both generator contingency and security margin contingency constraints. In this case, apart 

from generator contingencies, multiple security margin contingencies are considered. A single 

security margin contingency involves a load margin of different magnitude at different buses. 

41 
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Real event: 250 MW Generator outage 
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Figure 4-1: Frequency-time curve of a real system during outage of a 250 MW unit 

Multiple contingency cases involve the combination of a number of such single contingencies. 

The model is then decomposed to analyse the effects of these constraints on the nodal prices. 

Network congestion is also addressed in this model. The effect of a line flow limit on the 

prices is examined for this contingency constrained model, particularly when the flow limit is 

binding only during the contingency condition. Finally, we discuss the shortcoming in different 

formulations. 

4.2 Different kinds of Reserves 

4.2.1 Operating Reserve 

Loss of Generation Contingencies 

Loss of generation causes the frequency to fall all over the system. Figure 4-1 shows the system 

frequency response in New Zealand's North Island (NI) system due to the loss of a 250 MW 

generator. The total NI system load was about 3900 MW and the HVDe was not operating prior 

to this outage. The figure shows that the system frequency reaches a minimum and recovers to 

an almost normal value through the response of reserve, and dropping of interruptible loads. As 

soon as the frequency falls, the generators increase their output by governor action limited by 

their ramping rate and droop characteristics. Also, contracted interruptible loads are dropped 

to arrest the system frequency from falling and to bring it back to near-nominal value. 

The fall of frequency depends on the amount of generation outage, system characteristics, 

and governor droop settings. Of the system characteristics, the load damping which is defined 

as % change in load per 1% change in frequency, is important. For a given system, the amount 
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of reserve required is evaluated for a given contingency, allowable minimum frequency, and 

maximum time allowed to reach the minimum frequency. 

The planning criteria set the risk and the minimum frequency. In New Zealand, for a single 

(N-l) contingency, the minimum frequency is 48 Hz. Also, the frequency should reach the 

near-normal value (50 ± 0.75 Hz) within 60 seconds. This is applicable for both islands. The 

reserve requirement is defined to be the greater of a fixed minimum level, the largest level of 

output from the generating units, or the net loss of transfer over a single HVDC pole .. 

Instantaneous reserves (IR) are required to counteract generator contingencies. These are 

activated automatically and instantaneously through governor action without any operator 

intervention. The reserve available is dependent on the frequency deviation and the governor 

droop, among other factors. The frequency deviation is dependent upon the severity of the 

contingency. 

Two types of instantaneous reserve are considered here. Fast instantaneous reserve (FIR) is 

available from machines that are already in operation and partly loaded (PLSR). These reserves 

are mainly used for arresting the system frequency at a pre-defined minimum value within a 

very short period of time (say 6 seconds). Interruptible loads, as per contracts with customers 

also serve as FIR. 

Sustained instantaneous reserve (SIR) is available from Tail Water Depressed (TWD) ma

chines, and also from machines that are already in operation and partly loaded (PLSR). The 

TWD machines respond to falling frequency by 'tripping' to generate once the frequency has 

been below a certain point for a certain amount of time. Because of this required time delay, 

TWD reserve is likely to be most important in the 60 second reserve market as a supplement 

to PLSR. These reserves are mainly used to bring the frequency back to normal within say 60 

seconds. The interruptible loads also serve as SIR that can be dropped with a certain time 

delay, as per customer contracts. 

Both types of reserve are called operating or contingency reserve because these reserves are 

held to cover operating contingencies. 

Security Margin Contingencies 

As mentioned in chapter 2, instability could occur due to any or all of the following events: 

liD Loss of local small generation; 

liD Sudden increase in load in an area; or 

liD Sudden loss of heavily loaded circuits, causing increase in loss and/or loss of imports. 

In order to preserve stability, it may be necessary to maintain a stability or security margin 

at different buses. This margin is effectively a load margin. The deficit of active power due 

to loss of import or generation or increase in load or active power loss causes a mismatch in 
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active power balance i.e., Generation = Load + Loss. This reduces the system frequency. This 

frequency decay activates the active power reserve from the generators through governor action 

as discussed in the generator contingency case. The active power reserves could be activated 

from any location provided the feasibility in power flow is maintained. 

This margin can also be thought of as being related to load variability at different buses. 

The load variability is different at different buses and we discuss the impact of this variability 

on the nodal prices. 

4.2.2 Regulation Reserve 

Minor variations in frequency around the 50 Hz target occur continually as a result of normal 

fluctuations in consumer demand and generating output. The dispatch process uses forecast 

demand and establishes a linear path for generating units to follow for every five-minute dispatch 

interval. However, consumer demand does not vary linearly between five-minute dispatch cycles, 

and the imbalance between generation and demand causes the frequency to vary (even without 

contingency events). If a frequency error persists then a time error is gradually accumulated and 

the grid's synchronous time deviates from the absolute reference time (New Zealand Standard 

Time). The objective of the frequency regulating services is to help maintain frequency, and 

the time error, to within specified limits during typical load and generation variations. There 

should be sufficient frequency regulating reserve to maintain the frequency error within ± 0.2 

Hz of 50 Hz. The maximum time-error allowed is ± 5 seconds of NZ standard time and the 

error should return to zero at least once in 24 hours. 

4.2.3 Effect of Reserve on Price 

The generators need to carry extra capacity for reserve purposes, which at the most basic level 

has the following effects [81], [86]: 

• Some reserve providers need to back off and generate less, restricting their output and 

increasing operating cost in order to provide reserve. The minimum compensation should 

be the "opportunity cost" of backing off generation ,to provide reserve. In the pricing 

model this compensation will automatically be embodied in the "reserve price" which is 

equal to the dual variable associated with the reserve requirement constraint. 

OlD Since the reserve requirements can only be met by having more expensive generators 

operating, energy prices must rise. This effect is automatically captured in the classi

, cal marginal cost pricing regime in which, simplistically, prices are based on the most 

expensive generator operating. 

More complex effects will arise depending on the specific formulations employed. 
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4.2.4 Generator Risk Modelling 

As discussed earlier, it is necessary to have some reserve generation in the system so that 

these reserves can be called on and used to cover the outage of the 'risk generators'. The risk 

contingencies are well defined, and the LP may determine dynamically the amount of reserve 

needed to cover such contingencies. The factors below are considered while determining the 

reserve requirements. 

It Sufficient reserve needs to be carried in the system to cover the loss of any of the largest 

single operating units called 'risk units' or links. 

• The size of the risk may be allowed to be optimised by the LP backing off the relevant 

unit(s) or link(s). 

• Any reserve carried by a unit at risk cannot be counted when considering the reserve 

needed to cover that particular unit. 

The following constraints can be used to model the risk and spinning reserve. 

We will ignore risk due to link failure and consider that the requirement of reserve is set by 

a set of 'risk units' or by a pre-defined estimated risk (constant). For a risk unit, both energy 

and reserve produced by the unit is lost when the unit trips and the available reserve from the 

other units must cover the power output of the 'risk unit'. 

The reserve available from all sources other 'than u which is an element of set U, consisting 

of all risk generators, shouldbe greater than or equal to the total reserve requirement!, 

~D, >P . uEU 
~.LLi_ u, 

By adding reserve from unit u on both sides, 

( 4.1) 

(4.2) 

This constraint allows us to define a single, system wide, reserve requirement, but says that 

the generator's reserve is 'at risk' along with its energy. One such constraint is required for 

each 'risk unit'. 

For example, U = {I, 2, 3} the set of risk constraints become: 

(4.3) 

IFor simplicity, we are not considering "Risk adjustment factor (RAF)" in this constraint. For the same 
outage, requirements of reserve varies during different system conditions and RAF is used to account for this 
variation. Using RAFu , the constraint can be written as: 

I: Ri 2: RAp" * Pu ; u E U. 
i,pu 
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I:~ > P2+ R2 

I:~ > P3+ R3 ( 4.4) 

The model dynamically sets the risk. The reserve cleared should satisfy each of these 

constraints so that cleared reserve can cover any of these contingencies. The LP chooses the 

best set of units to set the risk, optimally trading the risk off against the cost of providing 

reserve and the incentives to generate. Only the constraints for the units defining the risk will 

be binding. 

4.2.5 Reserve Modelling 

We assume the following: 

• Energy and reserves utilise the same plant capacity. 

.. The reserve characteristic is similar to an "inverted bath tub" as shown in Figure 4-

2. The horizontal axis represents energy, and the vertical axis represents reserve. This 

characteristic captures the following: 

- Generators providing very little energy can provide very little or restricted reserve. 

This is represented by the upward sloping line in the reserve characteristic curve and 

is modelled as a proportional constraint. 

- The horizontal section of the curve shows the maximum reserve the unit can provide 

in x-seconds. In this section, increasing spare capacity yields no more reserve. This 

is modelled as a maximum reserve constraint. 

- The joint capacity constraint line is a downward sloped line. When the machine 

is operating on this line and if the slope is 45°, each extra unit of spare capacity 

provides an extra unit of reserve. This is modelled as a joint capacity constraint. 

• The reserve characteristic is represented by a number of linear segments and each of 

these piece-wise linear segments can be modelled as a linear equation [88], although the 

NZ market clearing model (SPD) actually uses a more general representation than that 

discussed here. 

The constraints become, for unit i 

1. Proportional constraint 

This implies that reserve cleared cannot be greater than a predefined proportion ( Xi) of 

the total generation cleared (Pi) for unit i. 



4.2. Different kinds of Reserves 

Capacity line 
Reserve 

t 

---I1iIJo1II>- MW. Energy 

Figure 4-2: Typical reserve characteristic of a unit 

D. <x.*R .. ~ _ t t 

2. Reserve upper bound constraint 

3. Joint Generator capacity constraint 

R+ D. <p~p t .L~ _ t 

4. Generation upper and lower bound constraints 

R < pma:x 
t - t 

where 
Pi Cleared generation of generator i = Pbi 

Cleared Reserve of generator i = L: I4i 
b 

Generator's maximum generation capacity for reserve purpose 

Generator's maximum capacity 

b Generation and reserve blocks 

Pmax 
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(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
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4.2.6 Security Constraint 

In the DC approximation method, the security margin is maintained by increasing active power 

reserve only, since there are no reactive power or voltage constraints in this model. We have 

defined previously the Stability Margin in Chapter 2, as a load margin to be maintained below 

a "point of collapse ". But the security margin can equally be defined in terms of a MW 

margin to be maintained above the current operating point. We call this margin the Security 

Margin (SM) in this chapter. In order to preserve security, it may be necessary to maintain a 

different security margin at different buses or in different regions. The purpose is to secure the 

operating point within a pre-defined margin should such a loading condition occur due to some 

contingency (c). Here we recast the problem as a contingency constrained dispatch in which 

the critical issue is to be able to meet the load pattern which could emerge as a result of each 

contingency, given the resources and network available under that contingency condition. This 

approach can be related to the previous analysis as follows. First, the SM at each bus i during 

contingency c is defined as: 

Where, 
Pdi,e Demand at bus i during contingency condition, c 

Pdi Demand at bus i during normal condition. 

ki,e Security Margin at bus i during contingency condition, c 
Rewriting 4.10, we get, 

P. Pdi \./ . \./ 
di,e = 1 _ k. i v~, vC 

t,e 

We require the total reserve to be able to meet each contingency c, i.e., 

Thus, using 4.11, we get, 

~,e p. \./ 
k 

di· vC 
1- i,e 

If we assume a single contingency, and the margin at each bus is the same, i.e., 

then 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

k, Vi, 

(4.13) 

It will be seen that this is equivalent to maintaining a uniform security margin across the 

whole system, as before, but the approach developed here is more generaL For example a 

security margin may be defined for region 'A' using 
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(4.14) 

Note, though, that each contingency now defines its own set of nodal security margin(s) which 

we assumed to occur simultaneously for that contingency. Thus we can define contingencies 

so as to have 8M = 5% overall, but SMA = 20% (say). This kind of approach could allow 

modelling of the kind of regional 8M requirements which may be implicitly necessary as a 

result of a simple transmission constraint. The approach we actually use, though, is more 

general in that it explicitly models transmission constraints of whatever complexity applying 

under each contingency condition. 

4.2.7 Arrangement of Reserve 

The market is assumed to trade reserve in addition to energy. The reserve providers would be 

paid an "availability" fee irrespective of whether a contingency actually occurs or not. They 

may receive little or nothing extra during a contingency. The market operator will co-optimise 

generation and reserve dispatch and pricing. 

4.3 Multiple Security Margin Constrained Primal Problem 

In this case, multiple generators are supplying multiple load buses in a network. The model 

uses the DC optiwal power flow (DC-OPF) method. The following are assumed. 

1. The power balance equations are written for each node of the network for both normal 

and contingency conditions. 

2. The reserve required to simultaneously meet the conjectured load variation (security mar

gins) at each node is embedded into the nodal power balance equation for the contingency 

conditions. 

3. In a single security margin contingency, load variation of different magnitudes may be 

modelled at different buses. The multiple contingency case is defined using the combina

tion of a number of such single contingencies. The model is contingency constrained. That 

is, the generation /reserve dispatch must be able to meet anyone of these contingencies, 

but not all simultaneously. In addition to multiple security margin contingencies, gen

erator contingencies are also considered in the model. By contingency we mean security 

margin contingencies if not otherwise mentioned. 

4. In the DC OPF method, we assume that the voltage magnitude is the same at each bus 

(Vi = 1 pu, Vi). It is also assumed that phase angle differences between adjacent nodes 

are small. 
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5. We consider a loss-less network. 

6. We specify a swing bus (s) where the bus voltage angle, as is arbitrarily set to zero in 

order to provide sufficient degrees of freedom to find a solution. 

7. The constraints and variables used in the model are described. The dual variable (mul

tiplier) associated with each primal constraint is written on the right hand side of the 

constraint. 

8. Each bus can have both generation and load so that both generation as well as demand 

prices at the bus can be calculated even if one is absent. In our model, though, each bus 

has either generation or demand, not both. 

This is a contingency constrained DC OPF model. As mentioned in chapter 2, the goal here 

is to establish a normal dispatch, and reserve capacity, so that the solution remains feasible 

under contingency conditions. 

Objective function 

The objective is to minimise the combined generation (energy) and reserve cost as shown 

in (4.15). 

where, 

Min Z = 2)Cb,i,P,Pgbi + Cb,i,r'~i); 
i, b 

Cb,i,p = Energy offer price of block b by generator i, $/MW 

Pgbi = Quantity offered for energy of block b by generator i, MW 

Cb,i,r = Reserve offer price of block b by generator i, $/MW 

Rbi = Quantity offered for reserve of block b by generator i, MW 

(4.15) 

i =1,2, ... n number of buses. Each bus can have a generator and/or load, as mentioned 

earlier. 

Constraints 

fD We define a set Ni = {j : there is a line between i and j}. Power flows in the line between 

i and j during normal and contingency conditions are given by (4.16), and (4.17). 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

where, 
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Bij Admittance of the line between i and j in per unit terms 

ai, aie Bus voltage angles in radians during normal and contingency conditions. 

These are also referred to as phase angles. 

By convention, flows toward higher numbered nodes (j > i) are defined to be positive with 

flows in the reverse direction being negative. 

II Power flows in each circuit in the reverse direction during normal and contingency condi

tions are given by (4.18) and (4.19). 

Pji = -Piji '1f;ji i (Vi, j E Nii j > i) (4.18) 

Pji,e = -Pij,ci '1f;ji,e i (Vi, j E Nii j > i), Vc (4.19) 

• The power balances at each bus must be preserved during normal and contingency con

ditions. Given the conventions defined above, these are given by (4.20), and (4.21). 

where, 

j ENi 

Pdi e , 

Pgi - Pdi = L F'ij: Ai; Vi 
jEN; 

Pyi + ~,e - Pdi,e = L Pij,e: Ai,e; Vi, Vc 
jEN; 

All nodes connected to bus i, as defined earlier 

Demand at bus i during contingency c 

Demand at bus i during normal conditions 

Reserve response from unit i during contingency c 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

1\ Swing bus angles during normal and contingency conditions are set at zero as shown in 

(4.22), and (4.23) 

(4.22) 

ai,e = OJ : 1ri,ci i = s; Vc (4.23) 

where s = Swing bus. 

III demand in normal conditions is given by a pre-set level as shown in (4.24). The 

relationship between demand in normal and contingency conditions is given by (4.25). 
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(4.24) 

Pdi 
Pdi,c = 1 _ k. : f3i,c; Vi, Vc 

~.c 

( 4.25) 

where, k i .c = Conjectured load variation (margin) at bus i during contingency, c. 

4[& Maximum and minimum limits on power flow in lines during the normal and contingency 

conditions are given by (4.26) to (4.29). 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

The limits could be thermal or derived from the other operating conditions. The limits are 

only applied to flows in the conventional "Forward direction", but given (4.18) and (4.19) they 

are equally effective with respect to flows in either direction. Generally, p[jin < 0, and typically 

p[jin = -P,[jax. The limits in the contingency condition may be set at a higher value, including 

contingency overload. 

e The sum of cleared generation offer blocks of generator i must be equal to the dispatched 

generation of i as shown in (4.30). 

~ Pgbi - Pgi = 0 : (J i; Vi 
b 

(4.30) 

e Each cleared generation offer block is constrained by its maximum and minimum level as 

shown in (4.31), and (4.32). 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 
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• The sum of cleared reserve offer blocks of generator i must be equal to the dispatched 

reserve Ri as shown in (4.33). 

I: Rbi - Ri = 0 : J-li; Vi 
b 

( 4.33) 

411 Reserve response from unit i in contingency c (Ri,c) must be less than or equal to the 

dispatched reserve from unit i (Ri). Note that the contingency c is not a generator 

contingency. 

D. < D . ..LLi,c _ J.l..z 

These are represented as shown in (4.34). 

~ - ~,c ~ 0 : P~j Vi, Vc (4.34) 

It Each cleared reserve offer block is constrained by its maximum and minimum level as 

shown in (4.35), and (4.36). 

( 4.35) 

( 4.36) 

411 The joint generation and reserve on any machine should lie within the maximum and 

minimum capacities of the machine as shown in (4.37), and (4.38). 

-p . - D. > _pcc:pJt . . vt· Vi g1 -' Ii - gz ,. ~, (4.37) 

(4.38) 

Dispatched reserve can not exceed some proportion of dispatched generation level as shown 

(4.39). 

_ D. > -x' * D .' • () .• I.-Ji -'Ii _ ~ 1: gZI' H V (4.39) 

• The reserve from all generators must be able to meet any generator risk contingency as 

shown in, (4.40), and (4.41). 
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where, 
RY 
u 
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Total reserve required to cover the generator risk contingencies 

An element of a set of risk generators U, Le., u E U. 

Model 

(4.40) 

(4.41 ) 

The model consists of objective function (4.15) and the constraints (4.16) through (4.41). 

It may be observed that no probability weights are employed in the contingency constrained 

formulation. This is appropriate because, Read [89]: 

II The formulation is designed to ensure feasibility under each contingency, with 100% cer

tainty. Feasibility is determined by the constraint structure, and is not a probabilistic 

concept. 

III Probability weighting, if it were to be applied, would apply to the objective function 

coefficients, in which case the model would determine an optimal trade-off considering, 

the probability weighted operating costs in each state as well as , or instead of, the reserve 

costs. 

" But this is not done here, or equivalently, it is assumed that there is effectively a zero 

probability of any of these contingencies actually occurring for long enough that the 

operating costs would be relevant. 

Dual Problem 

The Lagrangian is formed as: 

£ 

Tij,c(Bij(ai,e - aj,e) - Pij,e) + ¢ji Pji) 
(jENij j>i) (jEN,; j>i) 

+ 'l/Jji,c (-~j,c - Pji,c) + I:: Ai( . Pij - Pgi Pdi) 
(jENt; j>i) (jENd 

- P.d· ) + ~,c ¢~(Pij - Pljax) + ¢ij(Pljin - ~j) 
(jEN;; j>i) (jEN,; j>i) 
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+ ¢t,C(Pij,c PTj8X) + I: ¢ij,C(P[Jin - Pij,C) + O'i(Pgi Pgbi) 
(jENi; j>i) (jENi ; j>i) b 

+ I'~(Pgbi P;bF) L,: I'i;i Pgbi + I: J-Li (R; - Rbi) + pC(~,c R;) 
b b b i,e 

+ c:~(Rbi RfRax) L,:ei;iRbi + I: vt(Pgi + R; pcap_h) 
g~ 

b b 

+ (P;P.J - Pgi - R;) + I: Bi(R; - Xi Pgi) 

+ ~(Pgu + 14, - Rg) + p(Rg - L R;) - 7fs·as -7fs,c·a s,c (4.42) 
u 

The Dual constraints are formed from the first order optimality condition known as the 

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition. Formulation of the dual objective function and con

straints is discussed in Appendix B. On the right hand side of the dual constraint are the primal 

variables. Differentiating £ with respect to each primal variable (indicated to the right of the 

corresponding dual equation), we get, 

Cbip - O'i + I'bi = 0 : Pgbi; Vb 

h +-were, I'bi = I'M - I'bi 

-'\ 
c 

where, Vi = vt - Vi 

Opi 1 if i E Ub
; Ub is a set of binding risk generators, where Ub c u. 

a otherwise. 

Cbir + cM - J-Li = a : ~i; Vb 

L,: pC + J-Li + Vi + (}i + pf * Ori P 0 ~; Vi 
c 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 
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Ori - 1 if i E Ub; Ub is a set of binding risk generators, where Ub c U. 

= 0 otherwise. 

u 

where, (hj,e = ¢t;,e - ¢ij,e 

Aj,e - 'l/Jji,e 0 : Pji,c; (Vi, j E N i , j > i) 

Aj,e A' - A. .. - T" t,C - 'PzJ,e zJ,e 

TijBij TjiBji = 0; ai; i s 
(jENi, j>i) (jEN;, j<i) 

(4.49) 

( 4.50) 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

(4.54). 

(4.55) 

(4.56) 

(4.57) 

(4.58) 

(4.59) 
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7fs=O; as; i=s ( 4.60) 

Tij,eBij - L Tji,eBji = 0; ai,e; i:f. s (4.61) 
(jENi, j>i) (jENi, j<i) 

1fs,e = 0; as,e; i = s (4.62) 

Notice that considered conventional flows in the forward direction Pij(j :> i) in (4.16) 

and reverse flows in Pji(j > i) in (4.18). Their dual variables are respectively Tij and 1/Jji and 

both of them are associated with equality primal constraints and therefore unconstrained in 

sign. The value associated with the line capacity is defined by the dual variable <Pij = ¢~ ¢ij 
where both ¢~ and ¢ij are non-negative. If the flow is not constrained either at the upper 

bound or at the lower bound, then ¢ij = O. It indicates that there is no need to increase the 

capacity and there is no value in increasing the capacity. If the flow is binding at its upper 

bound, then <P~ > O. This shows that given one more unit of line capacity in that direction 

we should be able to reduce the system operating cost (objective function). Notice that we 

expressed the fight hand side of the primal constraint (4.26) as minus the line capacity, and 

since ¢t equals the change in the cost of running the system resulting from an increase in 

right hand side resources (capacity), ¢t actually measures the marginal value of decreased line 

capacity. Hence a decrease in line capacity increases the system operating cost. So increased 

line capacity must decrease the cost. Therefore ¢~ indicates the value of having one more unit 

of line capacity. Similarly, if flow is binding at its lower bound in that direction then -¢ij < O. 

This indicates that if the lower bound were raised by one unit in that direction then the cost 

of operating the system would increase. Similar interpretations apply for the bounds on flows 

during contingency conditions. 

The equation .(4.57) describes the relationship of the price differential at the two ends of a 

line between i - j to ¢ij and Tij. In an acyclic network (Le., having no loops), Tij = a for all 

lines between i and j and the nodal price in node j is given by the nodal price at node i (Ai) 

plus the line congestion cost ¢ij' This is an expected result, when power flows from node i to 

node j, we expect the price at node j to be higher due to loss effects (if any) and congestion. 

Binding transmission flow capacity constraints during normal conditions modify the values of 

the Ai'S, and in the contingency conditions, modify the values of the Aie'S. It is seen that the 

values of the bus-lambda during the contingency condition reflect the binding constraint, and 

this impacts on generation, reserve and demand prices. 

For a cyclic network (Le., having loops), however, Tij may not be zero for all lines in a loop. 

The constraints (4.16) for each line connecting i and j put a restriction on the flow of power in 

that line, namely that it is driven by a difference in voltage angles. The major implication is 

that transmission system having loops adds new constraints to be satisfied and this may modify 
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the prices for some nodes. The dual constraints (4.59), and (4.61) represent these effects. The 

effect of transmission constraints on prices particularly on a cyclic network was discussed in 

detail by Read and Ring [81], Hogan [49], and Gedra [44]. We do not discuss this topic further 

in this thesis, although we show the effects of flow limit constraints during the contingency 

conditions later in this chapter using numerical examples. 

4.5 Pricing Relationships 

The set of linear equations given in the dual problem needs to be solved simultaneously in order 

to obtain mutually consistent prices of generation, reserves and demands at different buses. In 

these equations, some "prices" are fixed by offers such as Cbip, Cbir and some prices are variables 

such as ,\, (3i, fbi, Vi, Prc, rft· These variables take the values that they need to in order to 

produce consistent prices. Thus, while solving, the following conditions may result. 

1. The number of unknowns (prices) is exactly equal to the number of independent equations. 

In this case we get a unique solution and only one consistent set of prices. 

2. The number of unknowns (prices) is less than the number of equations. In this case the 

system is "over defined" and we do not get any consistent set of prices. 

3. The number of unknowns (prices) is more than the number of equations. In this case the 

system is "under defined" and we may get many consistent set of prices. 

For simplicity, we will assume that the dual problem has a unique feasible solution. 

4.5.1 Generation Price 

We first interpret the bUS-A (A i) and then discuss generation prices. The bUS-A at bus i is 

given by the multiplier (dual variable) associated with the power balance constraint for the 

bus during normal conditions (4.20). Substituting equation (4.43) into equation (4.45), the 

equation for Ai can be written as: 

Ai = Cbip + fbi + Vi + PI * bpi - Xiei - L Ai,e; Vi 

bpi = 1 if i E Ub 

= 0 otherwise 

e 

(4.63) 

The generation price at bus i is defined as sum of bus lambda, Ai, and payment made for 

its contribution to meeting load in the contingency condition, I: Ai,e, and is given by (4.64). 
e 
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(Generation Price)i = Ai + I:: Ai,e = Cbip + "fbi + Vi - XiBi + PI * bpi (4.64) 
e 

The difference between the generation price and the generation offer price is explained by the 

cost of its own reserve, and the (opportunity) "cost" of other binding resources. The equation 

(4.64) corresponds to: 

1. The cost of a block of generation 

This is the nett cost due to generation Cbip, plus the opportunity cost of block size limits, 

"fbi' if binding. The multiplier "fbi is associated with the upper and the lower generation 

block size limit constraints. As noted earlier, it is given by "fbi = "f~ - "fbi. At most one 

of these constraints (upper limit or lower limit) can be binding at a time, in which case 

either "f~ > 0 or "fbi > 0 depending on which one is binding. If the upper limit of the 

cheaper generation block were relaxed by one unit, the cost of the system would have been 

reduced by "f~. The fact that this block size is limited means that some more expensive 

block of generation will have to be used somewhere in the system to meet the demand. 

In this sense, "f~ can be thought of as an opportunity cost2 • Similarly, the value of "fbi 

reflects the marginal cost of increasing a binding lower limit on a generation block so 

that we are forced to generate power which we do not want to generate, because it is too 

expensive to produce it. 

2. (Plus) The cost due to joint capacity constraint for individual unit (Vi), if binding 

The joint capacity constraint is represented as a line with negative slope as discussed 

earlier. In this region the total generation plus reserve is constrained by the capacity 

limit of the generator. Each MW increase of generation (energy) reduces the reserve 

response by 1 MW or vice versa. The multiplier Vi is associated with the upper and the 

lower joint capacity limit constraints. As noted earlier, it is given by Vi = vi - vi. At 

most one of these constraints (upper limit or lower limit) can be binding at a time, in 

which case ,either vi > 0 or vi > 0 depending on which one is binding. If the upper limit 

of the joint capacity were relaxed by one unit, the cost to the system would be reduced 

by vi. Similarly, the value of vi reflects the value of increasing a binding lower limit on 

a generator joint capacity. 

3. (Minus) The cost due to the proportional reserve constraint for each individual unit (Xi), 

if binding 

2The primal constraint corresponding to generation block size is represented as: 

in order to get a positive value of the multiplier. In fact I~ describes the negative value of a change in the 
upper limit showing the system cost will decrease by increasing the upper limit. 
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proportional reserve constraint is a line with positive slope (Xi). The unit can operate 

this region, for example when the generation price is lower than the fuel cost, because 

the loss on generation is offset by profit on some reserve. In this region, reserve is increased 

as generation is increased and Ai < Cbip because generators will also be paid for increased 

reserve. 

These two multipliers (Oi, Vi) thus appear in the equation (4.64) with opposite sign and 

exhibit the above mentioned effects. 

4. (Plus) The cost due to generator risk contingency p;, if binding 

The multiplier p; is associated with the generator risk constraint. If the generator i E Ub 

sets the risk, Le., i th risk reserve constraint is binding, then Dpi = 1 and pf > O. Thus p; 
is the cost of reserve to cover its own generation and the generator should be charged for 

it rather than being paid. 

5. (Plus) The nett cost of bus i's generation as a contribution to meeting load during the 

different contingencies (2:: Ai,e) 
c 

The multiplier .Ai,e is associated with the power balance constraint for bus i during the 

contingency condition c, (4.21). Notice that Pgbi is present in the power balance con

straints for both normal and contingency conditions. The generation in the power balance 

equation during the contingency condition is expressed as (Pgbi + Rbi). Any increase in 

generation dispatch during normal conditions thus is also available to meet the increased 

demand during each contingency. This is rewarded by 

Pm -.A, i,e - ~,e, 

where PC: is the multiplier associated with reserve dispatch during contingency c. 

Thus, the effective price to be paid to the generator is not .\, but Ai + I: Ai,c- But it is 
c 

essential to note that, for most i, the Ai s and 'Ybi s are not determined by this generator's offer. 

They are determined by the marginal generator's offers. Other multipliers for this generator 

then take whatever values they have to in order to make up the difference between these market 

clearing prices and their 

Marginal Generation 

For marginal generator, m the following scenarios are considered. 

1. No reserve constraints are binding and the generation (energy) block size is not at the 

limit. No other constraints are binding. 
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Since reserve constraints and other constraints are not binding, using (4.64), the genera

tion price becomes, 

Because the generation block size is not at the limit, Ibm = O. Therefore, 

(Generation Price)m = Am = Cbmp (4.65) 

Thus, Marginal generation price = Offer price of the marginal generator. 

2. Reserve requirement and price is determined by security margin constraints only. No 

other constraints are binding. 

The generation price can be derived from (4.63) by setting all the multipliers to zero 

except the I: Am,e' The Am is not the generation price even at a marginal bus 171, in the 
c 

presence of binding energy dispatch constraints in contingency conditions. The Am is the 

contribution from the energy requirements in the normal condition nett of the contingency 

contributions. The Am will not match the marginal cost of the marginal generation because 

generation dispatched in normal conditions is also available in contingency conditions. 

Therefore, using (4.64), the marginal generator 171, should be paid for their generation as 

shown in (4.66). 

(Generation Price)m :- [Am + L Am,e] = Cbmp (4.66) 
e 

This is important because it means that the generators are not being "paid twice" (once 

for their normal contributions then again for their contingency contributions) relative to 

their offers. The total payout for generation will match the marginal generation offer. 

3. Reserve requirements are determined by generator risk constraints only. No other con

straints are binding. 

The generation price can then be derived from (4.64) by setting all the multipliers to zero 

except the p¥n (171, E Ub). 

(Generation Price)m = Am = Cbmp + bpm.pfn ( 4.67) 

The generator, (171, E Ub) should be paid Am which is equal to Cbmp plus the cost of its 

own reserve requirement p¥n if, but only if 171, E Ub• Thus nett payment to the generator 

171, is Am - p¥n = Cbmp' That is, it gets Am for generation (energy) and pays p¥n for the cost 

of its own reserve requirement. 
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For the marginal generator m, from equation (4.67), we have 

(Generation Price)m= Am - rJln = Cbmp; if mE Ub (4.68) 

This means if m is the marginal generator and also a risk generator, then the offer price 

of m should match with (Am - pfn). This is discussed above. 

In fact, the "generation price" shown in (4.68) is not really the energy price in normal 

sense, but rather reflects the marginal signal these generators will face if they, only they 

alone, were charged the cost of covering the reserve requirements, not their contribution 

to cover other generator's risk. In the market place, each generator is paid Ai irrespective 

of whether i th generator is setting risk or not. The cost of reserve is settled outside 

the market algorithm from a "poo}" where generators contribute for reserve requirement 

following a certain rule. The pool contribution could depend on the following factors: 

* Penalty for each risk generator for each frequency event (event charge); 

* Requirement of contribution if the unit size is larger than 60 MW(say); 

* Contribution depending on generation only or both generation and reserve dis

patch; and 

* Purpose of reserve recovery. 

4. Reserve is determined by both security margin constraints and generator risk constraints. 

No other constraints are binding. 

The generation price can be derived from (4.64) by setting all the multipliers to zero 

except the pfn (m E u) and the Am,e' 
e 

(Generation Price)m = Am + L Am,c = Cbmp + opm.rI/n, (4.69) 
e 

Again the nett payment for the marginal generator for its generation is the sum of Am, 

and I: Am,e minus the cost of its own reserve requirement, pfn, if m E Ub, (i.e., if the 
c 

mth generator risk constraint is binding) and this matches the offer cost for the marginal 

generator. 

4.5.2 Reserve 

The reserve price at bus i is given by the multipliers associated with the constraints defining 

reserve dispatch to meet the security margin (p~) and the generator risk reserve constraints 

(pf). Using (4.48) and (4.49) and noting pic Ai,e, the reserve price equation can be written , 
as: 
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['I: ,\,c + p] - pf .l5ri = Cbir + cbi + Vi + (Jii Vi (4.70) 
c 

I5r i = 1 if i E Ub 

o otherwise 

+ -. +-
cbi - cbi' Vi = Vi - Vi 

The reserve price at bus i corresponds to: 

1. The offer cost of a reserve block 

2. (Plus) The opportunity cost due to that reserve block's size limits, Cbi, if binding. 

The multiplier Cbi is associated with the upper and the lower reserve block size limit 

constraints. As noted earlier, Cbi = c~ - chi. As for a generation block, at most one of 

these two constraints (upper limit or lower limit) can be binding at a time, and either 

c~ > 0 or chi > 0 depending on which one is binding. If the upper limit of the cheaper 

reserve block were relaxed by one unit, the cost to the system would be reduced by c~. 

As per the representation of the primal constraint, c~ describes the negative value of a 

change in upper bound. Therefore the value of c~ must be positive to reflect the decrease 

in system cost. 

Similarly, the chi reflects the value of moving the lower bound of a reserve block. Increasing 

a binding lower limit on a reserve block means that we are forced to produce reserve which 

we do not want to produce because it is too expensive to produce it. 

3. (Plus) The cost due to the joint capacity constraint for each individual unit (Vi), if binding 

The multiplier Vi is associated with the upper and the lower joint capacity limit con

straints. It is given by Vi = vt - Vi. As noted earlier, while explaining the generation 

price, if the upper limit of the joint capacity were relaxed by one unit, the cost to the 

system would be reduced by vt. Similarly, the value of vi reflects the value of increasing 

a binding lower limit on a generator joint capacity. 

4. (Plus) The cost due to the proportional reserve constraint for each individual unit( (Ji), if 

binding. 
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In the case of the generation price equation, the multiplier associated with the proportional 

reserve constraint (rh) was multiplied by the slope (Xi) because the level of reserve was 

constrained to be a proportion of the level of generation. The term (Xi * 0,;) was negatively 

related to the cost of the generation block. In the reserve price equation, the constant 

Xi has not appeared with (h because it is not associated with the reserve variable in the 

primal constraint. The term ()i is positively related with the cost of the reserve block. 

Marginal Reserve Price 

For marginal generator for reserve n, the equation (4.70) determines the marginal reserve price 

when ebn O. If we consider a special case where Vn = 0 and On = 0, then the equation (4.70) 

reduces to: 

[L: An,c + p] = Cbnr + ~.8rn (4.71) 
c 

The left hand side of (4.71) has two terms: 

The first term L An,c appears due to the binding reserve dispatch constraints at 
C 

bus n. For example, if there are two such constraints Cl and C2, then the price 

of reserve at bus n for meeting load during contingencies Cl and C2 becomes 

An,Cl + An,c2' 

The second term (p) appears due to binding generator risk reserve constraints. 

This is given by the sum of prices of all the binding generator risk constraints 

( 2.:: r/l) and is applicable system wide. 
uEUb 

The right hand side of (4.71) has a term ~ * 8rn . If n E Ub then p~ is the cost of the 

reserve requirement to cover the risk generator's own generation and this generator must 

pay for it, rather than being paid. 

But, as shown p = L p~. 80 the marginal nett return for reserve provided at 
uEUb 

bus n is thus given by combining these three terms as shown in (4.72). 

(4.72) 

That is, nett, the generator gets paid for reserve to cover 8M contingencies and other unit 

failures, but not its own, and, for the marginal reserve supplier this payment equals the offer 

price of the marginal reserve block. That means, each generator should be paid for the role its 

reserve plays in meeting the requirements of the others, not its own requirement. 

Note that, just as for (4.68) this unit specific reserve "price" is the nett marginal signal for 

reserve production, and not necessarily the reserve price which would be seen in the reserve 
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market. In fact the New Zealand reserve market, for example, pays all reserve providers a 

common priCe, corresponding to p. The nett signal discussed here may be provided by a reserve 

cost recovery formula which allocates costs in accordance with the size of potential contingencies, 

as measured by their combined MW generation and reserve output. In principle, this netts off 

the payments made in the reserve market for a generator setting the contingency size to cover 

its own reserve requirement, although the effect may be very much diluted by the averaging 

typically employed in such cost allocation formulae. 

4.5,3 Demand Price 

The multiplier associated with the demand constraint at bus i in the primal problem defines the 

demand price there. The demand price relationship at bus i, using (4.51), is given by (4.73). 

where, 

f3 \ ""' Ai,e \-I' 
i = Ai + L..t 1 _ k. ; v~ 

e %,e 

Multiplier associated with the demand constraint at bus i, 

which defines the demand price there. 

(4.73) 

Thus the demand price, in the presence of a binding security margin constraint, indicates not 

only the marginal cost of meeting the demand, but also the additional cost of reserve that is 

required for maintaining the margin. It is expressed as the sum of Ai and the weighted sum of 

~,e The spot price charged to load takes into account the fact that an increase in 

demand under normal conditions, say by l:::.L MW, also increases the reserve requirement by 

l:::.L / (1 k) - l:::.L = 1~~k MW which implies' additional reserve costs. If the normal demand is 

increased by 1 MW, and k = 0.3, then the demand in the contingency condition is 1_10.3 = 1.429 

MW and the additional reserve required is g:~ = 0.429 MW. The demand of 1.429 MW during 

the contingency condition is supplied by: 

* 1 MW increase in generation (energy) from the marginal generator for "energy" 

in both normal and contingency conditions 

* 0.429 MW increased reserve at the marginal generator for reserve. 

aspects are discussed in detail in the next section using numerical examples. 

Discussion on Generation, Reserve v ....... cu, ...... Prices 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter) we did not consider probability weights in the contingency 

constrained formulation. One implication of this is that generation, reserve, and demand prices 

calculated by the model end up being unweighted sums of va.rious contingency prices. Thus, 
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not only is the relative probability of the various contingencies irrelevant, but they appear to be 

given equal weight with the base case. This seems intuitively unreasonable, but the appearance 

is deceptive because of the following reasons. This discussion is based on Read [89] . 

• Although nodal prices are calculated for each contingency, these contingency prices are 

not driven by energy cost considerations at all. 

III Thus we are not actually putting equal weighting on the energy cost components in the 

various scenarios. We are actually putting zero weight on the energy cost components in all 

but the base scenario. What will get equal weight are the constraint shadow prices, which 

seems reasonable since the "feasibility" of each scenario is considered equally important. 

This whole set of shadow prices is then driven, jointly and equally, by the underlying costs, 

which relate only to the joint energy/reserve dispatch for the base case, rather than to 

any energy costs which might be incurred in the unlikely case that a contingency actually 

does occur . 

• In fact (4.72) suggests that these prices will be adjusted so that their unweighted sum, at 

the marginal reserve provider node, equals the marginal reserve offer. 

III Thus, while each individual price set should exhibit similar characteristics to energy prices 

faced with binding loop flow constraints or congestion etc, but at a much lower level, 

these prices bear no real relationship with the energy prices which would occur should a 

contingency occur, and persist for long enough to allow an energy price corresponding to 

that state to be formed by the market. And, since each such price set will involve different 

binding constraints, the total "reserve price" set obtained by summing them will exhibit 

a mixture of such effects. 

III Similarly, (4.66) suggests that the contingency and normal (baSe) prices will be jointly 

adjusted so that their unweighted sum, at the marginal energy provider node, equals the 

marginal energy offer. 

III Equivalently, (4.66) suggests that the base prices will be adjusted so that the base price at 

the marginal energy provider node equals the marginal energy offer, minus the unweighted 

sum, of the contingency prices. If the latter are scaled to match the marginal reserve offer 

it seems likely that the overall price structure will still be dominated by the energy price 

offers. 

III In fact, if the market is competitive in both energy and reserve, the overall effective prices 

of each will be forced to match the marginal cost of provision, and an appropriate balance 

will thus be achieved. 
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6 

1 

Figure 4-3: A 10 Bus System for test purpose 

III Finally, all this implies that it is not strictly correct to use an ex ante "energy price" calcu~ 

lated from this model to settle transactions because, despite the contingency constrained 

formulation, it does not match the probability weighted cost of energy provision. Strictly 

speaking we should either calculate the latter, by including probability weighted energy 

cost terms inthe objective, or re-calculate energy prices ex post (but still using a capacity 

constrained formulation). But this discrepancy is common to all ex ante market-clearing 

approaches, and not unique to the capacity constraint formulation. 

4.6 Numerical Examples With No Transmission Constraints 

4.6.1 Case-1: Both Security Margin Contingencies and Generator Risk Con

tingencies Considered 

A 10 bus system is considered as shown in Figure 4-3. Buses 1 to 5 are generator buses and 6 

to 10 are demand buses with demand of 125 MW each. Each line and each transformer has an 

admittance (B) of 50 pu and 500 pu respectively. 

The security margin (k, %) at different buses for three contingencies C1, C2, and C3 are 

given in Table 4.1. 

Bus C1 C2 C3 
6 20 20 20 
7 20 20 20 
8 20 20 20 
9 20 20 20 
10 20 20 20 

Table 4.1: SM at different buses during contingencies for Case 1 

The generation and the reserve costs Cpi and Cri, and their characteristics are shown in Table 

4.2. All costs are in $/MW, and quantities offered for generation and reserve are in MW. The 

generation, reserve and capacity limits are in MW. Pimin and Rfin (not shown in the table) are 
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Bus Cpi Cri Pimax Picap Rimax 
1 20 15 300 300 100 
2 25 15 300 300 100 
3 30 15 300 300 100 
4 35 15 300 300 100 
5 40 15 300 300 100 

Table 4.2: Generator characteristics and offers for Case 1 

zero for all generators. The losses are ignored. The capacities of the lines and transformers are 

assumed to be very high. The problem is to find the optimal generation and reserve dispatch 

in order to minimise dispatch cost to cover any of the above contingencies and generator risk 

contingencies. 

The primal problem is solved by using the BDMLP solver in GAMS [42]. The optimal 

generation and reserve (MW) dispatch is shown in Table 4.3. The generation is dispatched 

according to the offer prices in ascending order. The total cost of dispatch is $18750. 

Gen-Res G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 
Generation 300 300 25 0 a 
Reserve a a 100 100 100 

Table 4.3: Optimal Dispatch for Case 1 

The 625 MW demand is met by dispatching 300 MW (max) from G1, next 300 MW (max) 

from G2 and the remaining 25 MW from G3. The marginal generation price is set by G3. 

Marginal price = Offer price of G3 = $30 /MW. 

Since there is no loss and no binding transmission constraint, the price is same at each bus. 

The generators G1 and G2 are dispatched by 300 MW generation (max) each, but these 

generators were not dispatched for reserve. The reserve required to cover the generator risk 

contingency is 300 MW. This 300 MW of reserve is dispatched by generators 3, 4 and 5, 100 

MW each. Notice that the proportionality constraint is not considered in this model. As a 

result, generators 4 and 5 are producing reserve even though they are not producing generation 

(energy). The generator risk reserve constraints for generators 1 and 2 are binding and the 

multipliers have a value of PI = $10 and P~ = $5. The consistency of these prices can be 

examined as follows: 

Generation price 

Generation Pricel = $30 = Cpl + PI = 20 + 10. 

Generation price2 = $30 = Cp2 + P~ = 25 + 5. 
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Thus the generation price is $30 at each bus. 

Reserve price 
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The reserve dispatch constraints for meeting security margin at different contingencies are 

redundant i.e., I: Pi:c = I: .\,c = 0; Ve. This is because the reserve required to cover generator 
c c 

risk contingencies is quite high and sufficient to cover the security margins during each of these 

contingencies. The reserve price is thus determined by the generator contingencies and is given 

by pi + p~ = $15. The Reserve price is $15 at each bus because there is no loss and no binding 

transmission constraints. 

Demand Price 

The demand price is $30 at all the buses because I: Ai,c = 0 for all buses. Therefore (3i 

= $30; Vi. 

In summary, 

Demand price = 

Generation price = 
Reserve Price 

$30/MW 

$30/MW 

$15/MW 

Payments for generators and load 

c 

The loads should be charged @$30/MW and the total for 625 MW = $18750. 

The generation marginal price = $30/MW and reserve marginal price = $15/MW. The 

generator risk reserve constraints for generators 1 and 2 are binding with pi = $10 and p~ = $5. 

In this case the generator G1 will be paid (30-1O)=$20/MW for their energy. Similarly, G2 

will be paid $25/MW for their energy. G3 will be paid the marginal price for its generation 

($30/MW). All G3, G4 and G5 will be paid $15/MW for reserve. The payments to be made 

to the generators are shown in Table 4.4. 

Bus Energy E-Rate Reserve R-Rate Payment 
1 300 20 0 6000 
2 300 25 0 7500 
3 25 30 100 15 2250 
4 0 100 15 1500 
5 0 100 15 1500 
Total 625 300 18750 

Table 4.4: Payments for generation and reserves for Case 1 

4.6.2 Case 2: Only Multiple Security Margin Contingencies Considered. 

The network and generator data are same as in case 1 except the limit for ~ma:x. and ptP 

for generator 2 have been increased to 350 MW. The demands and the margins are different 

compared to case 1. These are shown in Table 4.5. As before the proportionality constraints 

are not considered. Generator risk contingency is also not considered. 
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Bus Dem Cl C2 C3 
6 100 30 30 30 
7 50 30 20 0 
8 100 20 20 20 
9 150 15 20 20 
10 200 20 20 30 

Table 4.5: Load and 8M at different buses during contingencies for Case 2 

The optimal dispatch of generation and reserve is shown in Table 4.6. The total cost of 

dispatch is $16366.071. 

Gl G2 G3 G4 G5 
Generation 300 300 0 0 0 
Reserve 0 50 100 41.071 0 

Table 4.6: Optimal Dispatch for Case 2 

The value of Ai at all buses is $15=00/MW. Only contingency C3 is binding and the value of 

Ai,C3 = $15; Vi. The values of Ai,Cl and Ai,C2 are zero because these contingencies are redundant. 

The demand of 600 MW is supplied by dispatching 300 MW each by Gl and G2. 

Generation price for Gl = Al + Al,c3 = 10 + 15 = $25/MW 

Generation price for G2 = A2 + A2,C3 = 10 + 15 = $25/MW. 

The reserve response for different contingencies are shown in Table 4.7. 

Generator Cl C2 C3 
2 50 50 50 
3 100 100 100 
4 15.756 17.857 41.071 

Table 4.7: Reserve Response for 8M for Case 2 

The reserve dispatched for C3 is able to cover any of these contingencies. Note that the 

generator contingency reserve constraint is not considered in this case. Therefore rJl = 0, Vi. 

The dispatched reserve will simply cover the security margin contingencies which needs only 

191 MW of reserve as opposed to 300 MW of reserve for covering generator contingencies as 

seen in the previous example. 

Reserve price for G2 = A2,C3 == $15 /MW, 

Reserve price for G3 = A3,C3'= $15 /MW, 

Reserve price for G4 = A4,C3'= $15 /MW. 

The values of Ai'S can be verified by: 

Al - $10 = Cpl - (Ai,q + Ai,C2 + Ai,c3) + Other binding constraints = $20 - $15 + $5 

A2 - $10 = Cp2 - (Ai,q + Ai,C2 + Ai,ca) + Other binding constraints = $25 - $15. 
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The demand prices at different buses are : 

/36 A + ~ + ~ + ~ = 10 + .1§. = $31.429 6 l-k6,Cl l-k6,C2 l-k6,C3 0.7 

/37 = $25 

/37 - $28.75 

/37 $28.75 

/37 $31.429 

The generators should be paid for their generation and reserves, a total of : 

Generation 600 MW @ $25 =15000 

Reserve 191.071 MW@$15 = 2866.2 

Payment to be made to the generators for their generation and reserves is $17866.2. 

Consumers should be charged for their loads as shown in Table 4.8. 

Bus $/MW Dem Total ($) 
6 31.429 100 3142.9 
7 25 50 1250 
8 28.75 100 2875 
9 28.75 150 4312.5 
10 31.429 200 6285.8 
Total 17866.2 

Table 4.8: Loads should pay for Case 2 

4.6.3 Case 2.1: Case 2 with 1 MW Increase in Demand at bus 10. 
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The optimal dispatch of generation and reserve is shown in Table 4.9. The total cost of dispatch 

= $16397.50. 

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 
Generation 300 301 0 0 0 
Reserve 0 49 100 42.5 0 

Table 4.9: Optimal Dispatch for Case 2.1 

For a change of 1 MW demand at the normal condition, it can be seen that, compared to 

case 2, 

lID Generation at marginal generator G2 is increased by 1 MWi and 

III Reserve response is increased by 0.428 MW. 

The nett change in cost is thus 1 MW @$25 +0.428 MW @15 = $31.429 which matches the 

difference between the two costs of dispatches ($16397.50-$16366.071). This is also the demand 

price at bus 10 and remains unchanged. 
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A ZoneB Zonee 

Figure 4-4: A 3-Zone, 1O-Bus network 

4. 7 Numerical Examples With Transmission Constraints 

4.7.1 Case 3: Both Multiple Security Margin Contingencies and Transmis

sion Constraints Considered 

In this case both multiple security margin constraints and transmission flow constraints are 

considered. But we have not considered generator risk constraints in this case. The studied 

network shown in Figure 4-4 is the same as before, but now it is considered to have 3 zones. 

Buses 1, 2, 6 and 7 are in zone A, buses 3 and 8 are in zone B, and buses 4, 5, 9 and 10 are 

in zone O. Three security margin contingencies 01, 02, and 03 are considered as before, but 

the margins at different buses are now different compared to the previous cases. The demands 

under the normal condition, and the security margins (k, %) are shown in Table 4.10. The 

generation and reserve costs are also different in this case compared to the previous cases. The 

generation and reserve offers and their characteristics are shown in Table 4.11. The generation 

and reserve cost of generator 3 in zone B is assumed to be the lowest and it also has the largest 

capacity. This assumption leads to the fact that generator 3 will respond most to satisfY the 

requirements during both normal and contingency conditions. 

Bus Dem 01 02 03 
6 100 30 30 30 
7 50 30 20 0 
8 100 20 20 20 
9 150 15 20 20 
10 200 20 20 30 

Table 4.10: Load and 8M at different buses during contingencies for Oase 3. 

For simplicity we apply transmission flow constraint only in the contingency conditions, not 

in the normal condition. The transmission rating for a line is set in such a way that it does not 
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Bus Cpi Cri Pimax Picap Rimax 
1 40 20 300 300 50 
2 35 15 300 300 50 
3 20 10 500 500 100 
4 25 15 300 300 50 
5 30 20 300 300 50 

Table 4.11: Generator characteristics and offers for Case 3. 

bind during normal condition but it binds during the contingency condition. This analysis is 

carried out to examine the effect on the zonal prices of binding transmission constraints during 

contingency conditions. The analysis is conducted in three steps: 

1. No transmission constraint 

2. Transmission flow limit constraint in the line between 8 and 9 is binding only in the 

contingency condition, not during the normal conditions. 

3. Transmission flow limit constraint in the line between 7 and 8 is binding only in the 

contingency condition, not during the normal conditions. 

1. No transmission constraint 

The optimal dispatch is shown in Table 4.12. Total dispatch cost = $15366.071. 

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 
Generation 0 0 400 200 0 
Reserve 0 41 100 50 0 

Table 4.12: Optimal Dispatch for Case 3.1 

The flows in the line between i and j during normal and contingency conditions are shown 

in Table 4.13. 

i-j Pij Pij,cl I{j,c2 p.. c3 t), 

8-9 150 201 210 223 
8-7 150 173 164 152 

Table 4.13: Line flows during C1, C2 and C3 for Case 3.1 

Reserve responses are shown in Table 4.14. 

The Ai during the normal conditions at all buses are, Ai = $10; Vi. The contingency C3 is 

binding at all buses with Ai,c3 = $15; Vi. 

Generation price for all generators = Ai + Ai,c3 = 10 + 15 = $25/MW 

Reserve price for all generators = Ai,c3 = $15/MW 

The demand prices are Cf3i = Ai + l~k~ ) shown in Table 4.15 
1,e3 

Consumers should be charged for their consumptions as shown in Table 4.15. 
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Generator C1 C2 C3 
G2 41 41 41 
G3 100 100 100 
G4 24.7 50 50 

Table 4.14: Reserve Response for 8M for Case 3.1 

Bus Dem Dem Price Payment ($) 
6 100 31.429 3142.9 
7 50 25 1250 
8 100 28.75 2875 
9 150 28.75 4312.5 
10 200 31.429 6285.8 
Total 600 17866.2 

Table 4.15: Load should pay: No transmission constraint for Case 3.1 

Generators should be paid for their generation and reserves as shown in Table 4.16. 

Bus Energy E-Rate Reserve R-Rate Payment ($) 
1 0 0 0 
2 41.017 15 615.26 
3 400 25 100 15 11500 
4 200 25 50 15 5750 
5 0 0 0 
Total 600 191.017 17866.26 

Table 4.16: Payments made to generators for Case 3.1 
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2. Transmission flow limit constraint in the line between 8-9 is binding in contin

gency conditions. 

In this case the transmission flow limit is set at a value such that the limit is not binding during 

the normal condition; but becomes binding during the contingency conditions. The limit is set 

at 160 MW in both directions. 

The optimal dispatch is shown in Table 4.17. The total dispatch cost is $15682.143. 

! 
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 

I Generation 0 0 350 250 0 
I Reserve 0 28 100 50 13 

Table 4.17: Optimal Dispatch for Case 3.2 

The flows in the line between i and j during normal and contingency conditions are shown 

in Table 4.18. 

i j F{j,cl 

8-9 126 
8-7 150 198 

Table 4.18: Line flows during C1, C2 and C3 for Case 3.2 

Reserve responses are shown in Table 4.19. 

Generator C1 C2 C3 
G2 27.857 27.857 27.857 
G3 100 100 100 
G4 50 50 50 

I G5 0 0 13.214 

Table 4.19: Reserve Response for 8M for Case 3.2 

The Ai during normal conditions at all buses are Ai = $5; 'Vi. The contingency C3 is binding 

at all buses, but there are two values of Ai,c3 and this results in two reserve prices for different 

zones. These are Ai,c3 $15; Vi E Zone A, Band Ai,c3= $20; Vi E Zone C. 

Generation price for G3 in Zone B = ..\3 + ..\3,C3 = 5 + 15 $20/MW 

Generation price for G4 in Zone C = ..\4 + A4,C3 = 5 + 20 $25/MW, 

Reserve price for G2 and G3 in Zone A and B = Ai,C3 = $15/MW, 

Reserve price for G4 and G5 in Zone C = ..\i,C3 = $20/MW 

In this case, the transmission flow constraint in the line between 8-9 during contingency C3 

is binding and the value of its dual variable is ¢89,c3 = $5. This can be verified for a flow from 

8 to 9 , A9,c3 = ..\8,c3 + ¢t9,c3 = 15 + 5 = $20. 

The demand prices are (Pi = Ai + 1~k;~c3) shown in Table 4.20. 

Loads should be charged for their consumptions as shown in Table 4.20. 

Generators should be paid for their generation and reserves as shown in Table 4.21. 
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Bus Dem Dem-price Payment ($) 
6 100 26.429 2642.9 
7 50 20 1000 
8 100 23.75 2375 
9 150 30 4500 
10 200 33.571 6714.2 
Total 600 17232.1 

Table 4.20: Loads should pay for Case 3.2 

Bus Energy E-Rate Reserve R-Rate Payment ($) 
1 0 0 0 
2 27.857 15 417.86 
3 350 20 100 15 8500 
4 250 25 50 20 7250 
5 0 13.214 20 264.28 
Total 600 191 16432.14 

Table 4.21: Payments made to generators for Case 3.2 

It can be seen that the two payments do not match each other. The loads pay more than 

what the generators are paid. The difference between these two payments ( $800) has arisen 

due to transmission congestion during the contingency condition. This is the rent generated by 

the transmission congestion with a flow limit of 160 MW and the rent is given by the product 

of the dual variable of the transmission flow constraint and the flow limit of the constraint, i.e.; 

$5/MW*160MW = $800. Such rents are usually collected by the system operator and allocated 

to the appropriate market players. Base on the results, the following can be observed: 

1. Due to the binding transmission constraint in line 8-9, the cost of dispatch has slightly 

increased compared to the case with no transmission constraint. More expensive genera

tion and reserve is produced at G4 and G5; and cheaper generation at G3 is restricted, 

even though generation capacity is available. 

2. Due to the presence of this constraint, the pre-contingency flow is reduced to 100 MW in 

line 8-9, even though it was 150 MW when there was no transmission constraint. 

3. The demand prices at buses 4, 5, 9, 10 are higher compared to the case with no trans

mission constraint. The demand prices at all other buses are less by $5 compared to the 

case with no transmission constraint. 

4. An increase in transmission capacity would allow the dispatcher to substitute cheap for 

expensive power. Consider buses 8 and 9. The value of Ai is $5 at all the buses during 

normal conditions, but the values of AB,c3 and A9,c3 are different during the contingency 

condition. These are AB,c3 = $15 and A9,c3 = $20 and there is a change of $5. The demand 

price at bus 9 can be checked by /39 = /3s + 1~.2 = $30.0. 
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3. Transmission flow limit constraint in the line between ~-7 is binding m the 

contingency conditions 

In this case the transmission flow limit is set at a value such that the limit is not binding during 

normal conditions; but becomes binding during contingency conditions. The limit is set at 

160MW in both directions. 

The optimal dispatch is shown in Table 4.22. The total dispatch cost is $15387.5. 

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 
Generation 0 0 413 187 0 
Reserve 4 50 87 50 0 

Table 4.22: Optimal Dispatch for Case 3.3 

The flows in the line between i and j during normal and contingency conditions are shown 

in Table 4.23. 

i-j Pij Pij,c1 Pij,c2 Pij,c3 

8-9 163 215 224 236 
8-7 150 160 151 139 

Table 4.23: Line flows during C1, C2 and C3 for Case 3.3 

Reserve responses are shown in Table 4.24. 

Generator C1 C2 C3 
G1 4 4 4 
G2 50 50 50 
G3 87 87 87 
G4 25 27 50 

Table 4.24: Reserve Response for 8M for Case 3.3 

The Ai during normal conditions at all buses are Ai = $10; Vi. Contingency C1 is binding 

at the buses in zone A (1, 2, 6, 7) with Ai,c1 = $5 and contingency C3 is binding at all the buses 

with Ai,c3 = $15, Vi. This means that both contingencies C1 and C3 are binding in Zone A. 

Generation price for G1 in Zone A = Al + Al,c1 + Al,c3 = 10 + 5 + 15 = $30/MW 

Generation price for G3 in Zone B = A3 + A3,c3 = 10 + 15 = $25/MW 

Generation price for G4 in Zone C = A4 + A4,C3 = 10 + 15 = $25/MW, 

Reserve price for G1 and G2 in Zone A = Ai,Cl+ Ai,C3 = 5+15=$20/MW, 

Reserve price for G3 and G4 in Zone Band C = Ai,C3 = $15/MW 

In this case, the transmission flow constraint in the line between 8-7 during contingency Cl 

is binding and the value of its dual variable is <P87 c1 = $5. This can be verified for a flow from , 

8 to 7 , A7,c1 = A8,cl + <Pt7,cl = 0 + 5 = $5; A7,c3 = A8,c3 + <Pt7,c3 = 15 + 0 = $15 

The demand prices are (f3i = Ai + l~tk'l~l + 1~'k'l~ ) shown in Table 4.25. 
t,el 1- I c3 

Loads should be charged for their consumption as shown in Table 4.25. 
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Bus Demand Demand Price Payment 
6 100 38.571 3857.1 
7 50 32.143 1607.15 
8 100 28.75 2875 
9 150 28.75 4312.5 
10 200 31.429 6285.8 
Total 600 18937.55 

Table 4.25: Loads should pay for Case 3.3 

Generators should be paid for their generation and reserves as shown in Table 4.26. 

Bus Energy E-Rate Reserve R-Rate Payment 
1 0 4.286 20 85.72 
2 50 20 1000 
3 413.214 25 86.786 15 11632.14 
4 186.786 25 50 15 5419.65 
5 0 0 0 
Total 600 191.072 18137.51 

Table 4.26: Payments made to generators for Case 3.3 

Compared to the case with no transmission constraints, the cost of dispatch has increased 

very slightly. The reasons are: 

III 13 MW of generation is shifted from more expensive generator G4 to less expensive gen

erator G3 causing a reduction of cost by $65. 

III 9 MW of reserve is shifted from less expensive generator G3 to more expensive generator 

G2, and also 4 MW to G1, causing an increase of cost by $85. Thus there is a nett increase 

of $20. 

In this case, also the two payments do not match each other. The loads pay more than 

what the generators are paid. The difference of these two payments ( $800) has arisen due to 

transmission congestion in line 8-7 during the contingency condition. 
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4.8 Limitations of Formulation 

Before summarising our conclusions about this model, we should note one basic limitation of 

all formulations of this type. 

The reserve suppliers respond only to a frequency drop irrespective of location of occurrence 

of contingency. The response calculated by the model may therefore not occur in practice, 

raising the prospect that participants will be paid to supply reserve which can not practically 

be called upon or which actually exacerbates the situation under some contingency conditions. 

The line flows during the contingencies calculated by the model may be unrealistic and may 

not be compatible with the flows which would actually occur during a contingency. 

For example, energy and different kinds of reserves are traded inter-regionally in the 'Aus

tralian market. In this market, the system is divided into regions and the different regions 

are connected by inter-regional tie-lines. Both energy and reserves are traded through the tie 

lines. The energy demand must obviously be met simultaneously in all the regions, whereas the 

requirements of reserves are assumed not to occur simultaneously in the different regions. 

In the Australian market clearing model, a part of the regional reserve requirement may be 

required to come from its own region, to counteract local contingencies. Reserve is also held in 

certain regions to avoid overloading the tie lines during contingencies. The model assumes that 

these reserves can be called selectively to perform these functions. But during a contingency, 

the frequency will deviate allover the system and thus all governors will be activated. Therefore 

it can not really discriminate to allow selected units not to provide reserve. Thus tie-line flows 

during the contingencies calculated by the model may be different than the actual flows. The 

response calculated by the model may be unrealistic in practice. We explain local reserve issue 

by simple examples in Appendix - F. 

This limitation could be overcome by adopting a significantly more complex formulation in 

which the governor setting was explicitly modelled. But this complexity has not been necessary 

in the real market, and will not be pursued here. 

4.9 Summary 

We discussed different kinds of reserves, generator risk modelling, reserve modelling, and reserve 

required to maintain security margin. Next we developed a model for a system that is supplying 

multiple loads with multiple generators in a multi-bus network using the DC-OPF (Optimal 

Power Flow) method. Multiple security margin contingency constraints are used in this model. 

The model is driven by both security margin and generator risk contingency constraints. The 

prices are then interpreted. The main observations are: 

lID The prices of generation and load at a bus are different in the presence of binding security 

margin constraints. 
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III The effect of security margin on price is zero when the generator risk contingency domi

nates making the security margin constraints redundant. 

6 The bus-lambda at a bus is the contribution from the normal case energy requirements 

nett of the reserve contribution. So any increase in generation dispatch during normal 

conditions, implies an equivalent increase in output for meeting load during contingency 

conditions, and this is rewarded by the reserve price. Thus the bus lambda will not 

match the marginal cost of the marginal generation. The generation price at a bus is thus 

dependent on whether the security margin constraint is binding or not. 

III The prices for generation, reserve, and demand include the effects of binding multiple 

security margin constraints and the different margins associated with different security 

margin contingencies. 

III The generation price at a bus is given by the bus-lambda; plus the sum of reserve prices 

due to binding security margin constraints minus the cost of reserve to cover the. risk 

generator's own generation due to generator risk reserve constraint. 

It The reserve price at a bus is given by the reserve prices due to binding security margin 

constraints, plus the sum of reserve prices due to all binding generator risk constraints 

except the binding risk generator of its own. The generator gets paid for reserve to cover 

other unit failures, but not its own . 

., The demand price at a bus is given by the bus-lambda plus the weighted sum of re

serve prices at the bus for each contingency, adjusted for the appropriate margins during 

contingences. 

The payments made to generators, and payments to be made by loads are examined, using 

different examples. The effect of the line flow limit on the prices is examined usinga zonal 

network and multiple security margin contingency constr~nts, particularly when the flow limit 

is binding only during the contingency condition, not in the normal conditions. The values of 

the .. Vs remain unchanged, but the values of the ..\ic's are modified. It is seen that the values 

of the bus-lambda during the contingency condition reflect the binding constraint, and this 

impacts on generation, reserve and demand prices. 

Finally, we examined briefly the shortcomings in modelling of local reserve provision in the 

regional network 

The contents of this chapter are intended to serve as background for the next chapter where 

we will develop a voltage stability margin constrained dispatch and pricing model using a full 

AC-OPF. 



Stability Const 

and Pricing 

5.1 Introduction 

Sufficient reactive power is required in the system in order to meet the reactive load, main

tain voltage stability margins and bus voltages, and enhance power transfer characteristics as 

discussed earlier. The total reactive requirement is characterised by Iocational requirements 

and also static and dynamic requirements. It is also required that reactive power be available 

locally and does not need to be transported over a long distance as mentioned in chapter 2. In 

part, this is taken care of in the planning stage. Because the cost of reactive support is less 

than the construction of new lines, the planning criteria used for reactive power planning are 

usually stringent; for example planners may use N-2 criteria e.g., the worst N-l circuit outage 

plus the reactive source outage which has the largest rating in the area. The additional reactive 

support or reserve required during the contingency should be available within a very short time 

from the occurrence of such contingencies. These are called dynarriic reactive reserves and are 

available from special devices with fast speed of response. For example a generator is a fast 

acting reactive support device, although the opportunity costs of not supplying energy may be 

high. The opportunity cost is defined by the active/reactive power trade off function that we 

will discuss briefly in this chapter. 

On the other hand, shunt capacitor banks which are already connected to the buses and 

provide supports are called static capacitors. These are slow devices with lower installation and 

operating costs. However it is possible in some situations to use static capacitors to free up 

the reactive power capacity of the dynamic reactive sources so that these are available during 

contingencies. 

compared to a standard electricity market model where generators offer only MWenergy 

and MW spinning reserve in some cases, it is assumed here that marginal costs are also available 

for their reactive power production, and dynamic reactive reserve. These could be provided by 

81 
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generator offers. The market operator would use a market OPF model to simultaneously clear: 

(a) PG market: The MW energy market to meet the MW load under normal conditions; 

(b) QG market: The MVAr market to meet the MVAr load under normal conditions 

while ensuring requisite voltage standards are satisfied; 

(c) PR market: The MW reserve market to ensure that both the generator risk reserve 

requirement and the voltage stability margin constraints are satisfied; and 

(d) QR market: The MVAr reserve market to meet the voltage stability margin. 

The reserve providers would be paid an "availability" fee irrespective of whether a contin

gency actually occurs or not. They may receive little or nothing extra during a contingency. 

The market operator will co-optimise energy and the reserve for both active and reactive power. 

In this chapter we develop an AC primal problem driven by both multiple generator con

tingency constraints and multiple voltage stability margin contingency constraints1 . We also 

discuss briefly the active / reactive power trade off function of the generators and the opportu

nity cost for foregoing active power generation to provide increased reactive power. The model 

produces prices such as could be employed in a spot market for reactive power generation 

and reactive power reserve similar to the active power market. The generation, reserve and 

demand price equations are then established to analyse the effects on the active and reactive 

power spot prices of generator contingency constraints and voltage stability margin contingency 

constraints. A voltage stability constrained primal model in functional form and its dual is pre

sented in Appendix C. The Pricing relationships and the detailed descriptions of Api, Aqi, Api,c, 

Aqi,c and other dual variables ate presented there. 

First, a 3-bus network is used to examine the different components of the prices. Next, 

a case study using multiple voltage stability margin contingency constraints and generator 

contingency constraints is considered with a 10 bus network having 3-zones. In this case, each 

voltage stability margin contingency has different margins at different buses. The analysis 

is conducted with and without transmission constraints and with different price scenarios for 

reactive power generation and reserve. Finally, experiments are conducted on the New Zealand 

power system. Experiments conducted for a reduced New Zealand North Island power system 

reveal some interesting impacts of the voltage stability constraint on real and reactive power 

prices. 

1 Part of this chapter is based on Chakrabarti, Read and Chattopadhyay[27], and Chattopadhyay, Chakrabarti 
and Read [20], [21]. 
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5.2 Multiple Voltage Stability Margin Constrained Dispatch 

and Pricing Problem 

Whenever the power system is stressed heavily, it is possible that the current loading condition 

takes the system"too close" to the point of collapse (PoG). Appropriate allocation of MW 

reserve and dynamic MVAr reserve may be critical to ensure that the system can just survive 

should such a PoG loading pattern (e.g., a contingency) occurs. We are, therefore, interested 

in finding a contingency operation plan with appropriate allocation of MVAr and MW reserve 

so that the system can just survive the contingency. As discussed earlier the generators can 

offer for their reactive power production (QG), and dynamic reactive reserve (QR) in addition 

to MW energy (PG) and MW spinning reserve (PR); The market operator uses the market 

OPF model to simultaneously clear PG, PR, QG, QR markets. 

An OPF based dispatch/pricing model that optimally allocates real and dynamic reactive 

reserve among the generators to meet a pre-specified voltage stability margin is presented. In 

this model, two operating conditions of the power system namely, normal (base) and stability 

margin contingency conditions (SMC) are defined. There are two associated dispatch/price 

vectors namely: a normal dispatch to meet the normal loads; and a contingency related reserve 

dispatch to ensure that the system has enough MW and MVAr reserve available to meet the 

required voltage stability margin as explained in chapter 2. The dispatch model incorporates 

multiple voltage stability contingency constraints and generator contingency constraints. Each 

voltage stability margin contingency has different margins at the different load buses. Appro

priate MVAr/MW reserves offered by the generators are dispatched over and above the normal 

dispatch to meet both the stability margin and the generator contingency constraints. If the 

stability margin is dominant, additional active and reactive power reserves are dispatched until 

the stability margin is just met. In this case the load in the SMC condition defines the PoCo 

When the stability margin constraint is binding, the margin from current operating point to 

the PoC and that from the PoC to the current operating point is equivalent. But if there is al

ready sufficient reserve for some other reasons such as, for covering a generator risk contingency, 

then it may happen that the stability margin constraint is already satisfied and the constraint 

becomes redundant. 

Nodal MW and MVAr spot prices are affected by the desired stability margins because 

an increase in MVAr and/or MW demand has the cascading effect of increasing the dynamic 

MVAr/MW reserve requirements. The dispatch OPF problem for an electricity market is posed 

as finding the least cost set of generation (MW, MVAr) and reserve (MW, MVAr) offers in order 

to meet the normal demand (Pdi , Qdi) and the voltage stability margin contingency constraints. 
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5.3 Variables 

Network variables 

These represent the usual power flow variables. There are two sets of network variables, one 

corresponding to the normal condition and the other to the contingency (c) condition. The 

contingency c refers to voltage stability margin contingency (8M), if not otherwise mentioned. 

Vi Voltage at bus i 

ai Bus voltage angle at bus i (e is not used in the pricing chapters 

because all Greek letters are kept reserved for dual variables) 

Pgi Real power injection at bus i 

Qgi Reactive power injection at bus i 

Pdi MW load at bus i in normal conditions 

Qdi MVAr load at bus i in normal conditions 

Si MVA load at bus i in normal conditions 

ST Total load MVA and ST = LSi; i E{load buses} 
i 

Pi,j Real power flow on line between i and j 

Qi,j Reactive power flow on line between i and j 

f Pi,j MW loss on line between i and j 

fQi,j MVAr loss on line between i and j 

Reserve variables 

These represent the dynamic MVAr reserve and the MW reserve held by generators for main

taining voltage stability margins and/or covering generator risk contingencies (spinning reserve 

obligations) . 

Rp;, Dynamic MW reserve dispatched from unit i 

Rqi Dynamic MVAr reserve dispatched from unit i 

Offer variables: 

These represent the cleared set of generation (MW, MVAr) and reserve (MW, MVAr) offers. 

Pgm MW generation offer of block b by generator i 

Q gbi MVAr generation offer of block b by generator i 

Rpbi MW reserve offer of block b by generator i 

Rqbi MV Ar reserve offer of block b by generator i 
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5.4 Model 

Objective function 

The objective is to minimise the combined generation (energy) and reserve costs considering 

generation (MW, MVAr) and reserve (MW, MVAr) offers as shown in (5.1). 

MinZ= 
iEn, b 

where, 

Cbip MW generation offer price of block b by generator i, $/MW 

Pgbi Quantity offered for MW generation of block b by generator i, MW 

Cbiq MVAr generation offer price of block b by generator i, $/MVAr 

Qgbi Quantity offered for MVAr generation of block b by generator i, MVAr 

Cbipr MW Reserve offer price of block b by generator i, $/MW 

Bpbi Quantity offered for MW reserve of block b by generator i, MW 

Cbiqr MV Ar Reserve offer price of block b by generator i, $ /MVAr 

Rqbi Quantity offered for MVAr reserve of block b by generator i, MW 

n Number of generators/Buses 

(5.1) 

The relationships between cleared generation and reserve offer blocks and dispatched gen

eration and reserve for different generators are shown in the "constraint" section below. 

Constraints 

III The sum of cleared generation offer blocks of generator i is equal to the dispatched gen

eration Pgi, and Qgi as shown in (5.2) and (5.3). 

I::Pgbi - Pgi = 0 : O"pi; \::Ii 
b 

LQgbi - Qgi = 0 : O"qi; \::Ii 
b 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

iii sum of cleared MW and MVAr reserve offer blocks of generator i is equal to the 

dispatched reserve ~ and Rqi as shown in (5.4) and (5.5). 

I:: Rpbi - Bpi = 0 : J.Lpi; \::Ii 
b 

LRqbi - Rqi = 0 : J.Lqi; \::Ii 
b 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 
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.. Power balance equations (5.6) and (5.7) at each bus must be preserved for both active 

and reactive power under normal conditions. These are to ensure that the normal demand 

conditions are satisfied. 

v.v. [G· . cos(a· .) - R . sin(a· .)] : A .' 'Vi t J t,) t,) t,) t,] Pl' 

j 

Qgi - Qdi = L \tiVj [Gi,j sin(ai,j) + Bi,j cos(ai,j)] : Aqi; 'Vi 
j 

where, Gi,jand Bi,j are the bus admittance matrix elements . 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

.. Power balance at each bus (5.8) arid (5.9) must be satisfied for both active and reactive 

power during the contingency conditions. These constraints implicitly ensure that the 

voltage stability margin constraints are satisfied. 

Pgi + Bpi (5.8) 
j 

Qgi + Rqi Qdi,c = L Vi,cVj,c [Gi,j sin(ai,j,c) + Bi,j cos(ai,i,c)] : Aqi,c; 'Vi, 'Ve (5.9) 
j 

iii Voltage bounds under the normal and the contingency conditions (5.10) through (5.13) 

must be satisfied. 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

• The line flows under normal and contingency conditions are shown in (5.14) through 

(5.17). 

- G· . [v.? - V.V· cos(a' .)] + B· ·V.V· sin(a· .) . T .. ' \.Ii)' - t,] ~ t J t,J t,) t J t,)' Pl] , v (5.14) 
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(5.15) 

and 

(5.16) 

Qi,j,e = Bi,j [Vi~e - Vi,e Vj,e COS(ai,j,e)] - Gi,j Vi,eVj,e sin(ai,j,e) - Vi~e * BCAPi,j : Tqij,e; Vij, Vc 

(5.17) 

where, BCAPi,j is the line charging admittance. 

411 Maximum and minimum limits on power flow in lines under the normal and contingency 

conditions are given by the MVA limits as shown in (5.18) through (5.19). 

-(p~. + Q~ .) > -(MV AI?~)2 : ,1.. .•• Vi)' 
~,J ~,J - ~,J 'I'~J' (5.18) 

-(P?]. e + Qr]· e) > -(MV Af]~)2 : <Pi]' e; Vij, Vc 
" ,,- " , (5.19) 

where, MV Arr and MV Arj~~ are the flow limits during the normal and contingency 

conditions. The limits could be thermal or derived from the other operating conditions. The 

limits are applicable when the flows occur in either direction. The limits for the contingency 

condition may be set at a higher value including contingency overload. 

4& Each MW and MVAr generation offer block is constrained by its maximum and minimum 

as shown in (5.20) through (5.23). 

-p b' > _pmb~x ",+. \-Ib 9 ~ _ 9 ~ Ipbi' v (5.20) 

(5.21) 

-Qgbi ~ -Q~bi 'Y~i; Vb (5.22) 

(5.23) 
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~ Reserve response from unit i in contingency e (~,c) must be less than or equal to dis

patched reserve from unit i (~). Real and reactive power reserve responses are limited 

as shown in (5.24) and (5.25). 

R. < R . .Lvpt,C _ A.t.p't 

This is represented as, 

~ - Rpi,c ~ 0 : p;i,c; Vi, Ve (5.24) 

Similarly, for reactive reserve, 

Rqi - Rqi,c ~ 0 : P-;,c; Vi, Ve (5.25) 

• Each cleared MW and MVAr reserve offer block is constrained by its maximum and 

minimum block sizes as shown in (5.26) through (5.29). 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

-R bi > -Rmb<!X . <::"+ • \-Ib q _ qt' '-qbi' v (5.28) 

(5.29) 

• The joint generation and reserve for both active and reactive power on any machine 

should lie within the maximum and minimum capacities of the machine as shown in 

(5.30) through (5.33). 

P. R . pcap..h. +. \-I' 
- gi - "'-<pi ~ - gi . vpi' v't (5.30) 

(5.31) 

Q R Qcap..h + \-I' 
- gi - qi ~ - gi : v qi ; v'/, (5.32) 

(5.33) 
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• Dispatched MW reserve can not exceed some proportion of dispatched generation level as 

shov.rn in (5.34). 

- R . > -x' * p. . . e·· Wi "''P'' _ t gt· tl V (5.34) 

where Xi is the upward slope of the reserve characteristic as discussed in the previous chapter. 

• The total reserve from all generators must jointly cover each of the generator risk contin

gencies as shov.rn in (5.35) and (5.36). 

where, 
R9 

u 

Total reserve required to cover the generation risk contingencies 

Risk generator; u E U where U is a set of risk generators. 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

• Earlier 1 we have introduced bounds on active and reactive power generation independently 

of one another. Here we introduce a joint active /reactive power generation trade-off func

tion (5.37) that will imply a bound on the combined active and reactive power generation 

at a generator bus. We will discuss this constraint in the next section while addressing 

the P /Q trade-off function. 

(5.37) 

• The demand under normal conditions is set at a pre-set level as shown in (5.38) and 

(5.40). The relationship between demand in the contingency and the normal condition is 

also shov.rn by (5.39) and (5.41). 

p. P set 
di = di (5.38) 

f3pi,ci Vi, Vc (5.39) 

Q Qset 
di = di (5.40) 

Qdi,c = 1 f3qi,ci Vi, Vc (5.41) 

As noted earlier 1 although each node can have both generation and load, we have considered 

only generation at the generator nodes and only load at the load nodes. 
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• Non-negativity constraints: Voltages, MW and MVAr generations, flows, and all reserve 

variables are non-negative. 

The model consists of the objective function (5.1) and the contraints (5.2) through (5.41). 

As stated in chapter 2, the goal here is to establish a dispatch under normal conditions, and 

reserve capacity, so that the solution remains feasible under contingency conditions. Thus, 

while the PoC during normal conditions may be shifted as a result of reserve dispatch, this is 

incidental. The key thing is that the contingency nose curves for all nodes are shifted so that 

the PoC for each node and contingency lies at the nodal load or to the right of the nodal load 

under that contingency. 

5.4.1 Generator P /Q Trade Off Function 

A typical generator capability curve in a very simple form is shown in Figure 5-1 by a semi 

circle drawn from the origin. The x-axis shows the reactive power generation and absorption 

and the y-axis shows the active power generation. Generators are required to produce active 

and reactive power such that the operating point lies within the semi circle or on the semi circle. 

That means (Pg, Qg) corresponding to points on the semi circle show the maximum values that 

Pg and Qg can jointly take. It may happen that to generate additional reactive power, the 

generator needs to back-off active power generation, thus suffering a loss of revenue. This is 

where the Pg/Qg trade off function comes in. The trade off function effectively places a bound 

on the combined values on Pg and Qg as mentioned earlier. For a generator, the P /Q trade off 

function, in a simplified form, can be written by the following two constraints: 

(5.42) 

and 

(5.43) 

where, 

Si Generated power in MVA by generator i 

Pgi Active power generation in MW by generator i 

Qgi Reactive power generation in MVAr by generator i. 

There are also other bounds on active and reactive power generation. We have assumed in 

the dispatch/pricing model that both the active and reactive power of a generator are bounded 

independently of one another in addition to the semi-circular P /Q trade off constraint shown 

in Figure 5-1. This simplified P /Q trade off function is used in order to avoid complication, so 

that our main purpose of evaluating the effect of voltage stability on the spot price is clearly 

understood. 
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PG 

PGnax 

-QG QGnin QGnax +QG 

Figure 5-1: A Simplified generator capability diagram of a synchronous generator 

5.5 Generation, Reserve and Demand Prices 

The key primal outputs from the model are the generation and reserve dispatch instruction 

which in turn determine the line flows etc. The dual variables Api and Aqi are the shadow prices 

on the power balance constraints (5.6),(5.7) during normal condition. The dual variables Api,e 

and Aqi.e are the shadow prices on the power balance constraints (5.8),(5.9) during contingency 

condition. These prices essentially reflect marginal costs, losses and the aggregated effects of 

all binding constraints at each bus. The dual variables Api and Api,e were interpreted in detail 

in the last chapter. Similar interpretations apply for the dual variables Aqi and Aqi,e associated 

with the reactive power. A voltage stability constrained primal model in functional form and its 

dual is presented in Appendix C. It gives the pricing relationships and the detailed descriptions 

of Api, Aqi, Api,e. Aqi,e and other dual variables. 

We derive the following expressions for different prices following the methods presented in 

the previous chapter. 

Power Generation Price 

(Active Generation Price)pi = [Api + (5.44) 
e 
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= 0 otherwise 

The active power generation price2 at a bus i is given by the bus-lambda for active power, Api; 

plus the sum of active reserve prices due to binding stability margin 2: Api,c; minus 
c 

the cost of reserve to cover the risk generator's own generation due to generator risk reserve 

constraint. This price relationship was established in the previous chapter from dual analysis 

and also in the Appendix C. 

5.5.2 Reactive Power Generation Price 

( Re active Generation Pr ice )qi = Aqi + L Aqi,c; Vi (5.45) 
c 

The reactive power generation price at a bus i is given by the bus-lambda for reactive power, 

Aqi plus the sum of reactive reserve prices due to binding stability margin constraints Aqi,c' 
c 

There is no "own reserve" component because loss of reactive power as a result of loss of a 

generator is not a "contingency" considered by the model. 

5.5.3 Active '-""''''''T' 1I'1i_~!'lI~r~'~ Price 

The reserve priceS at bus i is given by the multipliers associated with the constraints defining the 

reserve dispatch to meet the stability margin (Api,c) and the generator risk reserve constraintf:) 

(pg,) as discussed in section 4.5.2 

(Active Power Reserve Price)pi = [L Api,c + p] - {if * lirii Vi 
c 

liri 1 if i E u and ~ > 0 

o otherwise 

P ~i and Api,c = p;i,c 
u. 

(5.46) 

The active reserve price at a bus i is by the sum of active reserve prices due to binding 

stability margin constraints (2: Api,c) , plus the sum of reserve prices due to all binding generator 
c 

risk constraints except of its own if i is the binding risk generator. The generator gets paid for 

reserve to cover other unit failures, but not its own (2: pg,), U E Uh• 

i~u 

2This in fact reflects the nett generation signal as stated in section 4.5.1 in chapter 4, rather than the 
market price. 

3This is nett reserve price signal as discussed in chapter 4, rather than the market price. 
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5.5.4 Reactive Power Reserve Price 

The reactive power reserve price is associated only with voltage stability margin constraints 

and not associated with generator contingencies. 

(Reactive Power Reserve Price )qi = L Aqi,e; Vi (5.47) 
e 

Aqi,e = P;i,e 

The reactive reserve price at a bus i is given by the sum of the prices of the binding stability 

margin constraints, (2: Aqi,e). 
e 

5.5.5 Active Power Demand Price 

The active power demand price is the dual multiplier associated with the active demand con

straint at each bus. This is defined as f3pi. 

(Active Power Demand Price )pi = f3pi = Api + L Apike ; Vi 
e 1- i,e 

Multiplier associated with the demand constraint at bus i 

and describes the demand price there. 

Margin at bus i during the contingency c. 

(5.48) 

The demand price, in presence of the binding voltage stability margin constraint, indicates 

not only the marginal cost of meeting the demand, but also the additional cost of reserve that 

is required for maintaining the margin. With higher demand in normal conditions, there is 

additional reserve required to meet the same stability margin. This reserve is priced at Api,e for 

contingency c which appropriately incorporates the loss and other constraint effects pertaining 

to the contingency state. The demand price is expressed as the sum of Api and the weighted sum 

of Api,e each multiplied by factor 1-1. ,as shown in (5.48). The demand price was explained 
',e 

in detail in chapter 4 with different examples. 

5.5.6 Reactive Power Demand Price 

The reactive power demand price is the dual multiplier associated with the reactive demand 

constraint at each bus. This is defined as f3qi . 

(Reactive Power Demand Price)qi = f3qi = Aqi + L 1 ~i{. ; Vi 
e t,e 

(5.49) 
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The interpretation of reactive power demand price is similar to active power demand price. 

Here the loads a "bundled" energy/reserve price, since they always demand these two 

"commodities" in the same proportion, while generators are paid separately for energy and 

reserve, depending on their contribution to each. There are two issues with the prices . 

• First, in the presence of the binding voltage stability margin constraint, Api is not the 

generation price even at a marginal bus i. Api is only the contribution from the nor

mal condition energy requirements net of the reserve contribution. The dual variable 

Api will not match the marginal cost of generation because generation dispatched 

in normal conditions is also available in contingency conditions, and so should re

ceive both the "energy" and "reserve" prices. Thus, the generators should receive 

(Api + Api,c) and (Aqi + L Aqi,c) for their active/reactive energy output. 
c c 

• Second, the spot price charged to loads should take into account the fact that an 

increase in MW or MVAr demand in normal conditions , say by b.P, also increases 

the reserve requirement by ~~~k which implies additional reserve costs as discussed 

earlier. 

5.6 using a 3 Bus Network 

5.6.1 Voltage Stability Constraint Alone 

First, the impact of a SM constraint on the reserve allocation, and on the active and reactive 

power spot prices is examined using a simple 3-bus system [52], [56] as shown in Figure 5-2. Each 

line has r =0.05 pu, x 0.25 pu and B = 0.02 pu. The analysis is carried out with a zero offer· 

cost 6f reactive power (both reactive power generation and reactive power reserve). Table 5.1 

shows the generator offers with a price per MW of generation (Cpi), MW and MVAr limits, and 

the active power reserve price per MW (Cpri). The minimum generation for both generators is 

zero. The demand at bus 3 is 90 MW and 30 MVAr. Proportional reserve constraints, multiple 

contingencies, and generator contingencies are not considered. Voltages at bus 1 and 2 are 

maintained at 1 pu. Transmission line limit constraints are not considered in this case. The 

dispatch/price without any voltage stability margin constraint imposed is shown in Table 

The table shows the dispatch MW) prices in $/MW and voltages in per unit (pu). The cost 

of dispatch is found to be $93.3. 

Gen Cpi Pmax Qmin Qmax Cpri 
1 1.0 200 -20 150 0.4 
2 2.0 400 -20 250 0.3 

Table 5.1: Generation and Reserve offers 

Now the stability margin and MW reserve offers are considered - from Gen-1 at $O.4/MW 

and from Gen-2 at $0.3/ MW. But, we still consider both MVAr generation and reserve offer 
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Gl 

Figure 5-2: A 3-Bus System 

Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 

Pgi/Pd3 93.3 0 -90 
Qgi/Qd3 9.9 25.1 -30 
{3pi 1.0 1.034 1.072 

{3qi 0 0 0.024 
Api 1 1.034 1.072 
Aqi 0 0 0.024 

Vi 1 1 0.933 

Table 5.2: Dispatch and price with no SM 

prices to be O. The purpose is to see the effect of increasing SM on the market prices at the load 

bus (bus 3) when reactive power is treated as free, and there are no line flow, load voltage and 

spinning reserve constraints. Table 5.3 shows the dispatch and demand prices for SM=60%. 

The voltages at buses 1 and 2 are specified at 1 pu for both normal and contingency conditions. 

The cost of dispatch is $140.8. 

Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 
Pgi/Pd3 93.3 0 -90 
Qgi/Qd3 9.9 25.1 -30 
Bpi 158 .. 3 
Rqi 92.2 0 
{3pi 1.46 1.46 1.768 
{3qi 0 0 0.2346 

Api,c 0.3096 0.30 0.4111 
Aqi,c 0 0 0.087 
Api 0.6904 0.71 0.7405 
Aqi 0 0 0.0168 

Vi 1 1 0.933 

Vi,c 1 1 0.0731 

Table 5.3: Dispatch and price with SM=60% 

First we examine the generation and reserve prices at Bus 1 and 2 with SM=60%. Notice 

that none of these generators are at P or Q joint capacity limits, therefore joint generation and 

reserve capacity constraints for both active and reactive powers are redundant. Also P /Q trade 
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off constraints are redundant. Therefore, 

Bus 1 

- MW-energy is cheaper from the generator at Bus 1 than that at Bus 2, therefore all 

the MW-energy required to meet the load under normal condition is dispatched from 

the generator at bus L The generator at this bus is marginal for. MW-energy. API = 

$0.6904/ MW for MW-energy and Apl,c = $0.3096/ MW for MW-reserve. Therefore, 

as per equation (5.44), the generation price at bus 1 = $0.6904+$0.3096 = LO which 

exactly matches the energy offer price of $1. On the other hand, the MW-reserve 

offer price at this bus ($0.4) is higher than that at Bus 2 ( $0.3), and therefore no 

MW-reserve has been dispatched from this generator. The MVAr-reserve price at 

this bus is cqr1 = Aql,c = O. 

Bus 2 

- MW-energy is more expensive at Bus 2 than that at Bus 1. Therefore no MW-energy 

is dispatched from the generator at bus 2. A112 = $0.7141 / MW for MW-energy. 

But since the MW-reserve is cheaper at this bus, all the required MW-reserve is 

dispatched from the generator at this. bus and this generator remains marginal for 

this commodity. Therefore Ap2,c = $0.3/MW for MW-reserve, which exactly matches 

the reserve offer price there of $0.3. The MVAr-reserve price at this bus is cqr2 = 

Aq2,c = O. 

Bus 3 

- The active power demand price at Bus 3 is: (3p3 = Ap3 + ~::k = 0.7405 + O'~:ll = 

$1.768/MW. Notice that Aq3,c is not zero as at the other two buses, due to the loss 

effects. The value of Aq3,c = $0.0871 / MVAr and (3q3 = Aq3+ ~~k 0.0168+ o·g~11 = 

$0.234/ MVAr. 

Table 5.4 shows the demand and reserve prices ($/MW and $/MVAr) at bus 3 for various 

8M levels and Table-5.5 shows the payment to be made to the generators for their generation 

and reserve, and charges to be made to the load for consumption. These results reveal several 

interesting aspects. 

• The demand prices for MW and MVAr rise sharply as the 8M is increased and eventually 

explode as the absolute maximum loadability (at 63.9% 8M) is reached; but 
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8M f3 p3 f3q3 Ap3,c Aq3,c 

0 1.072 0.024 0 0 
0.1 1.109 0.026 0.314 0.0084 
0.2 1.156 0.030 0.317 0.010 
0.3 1.218 0.036 0.323 0.013 
0.4 1.307 0.048 0.332 0.018 
0.5 1.448 0.079 0.349 0.031 
0.6 1.768 0.234 0.411 0.087 
0.639 2065.2 2335.1 743.8 841.2 

Table 5.4: Variation of demand and reserve prices with 8M at Bus 3 

8M Payment to gens($) Payment by loads ($) Rent ($) PG1(MW) RG2(MW) 
0 93.31 97.2 3.89 93.31 0 
0.1 96.46 100.59 4.13 93.31 10.5 
0.2 100.4476 104.94 4.4924 93.31 23.792 
0.3 105.6622 110.7 5.0378 93.31 41.174 
0.4 112.7965 119.07 6.2735 93.31 64.955 
0.5 123.2431 132.69 9.4469 93.31 99.777 
0.6 140.8 166.14 25.34 93.31 158.3 

Table 5.5: Payments and Rents 

III A closer inspection of the dispatch (Tables. 5.2 and 5.3) even for a very high 8M (=0.6) 

shows the normal dispatch, both MW and MVAr, has changed very little; 

411 For maintaining a margin of 60%, active and reactive power losses are found to be 26 MW 

and 52 MVAr respectively which are quite high. 

411 It is the interaction between generation and reserve prices at high 8M level that causes 

the prices to increase rapidly; 

It As the system gets increasingly stressed, the reserve prices rise very quickly due to the 

extremely high MW and MVAr losses; 

III The rate of increase of MVAr reserve price, while initially low, exceeds that of MW reserve 

prices at higher stress conditions; and 

@ The rent due to loss effects is increased successively as the 8M is increased. 

Verification of demand price f3pi in the presence of 8M 

- The energy price, especially that of MW, has been verified in terms of the actual 

response of the system to a marginal change in normal demand. 8M=0.6 implies 

that a 1 MW increase in demand in the normal condition would call for [1/(1-0.6) =] 

2.5 MW of demand to be met in the contingency condition (plus, additional losses ). 

Thus, the prices exhibit not only the marginal cost of meeting normal demand, but 

also the additional reserve costs as mentioned earlier. f3p3=$1.768 (Table-5.4, row 
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8 for SM=60%), for example, has been verified by changing the demand at Bus 3 

by 1 MW from 90 MW to 91 MW. The costs are $140.80 for a load of 90 MW and 

$142.57 for a load of 91 MW. The total cost increase is 1.768 which is consistent 

with the observed price of $1. 768/MW. The cost increase can be decomposed into a 

generation cost increase in normal condition ( = Marginal generator cost @ $1/MW 

*(94.38-93.31)) plus a reserve cost increase (= Marginal reserve offer @ $0.3 * (160.64-

158.30)). In total we have $1.07 + 0.7 = $1.77. The total extra demand for the 

contingency condition is 2.5 MW which is met by additional generation of 1.07 MW 

at Gen-l in the normal dispatch and 2.34 MW of additional reserve response from 

Gen-2. Thus, a total of (1.07+2.34=) 3.41 MW is required to meet the 2.5 MW total 

demand in the contingency condition. The difference (3.41-2.5 =) 0.91 MW is the 

incremental loss. This high loss under stressed condition explains the rapid increase 

in reserve price. 

Verification of the value of Api in presence of SM 

- If the demand under normal condition is increased by 1 MW from 90 MW, but the 

demand in the contingency condition c is kept unchanged at 0.9/(1-0.6)=2.25 pu, 

then the cost increases by (141.54-140.80 =) $0.7 only, although the MW dispatch 

of Gen-1 under normal condition changes by 1.07 MW (which itself costs $1.07). 

This is because an increase in normal dispatch without changing the demand in the 

contingency condition has actually reduced the reserve response by (158.3 - 157.19 

= ) 1.11 MW which, valued at marginal reserve offer of $0.3, reduces cost by $0.33. 

The net cost increase, therefore, is (1.07 - 0.33 = ) $0.74. This, in fact, is nothing but 

the shadow price of the MW power flow constraint during normal conditions (Ap3) 

which also reflects the fact that an increase in normal dispatch reduces the reserve 

response required and hence the associated costs. 

5.6.2 Binding Generator Capacity Constraint 

Generator capacity constraints in the normal dispatch clearly have a major impact on the 

prices. But constraints in the contingency condition can also have a profound effect. Since 

the contingency state is associated with higher demand, the occurrence of binding capacity 

constraints is likely to be higher, and we are particularly interested in its impact on reserve as 

well as generation prices. 

In the last example, none ofthe MW /MVAr generator limits in either state was binding. As 

mentioned earlier, and shown in Table 5.3, Gen-l is the cheaper generator for generation and 

meets all demand in normal condition, while Gen-2, being cheaper for reserve purposes, provides 

all the MW reserve (Rp2). We now tighten the limits on Gen-2 by setting the maximum limits 
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P~;P..h=120 MW and Q:;'P..h= 80 MVAr. Both P and Q limits are binding in the contingency 

condition, but not in the normal condition. The cost of dispatch is $146.2. 

SM=60% Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 
Pgi/Pd3 93.3 0 -90 
Qgi/Qd3 11.9 23.2 -30 

Bpi 42 120 
Rqi 127.3 56.8 
f3pi 1.6 1.65 2.698 
f3qi 0 0.435 1.15 

Api,e 0.4 0.415 0.82 

Aqi,e 0 0.174 0.454 
Api 0.6 0.62 0.64 
Aqi 0 0 0.0146 

Vi 1 0.996 0.931 

Vi,e 1 0.952 0.677 

Table 5.6: G2 capacity constrained and SM=60% 

Table 5.6 shows the dispatch and prices. In this case Vi is specified at 1.0 pu for both normal 

and contingency conditions. The solution becomes infeasible when 112 is specified at 1.0 pu for 

the contingency condition. So V2 is set free during both normal and contingency conditions. 

As Table 5.6 shows, the generation dispatch under normal conditions is virtually unaffected 

compared to Table 5.3, but the P and Q reserve has been re-allocated because Gen-2 is now 

capacity constrained in the contingency condition for both MW and MVAr. The losses are 30.3 

MW and 144 MVAr under contingency conditions. Gen-1 is now the marginal reserve provider, 

and the pricing impacts are significant because of the extremely high P, Q loss implications. 

The MW reserve price at Bus-3 is $0.82 and more importantly, the MVAr reserve price is $0.45. 

The latter inflates the demand MVAr price to a very significant level at $1.15/ MVAr. 

The values of the multipliers for the Gen-2 capacity upper limit for MW and MVAr are V P2 = 
0.115 and vq2 = $0.1741 respectively. These say that increasing capacity'of Gen-2 by 1 MW, the 

value of objective function will reduce by $0.1156. Similar explanation apply for MVAr capacity 

also. The value of VP2 = $0.115 is consistent with Cpr2 = Ap2,e - Vp2 = 0.415 - 0.115 = $0.3 

thus matching the MW-reserve offer of Gen-2. The value of vq2 = $0.174 is consistent with 

Cqr2 = Aq2,e - Vq2 = 0.174 - 0.174 = $0 thus matching the MVAr-reserve offer of $0 at Gen-2. 

It is also interesting to check the effect a binding Q limit alone may produce. We reduce 

the SM to 0.5 to ensure that the Pmax or capacity limits for active power are not binding, but 

reduce the Qmax and capacity limit for reactive power to 0 for Gen-2. The prices at the load 

bus are obtained as: f3p3= $1.55, f3q3= $0.215. If we compare these with the prices observed 

without any binding limit from Table 5.4, the MVAr price is 2.7 times as high, and the MW 

demand price has also increased moderately. 

As these examples demonstrate, generator limits in the contingency condition alone can 

have a significant impact on active and reactive power demand prices. 

THE LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY 

CHRISTCHURCH, N.Z. 
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5.6.3 Binding v .... ,a.!';.'" Limit 

Load voltage restrictions, especially minimum bounds, under normal conditions can alter the 

MVAr dispatch in normal condition and in extreme cases, even the MW dispatch in normal 

condition. Since the contingency condition does not have any limit on the load voltages, this 

re-dispatch is not a consequence of the stability constraint. Conversely though, the change in 

dispatch in normal condition may influence the contingency dispatch. A higher MVAr produc

tion in the normal dispatch to keep the normal voltage profile healthy may reduce the reserve 

requirements, and hence ease the pricing effects due to the SM constraint. On the other hand, 

the altered dispatch under normal conditions could be in conflict with the required dispatch 

under contingency condition. The voltage constraint under normal condition and the SM con

tingency constraint will tend to compound the pricing effects produced by each other under 

such circumstances. 

Examples are discussed to illustrate these effects. We will impose a lower bound on the 

voltage at load bus 3 and also set SM=O.1. The P and Q generation limits of Gen-2 are reduced 

(Pmax=1.2, Qmax=0.8) and V2 is set free under both conditions. The unconstrained voltage 

level (SM=O.l) is 0.933. So we start with Varnin = 0.94 and increase it to 0.95, beyond which 

no feasible solution can be obtained. 

vrnm i3p3 i3q3 Ap3,c A q3,c 

none 1.109 0.026 0.314 0.0084 
0.94 1.111 0.0336 0.314 0.0084 
0.95 3.841 6.096 0.319 0.0080 

Table 5.7: Variation of prices with voltage lower bound 

For these cases, SM is assumed to be 0.1, 

A significant change in price results as shown in Table 5.7 which is entirely due to the 

massive shift in active power dispatch (from [Pgl = 93.3, Pg2 = 0] to [Pg1 31.6, Pg2 60.9]) 

that is needed to get around the voltage constraint. But it has nothing to do with the SM as 

is evident from the relatively unaffected reserve prices. The MV Ar reserve price even reduces 

very slightly as the altered dispatch takes place under normal conditions. 

Table 5.8 shows the dispatch for SM=60% with the load voltage at bus 3 during normal 

conditions constrained at 0.95 pu. The generator active and reactive power capacities at bus 

2 are constrained at 120 MW and 80 MVAr. The dramatically high energy at bus-3 

reflect the extremely stressed condition of the system, both in terms of meeting the voltage 

restrictions, and the high reserve requirements for SM=60%. The cost of dispatch is $ 212.8. 

The following changes in dispatch, compared to that in Table 5.6, can be noted: 

III The dispatch of cheaper generation from Gen-l in normal conditions is reduced . Because 

Gen 2 is at its MW-limit, the remaining requirement of MW-reserve is dispatched from 

Gen-1 even though it is expensive at Gen-1. 
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SM=60% Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 
Pgi/Pd3 31.6 60.9 -90 
Qgi/Qd3 0 31 -30 

I4n 104.1 59 
Rqi 150 48.9 

/3pi 1.6 2.73 5.7 

/3qi -6.425 0.435 7.79 
).pi,c 0.4 0.415 ~ 
Aqi,c 0 0.174 0.45 
Api 0.6 1.7 3.64 
Aqi -6.425 0 6.66 
Vi 1 1.029 0.95 

Vi,c 1 0.952 0.677 I 

Table 5.8: V3 and G2 constrained: V1=1.0 and SM=60% 

• Generation from Gen-2 under normal condition is expensive. The dispatch of generation 

from Gen -2 under normal condition was zero in the absence of a voltage limit constraint, 

but now it has been dispatched at 61 MW. P-reserve is cheaper from Oen-2. With no 

voltage limit constraint, Gen-2 was dispatched for P-reserve of 120 MW, but now it may 

be dispatched only for 59 MW, because Gen-2 reached its MW-limit. 

• The MVAr dispatch is also changed compared to the case with no voltage limit constraint. 

Both generators are now at MVAr-limits. 

• The value of the multiplier associated with the voltage constraint at bus 3 is $ 72.51 for 

a change of 1 % of voltage. 

• With a binding voltage limit constraint, the total cost has increased due to the use of more 

expensive generation and reserves. The MW demand prices are significantly increased at 

all buses. The negative reactive power price at bus 1 indicates that an additional MVAr 

demand at that node would in fact considerably relieve the pressure on the system. The 

pressure can also be relieved by increasing the specified voltage at bus 1 in the normal 

condition. These are explored next. 

The specified voltage at bus 1 during the normal state is now increased to 1.01 pu but all 

other parameters remained the same. The resulting dispatch shown in Table 5.9 is considerably 

improved compared to the one (Vi = 1.0) shown in Table 5.8. The dispatch, total generation 

cost and prices are now almost the same as in the generator capacity binding case shown in 

Table.5.6. The value of the multiplier associated with the voltage constraint at bus 3 is now 

only $0.03944 (vs. $72.51) for a change of 1% of voltage. The cost of dispatch is $ 146.2. 
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SM=60% Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 

Pgi/Pd3 93.2 0 -90 
Qgi/Qd3 2.92 31.49 -30 
l1pi 42.49 120 
Rqi 147 48.5 

13m 1.6 1.659 2.698 
f3qi 0 0.435 1.155 
Api,e 0.4 0.415 0.82 

Aqi,e 0 0.174 0.45 
Api 0.6 0.62 0.644 
Aqi 0 0 0.0194 

Vi 1.01 1.028 0.95 

Vi,e 1 0.952 0.677 

Table 5.9: V3 and G2 constrained: V1=1.01 and SM=60% 

5.6.4 Binding Line Flow Constraint 

Line flow MVA restrictions may imply trade-off between MW and MVAr flows on transmission 

lines and, if binding, are likely to produce significant price effects. These constraints are likely 

to be· most restrictive in the contingency condition, and produce pricing effects via the reserve 

components, as for the case with generator capacity limits discussed above. 

In order to simulate and isolate the MW-MVAr trade-off effect produced by an MVA limit, 

we have (a) imposed a restriction on line 2-3 of 50 MVA, and (b) dropped the capacity and 

voltage constraints. The MVA limit becomes binding with SM values above 0.1 and eventually 

the problem becomes infeasible beyond SM=O.4. The flow in normal conditions, does not reach 

the MVA limit, and hence the dispatch remains the same (Gen-1=93.3 MW). The dispatch in 

the contingency condition, however, requires significant adjustment to satisfy the flow limit and 

hence reserve prices rise very sharply (Table-5.10). 

8M f3'IJ3 f3a3 Ap3,e Aq3,e 
0.1 1.109 0.026 0.313 0.0084 
0.2 1.175 0.040 0.340 0.018 
0.3 1.486 0.108 0.590 0.065 
0.4 2.779 0.917 1.280 0.541 

Table 5.10: Variation of prices with MVA flow -limit 

The dispatch for SM=30% is examined further to illustrate the flow pattern and prices with 

and without the flow constraint. The dispatches are shown in Tables 5.11 and 5.12. Note that 

flow in line 2-3 is 66.4 MVA during the contingency condition. The costs of these dispatches 

are $108.8 and $ 105.6 respectively. 

As mentioned earlier, normal dispatch remained the same because the flow in the normal 

dispatch is not constrained. But reserves are required to be re-dispatched in the presence of a 

flow constraint of 50 MVA in line 2-3. Compared to no line flow constraint, there is a decrease 
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SM=30% Bus 1 Bus 2 Busa 3 

Pgi/Pd3 93.3 0 -90 
Qgi/Qd3 11.94 23.1 -30 

I4n 0 41.1 
Rqi 1.38 54.8 

13m 1.125 1.65 1.218 

13Qi 0 0.229 0.035 
Api,c 0.293 0.30 0.322 
Aqi,c 0 0 0.0129 
Api 0.706 0.73 0.757 
Aqi 0 0 0.017 

Vi 1 0.996 0.931 

Vi,c 1 1.019 0.905 

Table 5.11: No line flow constraint: SM=30% 
-. 

SM=30% Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 

Pgi/Pd3 93.3 0 -90 
Qgi/Qd3 11.94 23.1 -30 
Rpi 20.5 24.2 
Rqi 1.38 0 

13m 1.17 1.049 1.486 

13Qi 0 0 0.108 
Api,c 0.4 0.30 0.59 
Aqi,c 0 0 0.065 
Api 0.6 0.62 0.643 
Aqi 0 0 0.014 

Vi 1 0.996 0.931 

Vi,c 1 0.858 0.807 

Table 5.12: Line flow constraint: SM=30% 

in dispatch of 16.8 MW of reserve from Gen-2 which costs $5.0; and an increase in dispatch 

of 20.553 MW of reserve from Gen-1 causing an extra cost of $8.2. The net difference in cost 

is $ 3.2 matching the difference in objective costs. The multiplier on the line flow constraint 

is $0.3828 indicating that increasing capacity by 1 MVA will reduce the objective value by 

$0.3828, which has been verified. The multipliers for SM=20% and 40% are $ 0.033 and $ 1. 732 

respectively, showing the marginal value of flow capacity is increasing as the SM is increased. 

5.7 Case Studies with Multiple Voltage Stability Margin Con

straints 

The network shown in Figure 5-3 is the same as in chapter 4, and it has 3 zones. Buses 1, 2, 6, 

and 7 are in zone A, buses 3, and 8 are in zone B, and the buses 4, 5, 9, and 10 are in zone C. 

Each element has an impedance of Z = 0 + jO.02 pu. The demands in the normal conditions, 
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6 

1 

A ZoneB ZoneC 

Figure 5-3: A 3-Zone, lO-Bus network 

and the three voltage stability margin contingencies 01, 02, and 03, are shown in Table 5.13. 

The load at each bus is given in MW and MVAr and corresponds to a power factor of 0.95. Each 

contingency has different voltage stability margins at different load buses. The generator offers 

and their characteristics are shown in Table 5.14. The table shows active power generation and 

reserve prices in ($/MW) and the generation and reserve limits of each generator. Table. 5.15 

shows MVAR generation and reserve offer prices ($/MVAr) and the minimum and maximum 

limits of reactive power each generator can produce. 

Buses PD QD 01 02 03 
6 118 38,78 0.3 0.3 0.3 
7 44 14.46 0.3 0.2 0 
8 86 28.26 0.2 0.2 0.2 
9 148 48.64 0.15 0.2 0.2 
10 204 67.05 0.2 0 
Total 00 197.21 

Table 5.13: Load and Voltage Stability Margins 

Gens cp cr Gmax Gcap Rmax 
1 40 26 300 300 100 
2 35 24 300 300 100 
3 20 10 500 500 100 
4 25 16 300 300 100 
5 30 22 300 300 100 

Table 5.14: Active power generation and reserve offer 

The analysis is conducted with and without transmission constraints and with different price 

scenarios for reactive power generation (QG) and reactive reserve (QR). The transmission flow 

constraint has been set so as to bind only in the contingency condition, not in the normal con-
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Gens Cqg Cqr Qmin Qmax 
1 4.5 2 -50 100 
2 3.5 2 -50 100 
3 2.5 2 -100 200 
4 3 2 -50 100 
5 4 2 -50 100 

Table 5.15: Reactive power generation and reserve offer 

dition. This analysis is carried out to examine the effect on the zonal prices of the transmission 

constraint being binding only during contingency conditions. 

The following assumptions are made for all cases. 

• Proportional reserve constraints are considered . 

.. Active power flow in the system is loss-less (resistance of transmission elements is zero). 

But there is reactive power loss in the system due to the reactances of the elements. 

• The load and generator bus voltages are maintained between 0.90 and 1.06 pu during the 

normal and the contingency conditions. 

• The load and voltage stability margins shown above are used in all cases. 

• The generator characteristics and offer prices shown above are used in all cases. Reactive 

power generation and reactive power reserve prices are varied from case to case. 

Cases Considered 

The following cases are studied to examine the effect of contingencies on real and reactive power 

prices under different scenarios: 

• Multiple voltage stability contingency constraints, but no generator contingency. 

Case 1. QG and QR both free 

Case 2. QG not free, QR free 

Case 3. QG not free, QR not free 

• A transmission constraint with multiple voltage stability contingency constraints, but no 

generator contingency. 

Case 4. QG not free, QR not free 

• Multiple voltage stability contingency constraints, and the generator contingency. 

Case 5. QG not free, QR not free 
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5.7.2 Results 

The dispatch is given in MW and MVAr for all cases. The prices and different A'S are given in 

$/MWand$/MVAr. 

Case 1: Q G and QR both free 

The optimal dispatch is shown in Table 5.16. The cost of dispatch is $ 15544. 

Bus P-gen P-res q:'gen Q-res 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 170.091 0 
4 200 0 100 
5 0 92.791 7.209 
Total 600 196.5 262.882 107.209 

Table 5.16: Optimal generation and reserve dispatch for Case 1 

Contingency C3 is binding at all buses. The values of Api, Api,c3, Aqi, Aqi,c3 are shown in 

Table 5.17 

Bus Api,c3 Aqi,c3 

1 16 0 
16 0 
16 0 
16 0 
16 0 

0 16 0 
0 16 0 
o. 16 0 
0 16 0 

10 9 0 16 0 

Table 5.17: Lambdas for Case 1 

The following relations were established earlier in this chapter and are now used to calculate 

different prices as shown in Table 5.18. 

II The active power generation price (PG-Price) is given by Api + Api,ci 'Vi 
c 

l1li The active power reserve (PR-Price) is given by L Api,ci 'Vi 
c 

• The reactive power generation price (QG-Price) is given by Aqi + Aqi,ci 'Vi 
c 

• The reactive power reserve price (QR-Price) is given by L:Aqi,ci Vi 
c 

• The active demand price (PD-Price) is given by Api + L l~~:c i 'Vi 
c- t1C 

I) The reactive demand price (QD-Price) is given by Aqi + L: Vi 
c 
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Bus PG-price QG-price PR-price QR-price PD-price QD-price 
1 25 0 16 0 25 0 
2 25 0 16 0 25 0 
3 25 0 16 0 25 0 
4 25 0 16 0 25 0 
5 25 0 16 0 25 0 
6 25 0 16 0 31.857 0 
7 25 0 16 0 25 0 
8 25 0 16 0 29 0 
9 25 a 16 a 29 0 
10 25 0 16 a 31.857 a 

Table 5.18: Prices for Case 1 

PG-Price PR-Price QG-Price QR-Price 

16 0 
16 o a 

o a 

Table 5.19: Payment to generators for Case 1 

The generators must be paid for their generation and reserve as shown in Table 5.19. 

The IDads should be charged for their consumption as shown in Table 5.20. 

Bus P-Dem Q-Dem PD-Price QD-Price Payment 
6 118 38.78 31.857 0 3759.12 

• 7 44 14.46 25 0 1100 
8 86 28.26 29 0 2494 
9 148 48.64 29 0 4292 
10 204 67.05 31.857 0 6498.82 
Total 600 197.21 18143.95 

Table 5.20: Payment by loads for Case 1 
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There is no active power loss in the network because we did nDt consider resistance the 

circuits. is reactive power loss in the network, but since the reactive power is free, 

is nO' rent and the generators are paid whatever the loads pay. 
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Case 2: not free 

The optimal dispatch is shown in Table 5.21. The cost of dispatch is $ 16240. 

Bus P-gen P-res Q-gen Q-res 
1 0 0 0 3.77 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 400 100 200 0 
4 200 96.5 65.45 34.54 
5 0 0 0 100 
Total 600 196.5 265.45 138.32 

Table 5.21: Optimal generation and reserve dispatch for Case 2 

Contingency C3 is binding. The values of Api, Api,c3, Aqi' Aqi,c3 are shown in Table 5.22. 

Api Api,c3 Aqi Aqi,c3 

9.383 16 2.852 0 
9.245 16 2.957 0 
8.630 16 2.783 0 
9.000 16 3.000 0 
9.492 16 3.163 0 
9.383 16 2.929 0 
9.245 16 2.957 0 
9.059 16 2.959 0 
9.237 16 3.068 0 

10 9.492 16 3.163 0 

Table 5.22: Lambdas for Case 2 

Different prices are shown in Table 5.23. 

QG-price PR-price QR-price PD-price QD-price 
2.852 16 0 25.383 2.852 
2.957 16 0 25.245 2.957 
2.783 16 0 24.63 2.783 
3 16 0 
3.163 16 0 
2.929 16 0 

7 2.957 16 0 
8 25.059 2.959 16 0 
9 25.237 3.068 16 0 29.237 
10 25.492 3.163 16 0 32.349 3.163 

Table 5.23: Prices for Case 2 

The generators must be paid for their generation and reserves as shown in Table 5.24. 

The loads should be charged for their consumption as shown in Table 5.25. 

Since QG is no longer free, the rent due to the reactive power loss effect and binding 

constraints is now $193. 
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Bus PG-Price PR-Price QG-Price QR-Price Payment 
1 0 0 
2 0 
3 24.63 16 2.783 12008.60 
4 25 16 3 0 6740.37 
5 0 0 
Total 18748.97 

Table 5.24: Payment to generators for Case 2 

Bus P-Dem Q-Dem PD-Price QD-Price Payment 
6 118 38.78 32.24 2.929 3917.92 
7 44 14.46 25.245 2.957 1153.54 
8 86 28.26 29.059 2.959 2582.71 
9 148 48.64 29.237 3.068 4476.31 
10 204 67.05 32.35 3.163 6811.48 
Total 600 197.21 18941.98 

Table 5.25: Payment by loads for Case 2 
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Case 3: QG not free, QR not free. 

The optimal dispatch is shown in Table 5.26. The cost of dispatch is $ 16452. 

Bus P-gen P-res Q-gen Q-res 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 4.813 
3 400 100 200 0 
4 200 96.5 65.458 12.446 
5 0 0 0 88.609 
Total 600 196.5 265.458 105.869 

Table 5.26: Optimal generation and reserve dispatch for Case 3 

Contingency C3 is binding. The values of Api, Api,c3, Aqi, Aqi,c3 are shown in Table 5.27. 

Bus Api Api,c3 Aqi Aqi,c3 

1 9.128 16.386 0.951 1.937 
2 9.082 16.253 0.986 2.000 
3 8.877 15.733 0.928 1.864 
4 9.000 16.000 1.000 2.000 
5 9.164 16.459 1.054 2.000 
6 9.128 16.386 0.976 1.995 
7 9.082 16.253 0.986 2.004 
8 9.020 16.089 0.986 1.994 
9 9.079 16.228 1.023 2.046 
10 9.164 16.459 1.054 2.067 

Table 5.27: Lambdas for Case 3 

Different prices are shown in Table 5.28. 

Bus PG-price QG-price PR-price QR-price PD-price QD-price 
1 25.514 2.888 16.386 1.937 25.514 2.888 
2 25.335 2.986 16.253 2 25.335 2.986 
3 24.61 2.792 15.733 1.864 24.61 2.792 
4 25 3 16 2 25 3 
5 25.623 3.054 16.459 2 25.623 3.054 
6 25.514 2.971 16.386 1.995 32.536 3.826 
7 25.335 2.99 16.253 2.004 25.335 2.99 
8 25.109 2.98 16.089 1.994 29.131 3.478 
9 25.307 3.069 16.228 2.046 29.364 3.580 
10 25.623 3.121 16.459 2.067 32.676 4.006 

Table 5.28: Prices for Case 3 

The generators must be paid for their generation and reserve as shown in Table 5.29. 

The loads should be charged for their consumption as shown in Table 5.30. 

The rent due to reactive power loss effect and binding constraints is now $272. Notice that 

the rent has increased compared to case 2 because the reactive reserve is not free any more. 
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Bus PG-Price PR-Price QG-Price QR-Price Payment 
1 0 
2 2 9.63 
3 24.62 15.733 2.792 11979.70 
4 25 I 16 ,3 2 6765.27 
5 2 177.22 

a1 18931.81 

Table 5.29: Payment to generators for Case 3 

Bus P-Dem Q-Dem PD-Price QD-Price Payml?nt 
6 118 38.78 32.536 3.826 3987.64 
7 44 14.46 25.334 
8 86 28.26 29.13 
9 148 48.64 29.364 
10 204 67.05 32.677 

tal 600 197.21 

Table 5.30: Payment by loads for Case 3 
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Case 4. QG not free, QR not free. Transmission line flow constraint binding. 

Without any transmission flow constraint, the flow in the line between 7 and 8 is 171.5 

MVA. Therefore the rating of the line between 7 and 8 is set at 172 MVA in this case, so 

that the transmission-flow constraint binds only during the contingency condition, not during 

normal conditions. As a result of the binding flow constraint, the prices at buses I, 2, 6 and 

7 increase, and also the cost of dispatch increases. The value of the dual variable for the flow 

constraint is 0.026 in Cl indicating that the value of the objective function will decrease by 

$0.026 by increasing the rating of the line by 1 MVA. 

The optimal dispatch is shown in Table 5.31. The cost of dispatch is $ 16988. 

Bus P-gen P-res Q-gen Q-res 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 29.761 29.761 0 81.491 
3 400 100 200 0 
4 170.239 66.739 63.717 0 
5 0 0 0 27.097 
Total 600 196.5 263.717 108.588 

Table 5.31: Optimal generation and reserve dispatch for Case 4 

The values of Api, Api,c1, Api,c3, Aqi' Aqi,cl, A qi,c3 are shown in Table 5.32. 

Bus Api Api,c1 Api,c3 Aqi Aqi,c1 Aqi,c3 

1 9.101 8.936 16.228 1.038 0.299 1.65 
2 9.038 8.91 16.071 1.075 0.286 1.714 
3 8.84 15.663 1.012 1.742 
4 9 16 1.09 1.91 
5 9.166 16.425 1.15 2 
6 9.101 8.936 16.228 1.065 0.3 1.73 
7 9.051 8.916 16.111 1.075 0.294 1.768 
8 8.996 16.003 1.076 1.842 
9 9.073 16.184 1.115 1.95 
10 9.166 16.425 1.15 2.023 

Table 5.32: Lambdas for Case 4 

The following relations are used to calculate different prices in this case and these are shown 

in Table 5.33. 

(II The active power generation price is given by Api + Api,c1 + Api,c3. 

Ell The active power reserve price is given by Api,c1 + Api,c3 

(II The reactive power generation price is given by Aqi + Aqi,cl + Aqi,c3 

• The reactive power reserve price is given by Aqi,cl + Aqi,c3 

• The active demand price is given by Api + L'1',c1 + l?~"c3 
l,cl t.,c3 
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@ The reactive demand price is given by Aqi + 1>:!!~'c1 + 1>:!!~"c3 
t,el t,c3 

Bus PG-price QG-price PR-price QR-price PD-price QD-price 
1 34.265 2.987 25.164 1.949 34.265 2.987 
2 34.019 3.075 24.981 2 34.019 3.075 
3 24.503 2.754 15.663 1.742 24.503 2.754 
4 25 3 16 1.91 25 3 
5 25.591 3.15 16.425 2 25.591 3.15 
6 34.265 3.095 25.164 2.03 45.049 3.965 
7 34.078 3.137 25.027 2.062 37.899 3.263 
8 24.999 2.918 16.003 1.842 28.999 3.378 
9 25.257 3.065 16.184 1.95 29.303 3.552 
10 25.591 3.173 16.425 2.023 32.6302 4.04 

Table 5.33: Prices for Case 4 

The generators must be paid for their generation and reserve as shown in Table 5.34. 

Bus PG-Price PR-Price QG-Price QR-Price Payment 
1 0 
2 34.019 24.981 2 1918.88 
3 24.503 15.663 2.754 11918.30 
4 25 16 3 5514.95 
5 2 54.19 
Total 19406.33 

Table 5.34: Payment to generators for Case 4 

The loads should be charged for their consumption as shown in Table 5.35. 

Bus P.,.Dem Q-Dem PD-Price QD-Price 
6 118 38.78 45.049 3.966 
7 44 14.46 37.9 3.263 
8 86 28.26 28.999 3.378 
9 148 48.64 29.304 3.553 
10 204 67.05 32.63 4.039 
Total 600 197.21 

Table 5.35: Payment by loads for Case 4 

The rent due to reactive power loss and congestion is $1804. 

The following can be observed from this case: 

Payment 
5469.60 
1714.79 
2589.40 
4509.83 
6927.34 
21210.96 
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1. Due to the binding transmission constraint on line 7-8, relatively expensive generation 

and reserve are produced at G2; and cheap generation at G4 is required to be restricted 

even though generation capacity is available. Notice that Gen-2 was not dispatched in 

case 3. 
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2. Due to the presence of this constraint, the pre-contingency flow is reduced to 100 MW 

on the line between 7-8, even though it was 171.5 MVA when there was no transmission 

constraint in the contingency condition. 

3. Both active and reactive power demand prices at buses 1,2,6, 7 are higher compared to 

the case with no transmission constraint. The demand prices at all other buses remain 

almost the same compared to the case with no transmission constraint (case 3). The 

reason is that, in case 3, generation and reserve for both active and reactive power were 

dispatched from the relatively cheap generators 3, 4 and 5, as in this case. 

4. The generation and reserve prices for both active and reactive power are also affected by 

different amounts in different zones. 
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Case 5. QG not free, QR not free. Both generator and voltage stability margin 

constraints binding 

In this case contingency C3 is binding at all buses except at 3 and 4 for active power) while 

C3 is binding at all buses for reactive power. The generator risk constraint for generators 3, 4 

and 5 are also binding simultaneously. 

The optimal dispatch is shown in Table 5.36. The cost of dispatch is $20565. 

Bus P-gen P-res Q-gen Q-res 
1 0 0 0 6.96 
2 50 50 0 0 
3 150 100 200 0 
4 150 100 36.89 0 
5 250 0 0 70.27 
Total 600 250 236.89 77.24 

Table 5.36: Optimal generation and reserve dispatch for Case 5 

The values of Api, Api,c3, Aqi' Aqi,c3 and pfare shown in Table 5.37. 

Bus Api Api,c3 Aqi Aqi,c3 pf 
1 33.571 0.378 0.976 2 0 
2 33.505 0.166 0.992 1.984 0 
3 33.429 0 0.916 1.775 13.429 
4 33.402 0 1.018 1.982 8.402 
5 33.332 0.000965 1.078 2 3.333 
6 33.571 0.378 0.992 2.016 0 
7 33.525 0.244 0.991 1.982 0 
8 33.482 0.158 0.983 1.929 0 
9 33.463 0.167 1.031 2.004 0 
10 33.443 0.201 1.072 2.046 0 

Table 5.37: Lambdas for Case 5 

The following relations are used to calculate the different prices and shown in Table 5.38. 

Active power generation prices are given by Api + :L Api,c - pf . 
c 

Active power reserve prices are given by :L Api,c + :L pf - PI 
c i 

Reactive power generation prices are given by Aqi + :L Aqi,c . 
c 

Reactive power reserve prices are given by :L Aqi,c 
c 

The generators must be paid for their generation and reserve as shown in Table 5.39. 

The loads should be charged for their consumption as shown in Table 5.40. 

The total rent due to reactive power loss effect and binding constraints is $148. 
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Bus PG-price QG-price PR-price QR-price PD-price QD-price 
1 33.949 2.976 25.542 2 33.949 2.976 
2 33.671 .976 25.33 1.984 33.671 2.976 
3 20 2.691 11.735 1.775 33.429 2.691 
4 25 3 16.762 1.982 33.402 3 
5 29.999 3.078 21.831 2 33.332 3.078 
6 33.949 3.008 25.542 2.016 34.111 3.872 
7 33.769 2.973 25.408 1.982 33.769 2.973 
8 33.64 2.912 25.322 1.929 33.679 3.394 
9 .331 2.004 33.671 536 
10 .365 2.046 33.730 

Table 5.38: Prices for Case 5 

Bus PG-Price PR-Price QG-Price QR-Pr~ent 
1 

k33 

2 14 
2 33.671 2950.05 
3 20 11.735 2.691 4711.70 
4 25 16.762 3 5536.89 
5 30 2 7640.54 
Total 20853.12 

Table 5.39: Payment to generators for Case 5 

Bus P-Dem Q-Dem PD-Price QD-Price Payment 
6 118 38.78 34.111 3.871 4175.23 
7 44 14.46 33.769 2.974 1528.85 
8 86 28.26 ·33.68 3.395 2992.45 
9 148 48.64 33.672 3.536 5155.47 
10 204 67.05 33.73 3.994 7148.72 
Total 600 197.21 21000.72 

Table 5.40: Payment by loads for Case 5 
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Figure 5-4: MW Load price ((3pi) with/without stability constraint 

5.8 Case Study on New Zealand System 

An overview of the reduced version of the New Zealand North Island (NZNI) power system is 

shown in Appendix D. The dispatch/pricing model is applied to this system [20]. 

The primary motivation here has been to analyse the pricing impact if voltage stability 

constraints are imposed in the NZNI market. Voltage stability and reactive power supply in 

general has been a concern for some time because of the heavily stressed condition of the system 

around the Auckland area, coupled with the need for power to be carried over long distances 

and the contingencies (equipment failure, extreme weather conditions, etc). The reduced NZNI 

network used in the present study consists of 18 buses. The offer data, network, network data 

for the system are presented in the Appendix D. The offer data, and the characteristics of the 

different machines, are hypothetical. 

The MW and MVAr demand prices obtained without imposing any line flow, stability, 

spinning reserve, or contingency constraints are shown by the curves marked "No 8M" in 

Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 respectively. The x and y axes represent nodes, and the demand 

prices (3pi and (3qi' The prices are shown in $/MW and $/MVAr. 

MW and MVAr prices are equal to the marginal generation cost adjusted for generator 

capacity constraints and loss effects over the NI network. The MVAr prices at the load nodes, 

on average, are approximately 5% of the MW prices, which essentially reflects the MW loss 

implication of carrying reactive power. 

As a voltage stability margin constraint is imposed and tightened, the MW and MVAr 

demand prices rise, eventually exploding as the absolute maximum loadability of 26.5% ap

proaches. The figures also show prices when 8M=10% and 20%. The MW prices, on average, 

increase by 4% and 12%, for the 8M of 10% and 20%, respectively. The MVAr prices increase by 
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Figure 5-5: MVAr Load price (!3qi) with/without stability constraint 

72% and 272% in comparison. As a result, the average MVAr price at the 8M of 20% becomes 

approximately 14% of the MW price. 

The increase in demand price is primarily due to an increase in reserve price. The reserve 

prices for both MW and MVAr, Api,c and )..qi,c, rise sharply as the 8M constraint is tightened as 

is evident from Figures 5-6 and 5-7. Reserve prices are obviously 0 when the stability margin 

constraint is not imposed. 

The results demonstrate that a stability margin can cause the reserve prices to be significant, 

which in turn can push the demand prices to be significantly higher than those obtained without 

stability considerations. The normal MW and MVAr dispatch does not c;hange significantly 

although there are some dispatch effects at 8M=20% because some of the cheaper generators 

Gen-3 and Gen-8 reach their joint energy-reserve MW limit while some (Gen-1, Gen-8, Gen-

18) hit their reactive limits. The changes in MW /MVAr reserve prices are, therefore, caused 

by a mix of loss effects (under stressed conditions) and possibly to a lesser degree by binding 

capacity constraints. The changes are particularly noteworthy for MVAr prices, especially 

because we have not considered non-zero MVAr generation and MVAr reserve offer prices, and 

also a number of real-life constraints including line flow and contingency constraints. 

Line or generator outages can potentially have a severe impact on the dispatch, especially 

for the contingency condition. This will be reflected in a major increase in the reserve and 

demand prices. An outage of line 1-7, for example, can push both MW and MVAr demand 

prices very high, evenfor a moderate level of 8M=10%. As Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show, both MW 

and MVAr demand prices rise sharply for buses 7-15. The increase in MVAr prices is, however, 

extreme and reaches a maximum value over $14. 

Now line flow limits are introduced on all lines. Line flow MVA limits can create basically 
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Figure 5-6: MW reserve price (Api,c) with 8M 10% and 8M 20% 
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Figure 5-7: MVAr reserve price (Aqi,c) with 8M 10% and 8M 20% 
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Figure 5-8: MW load price ({3pi) with line 1-7 out and 8M 10% 
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Figure 5-9: MVAr load price ({3qi) with line 1-7 out and 8M 10% 
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Figure 5-10: MW load price ({3pi) with line MVA limit and SM 20% 
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the same type of effect as a line outage does, albeit such effects are likely to be less extreme. 

Figure 5-10 shows the effect on MW prices, which is primarily due to the re-allocation of the 

normal dispatch. 

Finally, spinning reserve (SR) constraints, if binding could potentially dominate to set the 

MW reserve requirement for the system, and this may over-ride any stability margin constraint 

pricing effects. If, for instance, the SR constraint is binding, the MW reserve determined by the 

SR constraint ensures that the constraint SM ?: 20% is satisfied. As Table 5.41 shows, the MW 

reserve response for the SR case is uniformly higher than for the SM=20% case. The dispatch 

and associated prices are, therefore, determined by the SR constraint. The MW demand prices 

({3pi) are typically higher than those determined when SM=20% is binding. It should be noted 

that the SR constraint in the present context requires an unusually high amount of MW reserve 

(950 MW), of the order of 50% of the demand in normal conditions and hence dominates the 

stability constraint. But this need not be the case, for several reasons. 

Gen-l Gen-5 Gen-8 Gen-16 Gen-18 
SR 140 90 20 500 200 
SM=20% 0 0 20 340 200 

Table 5.41: Reserve response 

@II First, this simplified formulation has assumed that all plant offering SR response dur

ing under-frequency are equally available to contribute to the SM response under stress 

condition, and vice versa. But this is unlikely, given the wide variety of reserve sources, 
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including interruptible load, which may be utilised. 

~ Second, SR is defined on a regional basis, and SM on a nodal basis, making it quite likely 

that the SM constraints will force a wider dispersal of reserve sources, with associated 

local price effects, even when the SR constraint is binding, implying a positive SR price for 

the region. Arguably, though this is not realistic. The SR formulation implicitly assumes 

that flow constraint will not be problematic in the case of a unit contingency. But the 

SM formulation assumes the opposite. This issue was discussed in chapter 4. 

4!1 Third, our example assumes MVAr generation and reserve are both offered for free, so 

that the prices are determined exclusively by MW effects. More generally, though, SM 

is likely to imply non~zero MVAr reserve prices irrespective of SR, which has no MVAr 

component. 

5.9 Summary 

An AC dispatch/pricing model driven by multiple voltage stability margin contingency con

straints and multiple generator contingency constraints is presented. The modelling framework 

is based on the premise that generators will trade MW reserve and MVAr generation and MVAr 

reserve together with energy 'in an electricity spot market, rather than treating the MVAr a 

separate part of an ancillary services arrangement. Such MW /MVAr reserve can contribute, 

among other things to maintaining pre-specified stability margins. Analysis of a simple 3-bus 

test system results shows the potentially significant impact of maintaining such a margin on 

the energy and reserve prices. The model has also been applied to a simplified representation 

of the North Island part of the New Zealand electricity market. The results indicate that a 

stability margin constraint, if binding, can produce significant pricing effects. Such effects are 

considerably magnified in the presence of contingency line flow constraints. But the effect of a 

stability margin constraint on real generation prices could be minimal if generator contingency 

constraints are also binding. 

We have also considered the multiple voltage stability margin contingency constraints with 

different levels of margin at different buses in each contingency and examined the pricing behav

iour when multiple voltage stability margin constraints are binding. Generator contingencies 

were also considered simultaneously. Localised pricing behaviour has been produced even when 

a transmission flow constraint is binding, under the contingency condition alone. Rent due to 

reactive power losses and congestion is also reported. Main observations are summarised below. 

Pricing relationships 

Generation prices 

- The active power generation price at a bus i is given by the bus-lambda for active 

power, Api; plus the sum of active reserve prices due to binding stability margin con-
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straints Api,c; minus the cost of reserve to cover the risk rro,,,,,,.tlfr\"r',, own generation 
c 

due to generator risk reserve constraint. 

- The reactive power generation price at a bus i is given by the bus-lambda for reactive 

power, Aqi plus the sum of reactive reserve prices due to binding stability margin 

constraints Aqi,c-
c 

Reserve Prices 

The active reserve price at a bus i is given by the active reserve prices due to binding 

stability margin constraints (I: Api,c) , plus the sum of reserve prices due to all binding 
c 

generator risk constraints except the binding risk generator of its own. The generator 

gets paid for reserve to cover other unit failures, but not its own, (I: r!l), U E Ub• 

it.tI. 

- The reactive reserve price at a bus i is given by the sum of the prices of the binding 

stability margin constraints, (I: Aqi,c)' 
c 

Demand Price 

The active power demand price at a bus i is given by the bus lambda, Api; plus the 

weighted sum of active power reserve prices at the bus for each contingency, adjusted 

for the appropriate margins during contingences, 

- The reactive power demand price at a bus i is given by the bus lambda, Aqi plus 

the weighted sum of reactive power reserve prices at the bus for each contingency, 

adjusted for the appropriate margins during contingences, 

Behaviour of dispatch and prices with voltage stability margin constraints binding: 

- Normal dispatch changes very little even at very high margin. 

- It is the interaction among generation and reserve prices at high 8M level that causes 

the prices to increase rapidly. 

As the system gets increasingly stressed, the reserve prices rise very quickly due to 

the extremely high MW and MV Ar losses. 

The rate of increase of MVAr reserve price, while initially low, exceeds that of MW 

reserve prices at higher stress conditions. 

The rent due to loss effects is increased successively as the 8M is increased. The rent 

due to reactive power loss is increased as the cost of reactive power generation and 

also for reactive power reserve is introduced. 

The generation and demand prices at a bus are not the same in the presence of 

binding 8M constraint. 
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- Both active and reactive power generation and reserve, and demand prices are af

fected when any of the generator capacity constraints, voltage limit constraints, 

transmission flow limit constraints is binding. 

- As the cost of reactive power reserve is introduced, both active and reactive power 

demand prices are increased. These prices are further increased when the cost of 

reactive power generation is also introduced. The increase in active power demand 

price is moderate compared to the increase in reactive power demand price. The 

generation and reserve prices, particularly for reactive power, are also modified. 

- In a zonal network, both active and reactive power reserve prices in different zones are 

affected by different amounts when the flow constraint is binding on any line during 

the contingency condition. It is seen that the values of the bus-lambdas during 

contingency condition reflect the binding constraint, and this impacts on generation, 

reserve and demand prices. 

The effect of the voltage stability margin is minimal when the generator contingency dom

inates, and the reserve is decided by this constraint alone. But different prices still capture 

the effect of binding voltage stability margin constraints associated with reactive power reserve 

during the contingency condition. 

We will address the reactive power planning aspects and voltage stability constrained plan

ning models in Chapters 6-9, taking into account multiple contingency constraints. 



Chapter 6 

Literature Survey on Reactive 

Power Planning 

6.1 Introduction 

Chapters 6 through 9 address reactive power planning issues. Reactive power planning discussed 

here relates to the optimal investment by the system operators and asset owners to ensure that 

the system has adequate reactive power support in the long run to both maintain load voltages 

under normal operating conditions, and also cope with critical contingencies. The essence of 

the problem is fundamentally no different from that of operation in the short run as discussed 

in chapters 4 and 5. Optimal dispatch of real and reactive power resources is also desired in 

the long run. The key difference, however, is that additional resources would be needed in 

the long run to meet the load growth. It· is often cheaper for the system operator to augment 

the transmission system with static and dynamic reactive power sources to maintain voltage 

level and voltage stability, respectively, than having to use the generators as the only dynamic 

reactive power resource. While short term uncertainties due to extreme load fluctuations and 

contingencies can not be eliminated altogether, the system operator can certainly plan the 

location, timing and level of new reactive power resources to deal with a pre-specified level of 

risk. 

The process becomes further complicated when the dynamic part of the requirement needs 

to be separated out from the total reactive support requirement. Different utilities perform 

the planning task with a common objective - that the power system should deliver as per 

planning criteria and not fail during the occurrence of a pre-defined contingency. However, 

there is no common standard procedure or guideline for reactive power planning that is followed 

internationally. The objective of this literature survey is to summarise the procedures followed 

by various utilities as well as an overview of the approaches reported in the academic literature. 
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6.2 Elements Power Planning 

Reactive power planning in a power system is a complicated task. It involves the following: 

• Setting the planning criteria e.g., level of security (N-l, N-2 etc.), pre and post contingency 

voltage bounds at different voltage levels, stability margin, and the cost; 

• Selection of contingencies; 

• Selection of optimal locations of reactive compensation; and 

• Evaluation of optimal amount of reactive support. 

6.2.1 Setting the Planning Criteria for Reactive Power Planning 

The criteria for reactive power planning are largely the same as those used for active power 

system planning. Although the planning process differs quite widely, there is a reasonable 

degree of uniformity in so far as planning criteria are concerned across utilities worldwide. The 

criteria chosen should be such that the network is able to withstand most common disturbances 

without violating specified voltage limits, loss of load, or network failure. The level of security 

needs to be clearly specified. A decision needs to be made to define the stability margin req]lired 

to protect against unforeseen events beyond the planning criteria. All these decisions have a 

direct impact on the cost of reactive power planning. Therefore the level of security also needs 

to be evaluated in terms of its economics. 

N-l level of security 

Usually the N-l level of security is used by most utilities. It could be an outage of a 

heavily loaded transmission circuit importirig power to the region of interest, or loss 

of a heavily loaded generator in the region with consequential loss of both active and 

reactive power generation. 

N-2 level of security 

The investment costs of reactive power installations are relatively low compared to 

the investment costs of lines and generators. Therefore, some utilities use the N-

2 level of security for reactive power planning. In N-2, a reactive source outage 

(usually the largest in the region) is considered simwtaneously with the worst N-l 

contingency. 

CIGRE Task Force 3 of study committee No 38, [28] conducted a survey on optimisation 

methods and tools used by power companies in practical planning of reactive compensation 

equipment. CIGRE surveyed twenty utilities across fifteen countries. Most of them stated that 

they use an N-l security level. However, two utilities stated that they use N-2 security - one of 
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them use it for specific cases, and the other defines it as comprising one line and one generator 

outage. Another comparatively recent survey report of CIGRE [29] is available which is very 

similar to that of [28] so far as the choice of level of security is concerned. 

Flatabo in [39], and [40] suggested N-2 security and a margin from the point of collapse to 

the N-2 operating point. He also suggested the following: 

ED Voltages should be within the pre-defined bounds during normal and contingency condi

tions . 

• Voltage to reactive power sensitivity at any bus should be below a prescribed value. 

@I The resultant reactive power generation sensitivity due to reactive load variation at any 

bus should be below a prescribed value. 

Obadina and Berg in [72] suggested that: 

fI Voltage magnitude Vi should lie within specified limit, Vimin ~ Vi ~ Vimaxj 

fI The operating point should lie a certain distance away from the point of collapse (Po C). 

They expressed this distance in terms of system load MVA and termed it the security 

margin, SM, as has been used in the context of short term operation, namely, 

L: Sdi,c - L: Sdi 

SM= i i 

L: Sdi,c 
i 

Sum of MVA load over buses i during contingency condition c 

Sum of MVA loads over buses i during normal condition 

(6.1) 

fI They incorporated a stability margin constraint into the planning model to ensure that the 

current operating point is away from the collapse point by the specified security/stability 

margin, k, i.e., 

SM~k (6.2) 

where k is specified in terms of percentage of regional or system load. 

Because the criterion is expressed in terms of a "margin" from the PoC, an evaluation of the 

PoC and the margin during the normal and credible contingencies is required. The methods 

available for locating the PoC are discussed further in Appendix A. 

6.2.2 Selection of Critical Contingencies 

The objective of contingency screening and ranking is to short-list a number of contingencies 

from a large list of credible contingencies and rank them according to their severity in terms 
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of voltage stability. The contingencies critical to system voltage stability may be 

different from those critical for rotor angle stability, and are often difficult to identify [46], [12]. 

Before the list of critical contingencies is established, a simple approach is to study all 

credible contingencies using the P - V analysis in order to evaluate the voltage stability margin. 

In analysis, the load at a bus or in a region is gradually increased, starting with a given 

initial loading condition by a given step size, and the associated load flow solution is obtained. 

The load and the bus voltage( s) at each solution point are monitored. Generation at the 

predefined plants is increased to compensate for the increased load and loss. The monitored 

voltages are plotted to produce P-V curves to show the response of bus voltages to the load 

increase. After a certain load level, the load flow solution ceases to exist. The final load 

corresponds to the penultimate load for which a load flow solution did exist. The difference 

between the final load and the initial load gives the margin. The contingency that has the 

minimum margin is the least acceptable contingency among the solved cases. Apart from 

solved cases there may be a number of contingencies for which load flow does not solve. These 

contingencies are considered the worst contingencies. 

The voltage stability analysis using eigen-analysis of the reduced load flow Jacobian matrix is 

called the modal analysis [77]) and [58]. Eigenvalues indicate whether each mode is voltage stable 

while providing a relative measure of the proximity to instability. Eigenvalues do not provide 

an absolute measure because of the non-linearity of the load flow problem. Another important 

aspect of voltage stability analysis is to determine which physical elements are associated with 

each mode and to determine the mechanism of potential voltage instability. From the modal 

analysis, bus, branch and generator, participation factors can be formed using the right and left 

eigenvector elements of the reduced load flow Jacobian matrix. Participation is an indication 

of the degree to which each element is associated with a mode [78]. 

The branch participation of branch j to mode i is defined as [36]: 

P'i ~ l::.Qloss for branch j 
3 Maximum l::.Qloss for all branches 

(6.3) 

The source of the voltage stability problem is the reactive losses that occur when power is 

transferred through inductive reactances associated with all the transmission branches. Branch 

participation factors indicate (for each Plode) which branches consume the most reactive power 

in response to an incremental change in reactive load. Branches with high participations are 

either weak links or are highly loaded [58]. Branch participation provides valuable information 

regarding: 

.. Remedial actions in terms of transmission line enhancement and power flow redistribution 

to alleviate the load on that branch, and 

• A basis for contingency selection. 
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Obadina and Berg [72] used the voltage stability margin as a measure to screen the con

tingencies. They screened the contingencies based on the margin, - the lower the margin, the 

more severe the contingency. 

Vaahedi et, al [105] developed two techniques for screening and ranking the contingencies. 

These are Reactive support index, RSI and Iterative Filtering. Both are based on successive 

load flow solutions as used in developing P-V curves. 

Security constrained OPF models [2] rank the circuit outage contingencies implicitly in the 

model. But this does not consider the voltage stability constraint. No such model exists for 

voltage stability purposes. 

6.2.3 Selection of Best Sites for Compensation 

There are two methods available for selection of sites apart from the successive ordinary load 

flow method. These are modal analysis using bus participation factors and an optimisation 

method that uses an integer in the model as a decision variable for selection of sites. 

Kundur [58] used bus participation factors to locate the sites for reactive compensation. 

The relative participation of bus j in mode i (Pji) is given by the bus participation factor 

where, 

~ji lh element of the ith column of right eigenvector 

of the reduced load flow Jacobian matrix; 

'rfij jth element of the ith row left eigenvector 

of the reduced load flow Jacobian matrix. 

(6.4) 

Pji determines the contribution of Ai to the V - Q sensitivity at bus j. The size of bus 

participation in a given mode indicates the effectiveness of remedial actions applied at that bus 

in stabilising the mode. 

6.2.4 Evaluation of Amount of Reactive Support 

The most common analytical technique traditionally employed [28] in reactive power planning 

was successive ordinary load flow. Optimal power flow (OPF) was used by some utilities, but 

in many cases in addition to ordinary load flow. A few responses in the CIGRE survey [28] 

indicated that an optimal load flow program was under development (at the time). Where 

successive ordinary load flow was used, very few responses suggested that additional features 

were included, but some of them mentioned that limit checks on reactive power, voltage and 

line flows were performed. 

The optimal power flow programs available were based on either a reduced gradient method 

or linear programming. Quasi Newton and quadratic programming methods were also used. 
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The sensitivity techniques mentioned in the survey were: 

(II Resultant reactive power generation sensitivity in the network to variation of reactive load 

at a specific bus bar; 

(II A criterion based on I * I relationship where Ui is the actual voltage and Ei the voltage 

at zero load condition; and 

• Voltage to reactive power input sensitivity (~~) at a specific node. 

Stability calculations were carried out by some utilities to: 

(II Choose between the installation of different kinds of VAR supplying devices (static or 

dynamic sources); 

(II Analyse the reactive power support from generators during outage conditions; and 

.. Analyse the ability of units to absorb reactive power during light load periods. 

Ordinary power flow was most common in planning until OPF based applications evolved 

as a reliable planning tool and the experience from the use of this kind of program was mostly 

positive, although the utilities reported that problems were cumbersome and time consuming 

due to large amount of manual work involved. Moreover load flow was gradually proving to be 

inadequate because it has no capability to optimise location and quantity. 

The survey suggested that the optimisation methods in use in the eighties and early nineties 

were considered adequate in terms of computing time and handling of constraints, but improve

ments were necessary in coordination of results, and modelling of the external system. 

6.2.5 Significant Efforts in Recent Years 

Significant efforts have been made to optimise reactive power support in the recent years. A 

number of recent studies have now established that the optimization· approach provides an 

accurate, computationally efficient, and direct means to obtain the stability margin (SM). 

Studies [71], [72], [104], [106] have laid the foundation for applying optimization techniques, 

and primarily dealt with the application of classical optimization methods. Studies [1], [59], 

[55], [110] describe various aspects of applying a non-linear function based interior

point optimization technique suited for large scale applications, and encouraging performance 

has been reported. These findings have also inspired researchers to develop V AR planning 

models [72], [1.], [105] extending the optimization model to handle VAR support decisions. 

VAK support decisions involve discrete variables. Apart from the fixed costs of shunt 

capacitors/reactor, there may be other discrete variables e.g.) standard size of capacitor banks, 

etc. The resultant optimization model falls in the class of non-linear mixed integer programming 

(MINLP) problems. 
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Obadina and Berg [72] were the first to introduce such a model- extending their optimization 

model to calculate SM [71]. They adopted a heuristic method to solve the MINLP breaking it 

into two stages: the first stage optimizes the continuous variables, while the second stage (linear 

MIP) attempts to improve upon the first stage solution by optimizing the discrete variables. 

This approach suffers from at least two major limitations: 

(a) It does not necessarily ensure obtaining a (feasible) solution even if there is one, 

because the location of capacitors, once fixed based on the second sub-problem so

lutions does not ensure feasibility of the original non-linear problem; and 

(b) The solution may be sub-optimal. 

The study by Austria et al [1] marks the first application of interior-point based Optimal 

Power Flow (OPF -developed by PTI) to analyze a stability constrained VAR planning problem, 

although in a different context of MW transfer analysis. However, the discrete nature of the 

problem can not be completely integrated in the (continuous) interior-point based methods. It 

is understood that PTI's OPF program (now integrated in PSS/E) is capable of handling the 

discrete decisions using a special heuristic. The lack of complete integration of the optimization 

of discrete (planning) and continuous (operation) variables usually leaves the possibility of sub

optimal results. There is no numerical, or theoretical evidence with us, however, to support this 

view in the absence of either access to PSS/OPF, or the details of the heuristic methodology. 

Vaahedi et al [105] reports a VAR planning study for B.C. Hydro using essentially an OPF

based heuristic procedure. The heuristic comprises a three-step procedure. The first step 

determines the VAR allocation to meet the voltage profile criterion, and the second step then 

determines the VAR support to meet the voltage stability criterion. Finally, the third step 

combines these two solutions to ensure feasibility across both criteria. Although the study 

provides a practical means to apply existing optimization based tools to a real-life situation, 

the heuristic elements may well mean that there are cheaper VAR support packages that may 

be overlooked. 

Planning and operations problems incorporating voltage stability have been addressed within 

either static, dynamic, or quasi steady-state (QSS) framework. Wang et al [110] is a prime ex

ample of the static approach. Miller [66] provides an excellent discussion on the philosophy of 

different approaches, and further illustrates the specific need for longer-term dynamic simula

tion for voltage stability analysis. The QSS approach [108] seeks to find a compromise between 

the steady-state and full time-integration approaches. While the QSS philosophy is very at

tractive in terms of replacing the (time consuming) full dynamic approach, it lacks the ability 

to optimize the controls. However, in theory, it could be augmented with other diagnostic 

tools to meet this end. Feng at al [37] have utilized the continuation power flow method and 

elicited sensitivity information from it to determine the best set of controls. An extension of 

the above analysis [38] developed a sophisticated linear correction control LP that can optimize 
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several controls including real power generation, shunt compensation and load shedding. A re

cent paper by Moors and Van Cutsem [69] presents such an analysis based on QSS augmented 

with eigenvector and binary search analysis to optimize load shedding (location, timing, and 

level/quantity) decisions. 

In the backdrop of the existing academic literature and available industry grade tools for 

reactive power planning, the present work addresses voltage stability constrained reactive power 

planning in the following three chapters. 

In chapter 7, a contingency constrained and stability margin constrained reactive power 

planning optimization model is developed that makes investment decision by taking into account 

voltage stability margin, contingencies, load growth and other generator and network constraints 

including reactive capability constraints. This MINLP problem is solved using a solver bas~d 

on an Outer Approximation (OA) procedure. 

Chapter 8 discusses the development of a statistical approximation procedure simplifying 

the voltage stability constrained planning optimisation model presented in chapter 7. In this 

chapter an equation of the locus of the PoCs is developed using statistical regression methods 

and used to simplify the model presented in chapter 7. 

Chapter 9 presents a preventive/corrective control model to guard against voltage instability 

taking into account the load-shed dynamics. An OPF based model is proposed which decides 

the optimal location, level, timing, and number of loads to be shed to maintain a specified 

voltage stability margin. 



Chapt 

ower lanning 

Voltage 

7.1 Introduction 

The reactive power demand in a power system depends on the reactive consumption of the 

loads and the reactive losses in the network. The consumption of the load is a function of the 

total demand and the mix of loads (i.e., power factor and other characteristics). 

The reactive power loss in a transmission network is dependent on the level of active power 

transfer and the network configuration. Both active and reactive power transfer is highly de

pendent, among other variables, on the voltages at both ends of the transmission line. Adequate 

supply of reactive power in an electric power system is absolutely necessary in order to maintain 

the voltages at the different buses throughout the system. Also, it is not convenient to transmit 

reactive power over a long distance. Therefore, it is necessary to supply the reactive power 

locally by injecting or draining reactive power to/from the system and the method is called 

reactive power compensation. The bus voltages can be maintained within a pre-defined range 

by reactive power compensation. 

In this chapter, we develop the voltage stability and contingency constrained VAR planning 

model, and discuss the different aspects of reactive power planningl . 

Power (VAR) Planning 

Reactive Power compensation can be achieved by properly connecting reactors and/or capac

itors in series or in shunt to adjust (balance) reactive power supply at a bus or line (series 

capacitors). The shunt reactors absorb reactive power from the bus and reduce the voltage, 

whereas shunt capacitors supply reactive power to the connected bus and raise the bus voltage. 

chapter is based on: Chakrabarti, Chattopadhyay, and Kumble [24]; and Chattopadhyay and 
Chakrabarti [18]. 
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Both capacitors and reactors regulate the local bus voltage where they are connected. The 

main objective of compensation is [67] to: 

(a) Provide a high level of power transfer and obtain an acceptable voltage profile; 

(b) Maintain stability in transmission; and 

(c) Reduction in transmission loss. 

Reactive power planning deals with the decisions on location and quantity of reactive power 

resources under normal, as well as, contingency conditions. The planning process aims at 

finding the least-cost VAR support package to meet a pre-defined criterion. Such criteria 

have traditionally been defined in terms of maintaining feasible operation with acceptable load 

voltages. However, as transmission networks have tended to become stressed in a large number 

of utilities across the globe due to a variety of reasons, voltage instability has been part of 

the concern in the VAR planning process [101]. Among other reasons, emergence of electricity 

markets, and the associated new loading pattern and power transfers have also contributed to 

the voltage instability problems. VAR planning in the deregulated regime has, therefore, the 

twin goals of maintaining acceptable voltage profile and ensuring voltage stability. An offspring 

of the VAR planning problem in the electricity market regime is the allocation of V AR support 

costs among the market consumers. 

7.1.2 Scope of the Present Study 

1. Firstly, as discussed in Chapter 6, the optimization model [72] is extended to incorporate 

contingency and load growth constraints; 

2. Secondly, there has been progress in the field of MINLP modelling leading to develop

ment of new methodologies viz., Branch and Bound, Generalized Bender's Decomposition, 

and Outer Approximation based methods. These methods enable complete integration of 

the discrete and continuous optimization, and, therefore, are expected to provide better 

quality solutions. One of the major purposes of this work is to apply the Outer 

imation (OA) methodology [31J, [103J which found many successful applications in the 

field of chemical and process engineering; 

3. Thirdly, although significant progress have taken place in optimal VAR planning, the 

use of sensitivity information derived from such models not adequately been discussed, 

or utilized in network planning. Since these sensitivities may prove useful in network 

planning, these are discussed briefly; and 

4. Finally, the planning methodology presented in this thesis is compared with the existing 

techniques, as well as, proposed means to combine their strengths for large scale 
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7.2 Voltage Stability and Contingency Constrained VAR Plan

ning Model 

7.2.1 Modelling Features 

There are three building blocks of the VAR planning model to address the issues in voltage 

stability constrained VAR planning viz., modeling of (a) the voltage stability margin criterion, 

(b) generator and network elements, and (c) contingencies: 

1. The voltage stability margin criterion employed for planning purposes is the Stability 

Margin (SM) following the terminology of Obadina and Berg [71], [72]. SM is a measure 

of proximity of the current operating point from the point of collapse/instability (SM=O% 

at the point of collapse). The term is analogous to voltage security as described in Taylor 

[101] pp.19 and network loadability limit as described in Van Cutsem and Vournas [108] 

pp. 322. The SM criterion has two important features: (a) it is a static measure, and (b) 

it implicitly assumes the load increase (active and reactive) itself is the source of voltage 

instability. Accurate modeling of load, and the pattern of load increase, is very important 

since voltage instability is load driven. In the present analysis, we have assumed constant 

power load, meaning power consumption by the load does not vary with voltage variation. 

The pattern of load increase at different buses is described by a pre-defined vector and, 

constant load power factor is maintained. 

2. Accurate network representation is critical for VAR planning because any approximation 

may seriously jeopardize the validity of theresults. The model presented here is a full-AC, 

non-linear OPF based similar to [71], [72] with a few minor extensions including that of 

load growth; 

3. Finally, the VAR support needs to be determined for a pre-determined set of contin

gencies, and a system security criterion such as (N-l), (N-2) etc. Studies [72], [39], [35] 

discuss various contingency selection procedures that are all based on explicit ranking of 

the contingencies. The approach adopted in the present planning model, on the other 

hand, uses the idea of contingency/security constrained OPF. Because outages of circuits 

are always considered while planning for reactive power, we have considered N-l line 

outage contingencies in addition to the stability margin contingencies that we considered 

in the pricing chapters. Thus the VAR planning model is constrained by both types of 

contingencies. The required SM for the area, or for the system, and a number of credible 

line outage contingencies are supplied to the model. The model performs the following: 

* Severity of line outage contingencies are ranked endogenously based on the re

active support requirement in each outage; 
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* VAR support package is determined against the most limiting case (Le.,worst 

contingency) respecting the required 8M; and 

* Feasibility of operation with the VAR support package for all other line contin

gencies and with no line contingency is ensured simultaneously. 

The VAR planning model is presented in the following sub-sections. The model contains 

variables and constraints for the voltage stability margin (SM) contingency under each line 

contingency. The variables and constraints corresponding to the stability margin contingency 

are denoted by subscript 'e' as used in the pricing chapters. The circuit outage contingencies 

are represented by a superscript 'L'. The base case with no outage is included in this set. For 

every line contingency L, there is a stability margin constraint c. The contingency L basically 

describes the "normal state" and the contingency c describes the 8MC state which is the same 

as the "PoC" or "collapse" state when the 8M constraint is binding. As mentioned earlier, 

the load at the 8MC state includes an additional load due to the 8M. That means when the 

stability margin constraint is binding for one or more line contingencies, it defines the PoCo For 

example, voltage at bus i is represented by: 

ViL = Voltage at bus i during contingency, L (Normal state) 

Vi~ = Voltage at bus i during line contingency L and 8M contingency c (SMC state) , 
ViL is the voltage at bus i under contingency L at the "Normal operating point". We 

define the operating conditions corresponding to line outage contingencies, L as the "Normal 

state". Vi~ is the voltage at bus i under line contingency Land SM contingency condition c , 
(SMC state). This basically describes the voltage at the "PoC or collapse point" under line 

contingency, L when the SM constraint (c) is binding. In other cases, though, the SMC state 

will be subcritical, and will not correspond to the PoCo 

7.2.2 Voltage Stability Margin 

SM constraint, defined in terms of MVA load, is shown in (7.1). 

E 8di ,e - E 8di 
8M = i i;::: kj i E load buses 

ESdi,e 
(7.1) 

i 

Sdi Load MVA at bus i during normal state 

Sdi,e Load MVA at bus i during 8MC state 

(i.e.,MVA load at the PoC if SM constraint is binding) 

k Aggregated Stability Margin in % 

Decomposing into active and reactive loads, the active and reactive loads under c contin

gency can be written as: 
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Pdi 
Pdi,c = 1 _ k; i E load buses; c (7.2) 

Q Qdi. 1 db 
di,c = 1 _ k; '/, E oa uses; c (7.3) 

The load at a bus in the SMC state (for Land c contingencies)) is thus a function of the 

load in the normal state and the voltage stability margin. Load remains the same at each load 

bus under all L contingencies. Thus the load at each bus under the SMC state remains the 

same for a given c ) 'r:f L. 

7.2.3 Variables/Controls 

VAR Planning decision Variables (Associated with both line and 8M contingency conditions (L 

and c): 

These variables are associated with both Normal and SMC States. 

QGi New capacitive support needed at bus i 

Q~ New inductive support needed at bus i 

aCi Binary variable to select capacitive source 

ari Binary variable to select inductive source 

Z Total cost of VAR package 

Variables during the line contingency conditions only (L): 

variables are associated with Normal State. 

ViL Voltage at bus i during line contingency L (normal state) 

Of Angle at bus i during contingency L (normal state) 

P~ Real power generation at bus i during contingency L (normal state) 

Q~i Reactive power generation at bus i during contingency L (normal state) 

Pdi Real power load MW at bus i in the normal state 

Q di Reactive power load MVAr at bus i in the normal state 

Load MY A at bus i in the normal state 

Total load MVA in the normal state = Si, i E load buses 

fii Fraction of bus i load over the total MVA load 

P Ii Load power factor at bus i 

Ki Factor defining constant power factor at bus i 

Sdi,9 Load MVA at bus i in the normal state taking into account load growh of g % 

Variables during both line and 8M contingency conditions (L and c): 

These variables are associated with SMC State. 
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Voltage at bus i during SM and line contingencies c and L (SMC state) 

(voltage at the PoC during contingency L if SM constraint is binding) 

efc Angle at bus i during SM and line contingencies c and L (SMC state) , 
P~,C Real power generation at bus i during SM and line 

contingencies c and L (SMC state) 

Q~i,c Reactive power generation at bus i during SM and line 

contingencies c and L (SMC state) 

STc Total load MVA in the SMC state 

Sdi,c, i E load buses. 

Pdi,c Real power load MW at bus i in the SMC state 

Qdi,c Real power load MW at bus i in the SMC state· 

Model 

The model in the simplified form is presented in this section2 . 

Objective function 

Di Fixed cost (independent of MVARs installed) 

SCi, $jMVAR costs for capacitive support (capacitor) 

S~ $jMVAR costs for inductive support (reactor) 

7.3.2 Constraints 

The following constraints are applicable under both Normal and SMC States . 

• Physical limits (QC;:Wx, QRr) on new capacitive and inductive sources are introduced 

by (7.5) and (7.6). 

QCi < aCi.QCYUZX; i E candidate buses 

Q~ < ari.QRF; iE candidate 

The following constraints are applicable under SMCState. 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

model needs to be modified appropriately for the evaluation of sensitivities as discussed in section 7.4.3, 
and that more complex form of model is actually implemented. 
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• The stability margin constraint is embedded into the bus load under the c and L contin

gency conditions as shown in (7.7) and (7.8). 

Pdi 
Pdi,c = 1 _ k; i E load buses; (7.7) 

Q Qdi. 1 db di,c = 1 _ k; '/, E oa uses; (7.8) 

• The stability margin is implemented in the load flow inequality constraints in (7.9), and 

(7.10). These constraints take into account both Land c contingencies. 

P/ii,c - Pdi,c 2: LVi~Vj~[GL cos(Bf,j,c) + Btj sin(Bf,j,c)]; Vi, c, 'ilL 
j 

QgLi C - Qdi c + QCi - QF4. 2: ~ Vi~vJ~[GfJ' sin(BfJ' c) - BfJ' cos(BfJ' c)]; Vi, c, 'ilL " D, " " , " 
j 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

where, Gf,j and Btj remain the same during all c contingencies; and QCi and QF4. are new 

capacitive and inductive supports required over all Land c contingencies. Note that there is 

no generation assumed at the load buses and no load is aSsumed at the generation buses in this 

model. The right hand sides of (7.9) and (7.10) are positive for generation and negative quantity 

for load buses. These constraints are saying that supply at load bus i must be greater than or 

equal to the demand under the c and L contingencies. The worst contingency can be selected 

based on the amount of new reactive support requirement during contingencies Land c as 

discussed above. In fact, the worst contingency can be readily detected by examining the values 

of the multipliers of (7.9), and (7.10) which are binding only for the worst contingency(ies). 

Notice that both active and reactive loads under the c and L contingencies (at SMC state) at 

different buses are not changed from one contingency to the other as mentioned earlier. However 

the requirement of reactive support could be different for different line (L) contingencies for a 

given c contingency. The higher the support requirement, the more severe is the line contingency. 

There may be instances where the reactiive nett injection for the worst contingency .may mean 

an oversupply for some other contingency. This explains the inequality relationship in (7.9), 

and (7.10). 

• Generator active and reactive power limits are incorporated in (7.11), and (7.12). 

p;tin ::; P/ii,c ::; P;tax.; i E generator buses; c, 'ilL (7.11) 

Q¢in ::; Q~i,c ::; Q¢ax.; i E generator buses; c, 'ilL (7.12) 
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• Load and generator bus voltage magnitude limit constraints are shown in (7.13), and 

(7.14). 

v;min2 < V;L < v;max2. i E load buses' c 'ilL 
t - t,C - l' , , (7.13) 

v;min2 < V;L < v;max2. i E generator buses' cVL 
t - 't,C - 'l. , , ) (7.14) 

where Yimin 2 and Yimax 2 are the voltage limits at the different buses during both contingen

cies c and L. The limit values could be different from the L contingences. 

@II Taps on the OLTCs should lie within their upper and lower limits. This is shown in (7.15). 

t~in < t~ < t~ax. i E OLTOs' c 'ilL 
1 - 1,C - 1 , , , (7.15) 

The following constraints are applicable under Normal State. 

@II Generator active and reactive power limits are shown in (7.16), and (7.17). 

pn:in < pI-. < pn:ax . i E generator buses' 'ilL g1 - g1- gz , , (7.16) 

Q Ill:in < QL. < QIll:ax. i E generator buses' 'ilL . gt - gz - gt , , (7.17) 

• Load and generator bus voltage magnitude limits are shown in (7.18), and (7.19). 

v;minl < V;L < V;maxl. i E load buses' 'ilL z -t-t' , (7.18) 

VIll:inl < V11 <VIll:axl. i E generator buses' VL g,t - gt - g,t , , (7.19) 

where Yimin 1 and Yimax 1 are the voltage limits at the different buses during contingency L. 

III Taps on the OLTCs should lie within their upper and lower limits as shown in (7.20). 

t~in < t~ < t~ax. i E OLTOs' 'ilL 
t -t-1' , (7.20) 

@II The load flow equations (7.21), and (7.22) during contingency L must be satisfied. 
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i 

Q~i - Qdi + QCi - Q~ = I: vttl}L[Gti sin(Otj) - Btj cos(Otj)]i \:Ii, \:IL 
j 
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(7.21) 

(7.22) 

The variables QCi and Q~ have the same value as derived in (7.9) and (7.10), the reason 

being that the same new capacitors/reactors should also be able to satisfy the base case and 

line outage cases, without the stability margin constraint being considered. 

• Finally, load at the normal state must be adjusted by the pre-specified target load growth 

(say, g%) as shown in (7.23) and (7.24). 

P. Pdi. I db 
di,g = 1 _ g; ~ E oa uses; (7.23) 

Q Qdi. I ad b dig = --i ~ E 0 uses; , l-g (7.24) 

When the load growth is considered, the loads under the normal state take the values of 

Pdi,9 and Q di,9' 

Some of the controls are fixed and do not participate in optimization viz., swing bus voltage 

and angle, values of ac, aT, QC, QR for non-candidate buses, etc. The model presented here 

may be augmented with additional details such as voltage dependency of loads, HVDC lines 

etc, although these are not considered for the present analysis. 

The VAR planning minimisation problem consists of the objective function (7.4) and the 

constraints (7.5) through (7.24). This is a mixed integer non linear programming problem 

(MINLP) and is solved by a GAMS solver called DICOPT. The name DICOPT stands for 

DIscrete and Continuous OPTimiser and is a program for solving (MINLP) problem that involve 

linear 0-1 variables and linear and non linear continuous variables. The model is contingency 

constrained Le., given a set of L contingencies, it performs the contingency ranking, decides 

optimal VAR quantity and locations against the set of worst contingencies, if required, to 

maintain the stability margin (constraints 7.9, and 7.10 are binding only for these contingencies), 

and simultaneously ensures that no other contingency constraint is violated. 

7.4 VAR Planning Problem 

The key feature ofMINLP problem such as the VAR planning model is that the problem reduces 

to an NLP problem once the discrete variables (ac, aT) are fixed. All the MINLP algorithms 

(viz., Outer ApproxImation, Bender, Branch and Bound) involve in some way or the other:. (a) 
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Linearise all non 
linear constraints, 
other linear 
constraints and 
integer cut 

... ... 

RelaxedVAR 
Planning MINLP 

+ 
Solve MILP to 
obtain VAR Plan 

~ 
Solve NLPto 
check feasibility 

Figure 7-1: DICOPT Scheme for VAR planning problem 

fixing the discrete variables; (b) solving the resultant non-linear programming (NLP) problem; 

(c) "improving" the discrete variables by solving a linear mixed-integer programming problem 

(MILP); and (d) re-solving the NLP problem. Thus, the process basically breaks the overall 

MINLP solution process into a series ofMILP-NLP (sub) problems. A "major iteration" in the 

MINLP parlance refers to solving one pair of MILP-NLP sub-problems. Choice of one technique 

over another is made depending primarily upon the nature of the NLP sub-problem. In general, 

Generalized Bender's Decomposition and Branch and Bound-based methods are applicable 

when the NLP problems are not very difficult to solve. The Outer Approximation scheme, on 

the other hand, works well when the NLP sub-problem is expensive. This is because Outer 

Approximation methods require the least number of major iterations. Since the VAR planning 

model essentially has sub-problems that are rather expensive, the natural choice in this case is 

an Outer Approximation based algorithm. The original MINLP algorithm proposed by Duran 

and Grossmann [31J was enhanced in [103] and made available asa general purpose MINLP 

solver (DICOPT) in GAMS in 1994 [41J. Reference [32] also provide a host of information on 

the theory and algorithmic details. 

1.4.1 

The general working of DICOPT is summarised in this section. The basic DICOPT procedure 

as applied to the VAR planning problem is shown in Figure 7-1. 

The algorithmic details are described in [103J. The DICOPT process starts by solving 

the relaxed MINLP problem Le., all the binary variables are allowed to assume continuous 

values between 0 and 1. Once the solution of the relaxed problem is known, all the non-linear 

constraints are linearized around that point, and a MILP problem is formulated by including 

all linearized constraints, and integer cuts, and the linear constraints of the original problem. 
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Bus 1 

Vi = 1.05 P2 = 1.0 
Q2 = 0.5 
9 = 10% 
k= 30% 
QC2(max) =1 
V2(min) = 0.9 

Figure 7-2: A 2-Bus system 
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The integer cuts in the feedback from the NLP stage ensure that all discarded VAR plans are 

never re-visited. The solution of the MILP problem (also, called the Master problem) provides 

an integer solution. The binary variables are fixed at this level, and the resultant NLP is solved 

to obtain a lower cost solution. This completes the first major iteration and the procedure is 

repeated, until the NLP sub-problem solution stops improving i.e., the cost starts increasing. 

The optimal solution has been reached in the previous iteration. 

The most important feature of this solver (or, in general for any Outer Approximation 

approach) is adding all linearized constraints back to the Master problem. This usually means 

that DICOPT process involves solving a relatively large MILP problem as compared to the 

other approaches. However, it also means that the MILP problem has very good information 

about all of the non-linear constraints, and hence, relatively fewer major iterations are required 

to reach the optimal solution. Grossmann and Kravanza [45] provide a comparison of various 

MINLP techniques. 

7.4.2 An Example 

Consider the simplest 2-node system shown in Figure 7-2. 

Let, the fixed cost of installing the capacitor at the load bus be 10 and the $/p.u.MVAR be 

100. 

Step-O: Setting up the problem 

The MINLP model for the 2-node system (no line outage,generator reactive capability, and 

merit order participation considered) may be set up as follows: 

Minimize Z = lOAC2 + 100.QC2 

Subject to, 

1. Load flow constraints (2 sets for Land c ) 

2. MVA Load Calculation (for L and c): 82 = (Pi + Q~)1/2 
3. Constant power factor: P2/Q2 = 2 
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4. Load Distribution: S2 = ST 

5. Load Growth Constraint: STg - SQRT(12 + 0.52) ~O.ISTg; or, STg ~ 1.242 

6. Stability Margin Constraint: (STc -1.242)/STc ~ 0.3, or STc ~ 1.775. 

7. Physical Limits on VAR Addition: QC2 ::; ac2 .1; 

8. Bound on Load Voltage: v,f ~ 0.9. 

9. Binary Restriction: AC2 = 0 or 1. 

Step-I: Solving the Relaxed MINLP: 

We first form the relaxed MINLP problem by replacing the last constraint with 0 ::; AC2 ::; 

1. The problem now becomes a pure NLP which we solve using the CONOPT2 solver. The 

optimal solution is obtained as: 

Z = 1.436, ST = 1.242, QC2 = AC2 = 0.013, v,f = 0.90 

pf = 1.11, P2 = -1.11, Qf = 0.92, Q2 = -0.56 

Pf.e = 1.60, P2,c = -1.60, Qf.c = 1.81, Q2,c = -0. 76, V2~c = 0.76, STc = 1.775, S M = 30.0% 

Note that the voltage at the point of instability is 0.76, and the stability margin at the 

increased load level (Le., STc) is.30.0% which is equal to the target SM of 30%. 

Step-2: Forming and Solving the Master MILP: 

We immediately notice that the solution is not integer (AC2 = 0.013) and proceed to form 

the first Master MILP problem using the DICOPT procedure. This involves linearizing the 

non-linear load flow (Le., step-O, constraint 1) and total MVA load (Le., step-O, constraint 2) 

equations (say, hex) = 0) around the NLP solution (say, xo) as, 

where, TO is obtained as the sign of the Lagrange multiplier of the corresponding load flow, 

or MVA load, equation (say,Ai for the i-th load flow/MVA equation), i.e., 

TO = sign Pi } 
The '\lh(xO) is obviously the familiar Jacobian matrix around the load flow solution (xO). 

Note that the equality restrictions are relaxed in the MILP, and this idea is therefore termed 

"Equality Relaxation". Finally, Wi are the slack variables for the constraints which are penalized 

in the MILP objective function i.e., added to the VAR support costs. The penalty is typically 

set as, 

1000*I(Lagrange multiplier of the non-linear constraint) I 

This idea is known as the "Augmented Penalty" and, although simple, has proved to be 

very useful in non-convex optimization. It should be noted that the penalty gradually reduces 

to zero as the solution is closer to the optimal solution. 

The Master MILP for the two-bus system around the relaxed NLP sub-problem is formulated 

incorporating the above ideas is as follows: 

Minimize Z' = IOAC2 + 100.QC2 + 110000W2 + 26613w4 + 3489wg 

Subject to, 
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Linearized load flow constraints: 

Contingency L: 

-1.2346(V;F - 0.9) + 4.5925(e~ + 0.237) + (pf - 1.111)::; WI 

-{1.2346(VP- 0.9) - 4.5925(e~ + 0.237) + (P2 + 1.111)} S w2 

+5.1028(VP- 0.9) + 1.1111(e~ + 0.237) + (Qf - 0.920) S W3 

-{ -3.897(V;F - 0.9) + 1.11(e~ + 0.237) + (Q2 + 0.556) + (QC2 - 0.013)}::; W4 

Contingency c: 

2.0856(v;~c - 0.764) - 3.6999(O~,c + 0.409) - (Ptc - 1.602) S W5 

-2.0856(v;~c - 0.764) + 3.6999(Ofc + 0.409) - (P2,c + 1.602)} S W6 

-4.8179(V2~c - 0.764) -1.6016(Ofc + 0.409) - (Qf,c -1.813) S W7 

2.8615(v;~c - 0.764) - 1.6016(O~c + 0.409) + (Q2,c + 0.764) + (QC2 - 0.013)} S Wg 

MVA Load (Contingencies Land c): 

-0.7702(pf -1.111) - 0.6378(Qf - 0.920) + (Sf -1.443) S Wg 

0.8944(P2 + 1.111) + 0.4472(Q2 + 0.556) + (S2 -1.242) S WlO 

-0.6622(pfc -1.602) - 0.7494(Qf c -1.813) + (Sfc - 2.419) S Wu , , , 

0.9025(P2,c + 1.602) + 0.4307(Q2,c + 0.764) + (S2,c -1.775)::; W12 

Constant power factor: P2/Q2 = 2 

Load Distribution: S2 = ST 

Load Growth Constraint: STg 2': 1.242 

Stability Margin Constraint: STc 2': 1. 775 

Bound on Load Voltage: Vp 2':0.9. 

Binary restriction: AC2 = 0 or 1. 
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The solution of the above MILP problem is obtained using a standard commercial solver 

(XA) as: 

Z = 11.305, STg = 1.242, AC2 = 1, QC2 = 0.013,112£ = 0.90 

pf = 1.11, P2 = -1.11, Qf = 0.92, Q2 = -0.56 

Ptc = 1.60,P2,c = -1.60,Qf,c = 1.81,Q2,c = -0.76, V2~c = 0.76, STc = 1.775, SM = 30.0%. 

Basically, the only thing that has changed in this case is to set AC2 to 1. The load growth 

of 10% cannot be obtained without installing a capacitor (1.3 MVAR) and, hence there is little 

choice in this case, which DICOPT identifies quickly. 

Step-3: Solving the NLP fixing binary variables 

The MILP solution, though integer, is not necessarily feasible because the non-linear con

straints were approximated. Thus, we need to solve the NLP again, this time fixing the value of 

AC2 = 1. The resultant solution is exactly the same as the one obtained in Step-2. We do not 

stop, however, because with the revised NLP solution, the form of the linearized constraints is 

different. 

Therefore, it keeps iterating between steps 2 and 3 until the step-3 NLP solution. starts 

worsening at which point usually the optimal solution is reached and DICOPT terminates. In 
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this case, the solution of the problem shows 1.3 MVAr of support is required at Bus-2 at a cost 

of $11.305. 

Summary of Results 

In this case, convergence is achieved in major iteration 3. The results are summarized in 

Table 7.13. 

Major Iteration Major Step Z No. of Iterations 
1 Relaxed MINLP 1.436 14 
1 MILP 11.305 11 
2 NLP 11.305 10 
2 MILP 21.305 23 
3 NLP 21.305 11 

Table 7.1: Dicopt result summary for 2 bus system 

The last column gives the number of iterations (Le., simplex iterations for the MILP prob

lems and reduced steepest descent iterations for the NLP problem) required to solve the sub

problems. These are different from the "major" iterations reported in the first column. 

7.4.3 Sensitivity Information 

The optimisation problem gives a host of information on the sensitivity of the objective func

tion with respect to various parameters in the constraint. These are nothing but the familiar 

Lagrange multipliers in the context of non-linear optimization. There are at least four sensi

tivities which could be elicited for providing useful guidelines to network planners. In order to 

evaluate the sensitivities with respect to pattern of load increase at a bus (f3i), constant power 

factor (Ki), stability margin (k) and load growth factor (g), we express these variables in the 

form shown below and use these expressions in the above model' while evaluating sensitivities. 

Otherwise, these variables appear as constants inside the model as shown earlier. 

k 
Pdi,c = pfi[Bi + f3i'

l 
_ k .BTl; i E load buses (7.25) 

(7.26) 

:~ = f3i j i E load bUSes (7.27) 

Pdi pii . I db - = = Ki' '/, E oa uses 
Qdi V(1- pin ' 

(7.28) 

3Note: DICOPT++ stops as NLP soln 21.305 is greater (i.e., worse) than the previous NLP solution 11.305. 
The optimal solution corresponds to Major Iter-2 NLP i.e., in Step-2. 
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2: 8di,c - 2: 8di 

8M = i i ~ k 
2: 8di,c 

(7.29) 

i 

(7.30) 

• Sensitivity of Load Distribution Pattern or, Beta (g~): This corresponds to the 

Lagrange multiplier associated with the load distribution constraint (constraint 7.27). 

This sensitivity will reflect the additional $ investment in VAR support required for a 

marginal change in the load distribution at bus i, or the net $ impact due to a collective 

change in load distribution pattern e.g., what happens if load at a bus goes down by 0.1%, 

but the load at a different bus goes up by 0.2%, etc. 

CD Sensitivity of Power Factor, or K (gk
i

): This corresponds to the Lagrange multiplier 

of the constant power factor constraint (Le., constraint 7.28). It implies the reduction in 

$ investment in capacitors if Ki (or, equivalent power factor) improves. This may help, 

for example, in weighing the worth of power factor improvement program at the customer 

end, vis-a.-vis installing capacitors in the HV transmission system. 

(II Sensitivity of Stability Margin( ~~): This is the Lagrange multiplier of the voltage 

stability constraint (i.e., constraint 7.29). It has a nice economic interpretation as the 

$ cost assoCiated with marginally increasing the SM. This sensitivity in a way ties the 

voltage stability phenomenon with the VAR planning economics. This may be a useful 

indicator in deciding the economic level of SM. If this sensitivity is very high, it implies 

that the SM criterion is imposing a heavy $ investment on the system, and hence such a 

high margin may not be worth it. 

• Sensitivity of load growth (~;): This is the multiplier of the load growth constraint 

(7.30). This is a gross indicator of the marginal VAR costs due to a small change in the 

aggregate system load MVA. 

These sensitivities may be obtained by fixing the discrete variables (VAR inStallation plan) 

and solving the associated non-linear problem. Even though the sensitivities may prove useful, 

the assumption of "marginal change" may restrict their usage to some extent, particularly 

because the model involves discrete variables. 

7.5 VAR Support Cost Allocation 

While the VAR planning model determines the optimal size and location of VAR support, it 

does not directly provide any means to allocate the costs among the market customers. The 

cost allocation problem may be stated as: 
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Allocating the VAR support cost (Z) among the market customers (bulk loads) in the 

network. Alternatively, it may also be stated from the point of view of the customers as: how 

much should a customer (load) contribute to the overall VAR support costs. 

The problem of cost allocation is a hotly debated one. A number of equity methods such 

as Core, Nucleous, Shapley value are available for allocating the cost. We discuss the Shapley 

value criterion which provides a general analytic framework for cost allocation and has been 

proposed in the power system literature in different contexts before e.g., [16], [54]. This is 

discussed in the Appendix-E with an example. 

4!:../v'CllJ.ClI.J..II.U. 17 Bus Case Study 

A 18 bus network and data for a simplified New Zealand North Island system are presented in 

Appendix D. Node 18 is not used in the planning problem. This is a longitudinal network about 

600 km long. A large block of power is transferred from the south to the north because there is 

inadequate generation at the North Island load centres under certain circumstances. There are 

680 MVAr of capacitors in the system and these are represented in the reduced network. The 

initial base case loading for the 17 bus system is shown in Table 7.2. A number of generators 

are aggregated together at bus 1 which is about 300 km away from the load centre. Generators 

at bus 3 and 5 at the south also represent multiple generators. There is no reactive power 

shortage at these buses, and these generators are capable of maintaining 105% voltage at 220 

kV buses in this region. The operating condition assumed in this study is a severe one and the 

present VAR planning is carried out for such a condition. A 400 MW generator at bus 18 is 

kept out of service. An indicative fixed cost of 10 units per site and variable cost of 1 unit per 

MVAr are used for the purpose of illustration. Finally, the maximum support allowable at each 

220 and 110 k V load bus is assumed to be no more than 200 MVAr. 

Bus MW MVAr MVA 
6 200 50 206.2 
7 450 115 
12 200 50 
13 150 40 
14 250 65 
15 750 190 

2000 510 

Table 7.2: Initial load for NZ system 

A number of conditions are imposed that reflect the general nature of VAR planning, namely: 

It Existing reactive supports are in operation and fully available; 
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o No reactor is allowed to be installed at any bus in the system; 

0iIII No capacitor should be added at generator bus; 

0iIII All load buses except buses 2 and 17 are considered as candidates for VAR installation. 

These two buses do not exist in the real network and are created for reprsentation purpose. 

0iIII Minimum sent out generation of 550 MW at bus 5 and 450 MW at bus 3 which effectively 

amount to 1000 MW transfer from the South to the North; and 

0iIII Minimum/maximum generation at buses 16 and 8 are required to be maintained at 

400/500 MW (2 units) and 50 /120MW, respectively. These are the generators located 

at the load centre. 

7.6.2 Base Case Results 

This is a base case and there are no outages assumed in this case. Voltage limits at the load 

and generator buses under L contingency are 0.90-1.05 pu and 0.95-1.05 p.u. Two studies are 

conducted - one with a stability margin of 5% and the other with 10%. The result shows that: 

0iIII The generators at bus 8 and 16 are already at their VAR limits even in the base case. 

fill The stability margin constraint is binding for both the cases and determines the VAR 

support in these two cases . 

• The VAR support required is found to be 20 MVAr at bus 13 for a stability margin of 5% 

and 146 MVAr at bus 11 for a stability margin of 10%. 

7.6.3 Contingency Constrained Case 

Base case and three contingencies shown in Table 7.3 are considered. The solution procedure 

implicitly involves identifying the worst contingency case, and providing adequate VAR support 

to meet the required SM target in the worst case, while simultaneously ensuring no other 

constraint in the remaining cases is violated. The criterion of a single worst contingency may 

not be appropriate for some systems, and the present procedure may need to be suitably 

modified, e.g. selecting the worst contingency for each area. 

Contingency Description 
Cl Base case 
C2 Line 1-7 out 
C3 Line 4-5 out 
C4 Line 9-10 out 

Table 7.3: Contingencies for NZ system 
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Stability Margin 5% 

All the contingency cases have the same load voltage limits under L contingency (0.90 and 1.05 

p.u.) and target SM (5%). Outage of line 1-7 (C2) is identified to be the worst contingency in 

this case. The generators at bus 8 and 16 are at their VAR limits (65 MVAr and 240 MVAr) 

for all the contingencies. The associated VAR package cost given by contingency constrained 

model is $268 and the VAR requirements are as follows: 

Bus 13: 62 MVAr; Bus 15: 186 MVAr; Total 248 MVAr. 

The contingency constrained model was validated by running the four contingency cases 

independently. The results for the base case and the three contingency runs are shown in Table 

7.4. The columns of the table show the contingences, MVAr requirement at different buses, 

Total MVAr and Total cost. 

Contingency 11 Bus 13 Bus 14 Bus 15 Total MVAR Total Cost 
01 20 20 30 
02 62 186 248 268 
03 87 87 ffi7 04 94 123 217 

Table 7.4: Results for four independent runs: SM=5% 

Table 7.4 shows that there are varying V AR requirement that would be required to cover each 

contingency independently. If the VAR requirement corresponding to the worst contingency is 

selected, it covers all -others in this case, although this need not necessarily be always so. 

Stability Margin = 10% 

All the contingency cases have the same load voltage limits (0.90 and 1.10 p.u.) and target 8M 

(10%). The contingency C2 is once again the worst contingency. The VAR support cost is $426 

and the V AR plan is: 

Bus13: 65 MVAr; Bus 14: 131 MVAr; Bus15: 200 MVAr; Total support 396 

MVAr. 

Table reconfirms as before that the worst contingency is correctly determined by the 

contingency constrained model. The contingency constrained model also identifies the worst 

contingency as C2 and yields the same VAR plan. 

7.7 Case Study 

The contingency-constrained VAR planning model and, the cost allocation methodology, are 

applied to the bus system. The network and it~ data are presented in Appendix D. 

The network configuration and generator (BUS-1, 2,6, 8) data are the same as in [72], and the 
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Contingency Bus 11 Bus 13 Bus 14 Bus 15 Total mvar Total Cost 
1 146 146 156 
2 65 131 200 396 426 
3 86 131 217 237 
4 95 134 131 360 390 

Table 7.5: Results for four independent runs: SM=10% 

system initial loading condition is shown in Table 7.6. No capacitor is used during the initial 

operating condition. A target stability margin of 15% and a load growth of 0% are assumed. 

All load buses are considered as candidates for VAR installation. The load voltage limits under 

L contingency are 0.95-1.05 p.u. The fixed cost and $/MVAR are assumed to be 10 and 1, 

respectively. Finally, the upper limit on the capacitor/reactor is assumed to be 75 MVAr for 

all load buses. 

Bus MW MVAR MVA Pf 
3 94.2 19 96.09 0.98 
4 

1 57.8 23.9 62.54 0.924 
5 47.6 1.6 47.62 0.999 
9 29.5~6 33.84 0.871 
10 29.5 . 30.06 0.981 
11 13.5 5.8 14.69 0.918 
12 36.1 1.6 36.13 0.999 
13 23.5 5.8 24.2 0.97 
14 14.9 5 15.71 0.948 
Total 346.6 85.1 360.88 0.971 

Table 7.6: Initial loading for AEP 14 bus system 

As a planning solution the analysis will determine the following by solving the voltage 

stability and contingency constrained model: 

• Screen the worst (critical) contingency, or set of worst contingencies, as the case may be, 

based on reactive support requirement in each outage. The worst contingency is the one 

which needs maximum reactive support; and 

• Solve the model to select the site for compensation and evaluate the amount of reactive 

support required (capacity) to satisfy the predefined objective at the minimum cost. 

7.7.1 Base Case 

We do not assume any contingency for this case. The load bus voltages, VAR location, quantity, 

and costs are presented in Tables 7.7 and 7.8 for the 0% load growth. 

Table 7.7 shows the voltage profile under L contingency (VL) and under Land c contin

gencies ((~L) for 0% load growth conditions. The voltage profile constraint is binding and 
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Bus VL ~L 

3 0.952 0.825 
4 0.96 0.822 
5 0.974 0.846 
6 1.006 0.792 
7 0.973 0.795 
8 1.015 0.845 I 
9 0.958 0.761 
10 0.95 0.74 
11 0.965 0.747 
12 0.972 0.735 
13 0.999 0.778 
14 0.956 0.737 

Table 7.7: Results for 0 load growth: Voltages 

MVAR selected 33.6 
V AR Location BUS 13 I 
VAR cost ($) 43.6 
SM (%) 24.20 

Table 7.8: Results for 0 load growth:VAR plan 

effectively determines the VAR support. The 8M for the case is above the minimum require

ment of 15%. The stability margin constraint is, therefore, not binding in this case, and the 

VAR plan is dominated by the voltage criterion. The operating condition under the SMC state, 

in this case, does not represent PoC state. In this case reactive support of 33.6 MVAr is re

quired at bus 13 to satisfy the voltage constraints under L contingency (at the normal operating 

point). The total cost is $43.6 (Table 7.8). 

The global optimality of the solutions is tested by (a) trying different starting solutions 

having fixed the optimal VAR sites, and (b) checking all possible combinations of the capacitor 

locations. Test (a) ensures global optimality of the capacitor size, while test (b) ensures that 

of capacitor locations. These tests provide a reasonable degree of confidence that the solutions 

are globally optimal for both scenarios. 

Sensitivity Results 

The sensitivities of load distribution (g:.), and power factor <tli
i
), for 5% load growth scenario 

are reported in Table 7.9. 

The load distribution sensitivities indicate that a small change (say, 0.1% at bus 3) in the 

. of a load at a bus would imply increasing total system costs by (0.1 *sensitivity value) i.e., 

(0.1 *3.05 0.30 unit. Also, the concept may be extended to a collective change in loading 

pattern. For example, a 0.1% increase in share of BUS-3 load coupled with a 0.1% decrease 

in BUS-14 load would mean a net decrease in VAR support costs of (+0.1*3.05 - 0.1*4.50 
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BUS f3i n-($/0.1%) Ki £($/ unit) 
3 0.2662 3.05 4.95 -3.93 
4 0.1732 2.29 2.42 -4.45 
5 0.1319 1.27 29.75 -0.03 
9 0.0937 3.77 1.77 -4.02 
10 0.0832 3.31 5.08 -0.9 
11 0.0407 3.95 2.32 -1.43 
12 0.1001 4.07 22.56 -0.08 
13 0.067 4.03 4.05 -1.21 
14 0.0435 4.5 2.98 -1.33 

Table 7.9: Sensitivity of load distribution and power factor 

0.15 unit. These sensitivities may be useful in knowing the $ impact of bus-load increases or a 

change in load distribution pattern, etc. 

The sensitivity of the parameter Ki[= pJd(l - pJnl/2] indicates the cost relief (in VAR 

installation) brought about by improving the power factor (PJi). It should be noted that K is 

a monotonically increasing function of power factor. BUS 4 in the present case has the third 

lowest power factor and the highest $ savings (=4.45 unit) associated with a unit increase in Ki 

i.e., if Ki increases from 2.42 to 3.42 (or, equivalently power factor improves from 0.92 to 0.96). 

This sensitivity may be useful in weighing the worth of power factor improvement program at 

the customer end, vis-a.-vis VAR installation in the transmission network. 

The sensitivity of the load growth constraint may also be of interest. It reveals the $ impact 

of increasing the load growth rate (g) by 1%. Table 7.10 gives the load growth sensitivity for 

three different levels of 9 keeping the desired stability margin, k fixed at 15%. 

Load growth Sensitivity Reactive support 
target(%) of g($/l%) and location 
0 0.65 33.6 MVAR at Bus-13 
5 1.54 54.8 MVAR at Bus-11 
20 1.3 Total 109 MVAR at 

Buses 3, 4, 9, 12, 13 

Table 7.10: Sensitivity of load growth 

The sensitivity in this case goes up non-uniformly e.g., goes up at a relatively high rate 

between load growth targets of 0%-5%, but then falls to 1.30 over the 5%-20% range. This 

sensitivity, therefore, does not exhibit a monotonically rising trend. The sensitivity jumps 

abruptly as new VAR locations are selected. It falls with growth rate if incremental growth 

rate is achieved by adding capacitors to an already selected location. This behavior is explained 

by the inherent "lumpiness" of the cost structure. 

Finally, the sensitivity of the stability margin constraint is analyzed. The load growth 

rate is fixed at 0% i.e., all loads remain at the initial level. The k is varied from 15% to 

32% beyond which the problem becomes infeasible. The stability margin constraint becomes 
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binding beyond 24.2%, and the sensitivity becomes positive indicating that increasing the k 

by 1% means investing more $ in capacitors. The sensitivity values for the range 26%-32% 

are shown in Table 7.11. The sensitivity value increases rapidly as the problem approaches 

infeasibility. This information may be useful to the network planner to decide an economic 

level of k which provides a good trade-off between voltage stability and cost. 

SM Sensitivity 
(%) ($/1%) 
26 6.452 
27 6.958 
28 7.501 
29 8.435 
30 18.19 
31 35.3 
32 69.7 

Table 7.11: Sensitivity of stability margin 

While these four sensitivities provide a host of information potentially useful for network 

planning, we note that these are valid for marginal changs in the relevant parameters. The 

sensitivities change significantly if the deviation in the parameter is relatively large. 

7.7.3 Contingency Constrained Case 

Six contingencies considered are shown in Table 7.12. 

Contingency Description 
1 Base case 
2 One circuit of Line 1-2 out 
3 Line 1-5 out 
4 Line 2-4 out 
5 Line 6-13 out 
6 Line 9-14 out 

Table 7.12: Contingencies 

All the contingency cases have the same load voltage limits under normal state (0.95 and 

1.05 p.u.), load growth 0%, and target SM (15%). VAR addition parameters are also the same 

as in the base case. 

The solution procedure implicitly involves identifying the worst contingency case, providing 

adequate VAR support to meet the 15% SM target in the worst case while simultaneously 

ensuring no other constraints in the remaining five cases are violated. Since the power flow 

constraints (as well as load distribution, constant power factor, etc) for the worst contingency 

alone will normally be binding, it is easy to identify the worst contingency looking at the 

Lagrange multipliers for these constraints. Outage of line 1-5 (C3) is identified to be the worst 
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contingency in this case. The associated VAR package cost is $114.1 and the VAR package is 

as follows: 

BUS 3 = 19.1 MVAR; BUS 10 = 75.0 MVAr 

We validated the contingency constrained model by running the six contingency cases inde

pendently. The results for the 6 contingency runs are shown in Table 7.13. 

Cont Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 14 Bus 10 Bus 13 Total MVAR Total Cost ($) 
1 33.6 33.6 43.6 -

2 8.5 40.9 18 49.4 69.4 
3 19.1 75 94.1 114.1 
4 36.6 41.2 77.8 97.8 
5 43.9 43.9 53.9 
6 37.8 37.8 47.8 

Table 7.13: Results for six independent contingency runs 

Table 7.13 shows that there are widely varying VAR packages that would cover each con

tingency independently. If the package corresponding to the worst contingency is selected, it 

covers all others in this case. This outcome may be expected in most cases. However, it is 

possible that the worst case VAR plan does not cover all other cases, e.g., over voltage occurs 

in the base case, etc. The contingency-constrained model has the superior ability that it can 

intelligently "mix" these plans to come up with one that does cover all contingencies (of course, 

if there is a feasible solution to the contingency-constrained model). 

7.8 Comparison with Modal Analysis 

In this section, Eigenvalue (Modal) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) methods are 

reviewed and compared with the optimization method. 

7.8.1 Sub Matrices for Voltage Stability Analysis 

Linearized load flow equations can be written as [25]: 

(7.31) 

where, 

[J] = [~ f 1 = [Fe Fv 1 
&e &v Ge Gv 

@ Fe, Fv, Ge, Gv are sub-matrices of J. The Fe is composed of ~ terms, Fv is composed 

of lfr terms, Ge is composed of ~ terms .and Gv is composed of If, terms. There 

is a relatively strong coupling between reactive power and voltage magnitude in power 
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systems. Therefore, for voltage stability analysis, the most interesting matrix of the above 

four sub-matrices is Gv . Under constant active power injection (Le., 6. P = 0), another 

sub matrix Gs associated with Jacobian matrix J is defined, using Schur's complement, 

as: 

(7.32) 

A relationship between incremental voltage magnitude and reactive power can now be ob

tained as: 6. Q = Gs* 6. V, where Gs is known as reduced Jacobian matrix. 

7.8.2 Eigenvalue (Modal) Analysis 

In this analysis the reduced Jacobian matrix [Gs ] is decomposed as [58], 

[Gs ] = [~].[A].[r] 

q? Right eigenvector matrix of G s 

A Diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of Gs on its diagonal 

r Left eigenvector matrix df G s. 

The voltage sensitivity at bus j is, summing over all modes i, 

where, 

<Pj,i. 

li,j 
p .. 

J,~ 

The j-th element of the i-th column right eigenvector (<Pd. 

The j-th element of the i-th row left eigenvector Cli)' 

= <Pj,i.li,j is the bus participation factor. 

(7.33) 

(7.34) 

Each eigenvalue Ai and the corresponding right and left eigenvectors define the ith mode of 

Q-V response. 

A number of observations can be made from the modal analysis: 

1. For maintaining voltage stability, all the eigenvalues should be positive. This corresponds 

to the upper branch of the nose curve (stable equilibrium points, SEPs). If anyone of 

the eigenvalues is negative, then the system is voltage unstable. This corresponds to the 

lower branch of the nose curve (unstable equilibrium points, UEPs). If anyone eigenvalue 

is zero, the voltage sensitivity is infinite and corresponds to the point of collapse (PoC); 

2. As the system is stressed, the magnitude of the eigenvalues become smaller and smaller, 

and at least one of them becomes zero at the PoCo When Ai = 0, the ith modal voltage 

collapses; 
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3. The magnitude of the eigenvalue provides a relative measure of the distance to the PoCo 

They can not provide an absolute measure because of the non linearity of the problem; 

4. The participation of each load in the critical mode (i.e., the mode responsible for system 

wide voltage collapse) determines the importance of the load in the collapse. At critical 

mode, the large elements in the eigenvector determine the critical modal voltage and 

power. Any smaller load change in the buses which correspond to these large elements 

results in the large modal reactive power change, which in turn causes a very large change 

of the modal voltage. These buses are, therefore, more vulnerable to voltage collapse and 

regarded as the best sites for shunt compensation [116]; 

5. Bus participation factors Pji determine the contribution of .Ai to the Q-V sensitivity at 

bus j. These also determine the areas associated with each mode. The size of the bus 

participation factor in a given mode indicates the effectiveness of remedial action applied 

at that bus in stabilizing the mode. The elements in the right eigenvector can also be 

used as an indication of the participation of each bus to a mode [58]. 

Modal analysis of AEP 14 Bus System: 

The analysis is conducted at the following three operating points: 

- Point A: Base case with a total load of 361 MVA; 

- Point B: The system is stressed by increasing the load at all the buses, maintaining 

constant power factor , until load flow non-convergence is encountered at a total load 

of 437 MVA. This is the nose point for the base case; 

- Point C: The circuit 1-5 is opened, which is the worst contingency. The load flow 

solution [79] was possible to obtain up to 358 MVA. This is the nose point for this 

contingency (contingency 3 in Table 7.12). 

For each case, the 3 least stable modes, and the 5 buses with highest bus participation 

factors (Bus PF) (Le., 5 weakest buses), are shown in Table 7.14. 

All the buses except bus 1 are of PQ type, because all the reactive sources except at bus 1 

are at limit points even in the base case. All buses, except bus 1, participate in the collapse. It 

can be seen that the least stable mode has an eigenvalue of +0.3997 for point A, +0.0382 for 

point Band +0.0167 for point C. 

Considering only the least stable mode, the order of the participating buses for point A is 

slightly different than that for points Band C, but the candidate buses are the same. 

Incidentally, at the least stable mode, the order of the 5 buses (left-most bus being the 

weakest) from the elements in the right eigenvector (REV) are as follows: 

- Point A: 12, 14, 13, 11, 10; 
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Bus Bus PF Bus BusPF Bus BusPF 
Point A Mode =0.3997 Mode 2 =2.4553 Mode 3 =4.7293 
14 0.1321 8 0.3347 8 0.3069 
12 0.131 12 0.2354 14 0.1709 
13 0.1232 13 0.1253 12 0.1697 
11 0.1172 7 0.1247 11 0.1407 
10 0.111 6 0.0672 10 0.084 
Point B Mode 1=0.0382 Mode 2 =1.8313 Mode 3 =3.5901 
12 0.1427 12 0.2738 14 0.3203 
14 0.1299 8 0.2626 8 
13 0.1291 13 0.1284 12 0.135 
11 0.114 ·7 0.1229 10 0.0829 
10 0.1081 9 0.0739 11 0.0429 

Point ° Mode 1=0.0167 Mode 2 =1.8082 Mode 3 =3.4329 
12 0.1265 12 0.2787 14 0.3383 
14 0.1209 8 0.2546 3 0.1215 
13 0.1178 13 0.1381 8 0.1091 
11 0.1085 7 0.1187 12 0.0943 
10 0.1055 6 0.0648 10 0.0903 

Table 7.14: Results of Modal analysis 

- Point B: 12, 13, 14, 11, 10; and, 

- Point 0: 12, 13, 14, 11, 10. 

It is observed from the modal analysis that: 

- The same area becomes voltage unstable for both the base case with the system wide 

load increase, and for the worst contingency; and 

- The five most weak buses, associated with the least stable mode for operating points 

A, B, and 0, are 12, 13, 14, 11, and 10 using both bus participation factor method 

and the elements in the right eigenvectors. However, the order is slightly different 

using the PF and the REV methods. 

7.8.3 Singular Value 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) analysis is. also performed on at the three operating 

points (A, B, 'C) to compare our findings from the modal analysis. Our SVD procedure is based 

on [61], and [62]. 

The minimum singular value is 0.3996 at point A, 0.0381 at point B and 0.0167 at point C. 

We examine the right singular vector corresponding to the minimum singular value (Rn is 

the last column of right singular matrix) for selecting voltage sensitive Let, 

Rn = [1'1, T2, Tn]T 
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where, 1'1) 1'2 are the elements of Rn which corresponds to bus voltage magnitude change. 

The weakest bus would imply the largest value of 1'i, i.e., largest change in voltage magnitude. 

Thus, the system buses may be arranged in order of weakness based on the value of 1'i. The 

order of the 5 most weak buses at points A, B, and Cis: 

- Point A: 12, 14, 13, 1l, 10; 

- Point B: 12, 13, 14, 1l, 10; and 

- Point C: 12, 13, 14, 1l, 10. 

Note that the same 5 most weak buses, with the same order, were also obtained from the 

right eigenvector. This matches the expected outcome for a diagonal dominated real reduced 

Jacobian matrix. 

7.8.4 Hybrid Optimisation-Modal Approach 

In this section we consider a hybrid of optimisation and modal approaches and compare the 

results with those obtained from the pure optimisation model. Both the Modal and SVD 

analysis indicate the order of weak buses that may be utilized to evaluate a VAR plan. There 

could be various trial and error methods to obtain the location and size of capacitor banks 

that satisfy the voltage profile as well as the SM criteria. We propose the following hybrid 

optimization-modal procedure, wherein we employ the optimization model, but follow the order 

obtained using the Modal/SVD analysis. The procedure involves performing optimization runs 

with a pre-determined set of candidate buses. This set (or, list) is populated iteratively starting 

with only one element as described in the following steps: 

- Step-I: Form a list of candidate buses where capacitors may be installed. The initial 

candidate list contains only the weakest bus; 

- Step-2: Run the optimization Model "to optimize the size; 

IF, voltage and SM criteria and all other constraints are satisfied, then STOP. 

* Report Optimal VAR Plan. 

- ELSE, go to step-1 and add the next weakest bus in the order. 

The optimization model is, therefore, used to find the optimal location and size of capacitors 

given a set of candidate buses. The set of candidate buses is determined using either Modal, 

or SVD analysis. The above procedure may also be viewed as a hybrid of the optimization 

and Modal/SVD approaches wherein the scope of optimization is narrowed down using the 

knowledge of weak buses. We compare the outcome of the pure optimization approach, and the 

hybrid approach. 

Table 7.15 presents some of the results for the worst contingency case (point C) wherein 

we started with the weakest bus 12 and gradually added other buses lower in the order till 
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we achieved a first feasible solution. This first feasible solution is the optimal solution for the 

hybrid model. Thus, the first iteration considers only Bus 12. Similarly, in iteration-5, the top 

5 locations are permitted, etc. 

Iteration Possible Locations Result of Optimization 
1 Bus 12 Infeasible; SM constraint violated. 
5 Buses 10-14 Infeasible; MW mismatch at Bus-3=8.0 
10 Buses 5-14 Feasible; Optimal Capacitor Sizes: 

BUS-5 = 53.57 MVAR, 
BUS-I0 = 47.33 MVAR, 
Total Cost (Z) 120.91 

Table 7.15: VAR plan using ModaljSVD analysis 

Table 7.15 presents the results for the first iteration (Le., only the weakest location permit

ted), one intermediate iteration (5 weak locations permitted), and the final iteration where a 

first feasible solution is obtained. The 1st iteration does not provide a feasible solution because 

among other things, the SM constraint (15%) cannot be satisfied. Even if the number of can

didate buses is increased to include 4 more weak buses (i.e., BUS 10-14), no feasible solution 

resulted. This is because, in the absence of appropriate compensation in the area consisting 

of buses 3, 4, and 5, the power transfer capability is inadequate to meet the MW demand in 

BUS 3. Thus, a feasible solution is obtained only when the list of candidate buses is extended 

to include BUS 5 in Iteration-lO. The optimization method is then used to select the best 

locations (Bus 5, 10) and sizes as shown in Table 7.15. 

We can now compare this result with that of the (pure) optimization approach. The total 

cost using the hybrid approach is approximately [(120.9 - 114.1)/114.1=] 6% higher compared 

to the (global) optimal case. The total MVAR requirement of 100.9 MVAR is 7.2% higher. 

It is possible that the order achieved using Modal/SVD analysis will coincide with the global 

optimal results in some cases. Given the significant difference in the underlying philosophy of 

the two approaches, it is difficult to generalize the outcome one way, or the other. Nonetheless, 

the hybrid approach, although it may yield sub-optimal solution, could be useful in large

scale applications to reduce the number of candidate buses. Using Modal analysis, critical 

contingencies can also be selected by using branch participation factors. The latter feature may 

be useful in cutting down the number of critical contingencies in the optimization modeL 

The Modal analysis, therefore, may be useful to reduce both the number of integer variables 

and contingencies in the optimization. Finally, Table 7.16 our observations on the 

two approaches: 

Summary 

This chapter presents a VAR planning optimization model that performs V AR support decision

making taking into account the voltage stability margin, contingencies, load growth and other 
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Feature Modal Approach Optimisation Approach 
Identification of Determined by bus participation Sensitivity of load distribution 

buses factor and elements in right factor provides an economic 
eigenvector. indication of weakness of bus. 

Identification of Can be selected by using Selected endogenously based 
worst contingecy branch participation factors. on stability margin. 
Determining Even if all the buses are the Provides a direct way of 
location of candidates,knowledge of circuit obtaining the optimal location 
VAR support topology and further analysis and amount that satisfy 

is required to identify the both voltage and stability 
best location of VAR support. margin criteria as well as all 

other system constraints. 
Determining Needs trial and error to quantify Same as above. 
amount of the amount of support required 
VAR support the intended voltage profile and 

,to satisfy stability margin. 
Additional Generator participation factors Sensisitivity of load, 
information convey useful message. distribution, power factor, 

load growth, and 
stability margin 
could be useful aid 
to the system planner. 

Application It has become industry standard, Although promising, it is 
and supported by many large still in its 
scale real-life system applications. formative stage. 

Table 7.16: Modal versus Optimisation approach 

generator and network constraint, including reactive capability constraints. 

1. Used a recently developed MINLP solver, based on an Outer Approximation approach, 

DICOPT to solve the VAR planning problem; 

2. Provided the interpretation of the sensitivity information that the planning model yields, 

and suggested how such information can contribute to a system planner; 

3. Finally, compared and contrasted the planning methodology with existing techniques, as 

well as, proposed means to combine their strengths for large scale systems. 

The theoretical framework is presented and the methodological aspects and concepts around 

the AEP 14-bus system are extensively illustrated. Although the results are specific to this test 

system, the purpose has really been to elicit a number of general conclusions that are believed 

to apply to any system, as reflected in a practical case study performed for the New Zealand 

system presented in this chapter. We reiterate these F."LL" ........... conclusions below: 

DICOPT, a non-linear mixed integer programming algorithm, has been successful in 

locating the optimal solutions for the present non-convex VAR planning optimisation 

problem. 
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- The optimization model also provides a host of sensitivity information that may 

potentially be used in network planning. These include ($) impact of (marginal) 

change in load distribution, power factor, stability margin, and load growth. In our 

opinion, the sensitivity of the stability margin is particularly interesting because it 

ties the V AR planning economics with voltage stability. The sensitivity results for 

the case study shows that these could potentially be of use in network planning. The 

sensitivity of the stability margin is of particular interest. Thus, the optimization 

model provides a useful "by-product". 

- Comparison is performed of the present method with the well-known Modal and 

Singular Value Decomposition approaches. While the latter methods provide an 

effective means to locate the weak buses, they do not necessarily provide sufficient 

information to decide the optimal location and sizes of VAR support. It is, however, 

possible to adopt a hybrid approach wherein the number of candidate buses for 

capacitor location, and the number of contingencies, may be reduced using Modal 

analysis results. The hybrid approach may potentially be useful for large systems as 

the number of integer variables and contingencies is reduced. 

One major source of complexity of the voltage stability constrained MINLP model discussed 

in this chapter is the requirement of having two sets of variables and constraints, corresponding 

to the L contingencies ( "Normal state") and both Land c contingencies (" SMC state"). This 

effectively doubles the number of variables and constraints in the voltage stability constrained 

model as compared to- a VAR planning model dealing solely with "normal operation" and limits 

on bus voltages alone. The doubling of non-linear power flow cOllstraints, in particular, has 

a major impact on computation for large-scale systems. It may not merely be an increase in 

computational time, but may have other serious implications such as non-convergence (i.e., 

inability to locate a solution), or increased likelihood of obtaining sUb:-optinial solutions. In the 

next chapter! the optimization model presented ill this chapter is simplified using a statistical 

approximation approach in order to get rid of the variables and constraints corresponding to 

the SMC state. 
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Voltage Stability Constrained VAR 

Planning: Model Simplifications 

using Statistical Approximation 

8.1 Introduction 

The objective of the present analysis is to examine if the voltage stability constrained model 

could be simplified to get rid of the variables and constraints corresponding to the SMC state, 

albeit at the expense of some loss of accuracy. The optimization model presented in chapter 7 

is simplified using a statistical approximation method as we will discuss in this chapterl. 

Let us, first of all, take a closer look at the SMC state power flow constraints. As discussed in 

Chapter 7, the "SMC state" is the same as the "PoC state" when the stability margin constraint 

is binding. The power flow constraints corresponding to the SMC state are needed essentially to 

calculate the reactive support requirement corresponding to the PoC endogenously, i.e., within 

the model. The variables and constraints for the PoC state could be eliminated if the locus 

of the expanded PoC for different VAR support configuration could be statistically estimated, 

albeit with some loss of accuracy. We demonstrate how this approximation can be performed. 

This is a substantial simplification of the MINLP model, and the improvement of computational 

performance would be sizable. Thus, we see the model simplification as a three-step procedure 

as shown in Figure 8-1. 

While model simplification is desirable, it comes at the expense of sub-optimal results. It is, 

therefore, necessary to check the discrepancy of the results of the simplified model with respect 

to the "true" optimal VAR plan. The "truly optimal" VAR plan may be derived using the 

procedure in chapter 7 which will be referred to as the "full MINLP" model. The error, or 

discrepancy, is best understood in terms of numerical illustrations. First, the original "full" 

1 This chapter is based on Chattopadhyay and Chakrabarti [17]. 
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Generate Database: Estimate PoC for various V AR configuration! 

" 
Statistical Approximation: Use database to develop regression 
model. 

,,. 
Simplified Model: Use the regression equation to 
eliminate variables/constraints from the V AR 
planning model 

Figure 8-1: Model simplification 

MINLP model and the simplified model incorporating statistical approximation are presented 

in the subsequent section. Next, a case study is presented using the AEP 14-bus system and 

compared the results of the accurate (but, complex) model with the simplified model to get 

some idea of the degree of discrepancy. The 14-bus system configuration and data are presented 

in Appendix D. 

8.2 Model Simplifications 

8.2.1 The Full MINLP Model 

The voltage stability constrained VAR planning model developed in the last chapter can be 

summarized as follows: 

Find 

ReaCtive power support and location; 

To minimise 

- Reactive support cost; 

Subject to the following constraints: 

Meet the pre-defined generation schedule; 

Maintain constant load power factor; 

Respect the power balance constraints under the normal state; 

Cover the worst line outage contingency; 
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Voltage 
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----I...... load MVA 

Figure 8-2: Locus of the PoCs with reactive compensation 

- Respect the voltage stability margin constraint, 

Respect the power balance constraints under the SMC state; 

Meet voltage requirements; and 

- Respect generator active and reactive power limits. 

This is a MINLP problem and it was solved using a MINLP solver, DICOPT. 

In the full MINLP model, the stability margin is defined as : 

I: 8dj,c - I: Sdj 

8M j I:S. j 2:: k; j E {load bus} 
dj,c 

j 

where, 

I: Sdj,c Sum of MVA load over buses j under the SMC state. 
j 

I: Sd} Sum of MVA load over buses j under the normal state. 
j 

k Pre-defined stability margin. 
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(8.1) 

If the stability margin is below the target margin, the maximum load ability needs to be 

expanded by suitable reactive compensation till the target margin is achieved. If this constraint 

is binding, it implies that the VAR plan is dominated by the voltage stability criterion rather 

than the voltage profile criterion. 

Statistical Approximation 

The stability margin constraint may be graphically represented with the aid of the so-called 

nose curve for a hypothetical system as shown in Figure 8-2. 
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Figure 8-2 shows the nose curve A without any reactive support. The "normal state" is 

indicated on the diagram. Suppose, the normal state MVA is "too close" to the PoC for curve 

A so that a pre-specified stability margin (8M) of 20% cannot be achieved. The nose curve can 

be expanded via reactive compensation at selected load buses e.g., nose curves B, C represent 

the Voltage-MVA relationship with different levels of reactive compensation. The full MINLP 

model attempts to locate the least-cost reactive compensation plan such that, 

a. All bus voltages in the normal state (point P on curve B) are above a minimum (say, 

0.95 p.u.), and 

b. The distance of the normal state from the "new" PoC is at least 20%. 

The VAR plan associated with curve B is a feasible solution in the present example. There 

could be several other VAR support packages, such as C, that maintain a minimum stability 

margin of 20%. The full MINLP model locates the one which has minimum total VAR support 

costs. 

It should be noted that the only information from the "PoC state" that is utilized the 

model is the reactive support requirement corresponding to the PoCo However, we need to 

incorporate non-linear power flow equations for every bus in order to estimate it. This amounts 

to nearly doubling the number of variables and constraints. It significantly increases the chances 

of non-convergence and the computational time. The challenge is, thus, to estimate the new 

PoC without crowding the model with too many variables/constraints. 

The proposed approach is to statistically estimate the locus of the PoC (or nose point) over 

various VAR support configurations. This locus will embody the non-linear power flow equations 

for the PoC state, and therefore can replace the numerous variables/constraints. In general, 

the locus will show the fact that the PoC MVA increases with VAR compensation at different 

buses. While there may be an exact relationship for simple systems (e.g., 2 node), it is not true 

for more complex systems in the presence of numerous interactions and constraints. locus 

needs to be characterized by a functional form, and given the computational advantage, linear 

and quadratic functions are considered. The locus of the PoC may accordingly be as 

a function of the bus reactive compensation level as, 

PoC = a + hi X QCi (Linear) (8.2) 

PoC a + hi x QCi + Ci x QC'f (Quadratic) (8.3) 

where, 
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PoC Maximum MVA loadability for the system with reactive compensation. 

Parameters of the locus/path which may be estimated using 

multivariate ordinary least square (OLS) regression method. 

QCi Reactive compensation from new sources at bus i, 

which is the decision variable in the optimization model. 
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The PoC with reactive compensation is, thus, regressed over the amount of compensation 

at various buses. The terms a, bi and q have the usual implications. In the present context, a 

will represent the estimate of the PoC when there is no J;'eactive compensation at. any bus. The 

term hi indicates how th~ PoC expands in proportion to the reactive compensation at bus i. 

Finally, q indicates how the PoC varies with the square of the compensation. Typically, bi wiU 
be positive (Le., PoC increases with compensation) and q will be negative (Le., the "rate of 

increase" is falling). We can estimate the parameters a, bi and q of the regression model using 

a two-step procedure as follows: 

-: Estimate the system maximum load ability (foC) for different c~pacitor 

configurations: This may be achieved in several alternative ways including the 

optimization method. In the present study, the non-linear programming formulation 

is adopted wWch was originally proposed by Obadina and Berg [71]. A commercial 

solver, CONOPT that uses a standard reduced gradient method is used and essen

tially the same modelling framework is utilised that was developed for the earlier 

study presented in the last chapter. Different levels of compensat'ion are assumed at 

. various load buses which are candidates fot VAR support i.nstallatiQn~ Next, c81culate 

the PoC by maximising the f;ystem MVA given the reactive compensation subject tQ 

power How and generation/transmission capacity ~onstraints. Thus, a da;tabase of 

PoG vs reactive compensation at various candidate VAR sites is generated; 

- Statistical approximation: Noy/fit a linear (or, qua4ratic) regression equation 

whereiI'). the PoC is the dependent vari.;!He,and the reactive compensation (Qq) at 

. 'various buses (and, also QCl for the qu~~tic model) are the independent variables. 

. Whlle the quadratic fit is eXpected to be more· accurate, it also entails additional computa~ 

tional complexity of the simplified MlNLp· model over the linear ·case, a linear, 

qua.dJ;atic, or some othe~ functional form is a: ma:tter of achieving a betwe~n 

acCuracy and computational complexity. hi the p;resent analysis,. the perfo:!;'mance of the linear 

and quadratic cases is compar~. 

The statistical approximation procedure is illilstrated using the 14-blis system. The' 

·~~te111 toialload in the ~ormal stat~ i~ 3.60'p.u.MVA. The P~C withollt reactive com-

pensatioIi (from new sources) is estimated USing the optimization model (71], [18] as 4.37155 

p.u.MVA. Next, consider as the oniy candidate site for reactive compensation and m-
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Figure 8-3: Locus of PoC with reactive compensation (AEP 14 Bus) 

crease the compensation from 0.10 p.u.MVAR to 0.75 p.u.MVAR with a step ofO.lO p.u.MVAR 

(except the last step). As a result) the PoC increases to 4.6429 p.u.MVA at 0.75 p.u.MVAR 

compensation level. The PoC vs reactive compensation is plotted in Figure 8-3. 

As Figure 8-3 shows, the PoC increases almost linearly with the reactive compensation at 

Bus-3 in this range of compensation. Use the eight data points now to estimate the linear and 

quadratic regression equations (Table 8.1). The numbers in parenthesis indicate the standard 

error of estimateS. 

Linear Quadratic 
a 4.37626 (0.0034) 4.37180 (0.0002) 

, b (Bus-3) 0.36175 (0.0051) 0.40320 (0.0012) 
c(Bus-3) NA -0.05602 (0.0016) 
R2 0.9988 . 0.9999 

Table 8.1: Statistical approximation for VAR compensation at 

Both the linear and quadratic fitsin the present case are excellent as indicated by the R2 

close to 1. The quadratic fit is marginally superior with a higher value 

of R2 also somewhat lower standard error of the estimates. b 0.36175 

for the case indicates that for IMVAR increase in V AR compensation at the PoC 

expands by 0.36175 MVA.' The quadratic coefficient c = -0.05602 is expressing the faCt that 

the rate of increase is, however, decreasing which may be regarded as 'lgaturation". In this 
, . 

particular' case, the PoC estimated for different levels of reactive compensation is always very 

close to the true value (estimated using the optimization model), and the discrepancy is of the 

order of 0%-0.1%. 

However, if the number of candidate buses is increased, the procedure will involve evaluat

ing a :much higher number of VAR support configurations to capture the interaction of VAR 
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compensation at different locations. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account (a) incre

menting the VAR compensation at each individual site, and also (b) various combinations of 

VAR compensation across the sites. This implies potentially a high number of VAR support 

configurations to be enumerated in order to get a good estimate of the regression model para

meters. Also, there being a high interaction of VAR compensation among interconnected buses, 

the "saturation" effect is likely to be strong. For example, it may be expected that the total 

increase in PoC due to 100 MVAR compensation at both Bus A and Bus B, is less than the 

sum of increase in PoC if we were to consider 100 MVAR compensation at A ancl B separately. 

Hence, we expect that for realistic cases, 

1. The quadratic, or even higher order regression model may be more appropriate; 

and even so, 

2. The discrepancy, or error, in general, may be higher. 

With regard to (2), the error may be "controlled" at least to a significant extent by in

corporating large number of VAR configurations across the buses. The error may further be 

diminished by lowering the step size for VAR compensation (e.g., 0.05 pu MVAR rather than 

0.1 pu MVAR, etc). These points are illustrated with the aid of another example of the AEP 

14-bus system. Now consider two candidate buses, Buses 3 and 11. Table 8.2 presents the PoC 

values with VAR compensation at: 

- Bus-3 alone 

- Bus-11 alone, and 

- Bus-3 and Bus-11 together. 

Bus 3 PoC Bus 11 PoC Bus 3 Bus 11 PoC 
puMVAr MVA puMVAr MVA puMVAr puMVAr MVA 
0 437.155 0 437.155 0 0 437.155 
0.1 441.174 0.1 449.836 0.1 0.1 453.91 
0.2 445.046 0.2 461.254 0.2 0.2 469.365 
0.3 448.787 0.3 471.627 0.3 0.3 483.748 
0.4 452.4 0.4 481.153 0.4 0.4 497.227 
0.5 455.923 0.5 489.808 0.5 0.5 509.825 
0.6 459.337 0.6 497.812 0.6 0.6 516.656 
0.75 464.29 0.75 507.37 0.75 0.75 521.819 

Table 8.2: PoC with VAR compensation at Buses 3 and 11 

(II First, calculate the PoC as 437.155 with no support which implies a 8M = (437.155-

360.488) /437.155=17.5%. 

III Then calculate using regression analysis how the nose point will vary if additional ca

pacitors are placed at bus 3 and 11. This can be done, using the values from Table 8.3, 
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as: 

New PoC = 4.37155 + 0.4602 (cap at bus3) + 1.3499(cap at busl1) 

-0.1998(cap at bus3)2 - 0.6194(cap at busl1)2. (8.4) 

This is equivalent to estimating the path or locus of the new nose points, Le., how the nose 

point increases as capacitors are put at bus 3 and 11. This equation is basically saying that as 

more capacitors are put on various buses, the PoC slowly increases. A very good quadratic fit 

(R2) can be obtained by taking finer steps to increase capacitor MVAr at these buses. Presently, 

10 MVAr step is used in this example. 

The following can immediately be observed from Table 8.2: 

It VAR compensation at Bus-11 provides better enhancement of PoC compared to that at 

Bus-3; 

III However, the "saturation" effect seems to be stronger at Bus-H, i.e., the rate of increase 

falls more sharply compared to Bus-3; and finally, 

• The interaction of VAR compensation across Buses 3 and is evident if we compare 

the joint compensation (Le., 3rd case) with the sum of the first two cases. The total 

enhancement of PoC in the case of joint compensation of 1.50 puMVAR is (521.819-

437.155=) 84.664 MVA. This is significantly lower than the sum of the increase of PoC 

for the individual cases i.e., [(464.29-437.155)+(507.37-437.155) 97.35 MVA. 

A linear and a quadratic model are fitted utilizing all the cases in Table 8.2. The observations 

are supported by the results of the multivariate regression analysis presented in Table 8.3. The 

numbers in parenthesis indicate the standard error of estimates. 

Linear Quadratic 
a 4.4138 4.3748 
bs 0.2927 (0.0344) 0.4602 (0.0569) 
bll 0.9356 (0.0344) 1.3499 (0.0569) 

~ NA -0.1998 (0.086) 
Cll NA -0.6194 (0.086) 
R'1. 0.9765 0.9954 

Table 8.3: Statistical approximation for VAR compensation at 3 and 11 

• .The quadratic fit is superior in terms of R2 and the linear coefficients are significantly 

different from those of the linear model; 

• The magnitude of quadratic coefficient en is much higher than 

indicates that the "saturation" effect is much stronger for 

counterpart Cs which 
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Figure 8-4: Linear and Quadratic approximation for AEP 14 bus case study 
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The quadratic model may further be improved if more/finer data points are considered for 

the joint compensation case. However, the quadratic fit is already very good, and this aspect 

is illustrated for another case at a later point. 

Nevertheless, it is important to calculate the degree of error/discrepancy of the estimated 

PoC from its actual value. This is illustrated for the AEP 14-bus system. First use the full 

MINLP model to determine the optimal VAR plan to achieve a stability margin of 30.5% (Figure 

8-4). The optimal VAR plan is to install the capacitors at Bus-3 (40.78 MVAR) and Bus-ll 

(75.00 MVAR). The true value ofPoC (determined by the optimization model) is 517.142 MVA. 

The linear model estimates it as 523.569 MVA, while the quadratic fit estimates it to be 519.331 

MVA. The percentage error for the linear model is 1.22%, and that for the quadratic model 

is 0.42%. A large number of various other VAR plans have been checked for the AEP-14 bus 

system and the quadratic fit always produces error less than 1%. 

The dotted curve represents the nose curve after the following optimal VAR support package 

is provided: 

Bus 3 = 40.78 MV ARi Bus 11 = 75.00 MV AR 

The exact value of PaC for the dotted curve is checked by maxnnising total MVA having 

the capacitors, and is 517.142 MVAr 

To sum up the discussion on statistical approximation, it is noted that the approximation 

procedure that is proposed ensures getting a reasonable approximation of the locus of the PaC 

as reactive compensation is enhanced at different buses across the network. Such approxima

tion can always be made more accurate, in theory, by increasing the number of observations. 

However, the number of observations can be extremely high for a system. The com-
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putational time involved in developing the off-line PoC vs reactive compensation database is 

not the major concern because such a database is likely to be updated rather infrequently, only 

when there is a major change in the network configuration. Nevertheless, the following general 

guidelines may be useful in systematically developing the database to obtain accurate results: 

- Limit the number of reactive compensation sites, or independent vari

ables: The database may be limited to critical reactive compensation buses/zones. 

Such critical buses/zones may be determined by several alternative methods includ

ing the modal analysis. In chapter 7 it was discussed how the results of modal and 

optimization analyses can be combined to restrict the number of critical compen

sation sites. While limiting the number of compensation points may imply larger 

deviation from the true optimal solution, such errors may be offset by a very signif

icant reduction in the number of observations required to develop the database; 

- Omit redundant observations, or data points: Combinations of reactive com

pensation sites that are far apart are likely to have very little, or no mutual satura

tion effect. Thus, such combinations are essentially redundant and do not contribute 

towards the accuracy of the approximation over and above their individual contri

butions; 

- Carefully select the step size: There is a trade-off between the step size used 

and the degree of error. The step size needs to be carefully weighed to limit the total 

number of observations without sacrificing the accuracy by a wide margin. 

8.4 Simplified Model with Statistical Approximation 

The statistical approximation procedure described in the previous section provides a means 

to approximate the locus of the PoC with different locations and level of VAR compensation. 

It should be mentioned though that this approximation will be valid for a specific network 

configuration e.g., there will be a unique locus of PoC for each contingency case. If such an 

approximation can be used to estimate the PoC within a reasonable degree of error (say, up to 

2%), this would imply a substantial simplification of the full MINLP modeL 

The full MINLP model can be simplified by getting rid of the following: 

- All PoC state variables; and 

- All PoC state constraints viz., the power flow constraints, and the bounds 

The number of variables and constraints would, therefore, be nearly halved as compared 

to the full MINLP model. This is definitely a substantial relief especially for a non-linear 

optimization problem. In place of the PoC state variables/constraints, the simplified model 

will have only one variable (PoC) and one equation defining the PoC (Le., linear, or quadratic 
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depending upon the regression model adopted). The stability margin constraint (8.1) can, thus, 

be re-defined as, 

(PoC - I:: Si) 
i '2 k 

PoC 
(8.5) 

The model simplification, therefore, can be summarized as: 

(a) Remove PoC state variables and constraints; 

(b) Estimate the PoC MVA directly as, PoC = a+bi x QCi (Linear) or a+bi x QCi + 

Ci x QCt (Quadratic); 

(c) Modify the stability margin constraint from (8.1) to (8.5); 

Finally, the simplified MINLP model can be written as: 

Minimize VAR cost (Z), subject to the following constraints: 

(a) Load flow equations (for normal state); 

(b) Generator reactive capability limit; 

(c) Merit order participation of generators; 

(d) Selection of new reactive sources and their ratings; 

(e) Pre-defined target stability margin (Le., Equn. 8.5); 

(f) Pre-defined load distribution; 

(g) Constant load power factor; and 

(h) Pre-defined target growth in total load MVA (say g%). 

Apart from the above constraints, there are bounds on load voltages in the normal state, 

fixed controls, and finally the usual non-negativity restrictions. 

8.5 Comparison of Full MINLP and the Simplified MINLP 

Models 

In general, it is expected that the simplified MINLP model is easier to solve, but the results 

would be inaccurate/sub-optimal as compared to the full MINLP model. Even though the path 

of the PoC may be estimated with a reasonable degree of accuracy, the same conclusion can not 

be extended about the VAR plan. The two models differ significantly with different representa

tions of the voltage collapse phenomenon. The simplified model requires a pre-determined set of 

candidate buses, although, in principle, the set may encompass all load buses, where capacitors 

could be installed. Further, the simplified model has a specific equation relating the impact 

of VAR support on the PoCo The full MINLP model, on the other hand, does not necessarily 
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require a list of candidate buses, and accurately enumerates the impact of VAR installation on 

PoC via the PoC state load flow equations. However, given the complexity of solving the full 

MINLP model for a large-scale system, the model simplification may be a welcome addition 

even at the expense of getting somewhat inaccurate results. This may especially be so in cases 

where the full MINLP model fails to provide any solution due to non-convergence. Nevertheless, 

it is important to compare the outcome of the two models to estimate the degree of error. If 

such errors are high, the statistical approximation may be tightened, or failing so, the simplified 

model may not be workable. 

8.5.1 Test Results 

In order to compare the two models, a highly stressed case of the AEP 14-bus system is con

sidered. A contingency case is selected wherein line 1-5 is out and the system is highly stressed 

in terms of reactive power deficit, pushing some of the bus voltages to the lower limit even 

in the normal state [72], [18]. A stability margin of 20% is imposed, and such a margin can 

only be achieved by suitable VAR compensation. Buses 3, 9, 10 and 11 are considered as po

tential candidates for shunt capacitor addition. The selection of candidate buses may be done 

in several alternative ways including the possibility of performing a Modal, or Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) analysis presented in chapter 7. 

Bus 3 Bus 9 Bus10 Bus11 Bus3 Bus9 Bus10 Busll 
(b3) (b9) (b10) (bll) (c3) (c9) (c10) (ell) 

78 observations 
Coefficients 0.332 0.936 0.988 0.953 0.134 -0.332 -0.547 -0.486 
Standard error 0.114 0.112 0.123 0.113 0.182 0.181 0.199 0.182 
92 observations 
Coefficients 0.318 0.926 0.985 0.954 0.169 -0.322 -0.570 -0.512 
Standard error 0.095 0.093 0.098 0.094 0.140 0.140 0.155 0.148 
106 observations 
Coefficients 0.439 0.893 0.663 0.969 -0.073 -0.277 -0.023 -0.522 
Standard error 0.090 0.092 0.046 0.091 0.130 0.138 0.069 0.138 
127 observations 
Coefficients 0.531 0.842 0.697 0.919 -0.197 -0.197 -0.052 -0.425 
Standard error 0.076 0.080 0.042 0.079 0.108 0.117 0.062 0.116 

Table 8.4: Regression coefficients for the Quadratic model for contingency case 

The quadratic regression model is adopted having observed a significant amount of "satu

ration" effect across the four VAR compensation locations. We have gradually increased the 

number of VAR support configurations until a reasonably low level of standard error of the es

timates is achieved for all the parameters (Table 8.4 ). The R2 for the "127 observations" case 

is 0.978 and the constant parameter is estimated as 3.6787 with a standard error of 0.06104. 

It should be noted that the standard error values decrease as the number of observations goes 

up. It is interesting to note that the sign of the coefficient Cg changes from positive to negative 
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as we increase the number of observations. The key point here is that sufficient number of 

observations should be carefully generated to ensure getting a robust estimate of the regression 

model parameters. It is possible to add more observations and use a smaller step size (Le., 

less than 10 MVAR), in the present example to fine-tune the model. This will lead to further 

improving the estimates and hence better performance in terms of getting VAR plan closer to 

the full MINLP solution. 

Using the parameters for the" 127 observation" case, PoC can now be expressed as, 

PoC = 3.6787+0.5305881QC3+0.841745QCg+0.6968707QClO+0.9192818QCll-O.19697QC§-

0.19684QC~ - 0.0522925QCfo - 0.42527QCfl 

Finally, express the stability margin constraint in terms of PoC (Le., constraint (8.5)). Both 

the full MINLP model and the simplified MINLP model (based on the PoC expression described 

above) are solved using DICOPT solver. The maximum limit on MVAR addition at any site is 

75 MVAR. The fixed cost per site is $10 and the cost per MVAR of capacitor bank is assumed to 

be $l/MVAR. The full MINLP model has been verified to locate the globally optimal solution 

for the present problem. For both the cases, DICOPT required 3 major iterations to reach 

the optimal solution. However, the size of the master and, more importantly, the non-linear 

sub-problems for the simplified model, were about half that of the full MINLP model. There 

have been substantial savings achieved in computational time, therefore, for the nonlinear sub

problems. 

The outcomes of the two models are compared in Table 8.5. 

Parameter Full MINLP Simplified MINLP 
Computational Time (s) 8.2s 3.6s 
VAR Support Cost ($) 144.15 147.71 
PoC Estimate (MVA) 451.169 451.169 
Optimal VAR Plan Bus 3 = 5.8, Bus 9 = 75 Bus 3 = 6.494, Bus 9 = 71.043 

Bus 11 = 33.35 Bus 11 = 40.177 
Total Cap. = 114.15 MVAR Total Cap. = 117.71 MVAR 

Table 8.5: Comparison of full and simplified MINLP models 

The key observations are: 

- The computational time for the simplified model is about 60% lower compared to 

the full MINLP model; but 

- The optimal solution of the simplified model differs from the globally optimal solution 

by 2.5%; however, 

- Both models decide buses 3, 9 and 11 as the optimal sites for VAR support; and, 

- The MVAR sizes of the capacitors are comparable. 

Incidentally, the PoC estimated in the simplified model coincides with its true value. Thus, 

it reiterates the point that accurately estimating the PoC is not a sufficient condition to get 
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the same optimal solution as the full MINLP model. It should be mentioned here that the 

computational time for the simplified model does not include the pre-processing needed to 

generate the database which involves solving the PoC optimization problem several times for 

each reactive compensation scenario/configuration. As discussed before, the generation of the 

PoC vs VAr compensation database is likely to be an one-off, or at most very infrequent exercise 

as and when there is a substatial change in the network topology, or loading pattern. More 

importantly, the simplified model is very useful particularly for large scale systems wherein 

the full MINLP model cannot be solved at all because of its size and complexity. It may be 

worthwhile mentioning here that the PoC computation for the 14-bus system using CONOPT, a 

commercial non-linear programming solver based on the Generalised Reduced Gradient (GRG) 

method, takes about O.4s on average, using the same machine. 

8.6 Summary 

The present analysis simplifies the VAR planning MINLP model by using statistical approxi

mation of the locus of the Point of Collapse (PoC). This approximation exploits the fact that 

the MINLP model utilizes only the information of reactive support requirement correspond

ing to the PoCo The locus can be reasonably approximated using a standard linear/quadratic 

Ordinary Least Square (OLS) multivariate regression model, although alternative functional 

forms and/or statistical/artificial intelligence techniques may also be used. In particular, the 

variables and constraints corresponding to the point of collapse state in a full MINLP model 

are replaced by a statistically estimated equation defining the locus of the PoC with variation 

of reactive support. The stability margin constraint is redefined in terms of the estimated PoC 

equation, simplifying the full MINLP model. The .choices of regression model and number of 

observations are discussed with the aid of the AEP 14-bus test system. 

A critical question in any approximation procedure is the impact on the model results. 

It is demonstrated using a high reactive power deficit contingency case for the AEP 14-bus 

system that the results of the simplified model are only marginally inferior to those of the 

globally optimal solution. The latter is obtained solving MINLP problem. The superiority of 

the simplified model lies in the substantial gain in terms of reduced computational time. 

We have not considered any dynamic aspect of the voltage instability process. In the 

next chapter we consider load shed dynamics using the load shed - time delay characteristic 

and evaluate the optimal level of load shed required, to. preserve and maintain the stability 

margin. Load shed dynamics add to the computational requirements very significantly and the 

statistical approximation procedure developed here forms a very useful basis to deal with such 

added complexities. We also discuss an LP based operational voltage stability model or the 

so-called "corrector" model that is based on the premise that the non-linear PoC state power 

flow constraints can be approximated using linear equations. 
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9.1 Introduction 

We have thus far conducted the static analysis of voltage stability using optimal load flow 

based methods. The phenomenon of voltage collapse is dynamic, but frequently evolves very 

slowly with respect to the transient stability time frame. Slow acting devices such as OLTC, 

generator over exciter limiter (OXL) and the characteristics of the system load take part in the 

process of voltage collapse. In load flow programs, these are incorporated as their steady state 

algebraic response, if considered at all. Conversely, the transient stability models assume that 

these phenomena are slow and treat these variables as constants. In actual practice, neither of 

these assumptions can be relied upon, thus leaving the voltage collapse phenomenon between 

these two analytical domains [66]. Long term dynamic simulations can be performed either with 

detailed dynamic modelling or simplified quasi steady state (QSS) modelling [108]. The QSS 

approximation captures the slow dynamics of different components of the system and results 

in a Differential-Algebraic equation (DAE) system. It can be used any the instability risk 

is known to originate from long term dynamics and it offers a very good compromise between 

the simplicity and efficiency of load flow type methods and the advantages of time simulation. 

QSS based methods can be used to yield the dynamics of controls that can be used in steady 

state models. 

This chapter presents a preventive/corrective control model to guard against voltage insta

bility, taking into account the load shed-time characteristic 1. An OPF based model is proposed 

which decides the optimal location, level, timing, and number of loads to be shed to maintai~ a 

1 This chapter is based on Chattopadhyay and Chakrabarti [19]. 
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specified voltage stability margin. A statistical approximation procedure to simplistically model 

the distance from the point of collapse is revisited for both preventive and corrective modes. 

The preventive model, based on non-linear mixed integer programming, into account mul-

tiple contingencies and determines optimal controls that satisfy any of the given contingencies. 

The corrective model is based on linear programming for fast calculation of controls in real-time 

for a given contingency. 

The present work deals with development of optimization models that are capable of per

forming preventive and corrective controls in the short term. Such controls may encompass, for 

example, MW and MVAr scheduling/re-scheduling, OLTC taps, capacitor/reactor switching, 

and finally load shedding/reduction. The preventive control procedure looks at the "health" of 

the power system in terms of the proximity of the operating point from the point of collapse 

(PoC) under a selected set of line or generator contingencies. The procedure involves taking 

preventive actions (or) adjusting controls) so as to ensure that the operating point is sufficiently 

away from the PoC [110j, [71], [72], [47], [18]. The corrective procedure, on the other hand, is 

activated when a contingency has occurred, endangering voltage stability. Appropriate actions 

are taken so that an adequate stability margin, or at the very least feasibility of operation, is 

restored. Because the corrector has a very small response time, it could be used for real time 

dispatch. 

Instead of augmenting a time simulation tool which is the focus of the current analysis by 

[69], the motivation here is to extend the static optimization approach to capture the critical 

"timing" decisions, viz., the load-shedding delay. It is expected to provide a good compromise 

between the power of optimization approach, and the rigor of the simulation approach. The 

above idea also opens up an interesting possibility to examine the trade off among various 

conflicting objectives that have traditionally been used in static/dynamic analysis, e.g.,: 

• Minimum number of control facilities utilised; 

• Minimum load shedding/other controls; and 

It Minimum control effort. 

The most comprehensive of these criteria is the last one Le., control efforts (Eq. 1, [110]) 

which is the weighted sum of the (squared) deviation of each control (MW /MVAr generation, 

LTC tap, load shedding, etc) from the base case setting. The present analysis considers a 

combination of these criteria, and explores the nature of trade-off among them in an integrated 

optimization framework. In addition to these, maximizing the delay of load-shedding is also 

considered as a criterion. 

Finally, PoC varies across different load patterns and system configurations. If the pre

ventive control has to be determined so that the optimal control settings can deal with a pre

specified set of contingencies, the model must consider all the contingency constraints. Such 
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a "contingency constrained" model will be useful in determining robust control strategies that 

can withstand multiple contingency situations at the lowest cost. This will obviate the need 

to identify the single most critical contingency. Also, remedying the most critical contingency 

often leads to another critical contingency. The contingency constrained model ensures an op

timal strategy that will prevent such cascading to other voltage instability condition. We will 

discuss the formulation of the contingency constrained model. A mixed integer programming 

preventive model and a linear programming corrective model are proposed. The contingency 

constrained optimization model presents serious computational challenges. A statistical ap

proximation procedure is proposed to reduce the size of the preventive/corrective optimization 

problems. 

The following sections present: 

1. How the timing of critical controls such as load shedding can be modeled in the (static) 

optimization framework. 

2. How the contingency constrained optimization models can be formulated, and solved for 

both preventive and corrective modes. 

3. How the original model in (2) can be simplified using a statistical approximation proce

dure. 

4. A case study based on AEP-14 bus system to illustrate the methodological issues. 

9.2 Modelling of different Elements 

9.2.1 Timing of Load Shedding 

One of the major limitations of the static optimization approach is that it deals with the "final" 

steady-state equilibrium condition and cannot deal with the "timing" of the controls. Typically, 

the delay of any control action deteriorates the system condition, and may in effect require higher 

level of controls (e.g., more MVA to be shed, etc). When the preventive/corrective actions to be 

taken are reactive compensation, generator voltage improvement, etc, there is no reason why the 

action should be delayed. However, it is desirable to delay any load shedding, or other form of 

load reduction without jeopardizing voltage stability [[108] p293]. An important consideration 

in this regard is, however, that the time available for taking a corrective measure to restore a 

long term equilibrium is limited by the so-called "Region of attraction" [108]. If the control 

action is delayed too much, the system may exit the region of attraction of the post control 

stable equilibrium and cause instability. Figure 9-1 shows a typical trade-off in quantity vs. 

delay for load shed and is similar to the diagrams presented in Figure 8.28 of [108], and also in 

[37] where this trade-off is postulated. It is assumed here that, following a disturbance, the load 

exhibits a short term characteristic with constant admittance and restores to constant power 
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Load 
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Figure 9-1: Load shed requirement versus time characteristic 

in the long term. The load shed versus time characteristic shows that load shed requirement 

varies depending upon the timing of the load shedding. The location, amount and delay are 

intimately linked aspects of load shedding and the trade-off is indicative of this facet of the 

problem. A satisfactory way of dealing with such linkages within the optimization framework is 

the key focus of the present research. A traditional static optimisation model would completely 

miss this trade-off, but the proposed optimisation model will maintain a balance among the 

delay, quantity of load shed and locations. It should be noted that the load shed vs delay 

characteristic is uniquely defined for each load bus (or all major load buses where loads may 

be shed) and the model is capable of performing the trade off across locations for mUltiple load 

buses. 

The load shed requirement, as shown in Figure 9-1, may not vary for moderate delay « te ), 

but then may start growing rapidly as the "maximum/ultimate delay" point is approached (> 

to). The delay te corresponds to the critical point, or PoCo Once this point is crossed, the load 

shed requirement to restore equilibrium grows very fast, and beyond a point no equilibrium point 

is achievable. The QSS. simulation results in [37] seem to conform to this behavior. Obviously, 

the static optimization based models such as [110] cannot deal with the timing issues. The 

optimization model will indicate the minimum load shed requirement as LO, and thereby, may 

underestimate the actual quantity, if delay is greater than te. 

An excellent discussion on the static vs. dynamic modeling issues can be found in [66]. 

limitation of the static load flow /OPF based approach has typically been overcome using either 

a full dynamic analysis, or a QSS analysis [108], [66] to verify the acceptability of the solution 

proposed by the static approach (e.g., if any dynamic "fixes" are required, etc). An alternative 

to this approach is attempted in [69], wherein the QSS analysis is augmented with eigenvector 

and binary search analysis to determine the best locations for load shedding. 

The present analysis takes a reverse approach. The static optimization model is extended 

to approximate the behavior presented in Figure 9-1. particular, the following features are 

modeled: 
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it The load shed vs. delay characteristic could be estimated using a full/QSS time simulation 

for each interruptible load corresponding to specified load-generation scenario and contin

gencies. For the present analysis, it is assumed that this load shed vs. delay characteristic 

is known. Our analysis optimises the delay along with other decision variables . 

.. This characteristic may be approximated using a piece-wise linear, or quadratic function. 

LSi = LSP fi(Ti) , where, LSi is MVA load-shed after taking into account delay, LSP is 

the instantaneous load shed, and T is delay (in sec); 

It The power flow equations are expressed as: Pgi - Pdi + P LSi = f (V, 0); and Q gi Q di + 
QLSi = f'Pev, 8); 

where, ( PLSi, QLSi) are the MW and MVAR components of load shed MVA (LSi), 

(j, frp) are the standard non-linear power flow functions of voltages and angles; 

• There could be a minimum delay to be observed for the interruptible loads. Ti ~ Ii.Tfin; 

where, Ii is a binary variable representing the selection of bus i where load is shed; 

It There is an upper bound on delay Ti :::; Ii.Trax; and 

It Finally, the MVAr load shed is calculated based on a constant power factor assumption. 

With the above representation of delay (T), the static optimization framework would now 

serve the intended purpose of seeking the optimal trade off for shedding load over time, and 

across the nodes. In this process, the model will ensure observing minimum and maximum 

limits on delay. The Ii variable is introduced in view of the objective of keeping the number 

of controls (Le., Ii) minimal e.g., shedding more load at one bus as opposed to shedding 

small amounts at several buses. While, this extended optimization model is more complex, it 

has the added ability to analyze the timing issue for load shedding/LTC set-point adjustment. 

Admittedly, the model does not capture the detailed dynamics and relies on the accuracy of 

the load shed-time/delay characteristic derived using a detailed simulation. Nevertheless, the 

added ability provides a new dimension to the static voltage stability model that has not been 

explored so far. We will discuss the implication of adding load shed dynamics to the static 

modeL 

9.2.2 Statistical 

The statistical approximation model presented in chapter 8 which effectively replaces duplicate 

variables/constraints corresponding to the PaC state, is modified by introducing the constraints 

for control variable adjustments. proposed approach is to statistically estimate the locus 

of the PaC (or nose point) over various control configurations. This locus will embody the 

non-linear power flow equations for the PaC state, and therefore can replace the numerous 

variables / constraints. 
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The locus of the PoC may accordingly be expressed as a function of the bus load shed, and 

reactive compensation level, as well as, other controls. 

where, 
i,K, ,L 

PoOL 

Bus, control type and contingency respectively. 

Maximum MVA loadability for the system after adjusting 

controls under contingency condition L. 

Parameters of the locus which may be estimated using 

multivariate ordinary least square (OL8) regression method. 

Control level at bus i, from control type K, (MVAR compensation, load 

shed, LTC tap, etc) which are the decision variables in the optimization. 

(9.1) 

The important point to note is that, given multiple contingencies, the PoOL is estimated 

for each L contingency unlike the case in chapter 8 where only a given single contingency was 

considered. The PoC for each contingency condition L is, thus, regressed over the amount of 

each controls at various buses. The terms aL, bi,K,L have the usual implications. In the present 

context, aL will represent the estimate of the PoOL when there is no available control at any 

bus. The parameter bi,K,L indicates how the PoC increases in proportion to the K, th control 

level at bus i under contingency condition L. It is also possible that the linear regression model 

is not appropriate for certain types of control which exhibit strong "saturation" effects. This 

may well be the case with reactive compensation. The saturation effect refers to the fact that· 

as the control level (MVAr compensation) is gradually increased, the marginal improvement 

in PoC may start diminishing. In such cases, the linear model could be replaced by models 

of higher order e.g., a quadratic fit may capture the saturation effect reasonably well. In the 

present analysis, the linear multivariate OL8 regression model is considered. The limitations 

of statistical approximation procedures and their remedies were discussed in chapter 8. 

In this simplified model we statistically estimate the locus of the PoC over various load shed 

configurations (controls X) and get a relationship between PoC and the controls, X. In place 

of the PoC state variables/constraints, the simplified model will have only one variable (PoC) 

and one equation defining the PoCo 

Voltage Stability Margin 

The stability margin constraint for contingency L can, thus, be defined directly as, 

Where, 

8L ,8 

di 
(9.2) 
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Sum of current nett load MVA at all load buses during 

contingency L after load shed. 

The model simplification, therefore, can be summarized as, 

1. Remove PoC state variables and constraints; 

2. Estimate the PoC MVA directly as, 

(9.3) 

3. Re-define the stability margin constraint as in (9.2) above. 

Both the preventive and the corrective models can be simplified using the above procedure. 

The latter would, however, include the PoC regression equation for the specific contingency 

under consideration. There is an issue of applicability of the simplification procedure to a 

large scale system having numerous topological combinations, contingencies etc. However, 

as we have discussed in detail in chapter 8 and in [17] and also alluded to in the foregoing 

sections, the parameter estimation process could be set as an automated off-line procedure and 

the minimal computational requirements of the regression analysis makes it a viable strategy 

for large scale systems. While the fundamental principle is not very different from a linear 

sensitivity approach adopted elsewhere, the regression approach developed in [17] is certainly 

more robust and captures the complex PoC vs control characteristics quite accurately in a more 

structured way that is amenable to better tuning. 

9.2.4 Modeling Load Shed vs. Delay 

Finally, the regression parameters bi,K.,L for load shed/reduction type controls (Le., /'i, = load 

shed/reduction) are static estimates. In other words, bi,K.,L is the enhancement of PoC due 

to one MW of load shed (accompanying MVAr relief calculated at constant power factor) 

without any delay. Such estimates do not embody the impact of delay which could be a critical 

consideration for these type of controls. The effect of delay is to increase the load shed/reduction 

requirement as described in Figure 9-1 [69]. These characteristics can be estimated using a 

suitable simulation model e.g., QSS. Put another way, the effectiveness of load shedding reduces 

as it is delayed. The effect of delay can then be incorporated to reflect the fact that the static 

estimate bi K. L deteriorates as delay increases as shown in Figure 9-2. Thus 'b' coefficients are , , 

not constant quantities any more. The variable effectiveness coefficients defined as f3i K, L are , , 
given by2, 

(9.4) 

2The coefficient (3 could alternatively be expressed in this form: (3i,I<,£ = bi,I<,L(! - T.rt) with an appropriate 
interpretation of T. 
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Figure 9-2: Deterioration of load shed effectiveness coefficient with delay 

where r is a coefficient describing the effectiveness of load shedding due to delay, (see Figure 

9-2). 

9.3 Preventive/Corrective Model Including Delay in Load 

ding 

We present the preventive model combining the ideas discussed in the previous sections. 

Objective Function (Z) is shown in (9.5). 

Minimise Z = L(Ws.LSi - WD·Ti + We.I'i) 
iEn 

(9.5) 

Where Til I'i are load shed, delay and number of controls objectives respectively, and 

Ws, WD, We are their weights. The total load shed, delay and number of controls (location) 

objectives are minimised for all the load buses where load shed is permitted (set 0). The model 

effectively trades off among the three objectives taking into account the detailed load shed vs 

delay characteristics across multiple locations and thereby ensures that the best combination of 

three objectives is achieved. Load shed amount, location and delay determined in this fashion 

can be extended to multiple load buses. 

Constraints are described next. 
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~ Generator active and reactive power limits are shown in (9.6) and (9.7) 

p;tin < P~:::; Pgrr:a:x; i E generator buses; VL 

Q¢in < Q~i:::; Q¢a:x; i E generator buses; VL 

~ The load flow equations (9.8) and (9.9) unq.er L contingency must be satisfied. 

185 

(9.6) 

(9.7) 

p~ - Pdi + (1- r.T;)PLSi = I:vlv/[cf,j cos(Of,j) + Bf,j sin(Of,j)]; Vi, VL (9.8) 
j 

Q~i - Qdi + (1 - r.T;)QLSi = I: ViLV/[Cf,j sin(OL) - Bf,j cos(OL)]; Vi, VL (9.9) 
j 

P~ Real power generation at bus, under contingency L 

Q~i Reactive power generation at bus i, under contingency L 

Pdi Initial active power demand at bus at i 

Qdi Initial reactive power demand at bus i. 

P Ii Load power factor at bus i. 

r Coefficient of load shed vs delay characteristic 

T i Delay in load shed 

P LSi Total amount of P-load shed at bus i, MW 

QLSi Total amount of Q-load shed at bus i, MVAr 

The effect of delay in load shed is introduced in the above power flow constrants at each 

bus. Note that if there was no delay, the effect of shedding would have been total amount of 

shedding (PLSi) but due to delay, the effect is reduced by (r.T;).PLSi . A similar argument 

applies for the reactive power balance equation also. 

Ell The load shed amount is restricted by the permissible share of load (ai) at a bus as shown 

in (9.10) and (9.11). 

J1-pfl 
QLSi = P LSi. f ; i E load buses 

P i 

ai Fraction of load at bus i that can be curtailed, 

"Ii Binary variable for selection of bus for load shed, 

"Ii = 1 if bus i is selected for load shed, else "Ii = O. 

(9.10) 

(9.11) 
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• The MVA load shed at bus i is given by (9.12). 

(9.12) 

• Maintain pre-defined voltage across the load and generator buses as shown in (9.13) and 

(9.14). 

-v;min < -v;L < -v;max . i E load buses'VL 
t -t-t' , (9.13) 

-v;min < -v;L < -v;max . i E generator buses' V L 
t -t-t' , (9.14) 

ED Delay in load shedding must be within permissible limits at each bus as shown in (9.15) 

and (9.16). 

(9.15) 

T· > 'V. T~in. i E load buses t - It t , (9.16) 

• The stability margin should be at least equal to the target stability margin as given in 

(9.17) through (9.20). 

L:: Sdi 
i 

L:: S~'s 
i 

i3i,K.,L = bi,K.,L - r.Tr; i E load buses; VL 

POCL - L:: S~'s 
___ -..:::-i __ ~ k; VL 

PoCL 

L:: Sdi - L:: LSi j i E load buses 
i i 

(9.17) 

(9.18) 

(9.19) 

(9.20) 

Sum of initial MVA load over buses i ; Sdi = J pli + Q~i' This is same for V L. 

Sum of current nett load MVA at all load buses under 

contingency L after load shed, as defined earlier. 

The model consists of the objective function (9.5) and the constraints (9.6) through (9.20). 
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9.3.1 Corrective Model 

The corrective model differs from the preventive model in two respects: 

1. It is not N-1 contingency constrained, the purpose of corrective control being responding 

quickly to a particular contingency condition; and 

2. A linearized formulation of the corrective model is proposed that can be solved using 

linear programming (LP) techniques. The linearization may be performed around the ob

served solution in real time which ensures a reasonable accuracy of the linearized model 

as compared to the non-linear power flow equations. LP is more appropriate for solv

ing the corrective model given its superior computational performance and reliability of 

convergence. 

The LP corrective model takes the following form: 

Minimize Objective Function (Z), subject to the following constraints: 

(a) Linearized Load flow equations i.e., f(xO) + \l f(xO)T(x - xo) = 0, where f(.) are 

the non-linear equations (e.g., power flow balances) and xo is the observed state in 

real-time; 

(b) Generator reactive capability limit; 

(c) Limits on controls (Le., range of capacitor, LTC tap, load shed, etc); and 

(d) Special load shed/reduction delay features (as described earlier). 

( e) The contingency must meet the pre-defined target stability margin. 

As before, there are bounds on load voltages in the normal state, delay, fixed controls, and 

finally the usual non-negativity restrictions. 

If the number of controls (Le., I: 1'i) is considered to be a priority, the corrective model 

is a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem. This is much more computationally 

intensive compared to a (continuous) LP and solving the model on-line may not be possible. 

Finally, the linearization of the OPF model does not provide a good approximation of the 

non-linear power flow constraints in voltage stability constrained cases wherein the voltages 

could differ significantly from the nominal value of 1.0 p. u. However, the statistical approxi

mation procedure introduced in the previous section, provides a means to get rid of the power 

flow equations at the PoC state. This restores the validity of the linearization scheme for the 

corrective model as power flow equations are not required explicitly to estimate the PoCo 

9.4 AEP 14-Bus Case Study 

The methodological issues presented in the previous sections are illustrated using the AEP 14-

bus system. The system comprises 2 generators at buses 1 and 2; two synchronous condensers 
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at buses 6 and 8; and 10 load buses. The system base case load is 360.9 MVA. It is required 

to maintain a stability margin (SM) of 15% by shedding load (if required) instead of using 

additional compensation. Outage of line between 1 and 5 (C3) is the critical contingency and 

this case is considered· for our study purpose. We already considered multiple contingency 

constrained VAR planning in chapter 7. In this chapter we examine the trade-off amongst the 

amount of load shed, the delay in load shedding, and number of buses where loads need to be 

shed in order to maintain the margin. The amount of load shed at each bus is restricted to 

75% of the initial bus load. The primary control action in the present case is assumed to be 

load shedding at bus 9, 10, and 12. The network and data are given in the Appendix D. 

9.4.1 Statistical Approximation 

First, the statistical approximation procedure is illustrated for the load shed control for the 

1-5 line outage (C3) case. The first step involves estimating the PoC given different levels of 

load shed at the control buses (9, 10 andI2). For example, with the outage, the PoC without 

any load shed is estimated using the NLP optimization procedure [18] as 3.60 p.u. MVA. 

The procedure is repeated to generate a database for various load shedding configurations as 

described in Table 9.1. 

Next, PoC is regressed over the load shed levels at bus 9 , 10 and 12 using multivariate 

ordinary least square (OLS) technique. The parameter estimates are presented in Table 9.2. 

The data exhibit an excellent OLS fit for the linear regression model (R2;:::;;J 1). This implies 

the PoC expands almost linearly with the quantity shed at these load buses. The b coefficients 

vary considerably across the buses. The PoC regression equations can now be utilised in the 

optimization model to replace the second set of power flow equations and associated variables. 

9.4.2 Analysis of Load Shed 

The effect of delay as shown in Figure 9-1 is captured in Figure 9-2 assuming the load shed 

coefficient bi,K.,L as a (negative) quadratic function of the delay as discussed earlier. This 

relationship for a real system should ideally be estimated based on time simulation. Figure 9-2 

shows the relationship between the load shed effectiveness coefficient at a bus (f3) vs. delay. As 

delay increases the coefficient f3 deteriorates implying more load to be shed to achieve 

the same level of SM. We assume similar quadratic characteristic for buses 9, 10 and 12. The 

coefficient r is assumed to be 1/2500 for all these buses. In addition, a minimum delay of lOs, 

20s and 20s is assumed for buses 9, 10 and 12 respectively. The maximum delay allowed for 

each load is 50s. While the delay has the effect of increasing the load shed, it may be desirable 

as well to postpone load curtailment as much as possible. The model will determine the optimal 

trade-off between these two conflicting objectives. Besides these two, the number of buses where 

loads are shed is also considered to be an objective. 

The present purpose is to examine the nature of the trade-off amongst the three objectives 
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Bus 9 Bus 10 Bus 12 PoC 
0 0 0 3.604 
0 0.05 0 3.625 
0 0.1 0 3.645 
a 0.15 0 3.663 
0 0.2 0 3.678 
0 0.25 0 3.693 
0.05 0 0 3.628 
0.1 0 0 3.651 

• 0.15 0 0 3.672 
0.2 a 0 3.693 
0.25 0 0 3.713 
0 0 0.05 3.646 
0 ~ 0.1 3.685 
0 0.15 3.719 
0 0 0.2 3.75 
0 0 0.25 3.775 
0.05 0.05 0 

Hi 0.1 0.1 0 
0.15 0.15 0 
0.2 0.2 0 3.756 
0.25 0.25 0 3.78 
0.05 0.05 0.05 3.697 
0.1 0.1 0.1 3.796 
0.15 0.15 0.15 3.9 
0.2 0.2 0.2 4.005 
0.25 0.25 0.25 4.103 

Table 9.1: Variation of PoC with load shedding-Case C3 

Case 
1-5 out (C3) 

Table 9.2: Statistical estimate of parameters 

for preventive control3 . Three scenarios are created by varying the relative weights. The voltage 

upper and lower bounds are set at 1.05 p.u. and 0.80 p.u. respectively. The are presented 

in Table 9.3. In the scenario, 'load shed' is the dominant objective. Similarly, 'delay' and 

'control' are the dominant objectives in the second and third scenarios. The table shows the 

delays in seconds, at buses in MW and number of controls (number of where 

load shed occurred). 

The results show a strong trade-off among the three objectives. Minimum load shed is 

associated with the use of all three controls and a modest level of delay. Maximizing delay 

has the (obvious) implication of a higher level of load to be shed. The third scenario is most 

interesting where the SM level of 15% is achieved with loads shed at only two buses, and also 

3Note that load shed, delay and number of controls are objectives and Ws, WD, We are their weights 
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Weights Objectives Bus 9 Bus 10 Bus 12 Total 
Ws =100 WD=O.l Wa=O delay 10 20 50 80 

LS 22.12 17.25 0 39.37 
control 1 1 1 3 

Ws :10 W D=1.0 Wa=O delay 31.22 38.42 50 119.6 
LS 22.12 22.12 9.4 53.64 
control 1 1 1 3 

Ws :1 WD=O.l WC=10 delay 38.98 0 39.93 78.91 
LS 22.12 0 27.01 49.13 
control 1 0 1 2 

Table 9.3: Trade off among load shed, delay and number of controls 

a reasonable level of delay is achieved. 

These solutions need to be further scrutinised via a detailed simulation study. Nonethe

less, the optimization model provides a powerful tool to critically examine the optimal control 

while partially incorporating the timing aspect of activating important controls such as load 

shed/ reduction. 

The above optimisation problem clearly falls in the realm of multi-objective programming 

and it is possible to adopt sllch a technique e.g., goal programming or compromise programming. 

However in the present analysis, we do not use any such specialised procedure. 

9.5 

This chapter discusses some of the important modeling issues related to preventive/corrective 

control in the short term to guard against voltage instability: 

(a) The static optimization model may be improved to decide on the timing of some of 

the critical controls such as load shed/reduction. This is an important step towards 

bridging the gap between static and QSS/dynamic analysis; 

(b) There could be an interesting trade off among the objectives of preventive/ corrective 

control. Of special interest would be the trade off among the level of control (e.g.) 

load shed), timing (e.g., delay of load shed) and the number of controls (e.g., number 

of loads shed). An examination of this trade off is desirable; 

(c) preventive model is enhanced to include critical contingencies. allows 

endogenous determination of the critical contingency, and the dominant constraint 

therein. Further, the model can decide optimal controls simultaneously, taking into 

account all contingencies; 

(d) The corrective model may be linearized around the observed state (with appropriate 

validation). and reliable linear programming techniques may be employed to 

solve the model; and 
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(e) A model simplification procedure based on regression analysis is proposed that obvi

ates the requirement for a second set of power flow equations to estimate the Point 

of Collapse (PoC). This procedure (a) significantly reduces the computational re

quirement for the contingency constrained preventive model, and (b) enables the 

corrective model to be linearized. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusions 

10.1 Introduction 

Reactive power has always been an important consideration in any power system for maintaining 

an appropriate level of voltage under normal conditions and to avoid potentially catastrophic 

voltage collapse events under stressed system conditions. This thesis addresses market-based 

short and long term reactive power management issues to ensure short term spot prices provide 

the correct signal for utilising the resources efficiently, and in the longer run the system operator 

does his/her part of investing in reactive power resources to facilitate a well designed system. 

In particular, it proposes: 

- A short term spot pricing framework for reactive power to maintain load voltage 

under normal operating conditions and dynamic reactive power reserve to deal with 

potential voltage collapse contingencies; and 

- A longer term optimal investment by the system operator in reactive power equip

ment to ensure adequate reactive power sources are provided at the correct location 

and time. 

The present work on short term dispatch and pricing extends the existing theory of spot 

pricing by incorporating multiple voltage stability margin constraints. This work also presents 

a number of efficient voltage stability margin constrained reactive power planning models in 

order to evaluate the optimal location and optimal level of reactive power compensation at 

the right time during long term planning. The major outcomes of this work are given in the 

following sections. 
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10.2 Summary of Results 

10.2.1 Spot Pricing 

DC Model 

In chapter 4, we have developed a dispatch and pricing model for a system that is supplying mul

tiple loads by multiple generators in a multi-bus network using a DC-OPF method. The model 

is driven by both mUltiple security margin and generator risk contingency constraints. A single 

security margin contingency involves a load margin of different magnitude at different buses. 

Multiple contingency cases involve the combination of a number of such single contingencies. 

Network congestion is also addressed in this model. 

The key observations that are believed to be of interest and rarely discussed in the spot 

pricing literature include: 

- The most significant implication of imposing a security margin contingency con

straint is that the nodal spot prices to meet a "base" demand (or, real-time demand 

in normal state) are affected by the dispatch requirement for the contingency state. 

In particular, the nodal spot prices would reflect that an increase in base demand has 

the implication of a related increase in the contingency state demand, and this has 

the general implication that a security margin would lead to an increase not merely 

for the reserve prices, but also potentially for the base spot prices. 

- We also demonstrate for multiple contingency constrained cases that the spot price 

for reserve can be derived as the sum of reserve prices for all binding contingency 

constraints. In this context, we also analysed the interaction between conventional 

"generation at risk" type contingencies and the security margin constraint and how 

reserve prices are formed as a combination of the prices related to both types of 

contingencies. 

Full AC OPF Based Model 

Having provided a theoretical analysis of the nature of spot prices in a contingency constrained 

set-up, the analysis is extended to include both real and reactive power using a full AC OPF 

framework. 

In chapter 5, a full AC extension of the dispatch and pricing model driven by multiple 

voltage stability margin contingency constraints and multiple generator contingency constraints 

in nodal form is presented. The modelling framework is based on the premise that generators 

will trade MW reserve and MVAr generation and MVAr reserve together with MW energy in an 

electricity spot market, rather than treating the MVAr as a separate part of an ancillary services 

arrangement. The model dispatches real and reactive power to meet (base) demand in realtime 

as well as co-optimising real and (dynamic) reactive power reserve to meet potential voltage 
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collapse contingencies. The "primal" or physical dispatch model is complemented with a "dual" 

analysis following the innovative analysis by Hogan et al [53] to provide insight about the nature 

and behaviour of real and reactive power and associated reserve prices. An AC dispatch/pricing 

model in functional form driven by voltage stability margin contingency constraints and multiple 

generator contingency constraints and its dual is presented in Appendix C. 

The key observations are: 

- Both active and reactive power nodal prices are affected by binding stability margin 

constraints and the impacts are much more prominent for reactive power base prices. 

- The reserve prices exhibit significant Iocational variation for reactive power reflecting 

the local nature of reactive power. Of special interest is the extreme jump in reactive 

power reserve prices under stressed conditions e.g., when meeting the stability margin 

incurs massive transmission losses and even rescheduling of active power dispatch. 

10.2.2 Capacity Planning 

Reactive power planning deals with the installation of the right amount of reactive support 

at the right place at the right time. A voltage stability margin constrained reactive power 

planning model is developed to ascertain the need of reactive power requirements to avoid 

voltage collapse contingencies. In our planning analyses, we adopt the concept of the stability 

margin (SM) constraint similar to Obadina and Berg [72] to represent voltage stability margin 

contingencies. A number of enhancements to Obadina and Berg's model have been made 

namely, 

(a) Extension to a contingency constrained formulation among other modelling innova

tions; 

(b) Application of state-of-the-art outer approximation algorithm to solve the model 

efficiently; 

(c) A hybrid formulation to combine the strengths of traditional modal analysis and 

optimisation approach; 

(d) Statistical approximation to reduce the number of variables and constraints in the 

MINLP; and finally, 

(e) Treatment of load-shed dynamics in the reactive power planning optimisation. 

We presented a VAR planning optimisation model in chapter 7 that performs VAR support 

decision-making by taking into account the voltage stability margin, contingencies, load growth 

and other generator and network constraints. This is a MINLP problem and is solved by a 

state-of the-art outer approximation algorithm. The theoretical framework is presented and 

the methodological aspects and concepts are illustrated around the American Electric Power 
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(AEP) 14~bus system. Although the results are specific to this test system, the purpose has 

really been to elicit a number of general conclusions that are believed to apply to any ,",V""""ffI 

and this hypothesis is largely supported by a practical case study for New Zealand system. The 

major contributions of the analysis are that we have: 

- Presented an enhanced formulation of the contingency constrained reactive power 

planning optimisation incorporating voltage stability margin and successfully imple

mented the model using an efficient algorithm; 

- Provided the interpretation of the sensitivity information that the planning model 

yields, and suggested how such information can contribute to investment optimis~ 

tion by a system operator; 

- Finally, compared and contrasted the planning methodology based on optimisation 

with the Modal analysis method, and proposed a means to combine their strengths 

for large scale systems. 

In chapter 8, a simplified model using statistical approximation of the locus of the Point 

of Collapse (PoC) is presented. This approximation exploits the fact that the MINLP model 

utilises only the information of the reactive support requirement corresponding to the PoCo The 

locus can be reasonably approximated using a standard linear/quadratic Ordinary Least Square 

(OLS) multivariate regression model. In particular, the variables and constraints corresponding 

to the PoC state in a full MINLP model are replaced by a statistically estimated equation 

defining the locus of the PoC with variation of reactive support. The stability margin constraint 

is redefined in terms of the estimated PoC equation simplifying the full MINLP model. The 

choice of regression model and number of observations are discussed with the aid of the AEP 

14-bus test system. It is demonstrated, using a high reactive power deficit contingency case for 

the AEP l~bus system, that the results of the simplified model are only marginally inferior to 

those of the MINLP model. The superiority of the simplified model lies in the substantial gain 

in terms of reduced computational time. 

In chapter 9, a number of important modelling issues related to preventive/corrective control 

in the short term to guard against voltage instability are discussed. The main findings are: 

The static optimisation model may be improved to decide on the timing of some of 

the critical controls such as load shed/reduction. This is an important step towards 

bridging the gap between static and (Quasi Steady State) QSS/dynamic analysis; 

There could be aninteresting trade-off among the objectives of preventive/corrective 

control. Of special interest would be the trade off amongst the level of control (e.g., 

load shed), timing (e.g., delay of load shed), and number of controls (e.g.) number of 

loads shed). The nature of the trade-off is experimented on the AEP 14 bus system. 
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- The corrective model may be linearised around the observed state (with appropriate 

validation). Fast and reliable linear programming techniques may be employed to 

solve the model. 

10.3 General Conclusions and Further Works 

As rrientioned earlier, adequate supply of reactive power should be available at the right place 

and at the right time in order to maintain proper voltages throughout the transmission and 

distribution network. It is also required to maintain voltage stability margins in order to cope 

with unplanned contingencies. A number of black-out events have occurred due to voltage 

instability throughout the world in the past decades. Thus the implications of voltage stability 

requirements deserve consideration, at both the spot pricing and planning levels. 

In the spot pricing context, such constraints may imply higher prices for both active and 

reactive power in a potential reactive power deficit area. This thesis demonstrates the theoretical 

effect on spot prices of such margins, but the examples are essentially illustrative. Thus, the 

practical significance of these effects is not really addressed, either in absolute terms or in 

relation to the impact of other contingency constraints. Further numerical work using real-life 

power systems examples would be helpful to determine the likely real-world significance of the 

effect on the spot prices of security/stability margins. 

At present, in the New Zealand market, generators which cause under frequency events 

are penalised, but there is no such penalty if a load fluctuates, causing a change in frequency 

requiring a reserve response to cover it. The effect of such load variation can be modelled 

by maintaining a load margin from the current operating point using reserve. The effect of 

maintaining such reserves can be captured in terms of spot pricing. However, the practicality 

of implementing these ideas depends significantly on the state of market developments. The 

concept of a pricing model which deals with the MW security margin could be readily introduced 

into the real power energy market. Before implementing an explicit voltage stability margin 

constraint into the market spot pricing mechanism, though, it would be necessary for AC nodal 

spot pricing methods to be in place. 

If such a regime were to be implemented, we could imagine an investment regime for reactive 

capacity driven entirely by spot prices. But the electricity sector, at the moment, seems to be 

not prepared to accept AC spot pricing. Also, investment in reactive capacity is a very localised 

issue, with scale economies playing a very significant role at that localised level. Thus we can 

expect very similar problems to those arising with respect to transmission investment, including 

the problems of identifying, forming and disciplining coalitions of potential beneficiaries and of 

entering into, and enforcing long term cost recovery contracts with those participants. 

Further research in this area seems to be desirable, particularly with respect to the value of 

spot price mechanisms as indicators of desirable capacity enhancement, and the degree of cost 
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recovery they might offer. In the absence of such sophisticated market arrangements, though, 

some means must be found to determine an optimal investment plan, and to recover the costs 

of that plan from appropriate participants. 

IIi the planning context, we have suggested an efficient voltage stability constrained plan

ning algorithm integrating modal analysis and optimisation methods, demonstrated how the 

algorithm works using a 14-bus network. This method seems to show considerable promise, 

but further numerical work would be desirable to verify that this approach can be applied to 

realistic networks. 

An important area that we have just touched upon is the cost allocation methodology. We 

have suggested the Shapley Value method to allocate VAR costs among market players, rather 

than proportional method. But we have not examined other "Equity" methods in detail. The 

example used is also of illustrative nature. This is a very important and topical issue, as is 

transmission investment cost allocation generally. 
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Appendix A 

Description of Static Voltage 

Collapse 

This section develops the background necessary for analysis of static voltage collapse problem. 

The objective is to establish the concepts of P - V and Q - V curves (nose curves), voltage 

sensitivity to reactive power., number of voltage solutions at different load levels, the "point 

of collapse (PoC)" and the conditions which occur at voltage collapse point in a simple 2-bus 

loss-less power system. These conditions will be generalised for multi bus system latter in this 

chapter. Consider a 2-bus, loss-less system as shown in Figure A-l with constant load (Pd, 

Qd ) and fixed sending end voltage E. The two buses are connected by a single line having a 

reactance of X pu. Bus voltages at the sending and receiving ends are assumed to be E = EL 

o and V = V L e. The assumption of fixed sending end voltage amounts to limit-less reactive 

power supply from the generator to keep the generator terminal voltage fixed at E at different 

load conditions. The P-V diagram in Figure A-2 shows the load end voltage, V as the load Pd 

is varied. 

Gen. terminal 
voltage, E 

Generator 

Xpu 

Load end 
voltage, V 

Figure A-1: Two Bus System 
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v Stability Margin 

r-____________ +-________ ~Poc 

Pd, max 

Figure A-2: P-V diagram showing PoC and stability margin 

The active and reactive power balance equations, in terms of magnitudes of E, V and X, 

are: 

From (A.I), 

EV 
Pd = - P = - - sin 0 

X 

V 2 EV 
Qd=-Q=--+- cosO X X 

. PdX 2 PdX 2 sm() = --' so cos () = 1 - (--) 
EV' EV 

Setting Qd = 0 in (A.2) gives V = E cos(), and using ( A.l), 

V2 - ~2 [1 ± V(I- 4i~2)l 

Pd 
E2 

- --sin2() 
2X 
E2 

Pd,max = -- at 0 = 45° 
2X 

The Pd - V curve shows in Figure 2.2 illustrates the following ideas: 

(A.I) 

(A.2) 
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A.I Sensitivity 

The sensitivities of voltage to load power on the upper and lower branch of the nose curve are 

explored. At the upper branch, 

:X IVH< 0 
It shows that an increase in Pd at VH will cause decrease in voltage and decrease in Pd will 

cause in increase in voltage. This is an expected behaviour in normal power system operation 

and is usually termed as stable solution, upper branch solution or high voltage solution or stable 

equilibrium point (SEP). 

The sensitivity at the lower branch of the curve is :X IVL> 0 which is opposite to that at 

VH • This is called an unstable solution, lower branch solution, low voltage solution or unstable 

equilibrium point (UEP). 

A.2 Number of Solutions 

The number of solutions varies as Pd is increased [26]. It can be visualised from Figure A-2 

that in the vicinity of the PoC there are, 

2 solutions for Pd < Pd,max; 

1 solution at Pd = Pd,maxi and 

No solution for Pd > Pd,max' 

A.3 Point of Collapse (Poe) 

The coordinate of the poe is (Pd,max, Vc) where Pd,max is the maximum power that can be 

transferred and Vc is the critical voltage at this level of power transfer. At the PoC, 

dV I - ex: dPd Vc -

This indicates that voltage is infinitely sensitive to Pd at Vc. 
Similar results can be obtained for Qd also. 

A.4 Voltage Stability Criteria 

For the 2 bus network, the criterion for voltage stability is stated as follows: 

dV > 0 
dP 
dV 0 
dQ> . 
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where P =_-Pd,and Q -Qd. 

The point (Qd,max! Vc) is the PoC on Qd - V diagram. The condition of voltage collapse is 

thus: 

ddVP --ex:', or dP 0 dV = 

dV -ex: or dd
V
Q = 0 dQ - , 

A.5 Voltage Stability Criteria for Multibus Power Systems 

The condition of instability is given by [107]: 

Det(J) = 0 

Where J is the normal load flow Jacobian matrix. 

The J is of the form: 

J = [~ ~ 1 = [FS Fv 1 
Bf) av Go Gv 

where p and q are real and reactive power mismatch vector [25] . 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

• The matrix J is real and square. It is symmetrical in case of loss-less network with 

constant loads . 

• Fs,Fv) Gs, Gv are sub matrices of J. The Fe is composed of ; terms, Fv is composed 

of ~ terms, Gs is composed of.;' terms and Gv is composed of lV terms. There 

is a relatively strong coupling between reactive power and voltage magnitude in power 

systems. Therefore, for voltage stability analysis, the most interesting matrix of the above 

four submatrices is Gv . 

The following 8ubmatrices, associated with Jacobian matrix J are defined using Schur's 

complement as follows: 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

The determinant of J can be expressed as follows: 

det(J) = det(Fs) * det(Gs ) (A.7) 
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det(J) = det(Gv) * det(Fs) (A.8) 

It may be seen from (A.7) and (A.8) that load flow Jacobian J becomes singular either when 

the matrix Go or the matrix becomes singular. When there is no static angular stability 

problem, i.e., det(Fe} ::f. 0, then power flow Jacobian J will become singular if and only if 

the matrix Gs is singular. It may also be noticed that if det(Gv } ::f. 0, then singularity of J 

corresponds to singularity of Fs , i.e., a breakdown in P - 0 behaviour. 

In power system, the coupling between injections of reactive power and node angle 

is important. The matrix Gs captures these interactions, whereas Gv does not. Gs is therefore 

a better matrix to examine static voltage stability of stressed power systems. 

In the case of single machine on infinite bus system, to maintain angular stability, positive 

synchronising coefficients, ; > 0, are required. In multi bus systems, the matrix Fs is required 

to be positive definite. 

A.6 of Angular and Voltage Stability 

It is assumed that the system-state (0, V) is changing slowly due to change of system loading 

parameter (>.) until it gets close to the static bifurcation, and the voltage collapse occurs at 

(O*, V*, >.*). The static bifurcation point is given by [60], 

p( O*, V*, >. *) = 0 (A.9) 

q( (}*, V*, >. *} = 0 (A.10) 

det(J) = 0 (A.ll) 

det(Fe) ::f. 0 (A.12) 

The conditions given by (A.9), (A.lO), and (A.11) define the static bifurcation of the equi

libria of the power flow equations. The determinant of J is zero at the above bifurcation point. 

det(Fe} :f. 0, singularity of J corresponds to singularity of Gs,which in turn indicates 

voltage instability. The condition (A.12) is the additional requirement necessary to ensure that 

Gs exists. 

If det(Gv } :f. 0, then singularity of J corresponds to singularity of Fs which in turn indicates 

angular instability. 
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A.7 Methods of Finding the poe 

There are number of methods available for finding the point of voltage collapse. Venikov [107] 

proposed the criterion for detecting the point of voltage collapse as being the point where the 

determinant of the Jacobian of the load flow equations becomes singular. This concept has 

been equivalently analysed using the: 

o Minimum singular value of the Jacobian, [97]. 

4D Minimum Eigenvalue of the Jacobian, [60] . 

• Condition number of the Jacobian matrix, [107]. 

~ Sensitivity method, [40]. 

tID Continuation method, [4]. 

o Multiple power flow solution method,[100]. 

o Energy function, [73]. 

l1li Optimisation method, [106]. 

Some methods like Eigenvalue method can provide relative distance to the PoC and the 

location of shunt reactive compensation. The magnitude of eigenvalue provides a relative mea

sure of the distance to the point of collapse from the current operating point. The eigenvalues, 

however, are merely indicative of the nodes where reactive compensation is desired and can 

not provide an absolute measure because of the non-linearity of the problem. The buses cor

responding to the large elements in the right eigenvector are traditionally regarded as the best 

sites for reactive compensation. The bus participation factors can also provide the location for 

shunt reactive compensation. However, neither of these criteria can be used to determine the 

precise amount of reactive compensation to maintain voltage level and/or stability margin. 

The optimisation method, on the other hand, determines the maximum loadability point 

(PoC) directly and accurately. 
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Primal and Dual Problems 

B.l General Formulation of Primal Problem 

The objective function can be the minimisation of short term operating cost or maximisation 

of benefit function. The objective function is written as: 

Minimise Zp = f(x) .(B.1) 

Subject to the following equality and inequality constraints: 

hi (x) = Ci .... i = 1,2 .... 1 (B.2) 

gj(x) < bj ... j = 1,2 ... J (B.3) 

Thus hand 9 are vectors of functions that contain 1 equality constraints such as power 

balance equation and J inequality constraints. The examples of inequality constraints are 

limits of all variables, transmission line capacity limits, active and reactive power generation 

limits and other security limits such as voltage stability limit, security margin limit, etc. The 

x consists of state variables, control variables and parameters. 

h1(x) gl(X) 

h2(X) g2(X) 

hex) = * and g(x) = * (B.4) 

* * 
hI(X) gJ(x) 
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If x = (Xl, X2,'" Xn) ERn is minimiser, then there exists A E RI and f-t E RJ. 

We define the Lagrangian function as [114]: 

(B.5) 

The pt order optimality, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT), conditions are given by: 

(B.6) 

hex) = 0 (i.e., hi(X) = Ci for i = 1,2 .... 1) (B.7) 

g(X) ~ 0 (i.e., gj(x) :::; bj for j = 1, 2 .... J) (B.8) 

f-tj * gj(x) = 0 for j = 1,2 .... J (B.9) 

f-tj ~ 0 ............. for j = 1,2 .... J 

B.1.l Complementary Slackness Condition 

{ 
f-t. *g·(x) = 0 } 

J J = lh complementary slackness condition 
/I.. > 0 
f""J -

If gj{x) < 0, (lh inequality inactive), then f-tj = O. 

If f-tj > 0, (lhinequalityactive), then gj(x) = 0 

* Complementary slackness implies that if constraint is non-binding, then f-t = 0, otherwise 

f-t is non-negative. 

* Ai = Lagrange or Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) multiplier associated with ith equality 

constraint, hi(x) = O. 

e f-tj = KKT multiplier associated with lhinequality constraint, gj(x) :::; O. 

€I KKT conditions are necessary but not sufficient. 
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• If j, 9 and h are convex or if there is only one solution to KKT -condition, then the solution 

is optimal. 

B.1.2 Interpretation of Multipliers 

Let x*, A *) /-l* solve the KKT conditions for the minimisation problem given above, then 

&£ = -X~ and &c;, t , 

&£ - * 
&bj - -/-lj 

Thus the multipliers give incremental decrease in minimal objective function cost for the 

small increase in RHS of the given constraint ( s), i.e., resources. That means multiplier indicates 

the incremental decrease of value of minimum objective function for an increase of one unit of 

resource of the associated constraint. 

B.2 Dual Formulation 

The Wolfe's dual of the above primal problem can be formulated as follows [114]: 

Maximise ZD = £ = j(x) + ATh(x) + /-IT g(x) (B.l0) 

subject to: 

(B.ll) 

h(x) = 0 (i.e., hi(x) = Ci for i = 1, 2 .... I) (B.12) 

g(x) ::; 0 (i.e., gj(x) ::; bj for j = 1, 2 .... J) (B.13) 

/-lj * gj(x) = 0 for j = 1, 2 .... J (B.14) 

/-lj 2: 0 ............ .for j = 1, 2 .... J (B.15) 

where Ai and /-lj for i = 1,2 .... 1 and j = 1, 2 .... J are multipliers associated with the equality 

and inequality constraints. These are also known as shadow prices and dual variables. Note 

that A is free variable that means it can take + ve, -ve value. The £ is considered as total 

system cost. 
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The objective function of the dual problem is a Lagrangian type function formed from the 

both equality and inequality constraints. At the optimal solution the elements in vector x 

assumes the optimal values and thus the term f(x) in primal can be treated as constant and 

so can be disregarded in dual maximisation problem. 

The remaining terms are complementary slackness conditions. For example, we consider 

J-Lj(gj(x) - bj ) = 0 complementary slackness condition. If the jth constraint is binding i.e., 

bj = gj(x), then J-Lj > 0 which means that all the lh resources are exhausted at the optimal 

solution and needs more. If the jth constraint is not binding i.e., gj(x) < bj then /-Lj = O. This 

means that there is unused lh resources at the optimal solution and can be treated as free 

resources. 

Therefore any prices A and J-L that satisfy both the dual constraints and the complementary 

slackness conditions are feasible prices, and as long as the complementary slackness conditions 

are satisfied, the dual objective function is redundant. This allows us to use an arbitrary dual 

objective function. Thus prices can be evaluated from the dual constraints which are same as 

1 st order optimality condition. While there will generally be only one solution to this problem, 

non-differentiable points in the OPF can result in some freedom with which values can be 

assigned to the dual values. As a result multiple dual solutions may result for a given primal 

solution (as multiple primal solutions may exist for a given dual solution). The original dual 

objective function can not distinguish between degenerate solutions and this is where the use 

of a new pricing objective function is useful [6], [86]. 
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of Volt Stability 

Pricing Mo 

The voltage stability constrained dispatch and pricing primal problem in functional form is 

developed following Read and Ring [81] and Hogan, Read and Ring [53] in this chapter. A 

Wolfe's dual problem [114] is formed and different pricing relationships are established. 

C.l Primal Variables 

As discussed earlier, two operating states are considered in this problem - one is the normal 

or base operating condition, and the other is the 8M contingency condition, c (SMC state). 

The normal state operating point must be away from the collapse point by a predefined voltage 

stability margin (SM) expressed in terms of load MVA. The definition of SM is reproduced 

form chapter-2 as, 

where, 

ESdi,c 
i 

Sdi) 
SM = ---==---- ? kk 

Sum of MVA load over buses i during the contingency condition, c 

Sum of MVA load over buses i during the normal operating condition. 

(C.1) 

Note that the required stability margin is denoted by kk instead of k because the symbol k 

is used for indexing transmission lines in this Appendix. 

The MVA load is a complex quantity and has got "real" and "imaginary" components (Pdi, 

Qdi) at the normal state and (Pdi,c) Qdi,c) at the contingency state. 

The following primal variables are used in the formulation. The variables denoted by suffix 

c correspond to the contingency condition. The bus and node is interchangeably used in this 

thesis. 
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Bus angles at node i during base and contingency conditions. 

Vi, Vi,c 

Pgi, Qgi 

Voltage magnitudes at node i base and contingency conditions. 

Active and reactive power generation levels at node i. 

Active and reactive power reserve levels at node i, 

during contingency condition c. 

Active and reactive power load levels at node i. 

Active and reactive power load levels at node i, 

during contingency condition c. 

Pi = Pgi - fdi Net active power injection at node .i .. 

Qi = Qgi - Qdi Net reactive power injection at node i. 

Pi,c = Pgi + Pri - Pdi,c Net active power injection at node i during contingency c. 

Qi,c = Qgi + Qri - Qd,c Net reactive power injection at node i during contingency c. 

C.2 Classifications of Buses 

There are four variables associated with each bus in power flow (PF) problem. These are 

V, e, P, Q - bus voltage magnitude, bus angle, net bus active and reactive power injections at 

each bus. In PF problem, two of these four variables are given and the other two are found 

out from the PF solution provided one bus is selected as "swing bus" for which V and e are 

specified. By doing so we provide sufficient degree of freedom to find a solution. By definition 

e is set at zero. It acts as reference bus. The other bus angles are expressed relative to the 

swing bus angle. The buses are usually classified depending on which two variables are given. 

For example, a bus is defined as PQ type bus if both P, Q are given and V, e are required to be 

found out from PF solution. That means P, Q are independent variables and V, e are dependent 

variables. In this thesis, the buses are classified in terms of variables which are independent 

there. 

PQ buses: Pi and Qi are independent variables and Vi and ei are set free as required. 

These are load buses in the system and are represented as i E PQ. 

PV bus: P? and Vi are independent variables and Qi and ei are set free to take any value 

to optimise the dispatch staying within their physical limits. These are represented as 

i EPV 

ve bus (Swing): Vi and ei are independent variables and Pi and Qi are set free to take any 

value to optimise the dispatch. These are represented as i E s. A generator bus is usually 

designated as a swing bus. The swing generator is treated similar to other generators in 

the OPF except that the e s = O. Therefore e s is an independent variable. Any generator 

in the system could act as a swing bus. After solving the OPF, marginal bus which is 

most expensive generator in the dispatch is determined. Without loss of generality, the 
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marginal bus is redefined as swing bus i.e., original location of swing bus is changed [94] ( 

p.158, 159). 

The following combination of sets are used in this thesis. 

Set of all nodes except swing (marginal) bus are represented as : P X 

Set of all nodes are represented as the combination of P X buses and the swing bus S: P X S 

Set of all PV buses and the swing bus S are represented as: PV S. 

C.3 Convexity of the Primal Problem 

Generation cost function is assumed to be continuously differentiable. The constraints are 

assumed differentiable and solution space is assumed locally convex for this OPF problem. 

C.4 Model Formulation 

We consider in this Appendix a single voltage stability contingency denoted by C as opposed 

to multiple voltage stability contingencies. The contingency C represents the SMC condition 

as described earlier. The brief description of the objective function and the constraints are 

given below. The dual variable (multiplier) associated with the primal constraint is shown at 

the right hand side of each constraint. The dual variables give the shadow price of the primal 

independent variable i.e., it describes the value for a change in one of the independent variables 

of the primal problem. 

The objective function is to minimise the combined generation and the reserve costs, both 

MW and MVAr, to supply the normal load maintaining a required margin: 

Minimise Z = I)Pgi * Cpi + Qgi * Cqi + Cpri * Pri + cqri * Qri)i ViE PXS (C.2) 

Where, 

Pgi Quantity of offer for energy by generator i, MW 

Qgi Quantity of offer for reactive power by generator i, MVAr 

Cpi Offer for energy by generator i, $/MW 

Cqi Offer for reactive power by generator i, $/MVAr 

Cpri Offer for MW reserve by generator i, $/MW 

Cqri Offer for reactive power reserve by generator i, $/MVAr 

Pri Quantity of offer for MW reserve by generator i,MW 

Qri Quantity of offer for reactive power reserve by generator i,MVAr 

i E P X S as the sets defined earlier. 
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The following constraints are considered. 

Ell The base state power flow constraints which ensure that the base demand conditions are 

satisfied, 

L (Pgi - Pdi)-Lp(Pgx - Pbx,Q~Q - Q~Q, VPVS ) = 0 :Ap (C.3) 
iEPXS 

L (Qgi - Qdi)-LQ(Pgx - Pbx,Q~Q - Q~Q, V PVS ) = 0 :Aq (C.4) 
iEPXS 

e Voltage Stability Margin constraint at the contingency state. The contingency state power 

flow constraints implicitly ensure that the voltage stability margin constraint is satisfied. 

L (Pgi +Pri - Pdi,c)-Lp,c(Pgx +Pc.x -Pb;,Q~Q +Q~Q - Q~~, vtVS ) = 0 :Ap,c (C.5) 
iEPXS 

where, 

Lp, Lp,c Functions that describe total system real power loss 

during normal and contingency conditions 

Functions that describe total system reactive power loss 

during normal and contingency conditions 

These losses are function of net real and reactive power injection at all buses except at the 

swing bus and independent voltages at the PV buses and the swing bus. 

• Transmission Line Flow constraints under normal state only 

(C.7) 

Q - Q (Ppx _ ppx QPQ _ QPQ V pvs ) - O"T . wk E K k k G D, G D , -. qk, v (C.S) 

Vk E K, set of transmission lines. 

e Transmission Line Thermal limits under normal state only 
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(C.9) 

;I Transmission Line Flow constraint under contingency state only 

(0.10) 

Q Q (P'PX ppx ppx QPQ QPQ QPQ V PV8 ) 0' ,\.Ik K 
k,e - k,e G + R D,e' G + R - D,e' e = ,Tqk,el v E (C.11) 

• Transmission Line Thermal limits under contingency state only 

-Pf,e - Q~,e 2:: -T;:::X : tPk,e; Yk E K (C.12) 

• Dependent Voltage magnitude at PQ nodes under normal state 

v. - V.(P'px - ppx QPQ - QPQ V PV8 ) = o· II. " \.Ii E PQ 
~ t G D, G D ' , r-v~, v (C.13) 

• Dependent Voltage magnitude at PQ nodes under contingency state 

T':i,e Tl: (P'px + ppx _ ppx QPQ + QPQ _ QPQ v:PV8 ) 0 II \.I' E PQ 
Vi Vi,e G R D,e' G R D,e' e . : r-vi,c; v2 (C.14) 

\I Dependent Reactive Power Injection at PV buses under normal state 

(C.15) 

;I Dependent Reactive Power Injection at PV buses under contingency state 

(Q Q) Q (P'px ppx ppx QPQ QPQ 
gi di - i,e G + R - D,e' G + R QPQ VPV8) 

D,e' e : ¢qi,e; 'rfi E PV (C.16) 

\I Voltage limits under normal state .only 

-Vi > _\limax:'I.9t; i E 

Vi > 1/imin: 'l.9ii i E PXS (0.17) 
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• Voltage limits under contingency state only 

-Vi,c > -Vi~ax:'!9tc; i E PXS , , 

Vi,c 

• Active and reactive power capacity limits 

-Pgi - Pri > pcaph. + .' PXS - gi .vpi ' '/, E 

Pgi + Pri > pcapl. -
gi 'Vpi ; i E PXS 

-Qgi - Qri > Qcaph. + . - gi .Vqi , iEPXS 

Qgi + Qri > Qcapl. -
gi 'Vqi ; i E PXS 

• Active and reactive power reserve limits 

-Pri > _p;::ax:c; ; i E PXS 

Pri > prnin -ri :cpi ; i E PXS 

-Qri > _Q~ax·c~· 
n . q2' iEPXS 

Qri > Qrnin -ri :cqi ; i E PXS 

• Active and reactive power generation limits 

-Pgi > _p"!-ax.,+ . . i E PXS g2 . p2 , 

Pgi > pITfin.,-. gt . p2 ; i E PXS 

-Qgi > Qmax. +. 
- gi "qi' iEPXS 

Qgi > Qrnin. -
gi "qi ; i E PXS 

• Normal and contingency state load relationship 

Pdi,c = Pdi/(l- kk) : i3pi,c; i E PXS 

. Qdi,c = Qdi/(l- kk) : i3qi,c; i E PXS 
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(0.18) 

(0.19) 

(0.20) 

(0.21) 

(C.22) 

(C.23) 

(C.24) 

(C.25) 
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• Load Setting under Normal State 

Pdi Pdr: (3pi ; i E PXS 

Qdi - Qd,i,t: (3qi ; i E PXS 

• Generator risk contingencies 

-Pgu - Pru 2: -Rg : Itt; u E U (set of risk units) 

The independent and dependent variables 

The vectored variables used in this formulation are: 

ppxs ppxs QPXS QPXS ppxs QPXS vPXS VPVS 
G ,D , G , D 'R 'R' lC' 

The independent variables are: 

ppx pPXS QPQ QPXS pPXS QPXS VPVS VPvs 
G'D 'G'D 'R 'R' 'c' 

The dependent variables are: 

p. Q Pv S V PQ V;PQ 
Gs, G' 'c· 

(C.26) 

(C.27) 

(C.28) 

Generation variables are included at demand nodes and demand variables are included at 

generation nodes, even if these will have zero values, so as to determine the prices for these 

commodities if they are available there. We have used the net injection at each node rather than 

nodal generation and demand separately. Hence even if one of either generation and demand 

at a node is an independent variable, the net combination of the two may still be a dependent 

variable; for example swing bus injection and reactive power injection at PV buss. These are 

given by Ps = PGs - PDs, Qs = QGs - QDs, and Qi = Qgi - Qdi; i E PV. Similar relations also 

hold for the contingency condition taking into account reserve powers. 

Different forms of pricing equations will be used at different nodes. Since the independent 

variables in the dispatch problem are active power net injections at all non-swing bus nodes, re

active power net injection at PQ nodes, and voltage magnitudes at PV nodes and swing bus, the 

corresponding prices are the dependent pricing variables. Conversely, the prices corresponding 

to the dependent active and reactive power injections at the swing bus, reactive power injection 

at PV buses, and voltage magnitudes at PQ buses, are the independent pricing variables. 
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C.5 Dual Problem 

C.5.! Lagrangian Function 

The Lagrangian is: 

£ = L:(Pgi * Cpi + Qgi * Cqi) + L:(Cpri * Pri) + L:(Cqri * Qri) 
iii 

- L: 'l/Jqn((Qgn - Qdn) - Qn(:PbX - Pbx, Q~Q - Q~Q, V PVS )) 
nEPV 
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- L: 'l/Jqn,c((Qgn + Qrn - Qdn,c) - Qn,c(PbX + pKx - Pb~ ,Q~Q + Q~Q - Q~~, v!VS)) 
nEPV " 

+ L: v~ ( -p,;?Ph + Pgi + P ri) + L: v; ( + p,;?pl - Pgi - Pri ) 
iEPXS iEPXS 

+ L: v;( _Q~ph + Qgi + Qri) + L: v;;J +Q~~Pl - Qgi - Qri) 
iEPXS iEPXS 
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+ I: c~( -P:f= + Pri) + I: c;( +p;?in - Pri) 
iEPXS iEPXS 

+ I: C:qi( -Q;Iax + Qri) + I: c;( +Q::Iin - Qri) 
iEPXS iEPXS 

+ I: ,~( -P;= + Pgi) + I: ,;( +p;:in - Pgi) 
iEPXS iEPXS 

+ I: ,~( -Q;iax + Qgi) + I: ,;( +Q;iin - Qgi) 
iEPXS iEPXS 

+ I: 19t(-1/imax+1/i)+ I: 19i(1/imin_1/i) 
iEPXS iEPXS 

+ I: 19t( - 1/imax + Vi,e) + I: 19ie(1/imin - Vi,e) 
iEPXS iEPXS ' 

- '""" f3' (P.d' - BL) - '""" f3' (Qd' -~) L., p',e ~,e l-kk L., p',e ',C l-kk 
iEPXS iEPXS 

+ I: p~(Pgu + Pru - Rg) u E set of risk units 
u 

+p(Rg - I: Pri ) 
iEPXS 

C.5.2 Formation of Dual constraints 

Dual constraints can be formed from the first order KKT optimality conditions. These are: 
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A + A aLp,c + A aLg,c + '"" T fJPk 
p,c p,c ap , q,c oP , L..J pk &p. ' 

g' 9' kEK g. 

aQ", '"" oP""c + '"" aQk,c + '"" nl. £9n. + '"" nl. r qk aPgi + L..J r pk,c aPg; L..J r qk,c aPg; L..J '{/ qn aPgi L..J '{/ qn,c 
kEK kEK nEPV nEPV 

'0\1, '"" 8Vn ,c (+ _ -) + ( + _ -) 9 {; - O· PXS J.lvn *f?': + L..J J.lvn c f:JP, + Vpi Vpi "Ipi 'Ypi + puupu - ,t E 
v 9' nEPQ ' 9' 

8£ \ aLp \ + \ 8Lp c \ \ oLq,c + '"" ap" 
aQgi = Cqi + /\p aQgi - /\q + /\p,cfflt; - /\q,c /\q,c aQgi kiK T pk {JQgi 

+ '"" aQ" + '"" ap",c + '"" 8Q",c + " nl, ~ + '"" nl, 8Qn,c L..J r qk 8Q' L..J r pk,c 8Q ' L..J T qk,c aQ ' L..J '{/ qn {JQ ' L..J '{/ qn,c 8Q ' 
kEK g. kEK g' kEK g. nEPV 9' nEPV 9' 

+ E J.lvn:;;n + E J.lvnc ~4": + (v; - v;) + C"t; - "I;) = 0, i E PXS 
nEPQ g. nEPQ 9 

8£ \ A aLp + A f:JLq + 
f:JPdi /\p + P f:JPdi q {JPdi 

+ " aVn + f3pi,c (3 - ° L..J J.lvnaPd' l-kk - pi - , 
nEPQ ' 

+ E J.lvn:QVnd' + t.!~k - (3qi = 0, i E PXS 
nEPQ ' 

a£ A + A gLp,c + A gLq,c + "r aple,c + "T aQIe,c 
8Pd ' p,C P,C Pd' C q,c Pd' C L..J pk,caPd' c L..J qk,c8Pd' C 

t,C "', kEK "nEPV " 

+ "nl. f:JapQn,c + "II, gpVn,c (3pJ,c = 0, i E PXS L..J '{/qn,c d"C L..J rvn,c dl,C • 
nEPV nEPQ 

-1liL A f:JL p," + QR + QR aLg ,,, + " T aT",c + 
{JQd' p,caQd' J.l J.l aQd' L..J pk,caQd.' c 

~tC llC '"e kEK I 

r 8Qk,c + "nl. {JQn,c 
qk,c f:JQ di c L..J '{/ qn,c aQ eli c ' 

'nEPV ' 

+ E J.lvncg~;tc - (3qi,c = 0, i E PXS 
nEPQ ' 

f:J£ \ + \ aLp,c + \ 8L%c + " f:JPk,c 
8P , = Cpri - /\p,c /\p,c fJp , /\q,c ap , L..J T pk,c OP , 

r. r. 1'> kEK r. 
aQ"e + " Tqk,c~ L..J 

rt nEPV 

+ " av"." (+ -) (<,! -)+ 9{; -0 L..J J.lvn,c8P": + Vpi - Vpi "'I'- epi puUru - P - , 
nEPQ r. 

iEPXS 

o£ \ + \ aLp,c +' !:!l;s.,c + + " fJPk,c . .1 
8Q ' = Cqri /\q,c /\p,c fJQ, /\q,c aQ :- L..J T pk,c 8Q ' T 

r. r, r, kEK r, 
8Q,c,c + "n/, {JQn,c 

T qk,c 8Q ' LM '{/qn,c 8Q ' 
rt nEPV rt 

+ E J.lvn,c~4"~ + (v; - v;) + (e; e;;i) = 0, i E PXS 
nEPQ r. 
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3t = 
'" 

0, kEK 
fJ£ _ 

80 -"'. 
O,kEK 

8£ _ 
8P""c -
8g:.c = + 2¢>k,cQk,c = 0, k E K 

8£ \ 8Lp +A ~ + '" !!!1 + '" ao", + '" nl. ~ + '" ~ 8V, = "'pav; qaVi L.J rpk8Vi L.J rqkav, L.J '+'qnfJVi L.J !-tvnaVi 
kEK kEK nEPV nEPO 

+('lJt - 'lJi) = 0, i E PXS 

fJ£ = A aLp.c + A aLq,c + '" r ap",.c + 2: 7' aQk;,c + 
alii c p,c a\li c q,c a\li c L.J pk,c alii c qk,c alii c 

, , . kEK 'kEK • 

1/J 8Qn,c + 
qn,c alii." 

+ 2: !-tvn c ~~t + ('lJtc - 'lJic) = 0, i E P XS 
nEPQ 't,e , , 

1. Multipliers associated with equality constraints are unconstrained in sign. 

2. Multipliers associated with inequality constraints are either 0 or + ve. 

3. Complementary slackness conditions requires that the dual variable is positive only if the 

constraint is binding, otherwise its vale is zero. 

We express net power injection at a bus as: 

Pi = Pgi - Pdi 

Qi = Qgi - Qdi 

Differentiating the net injection equations, 

Establish the following relationships, 

BF{ 

8Pgi 

8F{ 
8Pdi 
BQi 
8Qgi 
8Qi 
8Qdi 

= 1 

= -1 

- 1 

= -1 
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We also express net power injection at a bus during the contingency condition as mentioned 

earlier: 

F1 c = P.gi + Pri - Pdi c , , 

Qi,c = Qgi + Qri Qdi,c 

Differentiating the net injection equations, 

8Pi,c = 1 
8Pgi 

8Pic 
1 = 8Pri 

8F1,c = 1 
8Pdi,c 
8Qi,c 

- 1 
8Qgi 
8Qic 

1 = 8Qri 
8Qi,c 

= 
8Qdi,c 

Establish the following relationships, 
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Similarly, 
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8Lp,c 8Lp,c 8Pi,c _ 8Lp,c 
--=--*------
8Pdi c 8Pi c 8Pdi c 8Pi , , , 

8Lq,c _ 8Lq,c. 8Lq,c _ 8Lq,c. 8LQ,c 8Lq,c 
8Qgi - 8Qi,c' 8Pdi,c - - 8Pi,c' 8Qdi,c = - 8Qi,c 

C.5.3 Effect of Injection at Marginal (slack) Bus on Loss Function 

It was mentioned in the primal problem that system active and reactive power loss is a function 

of active power injection at PX nodes ( all nodes but the marginal node), reactive power 

injection at PQ nodes and the voltage magnitude at PVS nodes. These were shown as the 

superscript in the equations. That means loss is independent on marginal bus injection. The 

reason being any change in demand at the swing (marginal) bus is assumed to be made up 

at the swing (marginal) bus itself and hence have no impact on the network. These may be 

represented as: 

Similarly, 

8Lp,c = O. 8Lp,c _ o· 8Lq,c _ O· 8Lq,c = 0 
8Ps '8Qs . - , 8Ps - , 8Qs 

Also because the marginal generator does not operate at limit, the multipliers associated 

with the marginal generator limit constraints are zero. It is assumed that there is only one 

marginal generator in the system for both active and reactive power though it could be different 

for active and reactive power. Thus vps = 0 and Vqs = O. 

Using the above relationships~ prices for the different commodities can be obtained from the 

equations describing the first order optimality conditions in terms of net bus-injection: 

C.B Prices for Generation, Reserve, and Demand 

The prices are now expressed in terms of net injection at a bus. 
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C.6.1 The Generation Prices 

Cpi = [Ap - (Apfl + Aqw.-) - {2: Tpk?f/. + E Tqk ~~k+ 
, , kEK 'kEK ' 

+ " ./, ~ +"~} 1 + [' (' aLp,c +' aLq,c) {" aQk,c+ w 'i-'qn ap. w I-Lvn ap. - vpi - "(pi /\p,c - /\p,c ap. /\q,c ap· - w Tqk,c ap 
nEPV 'nEPQ ' " kEK 9 

E Tpk,c a;;t + E ¢qn,c a~;t + E I-Lvn,ca;pt}l- prj i E PXS and 
kEK nEPV nEPQ 

i E Ub C Uj where Ub = Set of binding risk generators. 
(C.29) 

_ [' (' aLp ,~) {" ~ " aQk Cqi - /\q - /\p aQ· + /\q aQ· - w T pk aQ· + w T qk aQ' + 
, 'kEK 'kEK ' 

2: ¢qn ~QQ~ + E JLvn~Q'} - Vqi - "(qil + [Aq,c - (Ap,c a§QP:c + Aq,c a!;Qq~C)_ 
nEPV 'nEPQ ' " 

(C.30) 

{ " aPk,c + " aQk,c + "./, aQn,c +" avn,c }l' . E P X S w Tpk,c aQi w Tqk,c aQi w 'i-'qn,c aQi w JLvn,c aQi ,'t 
kEK kEK nEPV nEPQ 

where vpi = (v~ - v;) and Vqi = (v~ - v;) 

Refer the right hand side of the active power generation price equation (C.29) we interpret 

the different terms in it. 

III Ap :The first term Ap is the cost of generation at the marginal generator bus supplying 

energy during the base dispatch. It is not the marginal cost of generation, it captures the 

effect of increased generation cost and reduction in reserve cost. 

4D -(Ap* + Aq~) : These terms describe the cost of marginal active and reactive power 

losses during the base dispatch resulting from transmission of power from the marginal 

bus to the bus i. These losses are priced at Ap and Aq. 

\II -{ E Tpkfl; + I: Tqk ~~: + E ¢qn ~j,~ + 2: JLvn~}: These terms describe the 
kEK kEK nEPV nEPQ 

costs of different binding constraints during the base dispatch. 

In nodal representation, at bus i, the Api captures the above three terms. 

• Ap,c : This is the active power reserve cost at the marginal generator for reserve during 

the contingency (c). 

4D -(Ap,c a~;:" + Aq,ca{;K) : These terms describe the cost of marginal active and reactive 

power losses during the contingency condition. These losses are priced at Ap,c and Aq,c' 
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{ ,"' '"' 8Qk,c + '"' ./, 8Qn,c + '"' 8Vn ,c} Th t r d 'b 
III - L"" .L..J T qk,c 8Qi .L..J If' qn,c 8Qi .L..J J.Lvn,c 8Q' : ese e ms esen e 

kEK kEK nEPV nEPQ • 
the costs of different binding constraints during the contingency condition. 

In nodal representation, at bus i, the Api,c captures the above three terms. 

I!II pf : This is the cost of the active power reserve to cover its own generation when i itself 

is a risk unit ( i E Ub). 

In nodal representation, at bus i, the Api captures the cost of generation at the marginal bus ( 

Ap) during the base dispatch, the cost due to marginal active and reactive power losses resulting 

from transmission, priced at Ap and Aq during the base dispatch and the cost effect of different 

binding constraints. The Api,c captures the cost of active power reserve at the marginal reserve 

bus ( Ap,c) during the contingency condition, the cost due to marginal active and reactive power 

losses priced at Ap,c and Aq,c during the contingency condition and the cost effect of different 

binding constraints during the contingency condition. Therefore the generation price at bus i 

is given by: 

Active power generation price = Api + Api,c - pf; 

Similarly, 

Reactive power generation price = Aqi + Aqi,c. 

C.6.2 The Reserve Prices 

Active and reactive reserve prices at bus i are given by: 

Cpri + Vpi epi = [Ap,c - (Ap,c 8tiV + Aq,/t}:O) - { 2: T Pk,/%;:o + 2: T qk,/~~.'c + E '¢qn,/~;t 
• t kEK • kEK t nEPV ' 

+ /-Lvn c 88V.pn!~ }] -pf + Pi i E P X S 
, rt 

(C.31) 

Cqri + 8Qk,c + '"' ./, 8Qn,c 
T qk,c 8Q. .L..J If' qn,c 8Q. 

t nEPV t 

(0.32) 

Refer the right hand side of the active power generation price equation C.31. We interpret 

the different terms in it. 

l1li . Ap,c : This is the active power reserve cost at the marginal generator bus supplying active 

power reserve during the contingency (c). 
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• -(Ap,e 8~;t + Aq,c 8f;}{) : These terms describe the cost of marginal active and reactive 

power losses during the contingency condition due to change in active power reserve 

dispatch . These losses are priced at Ap,c and Aq,c' 

• OPk,c + " 8Qk,c + ".1. 8Qn,c +" 8Vn,c} . Th t d Tpk,c 8P, L. Tqk,c 8P. L. 'f'qn,c 8P. L. Jivn,c oP , . ese erms e-
t kEK 'nEPV 'nEPQ ,., 

scribe the costs of different binding constraints during the contingency condition. 

nodal representation , at bus i the Api,c captures the above three terms as described 

ill! pf : This is the cost of the active power reserve to cover its generation when i itself is a 

risk unit ( i E Ub), as defined earlier. 

• p: This is the reserve price for generator risk contingencies. It is given by 

of costs of all the binding risk generators constraints. 

Therefore, in nodal representation, the reserve price at bus i is given by 

Active power reserve price = Api,c - pf + P if i E Ubj otherwise Api,c + p. 

Reactive power reserve price = Aqi,c' 

C.6.3 The Demand Prices 

Active power price at bus i 

f3 - \ (\ ~ \!!br) {" £!1 " ~Qk pi - Ap - Ap oH + Aq 8H - L. T pk 8P, + L. T qk p. + 
, 'kEK • kEK ' 

+ " II, §fu} + f3pi,c. i E PXS 
L. rvn 8Pi l-kk' 

nEPQ 

From {j~£ = 0 equation, we have, 
d~,c 

f.l - A (A 8Lp ,c + A 8Lq,c) T 8Pk,c + 
i-'pi,c - p,c - p,c OPi,C q,c OPi,e - pk,c OPi,C 

+ L ~ qn,c ~~;:~ + L Jivn,c ~~;:~}; i E P X S 
nEPV nEPQ 

The demand price equation (C.33), contains the following terms: 

.1. !29..n. 
'f'qn 8Pi 

T 8Qk,c 
qk,c 8P"c 

flu i.e., sum 

(C.33) 

(C.34) 

Ap , and the cost of loss terms corresponding to base dispatch, and the terms expressing 

the cost effect of the binding constraints during the normal dispatch as in the generation 

price equation. This is Api in the nodal representation. 

" There is another term f3pi,c which is made up of Ap,c, the loss terms corresponding to the 

contingency conditions, and the terms showing the cost effects of the binding constraints 
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during the contingency conditions. These terms are present in the generation price equa

tion as well as in the active power demand price equation. In the active power demand 

price equation, these terms have been scaled up by dividing each of these terms by a 

factor (1 - kk). Expressing the derivatives of loss function in terms of net injections, we 

get: 

8Lp,c = 8Lp,c, and 8Lp,c = 8Lp,c j etc. 
8Pi,c 8P i 8Qi,c 8Qi 

Therefore, using C;35 in C.34, we establish, 

f3pi,c = Api,c' 

Therefore, in nodal representation, the demand prices at bus i are given by, 

Active power demand price f3pi = Api + :!!:.i.k j 
Reactive power demand price f3qi = Aqi + :!:.i.k. 

(C.35) 

(C.36) 

C.6.4 Nodal Representation 

In nodal representation, at bus i the Api captures the cost of generation at the marginal bus ( 

Ap) during the base dispatch, the cost due to marginal active and reactive power losses resulting 

from transmission, priced at Ap and Aq during the base dispatch and the cost effect of different 

binding constraints. The Api,c captures the cost of active power reserve at the marginal reserve 

bus ( Ap,c) during the contingency condition, the cost due to marginal active and reactive power 

losses priced at Ap,c and Aq,c during the contingency condition and the cost effect of different 

binding constraints during the contingency condition. The prices at bus i are given by: 

Generation Price 

Active power generation price 

Reactive power generation price 

Reserve price 

Active power reserve price 

Reactive power reserve price 

Demand Price 

Active power demand price 

Reactive power demand price 

Api,c - pf + pj 

if i E Ubj and P = L p~; U E Ub 
u 

= Aqi,c 

= 

= 

A . + Api,c 
p1. l-kk 

\ +~ Aqi l-kk 
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Z and AEP Network Data 

D.I NZNI Network 

Circuit R X B Circuit R X B 
1-3 0.0712 0.3595 0.0982 7-8 0.002 0.0175 0.0011 
4-5 0.0978 0.5855 0.0773 7-15 0 0.05 0 
4-6 0.023 0.1615 0.01 8-9 0.009 0.0775 0.0047 
4-7 0.0201 0.1548 0.0395 9-10 0.0095 0.078 0.005 
4-2 0.0112 0.1136 0.0071 9-11 0.079 0.4815 0.0191 
7-2 0.0112 0.1136 0.0071 9-14 0 0.15 0 
7-9 0.01 0.0954 0.0058 10-11 0.044 0.3585 0.0233 
1-6 0.042 0.2715 0.017 10-12 0 0.15 0 
1-7 0.088 0.5675 0.0356 11-13 0 0.3 0 
1-17 0.0444 0.2104 0.0247 4-16 0 0.131 0 
7-17 0.0444 0.2104 0.0247 3-5 0.036 0.2396 0.0667 
7-18 0 0.08 

Table D.1: NZNI 18 bus Network data on 500 MVA base 

Bus Pmin Pmax Qmin Qmax 
1 0 1250 -200 750 
3 0 500 -150 150 
5 0 600 -150 200 
8 0 120 -50 65 
16 0 500 -40 240 

Table D.2: NZNI Generator data for planning problem 
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Bus Prnin Pmax Qrnin Qrnax 
1 0 1410 -875 I 690 
3 0 500 -150 150 
5 0 950 -370 635 
8 0 120 -45 65 

KH~ 
1000 , -85 485 
350 -100 200 

Table D.3: NZNI Generator data for pricing problem 
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Figure D-l: New Zealand North Island (NZNI) Reduced Network 

MVAr 
50 

Table D.4: NZNI Load data for priCing problem 
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Gen and MWblock MWprice RMWblock RMWprice 
Blocks (MW) ($/MWh) (MW) ($/MWh) 
1. Bk1 500 1 500 1 
1. Bk2 500 1 500 1 
1. Bk3 410 0 0 0 
3. Bk1 250 1 500 3 
3. Bk2 250 1 500 3 
3. Bk3 0 0 0 0 
5. Bk1 500 1 500 3 
5. Bk2 250 1 500 3 
5. Bk3 200 0 0 0 
8. BIel 100 0.24 120 1 
8. Bk2 20 0.24 120 1 
16.Bk1 0 1 500 2 
16.Bk2 500 1 500 2 
16.Bk3 500 0 0 0 
18.Bk1 250 0.4 200 2 
18.Bk2 100 0.4 200 2 
18.Bk3 0 0 0 2 

Table D.5: NZNI MW Generation and Reserve Offers for pricing problem 

Gen and QG-block QR-block 
Blocks (MVAR) (MVAR) 
1. Bk1 875 875 
3. Bk1 150 150 
5. Bkl 370 370 
8. Bk1 45 45 
16.Bk1 85 85 
18.Bk1 100 100 

Table D.6: NZNI MVAR Generation and Reserve blocks for pricing problem 
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Network 

Circuit X B/2 Circuit R X 
1-2 1 0.05917 0.02640 6-11 0.09498 

• 1-22 0.05917 0.02640 6-12 0.12291 
0.02460 6-13 0.06615 
0.02190 7-8 0.00000 

2-4 0.01870 7-9 0.00000 0.11001 
2-5 0.01700 9-10 0.03181 0.08450 

0.17103 0.01730 9-14 0.12711 0.27038 0.0 
0.04211 0.00640 10-11 0.08205 0.19207 0.0 

0.00000 0.20912 0.0 12-13 0.22092 0.19988 0.0 
0.00000 0.55618 0.0 13-14 0.17093 0.34802 0.0 
0.00000 0.25202 0.0 

Table D.7: AEP 14 bus Network data on 100 MVA base 

Bus Pruin Pmax Qmin Qmax 
1 0 500 -100 300 
2 0 70 -40 50 
6 0 0 -6 24 
8 0 0 -6 24 

Table D.8: AEP Network Generator data 
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Figure D-2: AEP 14 Bus Network 



Criterion 

We consider a cost sharing game with a fixed set of players. Let the players join the co-operative 

enterprise one at a time in some pre-determined order. As each player joins, the number of 

players to be served increases. The player's cost contribution is his/her net addition to cost 

when he/she joins, Le., the incremental cost of adding him/her to the group of players that 

has already joined. The Shapley value of a player is his/her average cost contribution over all 

possible ordering of the players [98]. It satisfies 3 cost-decomposition principles, viz., Dummy, 

Symmetry and Additivity. 

* Dummy: A dummy player is charged nothing. That means those who do not 

use a cost element should not be charged for it. 

* Symmetry: If two players enter symmetrically into the cost function, they are 

charged equally. 

* Additivity: If the cost function decomposes into the sum of two functions d and 

d' , that is if c(S) = deS) + d'eS) for every coalition S, then the cost allocation 

for c is the sum of the allocations for d and d' , 

The Shapley value is a cost allocation rule that is impartial and satisfies the marginality 

principle [117]. 

The critical property of the joint cost allocation scheme which makes it viable, equitable 

and efficient is that of "pool stability" i.e., no individual customer, or a sub-set of customers 

stand to gain by staying away from the overall group. The Shapley value is based on this 

very premise, and is defined as the weighted average of the marginal contribution of a player 

(customer or, load) to all possible coalitions (sub-set of customers) in which it may participate. 

The Shapley value (¢) for a customer (m) is expressed mathematically as [95], 

where, 

1 n 1 
¢m = ;,' -;;s 'L[v(s) - v(s - m)] 

8=1 () mEs 
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E.l. Cost Allocatioll and Shapley Value: An Example using AEP 14 Bus System 

m Customer or, load e.g., components of bus load say load A, load B etc. 

s Coalition of customers e.g., (load A + load B), etc. 

n Total number of loads (in the network, or at a bus) among which 

the cost is to be allocated. 

v(s) Characteristic function i.e., the cost associated with coalition s and 

v (s m) is the cost after dropping designated customer m. 

c(s) Number of coalitions of size s containing the designated load m given by 

c(s) 
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There are limitations of Shapley value. The Shapley value fails where the cost function can 

not be decomposed. The Shapley value may also fail to be in the core, for example, when some 

coalition is required to pay more than their opportunity cost. 

The VAR planning model may be used to calculate the coalition costs v(s) for various 

combination of loads among which the cost allocation is sought. Since the optimal VAR size 

and location may not vary too much across a large number of such coalitions, the incremental 

computation required for each coalition is expected to be much lower than the base run (where 

all loads are present). However, if the number of loads (or, say components of load in a 

bus) is relatively high (say, 10), a very high number of coalitions result, and hence the total 

computational time may be very high. One possibility to get around this problem is to do the 

Shapley value calculation in multiple levels. For example, a bi-Ievel Shapley value calculation 

scheme would involve, 

i. Group the loads; 

ii. Calculate Shapley value for the groups first; and then, 

iii. Calculate Shapley value for each intra-group member. 

If 10 loads are divided into 3 groups (e.g., based on the nature of load, power factor, etc) of 

sizes 3, 3, and 4, the total number of coalitions to be evaluated comes down from (210 _1 =)1023 

to [(23 -1) + (23 -1) (24 -1) 29. There may be some loss of accuracy, though, if loads are 

grouped. Such inaccuracy, unless very high, may be tolerated given the strength of the Shapley 

value approach. 

E.l Cost 

AEP 
Shapley Value: An Example 

Let us assume the total load at bus 3 (94.2 MW/19 MVAr) is composed of 2 individual loads 

each having the same power factor as load 3 (the assumption of constant power factor is not 

necessary though): 

1. Load 1 (70% of Bus 3 Load) 
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2. Load 2 (30% of Bus 3 Load) 

First, the VAR planning model is used to enumerate the VAR cost impact of the total load 

(assuming SM = 15% as before), 

Step-l: Run the optimization model for all possible combinations of loads 

The model is run for various combinations of loads and the objective function value (Total 

Cost) is noted for each case i.e., 

Load 1 alone (70% of bus 3 load): $81.238 

Load 2 alone (30% of bus 3 load): $61.709 

Step-2: Substitute the values from step-l in Shapley value formula. The results are shown 

in Table E.l. 

(i) v(s) v(s - i) v(s) - v(s - i) Weight 
[l/(n.c(s)] 

Load 1 81.238 50.933 30.305 0.5 
Load 1+2 114.11 61.709 52.401 0.5 

Table E.1: Calculation of Shapley Value 

From the data in Table E.1, Shapley Value for Load 1 is calculated as $ 41.353 (=0.5*30.305+0.5*52.4( .! 

Similarly, the Shapley value for the other load is calculated and we compare the results with 

the proportional cost allocation in Table E.2. 

Load Shapley value Proportional Contribution 
Load 1 41.353 70 percent or 44.224 
Load 2 21.824 30 percent or 18.953 
TOTAL 63.177 63.177 

Table E.2: Comparison of Shapley value with proportional contribution 

In this case, the contribution from Load-2 according to the Shapley value criterion is ap

proximately 15% higher than its proportional contribution. The Shapley value calculated using 

the optimization model takes into account the complex interaction of variation of load and cost 

structure. In this particular case, the cost goes up "more than proportionately" for the first 

30%, but "less than proportionately" for the next 70%. This variation is an outcome of the 

constraints in the model, and also because of the "lumpiness" of the fixed cost. This simple 

example proves the basic point that Shapley value captures the precise nature of variation of 

cost better than simplistic rules such as proportional contribution. 
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Potenti 
Ell 

comIng 

Reserve Provision 

We explain local reserve and tie-line flow issues by simple examples. 

1. Reserve response in 2- region network 

cal 
Ell Ion 

- We consider two regions Rl and R2 connected by a tie-line with 100% loading in 

it from Rl to R2. It is also considered that each region will supply its own reserve 

requirement. The model considers a generator contingency for Rl, and another for 

R2, to determine the optimal reserve response for each region. In the model, for 

a contingency in Rl, governors in Rl and R2 are assumed to have been set such 

that generators in Rl will provide a full reserve response and generators in R2 will 

provide no reserve response. Similarly, for a contingency in R2, full response is 

assumed from R2 and no reserve from Rl. In this example, the model implicitly 

assumed that governor settings in a region/unit could be varied from contingency 

to contingency. The reserve response (governor settings) in R2 was assumed to be 

zero for contingency in Rl and 1 for contingency in R2. In reality, a single governor 

setting applies for all contingencies at any given time. 

In reality, the governors in the both regions, as mentioned earlier, will respond accord

ing to their droop settings, and the frequency deviation, depending on the severity of 

the contingency and irrespective of its location. Therefore both regions will respond 

to the contingency and provide reserve wherever the contingency occurs. Because 

the tie-line was 100 % loaded (Rl to R2) during the pre-contingency condition, the 

tie line will get overloaded during a contingency in R2. Thus the optimal response 

obtained from the model will not match the one obtained in reality. 

2. Reserve response in a 5-region network 

We consider a case with a 5-region network and the 50% local reserve requirement for 
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each region. Refer Figure 5 in [64] where the reserve responses of different regions are 

plotted against contingencies occurring at different regions. We tabulate the results 

in Table F.l . 

Case Gen Loss A B C D E Total 
A 50 25 0 5 5 15 50 
B 35 0 17.5 5 10 2.5 35 
C 10 0 0 5 5 0 10 
D 20 0 0 5 10 5 20 
E 30 a 0 5 10 15 30 

Table F.1: MW Reserve response in 5 region system 

Case Gen Loss A B C D E Total 
A 50 0.50 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.30 1.00 
B 35 0.00 0.50 0.14 0.29 0.07 1.00 
C 10 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00 
D 20 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.25 1.00 
E 30 0.00 • 0.00 0.17 0.33 0.50 1.00 

Table F.2: Proportional Reserve response in 5 region system 

- The table F.2 shows the proportion which each region contributes in each contingency 

case. It can be seen from the diagonal elements in the table that each region meets 

50% of its own reserve requirement. It can also be noticed that the responses are 

selective. For a 50 MW generator contingency in A) the governors in A are assumed 

to be set in such a way that they supply 50 % Le.) 25 MW and the other regions will 

supply the rest. That means the model assumes 50% response from the region where 

a contingency occurs and a selective response from the other regions. Moreover the 

selective responses are also not consistent. For example) for a 50 MW contingency 

in A, region D responded by 5 MW; while it also responded 5 MW for a contingency 

of 10 MW at C. governors do not respond in such selective manner in reality. 

region A responds 25 MW for a 50MW contingency in region A, it will also supply 

MW for a contingency of 50 MW anywhere in the interconnected system (assuming 

the same deviation of frequency). If response is assumed to be proportional to the 

contingency size, a governor set to supply 50% of the local contingency would also 

supply 50 % of every other contingency, and this is true for the response of each 

region. For this 5-region network it will amount to 2.5 times response wherever the 

contingency occurs. 

- In reality however, the governors will not provide this much reserve because the 

governors will cease responding as soon as the system frequency gets back to the 

pre-contingency value matching the contingency. Thus it is seen that a 50% local 
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requirement criterion causes a huge apparent over supply of reserve in the actual 

model. Also, the governor response in reality will not match the model solution. 

Therefore the tie-line flows could be infeasible. 

- If each region is set to meet the same proportion of each contingency, the regional 

response could be limited to [(lIn) * contingency size] i.e., 20% of each of the contin

gencies for n = 5. The share of reserve could be made realistic by scaling the reserve 

response from each region depending on the size of its own contingency compared 

to the sum of sizes of all the contingencies. The reserve provided by region i for a 

contingency occurring in region j (Rij) is given by, 

where, 

MWi 

lVIWj 

MWi 
Rij = 5 * MWj 

I:MWi 
i=l 

Contingency size in each region i 

Size of contingency that occurred in region j. 

(F.1) 

5 
- The numbers in the second row in the Table F.3 below the regions indicate (MWi! I: .MWi ) 

i=l 
quantity for the region; viz. for region B, it is 35/145=0.241. The modelled response 

using this method is shown in Table F.3. 

Case Gen Loss A B C D E Total 
MW 0.345 0.241 0.069 0.138 0.207 MW 

A 50 17.241 12.069 3.448 6.897 10.345 50 
B 35 12.069 8.448 2.414 4.828 7.241 35 
C 10 3.448 2.414 0.690 1.379 2.069 10 
D 20 6.897 4.828 1.379 2.759 4.138 20 
E 30 10.345 7.241 2.069 4.138 6.207 30 

Table F.3: Proportional Reserve response based on contingency size 
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